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INTERNET GAMING: REGULATING IN AN ONLINE WORLD

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2011

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, MANUFACTURING, AND TRADE, COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND COMMERCE, Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:03 a.m., in room 2123, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Mary Bono Mack (chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Bono Mack, Bass, Harper, Lance, Cassidy, Guthrie, Olson, McKinley, Barton, Butterfield, and Towns.

Staff present: Paige Anderson, Policy Coordinator, CMT; Charlotte Baker, Press Secretary; Brian McCullough, Senior Professional Staff Member, CMT; Gib Mullan, Chief Counsel, CMT; Katie Novaria, Legislative Clerk; Shannon Weinberg, Counsel, CMT; Felipe Mendoza, Democratic Counsel; and Will Wallace, Democratic Policy Analyst.

Mrs. BONO MACK. The subcommittee will now come to order. Good morning, this is our second cover the waterfront hearing on whether Congress should allow Internet gaming to take sail. Today we will hear from three of our colleagues as well as from a respected panel of experts. Let me be clear about one thing from the beginning. I am taking a very careful approach when it comes to this issue, and I want to examine all of the relevant facts before deciding whether or not to proceed.

I now recognize myself for an opening statement.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. MARY BONO MACK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

When it comes to the debate over legalizing Internet gambling is it time for Congress to let the genie out of the bottle, or is the genie already out, online, with a pile of chips playing Texas Hold 'Em? As chairman of the subcommittee, this is an important issue which I have been following very closely in hopes of making certain that everyone involved is dealt a fair hand.

Today we know this, the vast majority of Americans have gambled at some point in their lives, and the number of people who tried gambling is going up every year. Currently the only two States without legalized gambling are Hawaii and Utah. Forty-eight other States allow charitable gaming, 43 States and the Dis-
District of Columbia have lotteries, 40 States permit parimutuel betting, 29 States have Indian casinos, while another 28 States have standalone casinos or racetrack casinos.

Today as we continue to look at whether Congress should legalize Internet gambling, there are a number of questions we will be raising. For example, how effective is the current enforcement of online gaming in jurisdictions that have legalized it? How are States preparing to deal with the issue? What, if any, forms of interstate online gaming should Congress consider allowing? What consumer protections exist for online gaming, and what new protections are needed? How would any easing of legal restrictions on Internet gaming affect American consumers and other stakeholders, especially federally recognized Native American tribes.

Gaming policy and regulation is generally handled by the States, although the Federal Government has been involved in shaping the boundaries of what is permissible under current law.

In 1988, gambling across the United States began to proliferate after Congress passed the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act addressing the jurisdiction and authority of tribes to establish gaming on their lands. Since its passage, tribal gaming operations have seen tremendous growth with revenues last year exceeding $26 billion. Of the 565 federally recognized tribes across the U.S., nearly half of them operate casinos which provide a critically important source of funding for tribal operations and governance.

In my own congressional district tribal gaming has been a huge plus with seven casinos supporting thousands of jobs during these very difficult economic times. The tribes have been great neighbors, too, contributing regularly to charities and civic events.

So as this debate continues to unfold, it is very important to remember how tribal gaming has improved the lives of thousands of Native Americans and I want to make certain that they are not adversely impacted by online gambling, legal or otherwise.

Congress has had to step in before. In 2006 to combat proliferation of illegal Internet gaming, the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act was adopted. This effectively outlawed interstate online gaming in the U.S. by prohibiting gambling related businesses from accepting payments in the form of checks, credit card payments or electronic funds transfers relating to unlawful Internet gambling. The law also establishes fines and penalties for banks and financial companies that process such payments.

In April of this year three of the top poker Web sites were shut down and 11 people indicted for bank fraud and for money laundering, raising new questions about the law.

Proponents argue that the statute has not reduced Internet gambling, it has simply driven it underground and offshore where shady operators play by their own rules.

Legalizing Internet gaming, they argue, would actually allow the government to provide greater protection for consumers. But those who want to keep the ban on Internet gambling in place argue that repealing the current law will expose more Americans to serious problems such as compulsive gambling. They are also worried about an increase in fraud, money laundering and organized crime. Still others have expressed concern that State budgets could be
harmed by the loss of lottery and gaming revenue, and they point to huge potential impact on existing legitimate gaming operations.

While most States have taken no action regarding online gaming, seven States, Illinois, Indiana, Washington, Louisiana, Oregon, Montana, and South Dakota, have now enacted express prohibitions on Internet gambling. Other States have interpreted Federal laws permitting intrastate online gaming, and they are beginning to authorize different forms of remote gaming. Nevada, for example, has already provided remote intrastate sports wagering through BlackBerry enabled mobile phone devices, and the State is also forging ahead with plans to begin licensing online poker sites.

So in many respects the genie is already out of the bottle. And now it is up to Congress to decide whether Internet gambling across State lines should be legal or illegal.

And I look forward to hearing all of today’s testimony.

With that, I am happy to recognize the gentleman from North Carolina, Mr. Butterfield, the ranking member of the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade, for his opening statement for 5 minutes.

[The prepared statement of Mrs. Bono Mack follows:]
When it comes to the debate over legalizing Internet gambling, is it time for Congress to let the genie out of the bottle? Or is the genie already online with a pile of chips playing Texas Hold'em?

As Chairman of this Subcommittee, this is an important issue which I have been following very closely in hopes of making certain that everyone is dealt a fair hand.

Today, we know this: the vast majority of Americans have gambled at some point in their lives, and the number of people who try gambling is going up every year. Currently, the only two states without legalized gambling are Hawaii and Utah.

- 48 other states allow charitable gaming.
- 43 states and the District of Columbia have lotteries.
- 40 states permit pari-mutuel betting.
- 29 states have Indian casinos, while another 28 states have stand-alone casinos or racetrack casinos.
Today, as we continue to look at whether Congress should legalize Internet gambling, there are a number of questions which we will be raising:

• How effective is current enforcement of online gaming in jurisdictions that have legalized it? And how are states preparing to deal with the issue?

• What, if any, forms of interstate online gaming should Congress consider allowing?

• What consumer protections exist for online gaming and what new protections are needed?

• How would any easing of legal restrictions on Internet gaming affect American consumers and other stakeholders, especially federally-recognized Native American tribes?
Gaming policy and regulation is generally handled by the states, although the federal government has been involved in shaping the boundaries of what’s permissible under current law.

In 1988, gambling across the United States began to proliferate after Congress passed the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, addressing the jurisdiction and authority of tribes to establish gaming on their lands. Since its passage, tribal gaming operations have seen tremendous growth with revenues last year exceeding $26 billion. Of the 565 federally-recognized tribes across the United States, nearly half of them operate casinos which provide a critically important source of funding for tribal operations and governance.

In my own Congressional District, tribal gaming has been a huge plus, with seven casinos supporting thousands of jobs during these difficult economic times. The Tribes have been great neighbors, too, contributing regularly to charities and civic events. So as this debate
continues to unfold, it’s very important to remember how tribal gaming has improved the lives of thousands of Native Americans, and I want to make certain that they are not adversely impacted by online gambling – legal or otherwise.

Congress has had to step in before. In 2006, to combat the proliferation of illegal Internet gambling, the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act was adopted.

This effectively outlawed interstate online gaming in the United States by prohibiting gambling-related businesses from accepting payments in the form of checks, credit card payments, or electronic funds transfers relating to unlawful Internet gambling. The law also establishes fines and penalties for banks and financial companies that process such payments.

In April of this year, three of the top poker websites were shut down and 11 people indicted for bank fraud and money laundering, raising new questions about the law.
Proponents argue that the statute has not reduced Internet gambling – it’s simply driven it underground and offshore, where shady operators play by their own rules.

Legalizing Internet gambling, they argue, would actually allow the government to provide greater protection for consumers.

But those who want to keep the ban on Internet gambling in place argue that repealing the current law will expose more Americans to serious problems such as compulsive gambling.

They are also worried about an increase in fraud, money laundering and organized crime.

Still others have expressed concern that state budgets could be harmed by the loss of lottery and gaming
revenue, and they point to a huge potential impact on existing, legitimate gaming operations.

While most states have taken no action regarding online gaming, seven states...Illinois, Indiana, Washington, Louisiana, Oregon, Montana, and South Dakota...have now enacted express prohibitions on Internet gambling.

Other states have interpreted federal law as permitting intrastate online gaming, and they are beginning to authorize different forms of remote gaming.

Nevada, for example, is already providing remote intrastate sports wagering through Blackberry-enabled mobile phone devices, and the state is also forging ahead with plans to begin licensing online poker sites.

So, in many respects, the genie is already out of the bottle, and now it's up to Congress to decide whether
Internet gambling across state lines is legal or illegal. I look forward to hearing today’s testimony.
OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. G.K. BUTTERFIELD, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you. I thank the chairman for holding this hearing and what I hope will be a series of hearings on this very important subject of Internet gambling. This is a very important issue. I think we can all agree on that, and it deserves careful consideration, as you referenced in your opening statement.

Let me thank the three witnesses, my colleagues, for coming today and we will try to make this as painless as possible.

According to one estimate, any action we take regarding the legal status of Internet gambling could impact an estimated 10 to 15 million people who already participate in Internet gambling on a regular basis.

Serious revenues estimated to be as high as $49 billion over 10 years could be realized at both the State and Federal levels. But we must remember the policy decisions we make here and in the full committee could also impact people who have never been exposed to Internet gambling, potentially opening the door for dependence and addiction. That is why it is so important, so important to address potential consumer consequences in any legislation that we consider.

With estimated revenues in the billions we must set aside a portion of that to reduce the social cost of problem gambling.

In our previous hearing on this topic I was particularly struck by Mr. Keith White’s testimony. Mr. White indicated that 6 to 8 million adults and 1/2 million teens meet the criteria for gambling addiction, with ethnic minorities more likely to become addicted. He also estimated that the annual social cost of gambling related addiction at $7 billion, resulting from increases in crime, divorce and bankruptcy and other things. An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure, and any legislation must include, must include sufficient funds to carry out education, treatment and research services related to problem gambling.

We must also include common sense safeguards for consumers like a self exclusion list, gambling time limits, monetary deposit limits and privacy, and data security requirements, just to name a few.

Two of our colleagues, Mr. Campbell and Mr. Frank, are here today to testify about their bill. The Internet Gambling Regulation Consumer Protection Enforcement Act, H.R. 1174. That bill would give the Department of the Treasury the responsibility of implementing a national licensing regime for Internet gambling sites. This bill provides for fair and balanced entry into the Internet gambling marketplace and does not restrict permitted gaming to just poker. It would also would encourage State lotteries, Indian tribes and others to innovate their current businesses so they can take part in the new industry and further raise revenue.

H.R. 1174 is just one of the bills currently on the table, but regardless of which proposal we are looking at, any legislation that moves through this subcommittee and that could ultimately become law will involve tasking one or more Federal entities with implementation and oversight. It is critically important that in addition to the experts we have here today we also hear from those Federal
entities. These could include Treasury and Commerce, the Federal Trade Commission and the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau. We need to learn about any concerns that these agencies might have and potential consequences for them if they are tasked with implementing the new framework.

With an estimated 1,700 international Web sites allowing play and accepting wages from individuals in the U.S., it is critical that we act to protect American consumers by legalizing Internet gambling here. The tremendous revenue that would be realized through legalized Internet gambling at the local, State and Federal levels would be a tremendous boost to our budgets. And most importantly, American workers are poised to take advantage of this new industry through well paying jobs that could be created, software engineers and financial experts and consumer service representatives, web developers, scientists and electrical engineers who all would need to be supported by the industry.

Considering the fragile and struggling state of our economy, I strongly believe that all potential revenues should be considered to spur more robust economic growth. But if we are going to do this, Madam Chairman, if we are going to recognize gambling as legal, we must do our very best to get it right.

Thank you for listening. I yield back the balance of my time.

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman, and the chair now recognizes the chairman emeritus of the full committee, Mr. Barton, for 3 minutes.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. JOE BARTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS

Mr. BARTON. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman. I am delighted to welcome our three colleagues here, Mr. Frank, Mr. Wolf, and Mr. Campbell. The bill that I have introduced builds on the work that Mr. Campbell and Mr. Frank have already done. And with regards to Mr. Wolf, I have worked with him on many issues over the years and am glad that I am not in the White House Office of Science, Space and Technology right now or he would be cutting my budget, too, and I am glad he is not.

Congressman Kenny Hulshof, former Congressman, is in audience and I think former Congressman John Porter is in the audience. We welcome those two former colleagues.

I want to make one comment on Mr. Butterfield’s opening statement. I support everything he said. I want to point out that the bill that we are hoping to mark up in this subcommittee deals only with Internet poker, it does not deal with generic gaming or gambling, it is just Internet poker. And as everyone knows, poker is a game of skill. Over time the best poker player will win the most money. I am living proof of that, having been much poorer by trying to play against players better than myself and having them laugh as they take my money.

We have an interesting situation here in this country in that it is legal to play poker online, it is impossible, though, to handle the financial transactions winning or losing that result from it because of a law called UIGEA. UIGEA in my opinion is unenforceable, needs to be reformed. The bill that I have introduced will do that, H.R. 2366. I have had a number of meetings with all the stake-
holders and thanks to the skill of our chairwoman and ranking member we are going have a good cross-section of those on the second panel today.

I think there is general agreement there are still some things to be ironed out. I would point out the bill I have introduced is a States' right bill and it allows the States to make the decision whether citizens in their State can play poker online. If the State doesn't want to do that or an Indian tribe doesn't want to do that, they simply inform the Department of Commerce they don't want to participate. We are not trying to tell the States how to run their businesses, but for those States that do we are trying to have a comprehensive plan to make it fair and ethical for everyone.

So I look forward to the hearing, Madam Chairwoman. I want to thank the three Congressmen for taking their time to testify. I know how many things they could be doing and to have them give time, especially 9 o'clock on a Friday morning, is important.

I also want to welcome Mr. Frank Fahrenkopf, who will testify on the second panel. I have dealt with him on some political issues for many, many years. When I was a young Congressman he helped me quite a bit in some of my political travails earlier in my career, so I appreciate that.

With that, Madam Chairwoman, I yield back.

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman, and the chair is pleased to recognized Mr. Bass for 2 minutes.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. CHARLES F. BASS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

Mr. BASS. I thank the distinguished chairwoman for holding this hearing, important hearing. I also want to welcome my three colleagues to the main hearing room of the most powerful and finest committee in the Congress, welcome here. This is an important hearing.

On our second panel, we will be hearing from Charlie McIntyre, who is sitting in the front row here, Executive Director of the New Hampshire Lottery. As highlighted in my comments in a previous hearing, the New Hampshire lottery just delivered funding, almost a billion and a half dollars, for our State's education. It is the primary form of funding from the State level for education since its inception in 1964. So as our committee continues to examine online gambling, I believe that we should consider fully the experiences of existing forms of legal gaming. I am pleased to have Mr. McIntyre and our other witnesses available to us today to speak to the competencies of our gambling regulators, as well as the potential benefits and challenges posed by an online gambling world.

So I am looking forward to both panels and with that, Madam Chairman, I yield back.

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman. And we turn our attention to our panels. We have two panels today joining us. Each of our witnesses prepared an opening statement and it will be placed into the record. Each of you will have 5 minutes to summarize that statement in your remarks.

On our first panel we are very pleased and we welcome the Honorable Barney Frank of Massachusetts, the Honorable Frank Wolf
of Virginia, and the Honorable John Campbell of California. We welcome you all to the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade. We are very pleased you are here.

At this point we are happy to recognize Congressman Frank for 5 minutes for his opening statement.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE BARNEY FRANK, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS

Mr. FRANK. Thank you. Thank you for having this hearing.
Mrs. BONO MACK. Can you make sure the mic is on?
Mr. FRANK. Sorry, it was not.

I thank you for this hearing and I appreciate the work of my colleague from Texas, Mr. Barton, in this. And yes, I will say to my neighbor from New Hampshire it is nice to be in the Energy and Commerce room and to be seated in front of a portrait of John Dingell, which I think is probably older than the average Member of Congress—the portrait, not Mr. Dingell.

I want to begin with the basic principle arguments. Obviously once we decide to do this, there are specific legislative details, and I think in a bipartisan way we can work them out. I will say Mr. Barton, Mr. Campbell and I have already had some meetings, and we think it is possible to come to an agreement on a lot of these specifics. But I say once we decide to do this, let’s define what this is. This is allowing adult Americans to spend their own money as they wish in a form of recreation that they enjoy. I cannot understand how anyone would think that it is the role of the Federal Government to prohibit them from doing that. Regulating the way in which it is done, dealing with abuses, those are inevitable aspects of the economy we live in. But let’s get to the threshold question, is it the business of the government to tell adults no, we don’t think you should gamble with your own money? That is a principle which frankly I would think there should be bipartisan support on.

And I hear people talk about the nanny state. I hear people saying we should not be telling 8-year-olds what to eat for lunch. Leaving that aside, if we don’t want to tell an 8-year-old what to eat for lunch, why are we telling the 8-year-old’s parent, a 28-year-old, no, you can’t gamble, we don’t think that is appropriate?

Some of it I must say is moral disapproval, I know that creeps in sometimes. Apparently there are people who are better biblical scholars than I who have found somewhere in the Bible a prohibition on gambling. I haven’t found it myself nor have I found a footnote to it which exempts bingo. But the fundamental principle remains the same.

The second problem we have here is that it violates a principle, I thought held very strongly, frankly even more so by my friends on the Republican side; namely, hands off the Internet. As somebody said, we are putting special restrictions on things done on the Internet. I thought that was the reverse of what people were talking about, because the legislation that unfortunately passed the Congress came out of the Committee on Financial Services enforces the prohibition on gambling, telling adults how dare you gamble with your own money, by restricting the use of the Internet. And again I am shocked by that.
Finally, the current regime is one of the most intrusive regulations on the banking industry that you can find. If you talk to the bankers, they very angry at this because the way in which we now make it illegal is to impose on financial institutions an impossible obligation; namely, to figure out what the payment was for. So again from the principles of my Republican friends, don't have a nanny state, don't interfere with the Internet, don't unduly burden private sector, I am very surprised that this is maintained.

Now, one of the arguments against making it illegal, some adults will abuse it and some children will do it. Let me start with the latter one. As I understand it, we have alcohol made available on the Internet, we have cigarettes made available on the Internet. The notion there are sex oriented materials that are for adults only, the notion we should ban in a society for everybody things that are OK for adults because children might get to them is the end of freedom. If we aren’t able to maintain some distinction between adult permitted activity and things we want to prohibit to children, then a lot of us will have a lot of time on our hands because we will have banned a lot of things that adults ought to be able to do and it is in fact inconsistent. That is why I go back to say that inevitably it seems to me that an element of this notion that we should make gambling illegal altogether is a moral disapproval, which I think is inappropriate.

I have had people say, well, are you for the government being pro-gambling? No, let’s be clear what the role of the government is in a free society. There are some things that are damaging to others and the government should prohibit. There are some things which are especially beneficial and the government should want to encourage. But the great mass of human activity is none of the government’s business. We should neither encourage it nor discourage it. And not making something illegal is not an encouragement of it or an endorsement of it.

And I note the gentleman from New Hampshire mentioned a lot of reasons. I appreciate that, and we want to make sure that we draw on their experience. But some suggested that we should not allow this because it would detract from the revenues that lotteries get. The gentleman did not suggest that, I don’t even put that word in his mouth, but again from the standpoint of my Republican colleagues any suggestion that we should ban private sector entities from engaging in activity because it might detract from the revenue that public sector entities get; in other words, we should give a monopoly to the public sector, would seem to be quite far from what I would hope would be the prevailing philosophy here.

I think we can deal with the addiction issue here. I will say that the addiction issue here does not seem to me different from the addiction issue with alcohol and other things.

And finally, I would say with regard to college students, there was an argument when we did it in our committee that somebody cited a study how terrible this was for college students and leading to suicides. The author of that study said, no, that is not what I said. And if we were going to ban things because students might get addicted to them, my guess is we would probably not start with Internet gambling, we would start with video games. There is a great problem of addiction of video games and the way a rational,
free society deals with addiction is to allow the great majority of people to do it and to try to treat and help the people who are addicted.

So I hope this committee will go ahead with the basic principle, and I look forward to our working out the specifics.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Frank follows:]
Testimony of Congressman Barney Frank

before the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade
“Internet Gaming: Regulating in an Online World.”

November 18, 2011

I am here today in support of licensing and regulating online gambling, primarily because I believe adults should be allowed to spend their own money as they see fit, free of governmental intrusion. And I also believe that licensing and regulation of internet gambling will provide real consumer protection in an area that is currently vulnerable.

In 2006, the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA) was enacted, which restricted the use of the payments system for Americans who sought to gamble online. I believe that it is an inappropriate interference on the personal freedom of Americans, and should be undone. And the ban did not make consumers safe. On April 15 “Black Friday”, the owners of Full Tilt poker were arrested and
subsequently indicted by a federal grand jury for fraud and money laundering.

I voted against the ban in 2006 and for the past three Congresses, I have sought to reverse that ban. I introduced legislation – the first version in 2007 – and the latest iteration, which is identical to what Financial Services reported out last year on a bipartisan vote – is led this year by my colleague and friend John Campbell. This legislation is designed to protect consumers without restricting their freedom. I have always believed that it is a mistake to tell adults what to do with their own money. Some adults will spend their money foolishly, but it is not the purpose of the Federal Government to prevent them legally from doing it. We should ensure that they have appropriate consumer protections and information, but otherwise allow people to pursue activities that they enjoy which do not harm others. As John Stuart Mill said in his essay, On Liberty in 1869:
“The only freedom which deserves the name is that of pursuing our own good in our own way, so long as we do not attempt to deprive others of theirs, or impede their efforts to obtain it. Each is the proper guardian of his own health, whether bodily, or mental or spiritual. Mankind are greater gainers by suffering each other to live as seems good to themselves, than by compelling each to live as seems good to the rest.”

I have also been very pleased to have strong support for this legislation from the Chairman of the Homeland Security Committee, Peter King, whose concern for public policies that protect us against terrorism is well known to many of us. His support for this effort is very important.

We believe that the legislation should be open to all operators – those who want to get into the business and can pass a rigorous background
check and comply with all of the regulations should be able to do so. Under our bill, any suitable person seeking to operate an Internet gambling may submit to a background investigation and apply for a license. I believe that having an open market fosters competition, promotes fairness, creates American jobs and is in the best interest of consumers.

I also strongly support, and am a cosponsor of Mr. Barton’s internet poker bill, HR 2366, which is quite similar to our legislation in many respects, though it is limited to poker only. I look forward to continuing to work with him and the rest of the Committee as you consider these issues.

American consumers who wish to gamble online are currently without rigorous and consistent safeguards against fraud, identity theft, underage and problem gambling and money laundering. Some operators adhere to rigorous regulatory regimes in foreign jurisdictions, but U.S. customers have no local recourse if they have a problem. We need to
ensure that we protect American consumers by requiring that user funds are not commingled with operating funds, and obey strict regulatory protocols against fraud and cheating, with constantly updated standards, and audit requirements to ensure both the fairness of games and the soundness of financial operations.

One argument against online gambling is that there are some people, including compulsive gamblers, who should not gamble. I do not agree that just because some people should not engage in a behavior that it should be prevented for all. But I do believe that we should ensure that self exclusion protocols, gambling limits, and other anti-compulsive measures are required – which can be done even more effectively online than in the brick and mortar world. Moreover, I am a cosponsor of HR 2334, Congressman Wolf and Congressman Moran’s bill to establish and implement programs for the prevention, treatment, and research of pathological and other problem gambling. I have been a cosponsor of this legislation for several Congresses – including its predecessor bill,
proposed by my former Massachusetts colleague, Marty Meehan. I also believe that this legislation should be made a part of any eventual package, and that its work should be funded out of a part of the revenue stream that is garnered from the tax provisions.

The tax provisions, which are contained in separate legislation authored by Congressman McDermott, have been jointly scored (along with the implementing legislation), and they should garner more than 42 billion dollars over ten years. Billions of dollars in taxes – both under existing law and those that would be established under Mr. McDermott’s bill – currently remain uncollected in this area. And the revenue and jobs from this sector have been created overseas, due to the ban, rather than benefitting Americans.

Enacting legislation to license, regulate, and tax online gambling as well as implement problem gambling programs, would bring this industry out of the shadows, benefit consumers, create American jobs, capture
revenue and allow adults to enjoy freedom from unnecessary
government interference.

I thank the committee for their consideration.
Mrs. Bono Mack. Thank you, Congressman Frank. And at this point, Mr. Wolf, thank you very much for coming today and you are recognized for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE FRANK R. WOLF, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

Mr. Wolf. Thank you, Madam Chair. I know that some members of the committee are aware of my strong concerns about the spread of gambling in our society. I can spend all day cataloguing story after story of ruined families, bankruptcies, suicides and official corruption. Gambling is harmful activity, and study after study has shown that many in our society there is no question it is strongly addictive. Following the enactment of the hard fought ban on Internet gambling in 2006, I never thought I would see a day that a Republican House would even consider weakening this law. For a party that champions families and traditional values, I assure you that Internet gambling is contrary to those values.

The legalization of Internet poker will enable the spread of gambling to every computer, every iPad, every iPhone, every BlackBerry, every Android and Windows phone in the country. It will send a signal to Americans that gambling is to be encouraged. It will be a windfall to the most powerful gambling interests in the country at the expense of American families and taxpayers.

There is no question that social and economic effects fall disproportionately on three groups, the poor, the elderly and the young. Notably these are the same groups of Americans that have been hardest hit by the recession.

Although some have championed this legislation as a potential budget windfall, I assure you that what tax revenues it will generate will overwhelmingly come out of the pockets of the vulnerable population. Gambling is no budget panacea. What little tax revenue it will generate taxpayers will pay out far more in the criminal justice systems, gambling treatment program and social services.

The New York Times July 2010 article said the social cost of gambling outweighs the revenue by 3 to 1. Reports done in both the 1990s and 2000s have shown the increase in legalized gambling have led to a significant increase in suicide rates. A 2008 report by a sociologist at Temple University found that, “The odds of suicide among Las Vegas residents was at least 50 percent greater than among residents elsewhere in each of the 3 decades we observed.”

Gambling, according to the July 20, 2011, Daily Finance article: “When it comes to severity, Americans’ gambling addiction is not too far behind the Nation’s drug problem. And it is growing. It says in 2007 Americans lost more than $92 billion gambling, about 9 times what they lost in 1982, and almost 10 times more than what movie goers in the U.S. Spent on tickets that year.

Bell University Professor Earl Grinols estimated that “addicted gambling cost the U.S. Between $32 billion and $58 billion a year.

I have long been concerned about the predatory nature of it and I strongly support the recommendations of the National Gambling Commission, including the 2006 Internet gambling ban.
This law was important because it dramatically limited convenience, I use the word “convenience”, gambling in the U.S. The important distinction between destination gambling and convenience gambling is that by its very nature destination gambling is entertainment and is generally limited to vacations for most Americans. This limits the opportunity for addiction to develop and reduces the risk of regular gambling. However, online gambling is the ultimate, it is the ultimate in convenience gambling. Internet gambling is the crack cocaine of gambling, according to the CEO of Promises Treatment Center, the crack cocaine of gambling. It is like having a casino at your fingertips 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. People can gamble in their bathrobes, in their family rooms, at work or in college dorms.

And with the explosive growth of smart phones, tablets, mobile broadband, the potential availability of Internet poker has grown exponentially in the last 5 years since it was outlawed. People will be able to gamble whenever and wherever they want. In addition, pathological gamblers will become easily addicted to online gambling because of the Internet’s easy access and instant results. It will result, it will result in an epidemic. We will read stories about this if this bill passes. It will be a constant theme.

According to CitizenLink, should the current law be overturned, “The estimated cost of Internet problem and pathological gambling addictions among adults each year in the U.S. will be 18 billion. It would be a total cost $7 billion for those under age 16.

Gambling leads to increases also in public corruption. Has this Congress forgotten the Abramoff scandal? Gambling was involved in the Abramoff scandal. Has the Congress learned anything from it or is it just like the Simon & Garfunkel song, man hears what he wants to hear and disregards the rest?

I have more, Madam Chairman, but in respect to the committee I see my stop sign has come in. I think the passage of this will increase addiction gambling and I think it will increase suicide and I think the Congress will rue the day if it ever passes.

I yield back.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Wolf follows:]
I would like to thank the chair, Mrs. Bono Mack, for the opportunity to testify this morning. I appreciate her willingness to let me discuss the dangers of legalizing Internet gambling, including poker, and the difference between destination gambling and convenience gambling.

I know that many members of this committee are aware of my strong concerns about the spread of gambling in our society. I could spend all day cataloging story after story of ruined families, bankruptcies, suicides and official corruption.
Gambling is a dangerous activity and study after study has shown that for many in our society, there is no question that it is strongly addictive.

Following the enactment of the hard-fought ban on Internet gambling in 2006, I never thought I would see that day that a Republican House would even consider weakening this law. For a party that champions families and traditional values, I assure you that Internet gambling is contrary to family values.

The legalization of Internet poker will enable the spread of gambling to every computer, iPad, iPhone, Blackberry, Android and Windows phone in the country.
It will send a signal to Americans that gambling is permissible and encouraged. And it will be a windfall to the most powerful gambling interests in this country at the expense of American families and taxpayers.

There is no question that the social and economic effects of gambling fall disproportionately on three groups; the poor, the elderly and the young. Notably, these are the same groups of Americans that have been hit hardest by the recent recession.

Although some have disingenuously championed this legislation as a potential budget windfall, I assure you that what tax revenue it generates will overwhelmingly come out of the pockets of the most vulnerable populations.
Gambling is no budget panacea – what little tax revenue it would generate, taxpayers would pay out far more in the criminal justice system, gambling treatment programs, and social services. In fact, according to a July 2010 *New York Times* article, the social costs of gambling outweigh the revenue by a factor of 3 to 1.

Reports done in both the 1990s and the 2000s have shown that increases in legalized gambling have led to a significant increase in suicide rates.

A 2008 report by a sociologist at Temple University found that, “the odds of suicide among Las Vegas residents was at least 50% greater than among residents elsewhere in each of the three decades we observed.” There’s no question that this is due to the regular access to gambling.
According to a July 2011 *Daily Finance* article, “When it comes to severity, America’s gambling addiction isn’t too far behind the nation’s drug problem, and it’s growing. In 2007, Americans lost more than $92 billion gambling, about nine times what they lost in 1982, and almost 10 times more than what moviegoers in the U.S. spent on tickets that same year.”

Baylor University professor Earl Grinols estimates that “addicted gambling cost the U.S. between $32.4 billion and $53.8 billion a year.”

I have long been concerned about the predatory nature of gambling and the corruption that is often associated with it and was the author of the legislation that created the National Gambling Impact Commission. I strongly supported its recommendations, including the 2006 Internet gambling ban.
This law was important because it dramatically limited convenience gambling in the U.S. The important distinction between destination gambling and convenience gambling is that, by its very nature, destination gambling is entertainment and is generally limited to vacations for most Americans. This limits the opportunity for addiction to develop and reduces the risk of regular gambling.

However, online gambling is the ultimate in convenience gambling. Internet gambling is “the crack cocaine of gambling,” according to the CEO of Promises Treatment Centers.

With the explosive growth of smartphones, tablets and mobile broadband, the potential availability of Internet poker has grown exponentially just in the 5 years since it was outlawed in 2006.
It would be like having a casino at your fingertips 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. People would be able to gamble in their bathrobes, in their family rooms, at work or in college dorm rooms. People will be able to gamble whenever and wherever they want.

In addition, pathological gamblers will become easily addicted to online gambling because of the Internet's easy access, anonymity and instant results. This legislation will only fuel the epidemic of gambling addiction.

According to CitizenLink, should the current law be overturned, “the estimated costs of Internet problem and pathological gambling addictions among adults each year in the U.S. would be $18 billion. It would total $7 billion for those under age 18.”
Finally, Internet gambling can provide a nearly undetectable harbor for criminal enterprises. The anonymity makes online gambling more susceptible to crime.

Gambling also leads to increases in public corruption. Remember, the Abramoff scandal all started with gambling.

The current law is working – and saving lives. According to the Annenberg Public Policy Center, within one year of the Internet gambling ban’s enactment, “Card playing for money among college-age youth (18 to 22) has declined... Weekly use of the Internet for gambling also declined among this age group. Both declines are statistically significant.”
I urge this committee to oppose any legislation that would weaken current law and expand online gambling, including poker. Should such a bill be reported out of this committee or, worse yet, be passed by the House, it would be a sad commentary.

Thank you.
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank the gentleman. The chair is pleased to recognize my colleague from California, Mr. Campbell, for 5 minutes. Welcome.

STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN CAMPBELL, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. CAMPBELL. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman, Mr. Butterfield, members. I appreciate the invitation to be here. It is kind of funny that I am here because I actually don't gamble. Not because I think there is any evil about it, I just don't find any fascination with it. I don't even know the rules of poker, what is better than what, which means Mr. Barton wants to play with me all the time and thus far I have resisted those invitations.

But you know, we are not here to talk about what we personally want to do, we are always here to do what Americans want to do. The fact is that millions and millions, hundreds of millions of Americans enjoy gambling and they want to do it and they are doing it. And in 2006, as was mentioned, we passed UIGEA and basically banned or tried to ban Internet gambling. Since that bill was passed, and Mr. Wolf mentioned this in his comments, he said the availability of Internet poker and other things have exploded. More than the availability has exploded, the actual amount of Internet gambling has exploded. I think Mr. Butterfield mentioned 15 million people. There are millions and millions, tens of millions of Americans gambling online now after we passed a bill supposedly banning it. And what they are doing is they are using illegal offshore sites. When they do that, there is a lot of talk about revenue, not only do we obviously not get any revenue, but these people are unprotected. There is no regulation, there is no oversight. They don't know if they are going to get the money they are betting, they don't know if the game is fair, they don't know all kinds of things. But they are doing it and they will continue to do it because they want—it is an activity they want to do and they can access it online regardless of what we do or don't do here. And so we actually by banning it have expanded what is going on.

Now Mr. Wolf talks about problem gambling and I get that. In fact I am a cosponsor of his bill relative to problem gambling. There is problem gambling and there will be problem gambling whether we make Internet gambling legal or illegal. But we can deal with it much better if it is legal, if it is regulated, if it is understood, and if we know whose doing it, then in the current situation where people are going off on these totally unregulated sites—I mean there has been a lot of talk about this Full Tilt Poker and the recent Department of Justice invasion there. To me that is the reason we ought to be legalizing this, because millions of Americans were on that site and they were not being treated fairly. And we can make sure that they are going to be treated fairly.

Now when Mr. Wolf comments that we shouldn't allow this because there is problem gambling, you can look at drinking and many Americans don't drink, most drink responsibly, some have a problem. We tried making that illegal. We tried prohibiting it. It didn't work. We forced a lot of honest Americans, because they were going to do it anyway, into a dishonest and illegal practice.
And so prohibition was ended. We essentially have that kind of prohibition now. And we will have a better handle on the situation if we legalize it and regulate it than if we leave the current situation as it is.

And I understand the protections we can have online. You can have better protections than you do with brick and mortar gambling. If someone is a problem gambler you can put them on a list and you can have the Web site, the name, the credit card, various things on a list so that your regulated gambling sites have to not allow those people on their sites. We can verify age. There is technology now where we can verify the location, so those States, as the chairwoman mentioned, who wish to not have gambling in their States can not have gambling from their residents because the regulated sites can stop that from happening.

And they can be audited. In the bill that Mr. Frank and I have proposed the servers are required to be in the United States specifically so they can be audited, so that we know that the games are fair, that the amounts that gamblers are promised are being paid out, et cetera.

In conclusion, I want to give you four reasons I think whether it is the bill Mr. Frank and I have, the bill Mr. Barton has or something we have in between, that this committee should pass. First of all freedom. This is really about allowing adult Americans to do a practice that they have done for eons and want to do and will do.

The second is protection. They are going to do it, they ought to be able to do it in a protected and fair manner where they know what they are getting into and they understand the risks and rewards.

The other thing is jobs. We are talking about jobs around here. Right now all these things are off site. If we do this where the servers and everything has to be in the United States, which we can do in our bill and under WTO regulations, then we are actually going to create jobs in the United States.

And then the final reason is the one everyone mentions is revenue. I don’t think it is the top reason, but it is one. There is no question that if you do this you can’t tax it. Gambling in every jurisdiction it is, is taxed and that will bring in revenue to the Federal Government.

And with that, I appreciate being here and thank you, Madam Chairwoman.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Campbell follows:]
Testimony of The Honorable John B. T. Campbell, III
Before the House Energy and Commerce Committee
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade
Topic: “Internet Gaming: Regulating in an Online World”

November 18, 2011

Madam Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, my name is John Campbell and I am privileged to represent the people of California’s 48th District here in Congress and before this committee today. I would also like to thank you for the opportunity to testify today on an issue that has long deserved consideration by Congress.

In 2006, we were challenged as a society to figure out how we should proceed with the confluence of a budding internet gambling industry and advancing internet technology. Millions of Americans had already begun using the Internet as a medium for play and dozens of firms, both domestic and foreign, were operating within our borders. We thought that by punishing those who took play, through the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA), we would put an end to bad practices and the victimization of Americans who were wagering online. In the end, enforcement was difficult and inconsistent and number of Americans wagering online grew exponentially. As an example, Full Tilt Poker, who until just months ago was taking play from Americans, was indicted by a federal grand jury and charged with fraud and money laundering, among other things. In the wake of this and other incidents like it, what we need now is not an outright ban, but rather a safe, effective, and workable framework.
Let me be abundantly clear— I am not a gambler. I do not play poker, slot machines, cards, lotteries, or any other similar games. But millions of Americans do gamble, either in casinos, with state lotteries, or in the privacy of their own homes among family and friends. They do so for a variety of reasons, recreation and camaraderie among them. It is because I believe in a society that allows these Americans free choice to gamble online, and one that holds in high regard choice and personal responsibility, that I am advocating for us to revisit this issue today.

I, along with my friend and colleague, Mr. Barney Frank, have introduced H.R. 1174, the Internet Gambling Regulation, Consumer Protection, and Enforcement Act, which would better protect consumers without restricting their freedom. Our legislation would create a framework where Internet gaming operators can apply for licenses from the Treasury Department and federally approved state commissions, while agreeing to be strongly regulated by agencies in the United States. Under our bill, any suitable person seeking to operate an Internet gambling facility may submit to a background investigation and apply for a license. It is my belief that having an open market fosters competition, promotes fairness, and is in best interest of players.

Opponents of internet gambling legalization will claim that the activity isn’t safe and will open the floodgates to allow Internet gaming operators to prey on young people and problem gamblers. Ironically, what they are describing is the “Wild West” of Internet gambling that is taking place today. Americans are placing wagers with companies located offshore and with facilities and systems that are unaudited and untested. They cannot be assured that the games are fair, that their funds are not being embezzled, and that the people operating the facilities are of
sound moral character. If anything, Internet gambling is less safe today because of the UIGEA ban, not in spite of it.

Bringing transparency, regulation, and order to this system is entirely possible. Advancements in technology have enabled other jurisdictions to verify that gamblers are of appropriate age, "geo-locate" users to ensure they are within the jurisdiction, audit the fairness of games, catch cheaters and scam artists, and ensure that user funds are segregated out from operating funds. This technology is live and there are firms capable of inspecting and auditing these institutions operating in the market today. In fact, the ability of the Department of Justice to crack down on internet gambling activities on "Black Friday" speaks to the availability, accuracy, and usefulness of these tools.

On the issue of problem gambling, I recognize that there are Americans who are not suited for any kind of gambling, including that which is conducted over the Internet. Unfortunately, there are Americans who are addicted to a whole host of products, including alcohol and tobacco. However, we, as policymakers, have chosen to trust people to consume these products responsibly and at their own risk, while providing mechanisms to mitigate the social costs incurred. To that end, I am also a cosponsor of H.R. 2334, the Comprehensive Problem Gambling Act of 2011. The bill, authored by my colleague, Mr. Frank Wolf, would allow agencies of the government to research, prevent, and address problem gambling. Furthermore, it is my expectation that part of the government's revenue streams from any resulting taxation of internet gambling be used for these purposes.
Passing legislation like ours would foster the development and growth of a new American industry, which would bring along with it thousands of jobs and billions of dollars of economic activity, the revenues of which could be taxed to assist our ailing federal budget. I would urge my colleagues in Congress to thoughtfully consider proposals to legalize, regulate, and tax internet gambling, and I look forward to working with each of you as this process moves forward.

Thank you for your time and I look forward to answering any questions you may have.
Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank all of our colleagues for your testimony this morning, and I will turn to the panel if any members have any questions for our panel. Mr. Barton, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. BARTON. Thank you. I will try to be brief.

Mr. Wolf, in your comments you repeatedly said gambling, you never once said poker. I mean you do recognize that poker is a game of skill I presume.

Mr. WOLF. If the gentleman would, I also want to say that in the testimony which I didn't finish, it said according to the Annenberg Public Policy Center within 1 year of the Internet gaming ban enactment card playing for money among college age youth 18 to 22 has declined; weekly use of the Internet for gambling also has declined among this age group. Both declines are statistically significant.

And it will not stop with this. If this bill passes, in 5 to 10 years you will now have come in fourth as many States——

Mr. BARTON. My question is do you understand——

Mr. WOLF. I think it will lead to other broader aspects and I think there will be problems with regard to corruption. And I think there will be a lot of problems.

Mr. BARTON. But that is not the answer to my question. You and I play poker. I don't know how good a poker player you are, but over time whichever one of us is the best——

Mr. WOLF. Actually I don't, but I don't think—let me just take the question. I am not here to tell you that poker is wrong. That is not my ability. What I am here to say is if you put this on Internet gambling in college dorms and people will literally in a few short minutes will be bankrupt and broken. And I believe, and I remember the case of the young kid from Lehigh University up in Allentown that committed suicide. It is not my role to say poker is right or wrong. And God bless you, Joe, I think you are a fine Congressman. And so I am not in the position to be the judge. I think that Internet gambling will bring about suicide and problems, and so I hope you win the next time you play poker and I hope you can bring this guy in to play with you.

Mr. BARTON. Mr. Frank.

Mr. FRANK. Let me tell you first, I am not going to praise you because I agree with you. Around here you only praise people when you disagree with them. So there are no negative inferences. I just don't have to say how wonderful you are before I say you are wrong. But I would just make the point——

Mr. BARTON. You and I agree that each of us disagree about 98 percent of the time.

Mr. FRANK. On this issue, though, and obviously poker is different than other forms of gambling and it is much more skill and much less luck. But I would say I just want to emphasize what Mr. Wolf is saying. I had thought there was a consensus in this Congress, particularly strongly held by my Republican colleagues: Hands off the Internet, don't interfere with the Internet. The premise of this, as Mr. Wolf makes clear, is that there are activities that may be OK elsewhere in this society, but we should particularly ban them from the Internet, and he talks about convenience gambling. Well, I am not around here to make life inconvenient for
the people I represent, but that I want to make clear is the nub of this. Do we single out the Internet for specific prohibitions and restrictions? As I said, I thought that went contrary. By the way if you are going to do that for gambling, my guess is there are other things that people would say, well, it may be OK in general but don't we don't want them to be too convenient. And that is the major precedent that is set here. You set the precedent of putting specific and harsh restrictions on the Internet more than anywhere else in the society.

Mr. Barton. Well, I am going to yield back, Madam Chairwoman, because I know we want to get to the second panel. But to the extent we have studies on problem gamblers and addictive gambling, it is somewhere between 1/2 of a percent and maybe as high as 2 percent. So it is an issue. Congressman Wolf is totally right to make it an issue, but it is not an overwhelming issue that cannot be dealt with, in my opinion. And this at least my bill is simply on Internet poker, it is not slot machines and roulette and scratch lotteries and all that. It is just Internet poker.

I yield back.

Mrs. Bono Mack. I thank the gentleman. The chair now recognizes Mr. Butterfield for 5 minutes.

Mr. Butterfield. Thank you very much, Madam Chairman. And again let me thank the three witnesses for their testimonies. I am going to start on my left. Mr. Frank is always on my left and so I am going to start with you and maybe end with you. But Mr. Frank. The bill that is proposed by our friend from Texas, Mr. Barton, would legalize only one form of Internet gambling and that is poker, and he painfully explains that every time that he speaks. His bill speaks to one, one form and that is poker.

The bill introduced by you and Congressman Campbell allows Internet sites that are licensed to accept bets and wagers without limiting it to poker. Only bets or wagers on sports events would be prohibited under your bill. The scope of gambling activities authorized under your bill is obviously much broader. Can you please discuss with us the broader scope of your bill and why you think allowing bets and wagers on activities other than poker is the preferred approach?

Mr. Frank. Thank you. That is a very important question. First, let me say I agree with Mr. Barton and others. And I don't gamble myself and I don't play poker myself, but I am for letting other people do a lot of things I don't do. The fact is that I don't think we should ban either poker or anything else that is voluntary, doesn't hurt anybody else, including gambling.

Now, it does have a prohibition on sports betting. Frankly that was a practical fact. I was pushing this bill in the committee I chaired. We couldn't get it through over the objections of mostly the National Football League. I will report to you that the National Football League believes that if we were to allow Internet gambling people might start betting on football games. You might find that a shocking possibility, but I will tell you that that is the position of NFL. Let us not get into the position where people might start betting on football games. At any rate, I accepted that reality.

But beyond that, yes, our bill, Mr. Campbell's and mine, does say, as Mr. Campbell said, adults should be allowed to do on the
Internet what they prefer to do and I don’t see any reason for banning gambling. There is a narrower issue on poker. I will say I am for as much freedom as I can get for people as long as they are not hurting others. If all we could get is poker, I would be for it. I am for the broader issue. I don’t think we should be restricting people’s freedom to do other things.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you. Also, Mr. Frank, let’s talk about oversight. The bill proposed by you and Mr. Campbell puts the responsibility for regulation on the Department of the Treasury. Under Mr. Barton’s proposal it is the Department of Commerce that is tasked with this responsibility. Will you speak to that, please? Which is the preferred agency for oversight?

Mr. FRANK. Let me be very honest. The chairman of the Committee on Financial Services, which has jurisdiction over the Treasury Department, hates this bill and won’t let it come up. The Department of Commerce is under the jurisdiction of this committee. And frankly I don’t think it makes a great deal of moral or practical difference which agency does it. The reason, by the way, we originally talked about Treasury, is the concern here was that Internet gambling, like other Internet activities, could be a front for money laundering, for terrorism. I should note, by the way, as to that fear that it could be a front for international illegal activities, terrorism, et cetera. The chairman of the Homeland Security Committee, the gentleman from New York, Mr. King, is a strong supporter of our bill. So he believes that we have in fact solved that.

But the reason for doing Commerce rather than Treasury frankly is committee jurisdiction. I think it can be done as well in one place as another. I did it with Treasury because we did have this situation where there was a concern about money laundering, and that is under Treasury. Later on when it goes to the floor, committee jurisdiction is not binding, an amendment could be made in order if people thought it made more sense with Treasury. But it is in Commerce to get it before this very distinguished panel. Mr. Paul says this is the best committee that ever existed and I just was glad to have a chance to come here.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you, Mr. Frank. This is my third question. A key concern for many online gamblers is that they be treated fairly and that operators minimize the risk that they will be defrauded by other players. After reviewing the testimony of another gentleman, it appears that the American Gaming Association is confident that the technology exists to prevent automated programs or poker bots from being used against unsuspected human players. It also seems judging from last month’s testimony that site operators are similarly confident that their software can determine when collusion or fraud is taking place.

The Campbell-Frank bill indicates several requirements to ensure the integrity and fairness of the Internet gambling.

You have 20 seconds to respond.

Mr. FRANK. Well, first, I would say that we were so careful to put this kind of regulatory oversight in that I lost Mr. Paul’s vote in committee because he as a libertarian thought we were getting too pushy with regulation, or he voted present. But secondly, yes, we do think, as Mr. Campbell said, a lot of this is going to go on,
we do know when you try to prohibit adults from doing what they want to do you to some extent just push it into illegal channels, et cetera. Prohibition of an entirely voluntarily activity rarely works in a free society, certainly with something as expansive and accessible as the Internet. We believe you will get much better consumer protection, you never get perfect, if it is lawful and therefore regulated than if it is totally unlawful.

I will say a lot fewer people die from bad booze today than died from bad booze in the twenties when we had prohibition. That doesn’t mean there was never a problem, it does mean that legalization is the prerequisite for effective consumer protection regulation.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Thank you.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Are there members seeking time? With that, we thank our panel very much for being here today, and the subcommittee will take a very brief recess while we seat the second panel, and thank you to our colleagues for their testimony.

[Recess.]

So with that, we will resume the hearing. It was very, very brief. We welcome our second panel. Each of our witnesses has prepared their opening statement and it will be placed into the record. Each will have 5 minutes to summarize that statement in your remarks and we do try to stay as close to the 5-minute mark as humanly possible.

Joining us on our second panel are Mark Lipparelli, Chairman of Nevada Gaming Control Board; Charles McIntyre, Executive Director, New Hampshire Lottery Commission; Frank Fahrenkopf, Jr., President and CEO of the American Gaming Association; and Dr. Rachel Volberg, Senior Research Scientist at the University of Chicago.

Good morning to each of you, and thank you again for coming. You will be recognized for the 5 minutes. I think you can see the timers there and when it hits yellow that means to start getting close to wrapping it up. And please remember to turn your microphone on and bring it close to your mouth so that the TV audience, and C-SPAN or whoever might be viewing it eventually can actually hear you at home.

So with that, Mr. Lipparelli, we are pleased to recognize you for 5 minutes.

STATEMENTS OF MARK LIPPARELLI, CHAIRMAN, NEVADA GAMING CONTROL BOARD; CHARLES MCINTYRE, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NEW HAMPSHIRE LOTTERY COMMISSION; FRANK J. FAHRENKOPF, JR, PRESIDENT AND CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, AMERICAN GAMING ASSOCIATION; AND DR. RACHEL A. VOLBERG, SENIOR RESEARCH SCIENTIST, NORC AT THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

STATEMENT OF MARK LIPPARELLI

Mr. Lipparelli. Thank you, Madam Chair, members of the committee. My name is Mark Lipparelli. I am Chairman of the State Gaming Control Board in Nevada, and I appreciate the opportunity to come and comment on what has become a very important topic in our State as well as the gaming industry in general.
My perspective is one from a regulator. I have been on the Gaming Control Board for 3 years now, appointed 3 years ago by our governor, and no sooner did I get appointed that the topic of Internet gaming became of high importance, given the interest in our industry and the potential for partnerships of our licensees in foreign markets.

It has been my experience in the last 3 years, traveling to many of the relevant jurisdictions that are known for Internet gaming, that there is a substantial amount of gaming going on in the United States today. As much as we would like to think that the laws that are passed today prevent such activity from occurring, the U.S. is seen as a robust marketplace for these Internet operators. And ironically from our experience as regulators, when we put our licensees through rigorous standards, rigorous audits, many of the operators in these foreign markets don’t have the same kinds of obligations, nor do they have the same kinds of voluntary compliance that is at the bedrock of our activities as regulators.

In the State of Nevada in my comments I pointed out that almost $140 billion a year is put at risk in Nevada casinos that results in $10 billion in revenue. And over a span of time, over 30, 40, 50 years, we have enjoyed great success and increasing sophistication in the way we approach gaming regulation. I have found in my travels overseas that many of the fundamental kinds of regulations that we have in place don’t exist in these foreign markets. Robust audits, suitability investigations of primary owners, and the protection of people from problem gaming, compulsive gaming, don’t exist in the robust forms we have them today.

The challenge for our operators as they try to consider how to enter these markets is to compare how they will approach these marketplaces with that as part of their corporate culture, that as part of what they have developed with their patronage and bring those kinds of talents to the marketplace.

I just returned from a meeting with the International Olympic Committee just 2 days ago where the subject of Internet gaming was part of our conversations. The concern of the International Olympic Committee and many other sports leagues around the country, or around the world relates to how can they get a better handle on these Internet sites that are illegal. They are impressed by the controls that we have in place in regulated markets. And they were asking us as regulators how to impose those same kinds of standards on the sports leagues. So it is ironic that that meeting just occurred 2 days ago.

I think there was a comment made about Nevada’s efforts to legalize Internet gaming within the State of Nevada, and it is true we have begun that process. We began through legislation 10 years ago legalizing Intranet gaming but there had never been an impetus to drive regulatory efforts to actually bring that about. Approximately a year ago, 2 years ago, our legislature actually passed a mandate that we adopt regulations. I am confident that the work we have put in to establishing regulatory reform, internal controls and technical standards that we have as part of our regular businesses in Nevada will be the basis for sound regulatory control of Internet gaming in the future.
A lot of questions have been raised about whether the areas of concern around Internet gaming can be effectively controlled. In my travels one of the things become noticeably interesting to me is that Internet gaming provides detailed information about gambling activity at the transaction level. When you get down to that level the ability for regulators to impose standards and requirements on operators is very robust. You can identify customers, you can identify play patterns, you can identify the people who are accessing the Internet from what device they are accessing the Internet. In the brick and mortar businesses that is very difficult. Gaming is a voluntary activity, it is often an anonymous activity, and we have substantial controls in place to look in large measure at what goes on in a casino environment.

In an Internet world it is down at the transaction level. Accounts are established, internal controls have been developed among Internet operators today to identify where someone is playing, from what machine or device they are playing. They can establish the play patterns of an individual from time of day to amount wagered. There is an ability to set up individually self-regulated controls over how much money can be wagered in a week, how much money can be lost in a day, how much money can be lost over a period of time. Those kinds of tools do not exist generally in the brick and mortar businesses.

My observations are with the combination of regulatory control, compliance programs, and sound regulation that these kinds of things can be done very successfully.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Liparelli follows:]
WRITTEN REMARKS OF MARK LIPPArellI
CHAIRMAN, STATE GAMING CONTROL BOARD, STATE OF NEVADA

BEFORE THE HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, MANUFACTURING, AND TRADE

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 18, 2011

Good morning and thank you for the invitation to provide testimony to the committee.

PERSONAL BACKGROUND

My name is Mark Lipparelli. I am the Chairman of the State Gaming Control Board in Nevada. As you may know, Nevada is the international home of gaming entertainment in the world.

I began a professional career in 1993 managing companies whose sole focus was the design, manufacture, and sale of technology based products for the casino gaming industry around the globe. The technology includes entertainment based products, such as slot machines (which many people associate with the traditional gaming experience), but also table games and a host of systems based products geared towards making casino operations more effective, more efficient, and more secure.

In the over 18 years in the industry and the last 3 years as a member of our Board, I have personally observed a material progression in the depth and breadth of gaming technology as well as the talent and expertise that has been drawn to the industry. Early in my career, many analysts pondered cautiously how far gaming might grow beyond just Nevada and Atlantic City.
Few would have been bold enough to predict gaming’s uncommon expansion now found in various forms in 48 of the 50 states with a recent opening in Queens and casino openings in Ohio next year. Gaming today is a mainstream entertainment industry across the United States, from California to Maine, and from Washington State to the Gulf Coast. Indeed, gaming is now a mainstream form of entertainment around the entire globe, and increasingly in cyberspace.

Three years ago I was asked by then Governor Gibbons to serve on the three member Gaming Control Board and I was appointed Chairman of our agency in January of this year by Governor Sandoval. The Gaming Control Board has over 50 years of proud history and its over 400 employees are responsible for the regulatory oversight of all casino gaming activities in Nevada. Areas of focus range from law enforcement activities, suitability investigations, intensive audits, the collection of taxes, employee backgrounds and registration, and, among others, the review and certification of technology exposed to the millions of customers who consume gaming in our state. My industry experience has been of great value to me in my current role but is also balanced by our statutory public policy which expresses that gaming is critical to the well-being of our state. Not only do we focus on criminal elements and ownership, but we also are increasingly concerned about the interplay of technology, innovation, and the public welfare.

GAMING REGULATORY SUCCESS

I believe it is important to provide you some perspective about the success of gaming regulation in Nevada as well as several other domestic and international jurisdictions. As you likely know, our agency was borne out of a desire by state leaders over fifty years ago to
address the infiltration of undesirables into the ownership and management of casinos in Nevada. This colorful history is well documented and intriguing, however, it does not lend sufficient credit to the many professionals who have followed from those initial focused goals. Over a long span of time, past staff and leadership in Nevada and our regulatory colleagues around the country have recognized the dynamic positive internal changes in the industry while lending support to it by substantially enhancing many areas of gaming regulation. These enhancements include robust controls over casino accounting and auditing, surveillance of gaming activities, methodologies of patron dispute resolution, world class investigative techniques, and close scrutiny and certification of technologies ranging from slot machines, electronic table games, card shuffling devices, and a wide range of integrated computer monitoring systems.

The success of regulators can and should be measured by the fact that the regulated gaming industry has been relatively free of controversy despite the industry’s substantial growth and expansion. The same cannot be said of gaming markets who have not been subjected to traditional gaming regulatory rigors. As further illustration, consider in Nevada alone the amount of money wagered or “put at risk” over an average year. In our fiscal 2011, this number exceeded $140 billion which translated to gaming revenues of approximately $10 billion. Think about the number of hands played, the number of slot handles pulled, the number of dice rolled to equal such a number. Compare those consequential sums measured in patron activity against what are a relatively few number of patron disputes or, worse, scandal. The combination of well-developed regulation along with industry participants who
endorse strong controls has been a very successful model and given patrons the sense they are getting a fair game.

I would not represent that this success means we, as regulators, achieve perfection nor do our licensees. Our regulation, at its core, relies heavily on strong voluntary compliance and reporting by operators and imposes a range of discipline options when such compliance falls short. As a privileged license holder, our licensees realize that a reputation of careless compliance will draw undesired attention by our agents, caution letters from our leadership, the potential for monetary fines and, in the worst case, revocation of their license. This framework is established in regulatory bodies throughout the US and is important, in context. Some of the questions you wrestle with around today’s topics and hard to solve only in law and will, and should, in my view, be effectively managed through the process of regulation, technical standards, compliance plans, and ultimately in disciplinary actions.

INTERNET GAMING IS HAPPENING

As the Committee considers the topic of how to approach internet poker it is critical to acknowledge that even if no progress is made towards adoption of national legislation, unregulated gaming on the internet is, and will continue to take place in many forms (many not up for Congressional consideration). The reality of Internet gambling and the public policy issues it raises appear to be something both the supporters and opponents of regulated Internet gambling agree upon. In fact, I just returned to the US from Europe yesterday following meetings with a working group of the International Olympic Committee where a broad group of experts was queried about ways to combat illegal sports wagering on the
internet and the threat such unlicensed entities pose for sports leagues around the globe. The same group cited, in its discussion, great cooperation and enhanced law enforcement techniques among those markets where internet gaming is well-regulated. Quite unfortunately, the existing dynamic in the US around internet poker continues to reward bad actors who covet US patronage while exposing risk to the very same patrons who would benefit from the protections provided by sound gaming regulation. The recent well-publicized examples of unregulated internet operators failing to protect hundreds of millions of US customer deposits can largely be attributed to an absence of the kind of regulations we regularly enforce. As our foreign regulatory counterparts become more effective in their roles as regulators (and they are) through enhanced regulation, enforcement actions and blocking of access to our citizens, US patrons who engage in online poker are more and more likely to find fewer and fewer reputable operators in our markets, further exacerbating the problem. These rogue operators have a strong profit motivation and very little, if any, motivation to create sound internal controls or enlightened policies around underage or problem gaming.

Complicating matters is the relative difficult nature of law enforcement actions, under current law, associated with entities operating unlawful internet gaming sites. Traditional methods of law enforcement such as breaking up a hidden brick and mortar back room casino are not as simple when it comes to computer networks. Often we may be able to establish the existence of an illegal gaming site but finding the wrongdoer or sponsors can be problematic. Unlike our licensees, there is no motivation to be voluntarily compliant. In many cases, these sites do violate federal law and many, unknowingly, violate specific state laws of exposing a gambling
game without a license. However, the lack of clarity, in many minds, in the federal law leads to speculation that operating an internet gaming site can be legal.

Furthermore, following years of investment in their regulatory compliance systems, licensed gaming operators and manufacturers, who have remained relatively conservative in their exposure to fast growing international internet markets find themselves at a distinct unbalanced disadvantage. One highly reputable licensee lamented to me when considering entering a market in Europe, in paraphrase, “I have played by the rules, incurred the burdens of compliance, and supported my patrons only to observe the actions of unlicensed and untaxed competitors erode my strategic position in a growing important segment of our business.”

NEVADA’S EFFORT TO CRAFT REGULATION

The Committee is likely aware Nevada has recently undertaken formal steps to adopt specific regulations, technical standards, and minimum internal control systems in response to state legislation passed over ten years ago and amended in our most recent legislative session. This important work is being lead by long tenured experts in our agency and has been enhanced by legal, accounting and technical professionals who have developed decades of knowledge practicing before our agency. It has further been bolstered by the generous assistance of my regulatory colleagues in foreign markets who have, for nearly ten years, regulated internet gaming. For over two years, I have been travelling to markets outside the United States to learn and see firsthand how internet gaming is conducted, as well as the regulatory frameworks that govern these operations.
The regulations and technical standards we have created closely follow existing successful mandates of our land based operators while giving special attention to the areas particular to online poker. I am confident that our framework will be one of the more robust if not the most robust regulatory frameworks for internet gaming in existence.

It is important to note that even if we adopt our regulations and begin considering applications for formal licensure, the State of Nevada will still need to overcome legal questions associated with online poker in the absence of Congressional action. This is a requirement in our regulations and will ultimately have to be ruled on by our final licensing authority, the Nevada Gaming Commission.

I would like to strongly emphasize that Nevada’s progress on these matters, in no way, minimizes or diminishes our position of support for the work you are doing today and the goal of a well constructed national piece of legislation. I, as Chairman, Governor Sandoval and many other state leaders strongly believe that Congress should act to establish a framework for state regulatory bodies to investigate and find suitable qualified applicants to conduct internet poker, establish clear regulations and standards, as well as test and certify the technology supporting internet poker. It is our preference and, we believe, the best outcome. The complexity associated with a model of legalization driven only at the state level will be, I believe, a missed opportunity for Congress and will not achieve the base uniformity across markets which, again, ironically will likely benefit illegal operators and handicap licensed operators. As a prime example, European markets are struggling with this topic in real time. Several EU countries who formerly allowed patrons to play cross market have established ring fenced regulated
markets of their own. Very soon after such legalization, the same countries have realized the underlying long term success of their respective markets will undoubtedly bring them squarely back to the question of cross market play and how to do that effectively while giving respect to individual country objectives. Without action by Congress, we likely will find ourselves in the same quandary.

CAN PRIMARY CONCERNS BE EFFECTIVELY MANAGED

Several questions have been raised about the ability of industry and regulators to effectively deal with the policy questions posed by internet poker including underage gaming, problem gaming, money laundering and collusion. My answer to that question is an unconditional yes.

It is abundantly clear to me that internet gaming operations have matured meaningfully in the past ten years. It is also very clear to me the underlying systems associated with internet gaming is, in nearly every case, more advanced than the types of systems (as much as they have improved) we find in our land based casinos. While land based gaming entertainment around the country can be a relatively anonymous activity, each and every patron of an internet poker site must play via from a registered account and their actions down to key strokes and mouse clicks are logged and retained. From a money launderer’s perspective, this is not an attractive fact. Moreover, as licensed internet operators mature (along with their fledgling regulator counterparts), enhanced analytical tools to identify and combat issues associated with underage gaming as well as problem gaming have been developed and more will come in the very near future. In the area of problem gaming, online systems allow for various elements of self restriction (such as loss limits, access time, and self exclusion) and analytical tools are in use.
to identify material changes in play levels which can be elevated to customer service representatives for analysis.

Interestingly, the gaming industry is having real impact on underlying technology trends and movement online is adding to the momentum. Years ago this would not have been so likely as moving as many people online at relatively low cost were driving internet participation. With that success in the rear view mirror, the challenges of associated with identification of account users is becoming more relevant to other industries who are in as much need to ensure they know their customer and can provide adequate levels of security. These higher demands, while not historically as relevant to wider industry, have been commonplace in gaming for years.

Interestingly, while a great deal of focus on these challenges is warranted by all of us in this analysis phase, the actual operations I have observed would indicate to me they are quite comfortable and welcome the emphasis.

Additionally, while not true across the board, many enlightened internet licensees, who operate in highly competitive markets, have developed well-constructed policy statements and training programs similar to land based operators who realize their corporate reputations are on the line with their customers. Further, many licensees who I have met have developed robust risk management functions out of their own corporate self interest.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, I commend the work you have started and taking on this debate. It is important. Additional analysis is needed to determine the best way forward in this growing element of the
gaming industry, but I would stress that the current backdrop provides cover to those who seek undue gain at the expense of those who invest heavily in adherence of our regulatory mandates, the communities where they operate, and the patrons who are exposed.

I offer my continued assistance to you as you progress beyond today's hearing and happy to answer any questions.
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you very much. Mr. McIntyre, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES MCINTYRE

Mr. McINTYRE. Good morning, Madam Chair. Good morning, Ranking Member Butterfield. If it please the subcommittee, I am Charlie McIntyre and I have the honor and privilege of being the Executive Director of the New Hampshire Lottery.

Let me boast for a second about the State I call home. New Hampshire is a state of firsts, the first presidential primary, and they hold that first in the Nation status religiously, fervently. To suggest that they are proud of it is an understatement.

In my area it is the first modern lottery in the U.S. the State representative from Keene, New Hampshire, after 5 tries and 10 years of efforts, passed a law in 1963 signed by Governor King to have the first lottery in the U.S., first modern lottery in the U.S. Governor John King bought the first ticket which I brought with me, show and tell. This is the first lottery ticket in the U.S. that was purchased. Governor King bought it. Unfortunately he did not win. The director that sold it to him was named Ed Powers, a retired FBI agent. And he started what is a long tradition in the lottery world to have law enforcement, current or retired, serve as lottery directors, which I myself am a proud member of law enforcement. I served as senior state prosecutor of the State of Massachusetts with organized crime as my focus under District Attorneys William Delahunt and William Keating, both having been, one, a former Member of this body and the second being a current Member of this august body.

Since 1964, when the lottery became enacted, New Hampshire has realized $1.5 billion in education funding, as Congressman Bass correctly out. And 100 percent of our profits go to education, 100 percent of our profits go to education.

When we needed to add liquidity to games, we joined with Maine and Vermont and created the first multi-state game in 1985, 26 years ago, and that game still exists today and we still run it today. New Hampshire now finds itself engaged in a casino debate in the right place, and it is now the twelfth year of the sixth legislative session in which that debate is being engaged. And whether it passes or it fails, it is being waged in the correct place, in the statehouse of New Hampshire; similarly, the question whether to expand gambling offerings on the Internet and via mobile devices should be decided by each individual State.

This belief and ideal has long roots within the confines of codified law regarding gambling. But its roots are even more basic than that. A State should maintain its right to determine its level of tolerance for the expansion of gambling within its own borders, being the moving party for that expansion.

As the history of New Hampshire points out, it took 10 years to become a lottery. Maybe the answer is no for a while until it is yes. But it should be posed to those whose lives it most directly affects, citizens of that State and those elected directly, which New Hampshire is quite large, being 40 members in the House of Representatives in New Hampshire.
Internet access is global. New Hampshire has the second highest penetration in the U.S. So each State, given that, should decide its own time and pace, its tolerance for that expansion. And as for the question of whether it is yes or no for the State of New Hampshire, then the operational questions can be asked related to payment, PCI compliance, age verification, compulsive gambling and geolocation.

The New Hampshire lottery for almost 50 years has been in control of lottery gambling within its own boards and all manner of operation and consistent with wishes of the State without significant controversy or issues. The lottery has adopted and integrated changes in technology over that time, and if the State of New Hampshire elected officials allows we will consider the Internet the next step on that path.

An important point not to be overlooked. Please. As director of the State lottery in New Hampshire, I am required to transfer $70 million of net profit by this fiscal year, $72 million next fiscal year. Any impact, any encroachment upon that gambling space in New Hampshire without execution and planning materially places those revenues at risk.

Mr. McIntyre. Finally, this committee is an excellent example of the tolerance, the spectrum upon which gambling exists—Utah, having no lawful gambling within her borders, and New Jersey having robust gambling presence. But both exist within each State’s determination as to what is best for the citizens.

I certainly thank the committee for its time here today and certainly welcome any questions or comments you may have. Thank you, Madam Chair and Ranking Member.

Mrs. Bono Mack. Thank you, Mr. McIntyre.

[The prepared statement of Mr. McIntyre follows:]
Good morning members of the Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade subcommittee. I am Charlie McIntyre and I have the honor and privilege of serving as the executive director of the New Hampshire Lottery.

Please indulge me for a moment, in boasting of the place I call home and the lottery I am honored to work for. New Hampshire is a state of firsts, most importantly, the first presidential primary in the United States. As a transplant I was unaware of how fervently and how deeply the people of New Hampshire hold their role in the process of selecting a president – but in New Hampshire – the time surrounding the first primary is sacred. To say that New Hampshire citizens are proud of their first in the nation status virtually defines understatement.

Following in the tradition of firsts, New Hampshire was home to the first modern lottery in the United States. After five attempts and ten years of trying, Larry Pickett, an intrepid legislator from Keene NH, oversaw the passage of legislation in 1963 which permitted the first modern lottery in the US to begin selling tickets a year later; despite fears of corruption, social issues and the end of civilization as the opponents then knew, the bill became law. Gov. John King bought the first New Hampshire ticket from its first director Edward Powers, on March 12, 1964 which I have here today. Mr. Powers was a retired FBI agent and many US lottery directors have followed that lead and come from long and distinguished careers in law enforcement. I, myself, was a senior state prosecutor in Massachusetts specializing in organized criminal conduct for a number of years, serving under District Attorneys William Delahunt and William Keating, the former having served and the latter being a current member of this august body.

Since that first day in 1964, the New Hampshire lottery has provided almost $1.5 billion in education funding to the public schools of New Hampshire. Currently, we provide approximately 7% of the state's education funding and – 100% - of our profits go to educate NH school children.
New Hampshire, along with sister states Maine and Vermont, was also the first to create a multi-state lottery game. Three governors, three separate legislatures and three lotteries banded together by compact to form a game in 1985 which we still conduct to this day. This innovation served as the precursor to the lottery games known as Mega Millions and Powerball, that effort in '85 constituted the first multi-state collaboration of its kind in the US.

New Hampshire now finds itself engaged in a debate over whether or not to legalize full casino gambling. This is the twelfth year that the debate has been conducted, the sixth legislative session to consider expanded gambling. Each time, during each session, the question of expansion is debated and thoroughly studied by the elected officials, the press and the citizens. Whether or not expanded gambling passes, the important point is that it has been put to a full and public hearing before those whose lives may be impacted.

Similarly, the question of whether to expand the gambling offerings into the internet and via mobile devices should also be decided by each individual state. This belief - this ideal - has long roots within the confines of codified law regarding gambling, but its roots are even more basic than that. Your state should maintain its right to determine its level of tolerance for the expansion of gambling, within its own borders, by being the moving party for that expansion. As the history of New Hampshire points so vividly, a question may be put to the state a number of times before the answer is yes; and sometimes the answer may be no. Nevertheless, the question should be posed only to those most directly elected by the citizens, which is admittedly in New Hampshire a far greater number than most places – New Hampshire boasts the second largest legislative body in the United States at 400 members in her house of representatives.

The internet would allow access to virtually every home for gambling. Each state must decide, on its own time and pace, what the tolerance it has for that expansion. Only after that question is answered in the affirmative can the state determine all of pertinent operational questions
including: payment, PCI compliance, age verification, compulsive gambling issues and geo-location. The New Hampshire lottery, for almost 50 years, has maintained control of lottery gambling within the borders and has handled all marketing, regulation, promotion and expansion in a manner consistent with the wishes of the state leaders; and without significant controversy or issues. The lottery had adopted and integrated changes in technology over that time; and if the state of New Hampshire’s elected officials allowed, we would consider the internet another step along that path, comfortable that it could be successfully managed and regulated in state.

An important point not to be overlooked, as the director of the state lottery, I am responsible for transferring to the New Hampshire education trust fund $70 million dollars this fiscal year in net proceeds and $72 million next fiscal year. Any impact, any encroachment upon the gambling space in New Hampshire without deliberate execution and careful planning will materially place those revenues at risk.

Finally, the question of gambling and expansion has always been reflected in each individual state’s approach to governing. The tolerance of a state for gambling is in direct correlation to that state’s position on expansion and this committee is a wonderful example of the spectrum upon which gambling rests across the United States. At one end of the spectrum is Utah, which has no lawful gambling within her borders that I am aware of; on the other end is the state of New Jersey, which has an active casino presence, a mature and robust lottery, horse racing, charitable gaming and is currently attempting to start both sports betting and internet wagering on its own. Both exist based upon each state’s determination as to what is best for their citizens. But regardless of where each state rests on that line, it was determined after a deliberate process that occurred within the state.

I certainly thank the committee for your time and efforts in this matter, and I welcome any questions or comments you may have.
Mrs. BONO MACK. Welcome, Mr. Fahrenkopf, you are recognized for your 5 minutes.

STATEMENT OF FRANK J. FAHRENKOPF, JR.

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Thank you, Chairman Bono Mack and Ranking Member Butterfield for the opportunity to provide testimony today on behalf of the American Gaming Association which represents the commercial casino entertainment industry here in Washington.

Our industry operates in 22 States, directly and indirectly is responsible for the employment of 875,000 men and women, and accounts for about $114 billion in spending last year, which equaled nearly 1 percent of the entire 14.5 trillion U.S. GDP. We support Federal legislation that will allow States and other appropriate authorities to license and regulate online poker, while also ensuring that each State, such as New Hampshire, has the right to determine whether such activity should be permissible by residents of their State.

We believe the best approach to making that happen is to modernize and strengthen the Wire Act of 1961 with conforming amendments to the Unlawful Internet Gaming Enforcement Act to unambiguously outlaw and hopefully eliminate illegal Internet gambling. The AGA asks that any gambling legislative proposal establish Federal guidelines so there are consistent regulations for online poker in all jurisdictions that choose to have them.

In addition, the AGA asks that the legislation pass three tests. Number one—and I think this is very important—it must not create competitive advantages or disadvantages between and among legal commercial casinos, Native American casinos, State lotteries, and parimutuel wagering; no form of gaming that is currently legal should be made illegal; and the legislation must respect fundamental States rights in an appropriate manner.

Now, we for many years were opposed to all forms of Internet gambling because we did not believe the technology existed to properly regulate it with appropriate law enforcement oversight. That has changed in the last few years. There are now new technologies and processes that have proven effective for regulating and overseeing Internet gambling in First World Nations such as Great Britain, France, Italy; within the next month, Spain and Denmark, and in provinces of Canada today.

The registration processes and advanced technologies used are very similar to those used by Major League Baseball and CBS, for example, to determine game blackout areas as well as Apple, Amazon, and the online banking industry to facilitate secure eCommerce. These new registration processes and advanced technologies allow the online poker company to determine where the player is located via advanced geolocation technology and determine whether the person playing is who they say they are, using advanced biometrics or other tools to prevent underage gaming.

There is urgency to this issue, as you have heard from a number of the witnesses already, because 10 to 15 million U.S. consumers annually bet online and are at risk and have been exploited, as we know from the full-tilt activity against them by the Justice Depart-
ment. By these unregulated offshore companies, licensing and regulation would ensure U.S. residents are protected.

Now our member companies who are interested in providing these services have agreed to abide by a code of conduct which incorporates the key elements of the successful regulations which are followed now by U.S. land-based casinos. That code requires companies to do the following: submit to extensive background investigations of the company and key personnel; ensure proper identification of every U.S. online poker player; submit to regular testing and auditing of online poker software; implement effective player exclusion processes; incorporate the effective, responsible gaming protections; and implement effective anti-money-laundering procedures.

I would like, before I conclude my testimony, to take the opportunity to address this question of problem gambling that came up with the earlier panel and which was before you in the last hearing.

It is settled science—and I say that again, it is settled science—that at any given time about 1 percent of the U.S. adult population are pathological gamblers, and that is a figure that has not changed despite the dramatic expansion of gaming opportunities during the last 35 years. Researchers also have found no evidence that online gamblers are more likely to be pathological gamblers when appropriate allowances are made for participation in other gambling activities.

In fact, a major British study found no increase in the rate of pathological gambling between 1999 and 2007, even though Internet gambling became widely available during that period. Similar studies emerged in a study of Swedish gamblers, but the most definitive and recent research on this topic has been conducted by the Division of Addictions at the Cambridge Health Alliance, an affiliate of Harvard Medical School.

Their study of the actual transactions and behaviors of 40,000 online gamblers directly contradicts the belief that Internet gambling breeds excessive and problematic gaming behavior. This comprehensive research, the largest study of its kind, found that the majority of online gamblers play responsibly and can moderate their behaviors.

Researchers have also found that online gaming participation decreases over time, saying that they did not find evidence to support claims that Internet gambling will cause escalated or even sustained rates. I have got more, but my time is up and perhaps during the questions and answers we can get to them.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Mr. Fahrenkopf.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Fahrenkopf follows:]
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Thank you Chair Bono Mack, Ranking Member Butterfield and the subcommittee members for the opportunity to provide testimony on behalf of the American Gaming Association (AGA). Allow me a brief introduction of our organization. The AGA represents the commercial casino-entertainment industry by addressing federal legislative and regulatory issues affecting its members, their employees and customers.

The commercial casino industry operates in 22 states, directly employs nearly 400,000 men and women and is responsible for an additional 475,000 jobs through the additional economic activity we generate across the country. In total, our industry accounted for about $114 billion in consumer spending last year – nearly one percent of the entire $14.5 trillion U.S. Gross Domestic Product.

Clearly, our industry is squarely in the mainstream of the U.S. economy.

Today, of course, we’re here to talk about online poker. I know this is the second of two hearings this subcommittee has held on the topic. At the last hearing, you asked
whether licensing and regulation of online poker is a safe bet. Our industry believes it is.

The risky bet would be to leave unchanged current law that leaves consumers, minors and those with gambling problems vulnerable to unregulated offshore companies.

As you may know, the AGA has not always taken this position. For much of the time since online gaming was first introduced, AGA members were not convinced that online poker could be regulated to protect Americans against fraud, money laundering and other illegal activities, or to prevent minors from gambling online and protect problem gamblers.

New technology and new processes have changed that. We live in a digital world where people can purchase everything from groceries to automobiles online. These e-commerce companies have developed new technology and processes to help them facilitate sales, protect customers and, in some cases, prevent minors from purchasing their products. The same types of technological and process advancements are being used in countries such as Great Britain, France, and Italy and in provinces of Canada to effectively regulate and oversee Internet gambling.

Because of those changes, the AGA now supports federal legislation that will allow states to license and regulate online poker. We believe the best approach to making
that happen is to modernize and strengthen the Wire Act of 1961 with conforming amendments to the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act ( UIGEA) that would unambiguously eliminate illegal internet gambling.

We support this for online poker only because poker is a game that vast numbers of Americans have historically played and that millions of Americans still play. It is also a game of skill, unlike other forms of Internet gambling, and it is played between or among individuals, whereas in other forms of Internet gambling the customer is playing against the “house.”

The AGA asks only that any legislative proposal establish federal guidelines so there will be consistent regulations for online poker in all states. Without a federal overlay, there will be a patchwork quilt of rules and regulations that will prove confusing for customers and difficult for law enforcement to manage.

Additionally, the AGA has a long-standing policy of putting any gaming legislative proposal through three tests: 1) The legislation must not create competitive advantages or disadvantages between and among legal commercial casinos, Native American casinos, state lotteries and pari-mutuel wagering operations; 2) No form of gaming that currently is legal shall be made illegal; and 3) The legislation must respect fundamental states’ rights in an appropriate manner. Any online poker legislation must pass these three tests to gain AGA support.
The fact is practically every adult in the country has played poker at one time or another, and today the preferred venue for millions of poker players is the Internet.

There is urgency to this issue, because each day millions of U.S. consumers are playing online at risk. Last year, in the United States, an estimated 10 million to 15 million people bet billions of dollars online, even though it is illegal for companies to offer real-money Internet gambling in the U.S. Americans will continue to bet online as long as there are sites they can access, and we can expect that there will always be sites they can access as long as there are billions of dollars to be made.

Even the indictments of executives from several online poker companies last April did not stop Internet gambling. Offshore operators will continue to develop new techniques to circumvent the barriers we put in place. The volume may fluctuate with each closed website and set of indictments, but demand will prevail in the end.

And it's likely that online gaming operators who fill this void will be even less regulated and less trustworthy than their predecessors, which will only hurt American consumers.

Put simply, the current environment puts American online players at risk. It is practically impossible to ensure that children are not gambling online and that the online gaming companies are acting responsibly towards those who cannot gamble responsibly. These companies, by illegally operating in the U.S., are flouting our laws; they are doing it
where law enforcement cannot reach them and where, in many cases, there is little to no regulatory oversight.

Consumers could be saved from this risk if Congress enacts federal legislation to modernize and strengthen the Wire Act of 1961 with conforming amendments to the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act to unambiguously eliminate illegal internet gambling. Such legislation should allow states that wanted to could license and regulate online poker to do so, following federal guidelines. And it should create a level playing field so that all segments of the gaming industry have an opportunity to participate.

We know U.S.-licensed gaming companies, following time-tested gaming regulations, would provide safe, honest, responsible sites for the use of the men and women who want to play online poker. A strengthened UIGEA also would protect Americans from unscrupulous operators and would have the added advantage of bringing the jobs and revenues associated with this billion-dollar industry back to the United States.

The creation of the infrastructure to support a licensed and regulated online poker industry would create an estimated 10,000 high-tech jobs and generate $2 billion in tax revenue, primarily at the state level, every year.
To realize these benefits will require action by Congress, beginning with this committee. The AGA does not support any specific legislation, but there are certain provisions that any change should include:

- Each state should have the right to determine whether online poker should be legalized within their jurisdictions and who should be allowed to operate the sites.
- Due to the interstate nature of Internet transactions, federal guidelines should be established that states must follow to ensure a consistent regulatory and legal framework.
- U.S. law enforcement should be provided with the ability to go after illegal operators and successfully prosecute them.

In addition, online poker companies licensed in the U.S. should adhere to the same stringent level of regulation that governs brick-and-mortar casinos in this country. Our companies have a strong history of regulatory compliance. The regulations we follow are time-proven and if online poker companies are required to comply with them, it would ensure American consumers are playing in a fair and secure environment provided by a responsible operator.
The AGA introduced a Code of Conduct for U.S. Licensed Online Poker Companies that incorporates the key elements of the successful regulations followed by U.S. casinos. To be licensed, companies should agree to:

- Submit to extensive background investigations of the company and key personnel
- Ensure proper ID of every U.S. online poker player
- Submit to regular testing and auditing of online poker software
- Implement effective player exclusion processes
- Incorporate effective responsible gaming protections
- Implement effective anti-money-laundering procedures

Legislation that incorporates the provisions above and the elements of the Code of Conduct would effectively protect U.S. consumers and state licensing and regulating would eliminate illegal websites operated by offshore companies. Fortunately, new technology and processes can address those concerns. This can be accomplished through:

- A rigorous registration process;
- Technology-assisted fraud and collusion monitoring;
- Anti-money-laundering technology and processes; and,
- Promotion of responsible gaming by providing players the ability to manage their game play in real time.
Let's take a look at these safeguards.

Registration processes and advanced technology very similar to those used by companies such as Major League Baseball, CBS and Apple would allow the online poker company to:

- determine where the player is located,
- determine whether the Social Security number used is valid and is actually the player’s own, which would prevent underage gambling,
- and find out if the player has any sanctions by state, federal or international governments.

Geo-location will be a key to ensuring an online poker player is abiding by the laws of the state in which he or she resides and is not playing online in a state where it is not permitted. The first step in this process is verifying the customer’s location during the initial player sign-up or registration. In those cases where there are discrepancies in information or it is determined the player resides in a location where online poker is illegal, the player’s registration would be rejected, and they would be unable to open an account.

The second step in the geo-location process takes place every time a customer logs on to an existing account. Each time he or she attempts to sign in, geo-location technology
would be applied to determine the IP address of their internet connection, thus determining exactly where the computer is located. Additional tools can ensure an Internet connection is not attempting to mask its location, and in some cases, real-time verification techniques can be employed when there is any ambiguity about the location.

The same database service providers that assist with geo-location processes also allow operators to verify the age of online players. This can be accomplished by confirming personal information, such as previous addresses or cars registered, through a series of challenge questions the player must answer correctly in order to log on. Additional age verification steps can also include a confirmation letter with a personal identification number sent to the address listed on government-issued identification. The PIN would then have to be entered on the operator's site to enable the account.

Preventing cheating, whether by humans or software programs, is made easy through the use of fraud and collusion monitoring technology, coupled with reporting of suspicious play by other players.

For example, operators have tremendous technological tools with which to effectively address the use of bots, or computer programs that automatically play poker hands based on a certain algorithm that the cheater believes provides them with an advantage.
Bots typically cannot match the unique traits of human players, and monitoring their mouse and cursor movements on the screen is an operator's first line of defense. Once identified as a potential bot, the player is subjected to a CAPTCHA challenge during which they must re-type a series of distorted letters and numbers on the screen in order to verify they are a human player. Further, operators can also apply subtle pixel changes to the player's screen that will cause a bot program to freeze up and thereby allow the operator to identify the cheater and seize the account.

Technology coupled with strong regulation also can prevent money laundering online. Efforts to launder money are detected through a number of reports and checks used exclusively by the gaming industry, as well as other processes that are common in financial institutions. Player verification, operator monitoring, the recording of all transactions and other activities combined with strict compliance with federal anti-money laundering laws make a well-regulated online poker site highly unattractive to launderers.

Technology also allows players to manage their gambling in real time by doing things such as designating a set amount of money or time they can spend on the site, asking for a cooling off period and, if they feel they have lost control of their gambling, choosing to self-exclude.
With these processes and the technology that supports them in place, patrons could play poker online in a safe, honest place. Law enforcement would be helped by operators' ability to quickly identify possible fraud and other criminal activities. And, the public could be confident that operators are taking bets only from jurisdictions where it is legal, keeping minors from gambling and providing assistance to problem gamblers.

Eighty-five countries have legalized online gaming, and the technology and processes described above are being used in many of them, including Western Europe and Canada, where years of experience are proof positive that the risks formerly thought to be a companion to online poker can be effectively managed.

Before concluding this testimony, I would like to take the opportunity to address in more detail the question of the impact of online poker on problem gambling.

It is settled science that at any given time that about 1 percent of the U.S. adult population are pathological gamblers, a figure that has not changed despite the dramatic expansion of gambling opportunities during the last 35 years. In fact, the most recent (2008) national prevalence study found a lifetime rate of pathological gambling of 0.6 percent.

Researchers also have found no evidence that online gamblers are more likely to be pathological gamblers. In fact, a major British study found no increase in the rate of pathological gambling between 1999 and 2007, even though Internet gambling became
widely available during that period. Similar results emerged in a study of Swedish
gamblers.

More recently, in a 2010 article in *Addiction Research and Theory*, Dr. Howard J. Shaffer,
director of the Division on Addictions and associate professor of psychiatry at Harvard
Medical School, and his colleagues offered a comprehensive look at the research
conducted to date, including summaries of their own investigations of the gambling
patterns of customers of bwin.party, one of Europe’s largest Internet gambling
companies.

Professor Shaffer and his colleagues have pioneered new methods for studying Internet
gambling by virtue of their access to the actual wagering transactions of 40,000 online
gamblers, including every keystroke of every person who subscribes to
the bwin.party website. These data, which reflect actual gambling patterns, provide
“objective detailed information about betting behavior and the conditions under which
gamblers place wagers.”

The analysis of the bwin.party data has produced more than 10 peer-reviewed
publications that contradict the notion that Internet gambling breeds excessive and
problematic gambling. (A summary of the findings along with full copies of the studies
mentioned above have been included with this submission.)
Although the prevalence of pathological gambling is low, and even though there is no evidence that Internet gambling would change that pattern, it is still important that online poker companies should implement responsible gaming programs just as brick-and-mortar casinos do.

By requiring licensed websites to include social responsibility protections, legalization of online poker would actually improve efforts to assist pathological gamblers. Today, without any U.S. regulation, there are no uniform requirements for player protection tools at gambling websites. Indeed, many foreign jurisdictions require no such tools, so gambling operators located in those jurisdictions often do not provide them. In addition, states can designate a portion of Internet gambling tax revenues and license fees to be directed to research about pathological gambling, as well as to treatment and to public education on the subject. For these reasons, the report by Shaffer et al. concluded that “regulators should be able to design sufficient protections to prevent any significant growth in problem gambling that results from legalization.”

In conclusion, states should be allowed to license and regulate online poker following federal guidelines. Such action would protect U.S. consumers, keep children from gambling on the Internet, and provide the tools law enforcement needs to shut down illegal online operators. It would also create new high-tech jobs and tax revenue at a time when both are sorely needed.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY — RESEARCH ON INTERNET GAMBLING BEHAVIORS

The body of research on Internet gambling has grown over the past few years, due in part to Harvard professor Howard J. Shaffer, Ph.D., and colleagues (Shaffer, Peller, LaPlante, Nelson, & Labrie, 2010). Their work pioneered new methods for studying online gambling by virtue of their access to the actual wagering transactions of 40,000 online gamblers, including every keystroke of every person that subscribes to the bwin Interactive Entertainment (bwin) website, one of the largest online gaming companies in the world. Using this data reflecting actual gambling patterns, rather than relying on self-report, provides "objective detailed information about betting behavior, and the conditions under which gamblers place wagers" (Shaffer, Peller, LaPlante, Nelson, & Labrie, 2010, p. 277).

The Harvard research has produced more than 10 peer-reviewed publications that outline several key findings about Internet gambling behaviors listed below. These findings highlight an overarching result: they contradict the belief that Internet gambling breeds excessive and problematic gambling behavior.

For a baseline comparison, the most commonly accepted prevalence rate for pathological gambling is 1 percent of the adult population, which was first established by Dr. Howard J. Shaffer and his colleagues (1997, 1999), and confirmed by the National Research Council of the National Academy of Sciences (1999). These rates have remained consistent despite the expansion of gaming, as shown in the Harvard Medical School Department of Health Care Policy’s analysis of the National Comorbidity Survey Replication (NCS-R) in 2008 (Kessler et al, 2008), which found a lifetime pathological gambling prevalence rate of 0.6 percent.

KEY FINDINGS INCLUDE:

A Majority of Online Gamblers Exercise Responsible Gaming Practices by Moderating Their Gambling Behavior

In a 2009 study conducted by Dr. Debi LaPlante and colleagues from the Division on Addictions, Cambridge Health Alliance, a division of Harvard Medical School, researchers studied the behavior 3,445 Internet poker players for a period of six months. Their results showed:
Online poker players automatically separated themselves into two types of gambling behavior patterns, similarly reflecting the science-based prevalence rates of responsible gamblers and problem gamblers for other types of gambling activities:

- 95 percent of players gambled an average of 12 Euros worth of chips at each of two poker sessions per week.
- 5 percent of players were more involved (or "over-involved"), gambling an average of 89 Euros at each of 10 sessions per week.

Both groups of poker players (the majority group and those who were "over-involved"), also showed the ability to moderate their gambling behavior based upon their wins and losses – as the players lost more, they spent less time in their online poker session and wagered less money.

Those Who Gamble Online Have Shown that They Can Limit Their Behavior

Overall, the Harvard researchers found only small subgroups of gamblers who appeared to be over-involved in gambling. In 2009, researchers Xuan and Shaffer studied 226 bwin sports bettors who reported that they experienced gambling-related problems and voluntarily closed their accounts.

- Even though they were more likely to make (and lose) a higher wager, those who closed their account were less likely to exhibit a clear sign of pathological gambling: chasing their losses. Instead, they were more likely to make wagers that were more conservative than other players.

Dr. Sarah Nelson and her colleagues (2008) also studied 567 sports bettors on the bwin website that placed limits on the amount that they could deposit to the online gambling website. Researchers discovered that, after self-imposing deposit limits, online players reduced their gambling activity and the time spent gambling online.
Internet Gambling Participation Decreases Over Time

Similar to research showing that gambling participation will decline after the initial spike in participation when a new game or casino is introduced to a population (LaPlante & Shaffer, 2007), Dr. LaPlante and her colleagues discovered the same trends among online gamblers when they studied online sports betting behaviors daily for 18 months (2008).

- Online gamblers rapidly subscribed and placed online bets within the first few days of the study period. Gambling activity peaked by the eighth day of the study, rapidly declined thereafter for the first 90 days and continued to fall for the remainder of the 18-month period.
- Researchers summarized that they “did not find evidence to support concerns that Internet gambling will overwhelm populations of gamblers, causing escalating rates of participation, or even sustained rates of participation” (p. 2410).

Internet Gamblers Respond to Industry’s Efforts to Encourage Responsible Play

Internet sports betting operator bwin also partnered with the Division on Addictions to study how harm-reduction techniques can work when operators impose limits on players’ gambling behavior.

- Researcher Anja Broda and colleagues (2008) discovered that, when bwin imposed a limit of how much money an online sports bettor can put in their playing account, only 0.3 percent of 47,000 online players exceeded the deposit limits once.
- The researchers believed that one reason the deposit limits were rarely exceeded might be that “sports bettors are highly responsible gamblers who bet for fun and spent relatively low amounts on betting.”

College-Aged Adults Have Reported Low Participation Rates of Internet Gambling

Two national surveys of gambling behaviors among college-aged students and young adults in the United States have looked at Internet gambling in this subpopulation and found very low rates of participation.
In a survey of more than 10,000 college students, researchers found that almost 2.5 percent had ever gambled on the Internet, and only 0.6 percent did so monthly or more frequently (LaBrie, Shaffer, LaPlante, & Wechsler, 2003).

In a telephone survey and interviews of 1,000 participants aged 18 to 21, approximately 1 percent of college-aged students reported that they gambled on the Internet (Barnes, Welte, Hoffman, & Tidwell, 2010).
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Among the most long-standing debates in the psychopathology literature is whether researchers and clinicians can describe mental disorders (e.g., pathological gambling) as extreme expressions of continuously distributed traits or as qualitatively distinct patterns (Bouchard, 2007). Participants in this debate describe the continuously distributed view as dimensional and the qualitatively distinct view as categorical, or taxonic.

To illustrate: Gambling is a common form of entertainment that the vast majority of people enjoy without any adverse consequences. However, approximately 2%–5% of those who have participated in gambling activities experience mild to serious gambling-related problems at some point during their lifetime (Kessler et al., 2005; Perry, Shaffer, & Grant, 2005; Shaffer & Hall, 2001; Shaffer, Hall, & Vander Bilt, 1999; Shaffer & Korn, 2002; Shaffer, LaBrie, LaPlante, Nelson, & Stormer, 2004; Winters, Blaszczynski, & Lubin, 2008; Winters, Blaszczynski, Lubin, & Kranzler, 2000). Conceptually, a dimensional view of gambling would locate gambling disorders at the end of a continuum, and despite the quantitative distinction, this extreme behavior would be qualitatively similar to behaviors located at other points along the continuum. Alternatively, a categorical view of gambling would locate disorders within a qualitatively distinct and extreme interval such that the behaviors would be sufficiently different (i.e., a unique trait) from behaviors outside the interval.

Although this area of research is not without debate, there is evidence that some disorders (e.g., unipolar clinical depression) are categorical (Sadock, Sadock, & Davis, 2005). Evidence argues that other disorders (e.g., personality disorders) are continuous in nature and, therefore, are best described as dimensional (e.g., Livesley, Schuster, Jackson, & Long, 1996; Meehl, Kramer, & Watson, 2005; Meehl & Wolff-Swartz, 2003). Diagnostic definitions (e.g., as the American Psychiatric Association offers in its Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders), although not inherently categorical and often based on dimensional criteria, tend to reflect a categorical approach. This approach enhances the reliability of psychometric assessment scores and clinical evaluations. Diagnostic manuals often encourage clinicians to diagnose based on identifying and quantifying adverse behaviors. However, this system of classification, based on endorsing specific behaviors, does little to advance our understanding about a target disorder's construct validity. Consequently, there is a paucity of evidence informing clinicians, researchers, and policy makers about whether the fundamental concept underlying a diagnosis is reflective of a unique latent construct (Baron, 1998; Crome, 1991; Greve & Merl, 1996; Vaillant & Schacter, 1983; Wolfer & Sank, 2000). To date, and perhaps because pathological gambling is a relatively new diagnostic entity, most clinicians and researchers have defined and treated pathological gambling as a conceptual illness, preferring nosological schemes that consider this excessive behavior pattern as a distinct disorder (Bouchard, 2007).

The goal of this study is to examine the betting characteristics of heavy involved Internet sports gamblers for the presence of a distinct category or taxon of betting characteristics. Evidence of a taxon would imply that some heavy gamblers are qualitatively different from more involved recreational Internet gamblers.
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Only these studies have focused on gambling typology and the latent structure of gambling behavior. These studies spanned during the past 2 years, indicating a growing recent interest in the conceptual architecture that represents disordered gambling. The studies include the following: (a) research focusing on older adults and gambling (Hong, Sacco, & Cunningham-Williams, 2009); (b) an investigation of community-recruited gamblers (Cunningham-Williams & Hong, 2007); and (c) a longitudinal study about the gambling activities of college students (Goudriaan, Slutske, Krull, & Shrier, 2009). All of these studies used factor analysis procedures that identified a single set of factors. Some of the studies focused on specific types of gamblers, such as those who tend to have longer hair. However, the results indicate that these strategies are likely to have high rates. This strategy, testing whether the correlation between voice pitch and length is negligible, does not work. Instead, a dimensional view suggests that normal behavior shows psychological features with deviant behavior but that the deviant group has more and perhaps more intense features. Taxometric statistics measure the dimensions of latent constructs. A review of taxometric statistics with important limitations for distinguishing between the presence and absence of a latent construct and the organization of subgroups of most involved gamblers (LaBrie, Kaplan, LaPlante, Nelson, & Shaffer, 2008; LaBrie, LaPlante, Nelson, Schumann, & Shaffer, 2007). The present study extends the research experience with actual betting behavior to answer the question of whether problematic gambling is best considered a quantitative (dimensional) or qualitative (categorical) classification.

The Present Study

Our research collaboration with an Internet gambling service provider, IBO Interactive Entertainment AG (hereinafter referred to as IBO), provides access to valuable information. Our longitudinal database was uniquely well suited to addressing the research question. The database consists of actual betting during 2 years by a cohort of 40,114 gamblers who enrolled at IBO Interactive Entertainment AG during 2005. This use of actual betting records avoids the potential inaccuracies introduced by self-report. The large size of the cohort and the 2-year accrual of data are sufficiently massive to permit confident investigation of a low-prevalence disorder. We have published a portfolio of studies that examined this longitudinal cohort's aggregated gambling behavior. This work summarizes the parameters of betting such as size, frequency, and so forth (LaBrie et al., 2009; LaBrie, LaPlante, et al., 2007; LaPlante, Kleshinsky, LaBrie, Nelson, & Shaffer, 2009; LaPlante et al., 2008; Nelson et al., 2008; Xuan & Shaffer, 2009). This longitudinal cohort enrolled at a time when IBO's principal focus was on sports gambling. Only a small fraction (i.e., less than 3%) of the cohort did not engage in betting on sports. Our research is the first to investigate the latent structure of actual Internet gambling behavior. We used the characteristics of sports gambling to address whether the methodological structure of internet gambling behavior is categorical or dimensional. We applied taxonomic techniques successfully used by others to determine whether a taxon of Internet sports gamblers could be identified in our analysis. If our analysis were to identify group of heavily involved gamblers who display similar behaviors that are unique and distinct from the larger group of recreational gamblers, we will have identified the characteristics of a gambling system. Evidence that either supports or does not support a taxon for disordered Internet sports gambling will help clinicians and policy makers more effectively identify, prevent, regulate, and treat individuals with gambling-related problems.
Method

Participants

The participants for this study derive from a cohort of 48,114 people who opened an account during February 2005 with the Internet gambling service provider, I Grosvenor Interactive Entertainment AG. Their information includes records of betting behavior from enrollment through February 2007. This longitudinal cohort supplied information for several other studies of actual gambling behavior (Broda et al., 2008; Lusignan et al., 2008; LaPlante, LaPlante, et al., 2007; LaPlante et al., 2008; Nelson et al., 2008; Xorn & Shaffer, 2009). The average age of individuals in this cohort was 31 years (SD = 10.0) and most (91.6%) were male. The players in this cohort were from 85 countries. The 40,460 cohort members who engaged in sports betting for more than 3 days comprised the analytic sample that we used to identify and select the betting behavior indicators for the taxometric analyses.

Taxometric analysis is particularly powerful when the potential proportion of true members comprise at least 10% of the analytic sample (Schmidt et al., 2004). The prevalence estimates of current disordered gambling among the general population are consistently low, 0.6% to 2% (Kessler et al., 2005; Shaffer et al., 2005; LaBrie et al., 2008; LaBrie, LaPlante, et al., 2007). Previous analysis of the longitudinal cohort of sports gamblers (LaPlante, LaPlante, et al., 2007) revealed a large number of occasional bettors who are unlikely to be members of a disordered gambling taxon. Consequently, a research sample with the suggested proportion of disordered gamblers would become available only after selecting participants with certain characteristics from the total longitudinal cohort. As an illustration, gambling problems are often associated with excessive betting involvement. Therefore, we increased the likelihood of including the suggested proportion of pathological gamblers in the cohort by including only excessive gamblers in the analytic sample. We defined an excessive gambler as one whose behavior was in the upper 5% on any one or more of the selected indicator variables. A description of these measures follows.

Measures

Previous analyses of individual Internet sports bets yielded eight aggregates describing participant-level gambling involvement (LaPlante, Nelson, et al., 2007). These measures were the following: (a) total amount wagered, (b) total number of bets, (c) average bet size (i.e., total amount wagered divided by total number of bets), (d) duration of betting (i.e., the difference in days between a participant’s first and last betting day), (e) frequency of betting (i.e., the number of betting days divided by the duration), (f) number of bets per day (i.e., the total number of bets divided by the number of betting days); (g) total amount lost (i.e., losses minus winnings); and (h) percent lost (i.e., total amount lost divided by total amount wagered). Having too many indicators complicates the interpretation of results, presents substantial calculation loads (Ruscio, 2006), and decreases the power of the analysis if the indicators happen to be redundant (Ruscio et al., 2006). The taxometric method requires a minimum of three indicators that should be positively and nontrivially correlated with each other. However, many instances of psychopathy are multidimensional concepts; that is, mental disorders often contain characteristics that belong to multiple diagnostic “dimensions” that are negatively related or independent (e.g., positive and negative symptoms of schizophrenia). Consequently, we added five other indicators to our taxometric analyses, including (i) the proportion of bets per day (i.e., the total number of wins divided by the total number of losses); (ii) the proportion of bets with winnings (i.e., total number of losses divided by total number of losses and total amount lost divided by total amount wagered); (iii) the proportion of bets with losses (i.e., total number of wins divided by total number of losses and total amount won divided by total amount won); (iv) the proportion of bets with losses and winnings (i.e., total number of losses and total amount lost divided by total number of losses and total amount won divided by total amount won); and (v) the proportion of bets with losses and winnings, and no change in the betting behavior (i.e., the total number of losses and total amount lost divided by total number of losses and total amount won divided by total amount won) and no change in the betting behavior (i.e., the total number of losses and total amount lost divided by total number of losses and total amount won divided by total amount won). For this reason, some taxometric researchers have used items from a single domain to select a set of appropriately related indicators for use within the taxometric analysis (Clintman, Williamson, Hasen, Aharonovitch, & Tubbs, 2000). In this study, to select the appropriate indicators, we identified the underlying independent domains (i.e., factors) among the existing variables. We performed a principal-components analysis followed by an orthogonal rotation using the complete longitudinal cohort of 40,460 Internet sports bettors. Next, we selected items from within a single factor to ensure that we have positively correlated indicators for the taxometric analysis.

Taxometric Procedures

To identify the latent structure of actual sports gambling behavior, we used two distinct taxometric procedures: MAXCOV and MAMBAC. We used Ruscio’s taxometric R program (http://www.tcnj.edu/~ruscio/taxometrics.html) to produce taxometric plots and perform all calculations (Ruscio et al., 2006). We applied the MAXCOV (maximum consistency) procedure to the three selected variables. Each variable, in turn, acts as an index variable. The index variable is retained, and the observations are divided into two groups, termed windows, according to their index variable value. For each of these groups, the procedure computes the covariance between the other two variables. For the MAXCOV, we used the minimum possible number of intervals with the recommended minimum of 25 cases per interval. The larger the number of intervals, the more likely the procedure will reveal a latent structure (Ruscio et al., 2006; Ruscio, et al., 2010). By dividing our sample (N = 4,395) into equal intervals, we obtained 184 intervals: 183 intervals of 25 cases each and one interval with 20 cases.

We calculated and plotted the covariance between the two other indicators for each interval as defined by the input variable. We performed three iterations using a different input variable for each iteration. To ensure reliability of the results and to minimize the sampling error (Ruscio et al., 2006), we conducted the MAXCOV using 50 internal replications. Internal replications are particularly useful when a fixed number of cases defines the intervals because cases with the same score might be distributed into several different adjacent intervals. To ensure that this arbitrary assignment did not affect the reliability of our results, we replicated the random assignment of like observations 50 times (Ruscio et al., 2006). To improve the clarity and interpretability of the results, we applied a smoothing technique using the locally weighted least squares (Lowry, 1979) method to all curves. MAMBAC (mean above minus below a cut) is an external consistency test of the MAXCOV procedure. A MAMBAC analysis...
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The wagered, total number of bets, bet size, duration, frequency, number of bets per day, total amount lost, and percentage lost. This measure was confounded by the large difference in the designed house advantage between fixed odds bets (about 10%) and live action bets (about 3%) and by the need to be immediately involved during the course of a game to place live action bets. Because of its uniqueness and conceptual remoteness from other measures of gambling activity, we excluded percentage lost from the analysis. Enter the remaining seven measures of gambling behavior. Entering these seven variables, this analysis revealed three factors measuring the dimensions that we describe as Activity (number of bets, total amount wagered, total amount lost, and bets per day), Amount Risked (bet size), and Time Spent (frequency and duration). This solution explained 82% of the variance. The only factor that contained more than three variables was Activity, which was the largest of the three factors, explaining 43% of the variance. We selected the four variables that loaded .5 or more on this factor to select the research sample.

Research Sample

The research sample of 4,595 sports gamblers comprised 11% of the total longitudinal cohort. These bettors were among the 5% of the total sample with the largest values on one or more of the analytic variables (i.e., total amount wagered, total amount lost, total number of bets, and bets per day). This sample was not different from the total sample by age ($M = 32$, $SD = 10.2$) or gender (91% males) and represented 51 different countries. As Table 1 shows, this group displayed behaviors that are an extreme departure from the entire longitudinal sample.

Using the final analytic cohort, the analysis of Spearman's correlation coefficients revealed substantial positive correlations among three indicators: total amount wagered, total amount lost, and number of bets. These statistically significant ($p < .01$, $N = 4,595$) correlation coefficients ranged from .34 (between total amount lost and number of bets) to .55 (between total amount lost and total amount wagered). The fourth indicator—bets per day—was negatively correlated with total amount lost and total amount wagered. Taxometric analysis requires positive correlation between the indicators; therefore, we excluded bets per day from the following taxometric procedures.

As Table 2 shows, the distributions of all indicators were positively skewed and exhibited substantial kurtosis.

Taxometric Analysis

MAXCOV. The MAXCOV procedure yields three plots; these are presented in Appendix A. Each using one of the three variables as an index variable. A visual inspection of the individual plots did not indicate the outcomes to be characteristic of an underlying taxonic structure. As Figure 1 illustrates, the aggregated plot was more similar to the dimensional comparison data. However, the CCFI (Ruscio et al., 2007) was ambiguous (.49).

We extend special thanks to John Ruscio and William Owens for providing valuable suggestions regarding indicator selection and general interpretation of the results.

We used Spearman correlation to adjust for abnormal distribution of the data and to match the previously published analysis (Shaffer & Hall, 2001). However, Pearson correlation analysis produced similar results.

**Index Variable Selection**

Factor analysis of a Spearman correlation matrix comprising the total set of eight gambling behavior measures (i.e., total amount wagered, total number of bets, bet size, duration, frequency, number of bets per day, total amount lost, and percentage lost) followed an orthogonal rotation to a simple structure revealed four factors. The fourth factor included only a single measure, percentage lost. This measure was confounded by the large difference in the designed house advantage between fixed odds bets (about 10%) and live action bets (about 3%) and by the need to be immediately involved during the course of a game to place live action bets. Because of its uniqueness and conceptual remoteness from other measures of gambling activity, we excluded percentage lost from the analysis. Entering the remaining seven measures of gambling behavior. Entering these seven variables, this analysis revealed three factors measuring the dimensions that we describe as Activity (number of bets, total amount wagered, total amount lost, and bets per day), Amount Risked (bet size), and Time Spent (frequency and duration). This solution explained 82% of the variance. The only factor that contained more than three variables was Activity, which was the largest of the three factors, explaining 43% of the variance. We selected the four variables that loaded .5 or more on this factor to select the research sample.

**Research Sample**

The research sample of 4,595 sports gamblers comprised 11% of the total longitudinal cohort. These bettors were among the 5% of the total sample with the largest values on one or more of the analytic variables (i.e., total amount wagered, total amount lost, total number of bets, and bets per day). This sample was not different from the total sample by age ($M = 32$, $SD = 10.2$) or gender (91% males) and represented 51 different countries. As Table 1 shows, this group displayed behaviors that are an extreme departure from the entire longitudinal sample.

Using the final analytic cohort, the analysis of Spearman's correlation coefficients revealed substantial positive correlations among three indicators: total amount wagered, total amount lost, and number of bets. These statistically significant ($p < .01$, $N = 4,595$) correlation coefficients ranged from .34 (between total amount lost and number of bets) to .55 (between total amount lost and total amount wagered). The fourth indicator—bets per day—was negatively correlated with total amount lost and total amount wagered. Taxometric analysis requires positive correlation between the indicators; therefore, we excluded bets per day from the following taxometric procedures.

As Table 2 shows, the distributions of all indicators were positively skewed and exhibited substantial kurtosis.

**Taxometric Analysis**

MAXCOV. The MAXCOV procedure yields three plots; these are presented in Appendix A. Each using one of the three variables as an index variable. A visual inspection of the individual plots did not indicate the outcomes to be characteristic of an underlying taxonic structure. As Figure 1 illustrates, the aggregated plot was more similar to the dimensional comparison data. However, the CCFI (Ruscio et al., 2007) was ambiguous (.49).

We extend special thanks to John Ruscio and William Owens for providing valuable suggestions regarding indicator selection and general interpretation of the results.

We used Spearman correlation to adjust for abnormal distribution of the data and to match the previously published analysis (Shaffer & Hall, 2001). However, Pearson correlation analysis produced similar results.

**Index Variable Selection**

Factor analysis of a Spearman correlation matrix comprising the total set of eight gambling behavior measures (i.e., total amount wagered, total number of bets, bet size, duration, frequency, number of bets per day, total amount lost, and percentage lost) followed an orthogonal rotation to a simple structure revealed four factors. The fourth factor included only a single measure, percentage lost. This measure was confounded by the large difference in the
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Analytical sample (n = 4,595)</th>
<th>Remittent of cohort (n = 35,831)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total amount wagered</td>
<td>655,118 (564,121, 824,217)</td>
<td>664 (51,249, 824,195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount lost</td>
<td>8,267 (5,870, 11,673)</td>
<td>8,161 (5,150, 11,541)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of bets</td>
<td>3,631 (3,000, 4,667)</td>
<td>4,784 (3,600, 5,634)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. N = Exuv. Approximate monetary equivalents provided in U.S. dollars.

falling to provide evidence to support either a taxonic or a dimensional view of Internet sports gambling.

MAMBAC. The MAMBAC procedure produced six plots as shown in Appendix A. As with the MAXCOV procedures, a visual inspection of the MAMBAC plots failed to yield evidence of a characteristic underlying taxonic structure. In addition, as with the MAXCOV analysis, the CFC (Ruscio et al., 2007) was ambiguous (56) and consistent with the comparison aggregate curve presented in Figure 2, which does not clearly indicate the research data to be similar to the prototype. Taken together, these results fail to provide evidence supporting either a taxonic or a dimensional view of Internet sports gambling.

Discussion

This study is the first taxometric analysis of actual Internet sports gambling behavior. The results of two taxometric procedures failed to provide support for the presence of a taxonic structure underlying Internet sports gambling. The existence of taxometric analysis lies in the consistency among and within different procedures. Neither taxonomic procedure in this study demonstrated clear evidence of taxonicity.

Researchers sometimes interpret the lack of consistent evidence of taxonicity as evidence for a dimensional latent structure (Cuesta et al., 2007; Poyner, Youngstrom, & Neuge, 2005; Cloninger, Mitchell, & Wollmann, 2008; Elowe et al., 2007). Given that this is a new area of inquiry, we prefer a more conservative interpretation. More research is necessary to clarify whether other measures of gambling activity and/or other aggregation methods (e.g., maximum periods of peak activity) and/or different types of gambling might reveal similar taxonic or dimensional taxonic views. However, other researchers reported that smoking variables might reflect both an underlying taxonic structure and an underlying dimensional one (Gosseccker & Tiffany, 2008). Similarly, Slade et al. identified a dimensional structure underlying alcohol dependence (Slade, Grove, & Tensin, 2009), but other researchers report that a taxonic structure better represents this disorder (Walters, Henteg, Negno, & Fick, 1999). Disordered gambling can be added to nicotine and alcohol dependence as disorders needing further research to clarify their underlying nature.

The goal of this study was to examine whether there is a distinct category of taxonic or dimensional Internet gamblers as defined by their betting characteristics. Evidence of such a taxon would imply that recreational Internet gamblers are qualitatively different from those who gamble excessively. Understanding the distinct categories and characteristics between recreational and disordered gamblers would help to guide researchers and clinicians alike to the important influential associations between excessive gambling and player attributes. For example, a taxon is likely to reflect distinct patterns of coping, neural substrates, and neuropsychological and genetic correlates associated with recreational and disordered gamblers. Identifying the characteristics of a taxon for disordered gambling would have important implications for clinicians, policy makers, regulators, the health care industry, and the gambling industry. For example, currently few gamblers receive insurance reimbursement for treatment of pathological gambling despite its inclusion in the DSM-IV. Identifying a uniquely, and qualitatively different group of gamblers compared with recreational gamblers suggests that disordered gambling has an underlying architecture similar to other taxonic psychopathologies. For example, schizotypy (Golden & Merid, 1979; Selzler & Lounasweger, 1995, but see Elowe, Williams, Haldman, & Cloninger, 2008, for dimensional results) and antisocial-valued cognitive dysfunction (Maunus et al., 2008) have a strong evidence base suggesting a categorical perspective. As with these other disorders, if a discrete taxonic structure reflects the features of disordered gamblers, this finding holds important implications for accurate diagnosis, effective treatment, early identification of risk, and improved understanding of etiology (Bennett, 2007). Armed with such a finding, researchers and clinicians should be able to strictly disordered gamblers and their unique characteristics to better inform treatment, gambling-related public policy, neuropsychiatric research, and treatment outcome measures.

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Skew</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total amount wagered</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount lost</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of bets</td>
<td>5.77</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alternatively, a dimensional view of Internet sports gambling would suggest that there is no qualitative distinction between the characteristics of occasional and disordered gamblers. This conclusion would have important implications for public policy, the
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Research data  Taxonic comparison data  Dimensional comparison data

Figure 1. MAXCOV plots: Parameter matched research, simulated taxonic, and simulated dimensional data.

In the absence of definitive results, it is important to emphasize that there is value in both a categorical and a dimensional view of gambling (Peralta & Cuesta, 2017). Clinicians can integrate the categorical and dimensional approaches; they should apply each for specific purposes (Kern et al., 2005). For example, the dimensional perspective can guide clinicians and researchers to track symptom intensity and severity during treatment or when evaluating the efficacy of preventive efforts. A dimensional approach can help clinicians prepare patients for long-term treatment outcomes: gambling and risk taking are inherent in many aspects of life, so researchers should evaluate treatment outcomes and prevention efficacy against a continuous landscape of risk taking instead of a gambling—no gambling dichotomy. Alternatively, a categorical approach is useful to address the pragmatic administrative needs associated with patient grouping, insurance billing, or public health program resource allocation.

The categorical interpretation of dimensional data may have important public health value. For example, the categorical

Figure 2. MAMBAC plots: Parameter matched research, simulated taxonic, and simulated dimensional data.
applied cutoffs for cholesterol and blood pressure used to identify patients who need treatment. In our research, we are making similar efforts to identify gamblers who need early interventions.

Limitations and Strengths

As with all research, this study is not without its limitations. Similar to the research focusing on other potential expressions of addiction (e.g., smoking and alcohol use), our findings were ambiguous, failing to provide evidence for a disorder of gambling. The uncertainty might be the result of methodological considerations, such as indicator selection, data distribution abnormalities, and the multidimensionality of the phenomenon under investigation. The results indicating whether disordered gambling behavior is continuous or categorical depend on the selection of indicators. Our indicator selection was informed by previous studies (LaBrie, 2008; LaPrelle et al., 2008) and the data reduction analyses specific to this study. Therefore, it is possible that other indicators (e.g., duration, frequency) might be more sensitive indices of an underlying categorical structure. We have no external criteria such as diagnostic criteria of DSM-IV-based gambling-related problems that could be examined for concurrent validity of the indicators. Our data have strong positive skews for all variables, and gambling behavior is limited to substantial gamblers. However, several simulation studies demonstrated the robustness of MAMBAC and MAXCOV procedures using skewed indicator variables (Clayden & Haasen, 1990; Haasen & Clayden, 1994; Ruszczy & Kaczmarski, 2009).

Taxometric analyses of low base-rate behaviors can be problematic. Schmidt et al. (2004) recommended that members of the assumed taxon compose at least 10% of the analytic sample. General population surveys, however, reveal that the prevalence of people who currently satisfy clinical criteria to qualify as disordered (e.g., pathological) gamblers is considerably less than 10% (Elseddy et al., 2003; Shaffer et al., 1997). However, these surveys did not indicate the relative prevalence of disorder among Internet sports gamblers. Against such a prevalence estimate, we considered it important to limit the analytic sample to increase the proportion of potential taxon members: those Internet gamblers most likely to qualify as pathological gamblers. Further, because excessive financial costs often accompany characteristic of disordered gambling, we limited the analytic sample to the most heavily involved bettors because this group loses the most money. Nevertheless, these efforts do not guarantee that the analytic sample has an adequate mix of nonpathological and pathological gamblers. If the sample was composed almost exclusively of one group, we could not identify a taxonic outcome.

In this study, we measured gambling involvement by aggregating behaviors over time. Among behavioral problems, measures of total involvement or consumption might not identify excessive episodic behavior (e.g., binge drinking). Aggregations also might not recognize people who were once heavily involved but who adapt and continue to gamble modestly or people with a long history of moderate gambling, who are just beginning to enter a period of excessive play. Although these conditions might allow some disordered gamblers to escape detection, excessive financial burdens generally exhaust resources and force gamblers to discontinue play. Binge does not extend credit or arrange for other than cash and cash equivalent bets.

Previous taxometric studies frequently used another taxometric procedure—MAXCOV—in addition to MAXMAG and MAMBAC. However, recent research demonstrated almost complete redundancy between MAXMAG and MAXCOV procedures (Ruszczy et al., 2010). Consequently, we decided to report the results of only two procedures.

Despite these limitations, this study has many important strengths. One of the substantial advantages of our analysis is the use of a large sample. Increasing the sample size is the best solution for avoiding many hazards associated with taxometric analyses, including the difficulty of graph interpretation (Schmidt et al., 2004). However, even with a large sample size, it is important to recognize the importance of indicator validity and indicator correlations within positive groups for the analysis. Another important advantage of this study is that we used continuously distributed indicators. Taxometric analyses often fail because of the absence of continuous measures. For example, psychiatric research often uses Likert-type interval scales as operational measures of one or more variables (Schmidt et al., 2004). Interval scales typically divide indicator variables into few intervals; this decreases the power of the taxometric analysis and limits the likelihood of identifying a taxon. To provide a robust taxometric test of excessive gambling, we used continuous measures of gambling behavior (i.e., total amount of bets, total money wagered, and total money lost). With a substantial sample size and continuous measures, our study had appropriate design parameters for its investigative objectives.

Conclusion

Despite optimizing the opportunity to identify the taxonic latent structure underlying excessive gambling, our results failed to support a categorical understanding of excessive Internet sports gambling behavior. Given the limitations of the analyses and the fact that this article represents the first attempt to address the question of latent structure of actual Internet sports gambling data, it is important to use caution when interpreting these results. It might be too early to declare that excessive gambling behavior is not qualitatively different from recreational sports gambling. Current evidence suggests that excessive gamblers share the behavioral features of gambling with their recreational gambling counterparts and that disordered gamblers reside at the extreme of the dimensions that underlie the distributions that characterize these behaviors.
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Objectives: To identify patterns of sports gambling that discriminate sports bettors with self-reported gambling-related problems from sports bettors without such difficulties.

Methods: Secondary data analysis of the actual betting behavior observed during the first 2 years of a longitudinal study of 47,134 subscribers to an Internet sports gambling site. This sample included the gambling behavior of 679 bettors who self-reported the reason for closing their accounts during that period. We contrasted the behavior of those who closed their accounts because of gambling-related problems (n = 215, 32%) to the behavior of other account closers (ACs) who were either not satisfied with the service (n = 113, 17%) or no longer interested in betting (n = 351, 52%).

Results: Exploratory multivariate discriminant function analyses identified a sub-group of approximately half the ACs with gambling-related problems who exhibited a homogeneous and distinct pattern of sports-betting behavior. Compared to other ACs, this sub-group made more and larger bets, bet more frequently, and were more likely to exhibit intense betting soon after enrollment. The group estimation formula derived from this prototype applied to an independent sample of ACs confirmed the prevalence of this distinct gambling pattern.

Conclusions: Because Internet gambling provides a unique opportunity to study actual gambling behavior, it is possible to identify betting patterns that can lead to the development of gambling-related problems. This pattern recognition can inform the development of interventions to help disordered gamblers recognize their risky behavior and avoid further problems.

Keywords: Gambling, Internet, Internet gambling, gambling problems, self-report, disordered gambling, sports betting

INTRODUCTION

Internet gambling is one of the fastest growing gambling-related industries (Christiansen Capital Advisors, 2006). Research now shows that in the last 10 years, for example, a survey conducted during 1999 and 2000 (Welte, Barnes, Wieczorek, & Tidwell, 2001) reported that 0.4% of US adults had gambled on the Internet during the last year. During 2005 through 2007, the same research group conducted a survey of US adolescents and young adults; they observed that 2% of the sample reported Internet gambling experience (Welte, Barnes, Tidwell, & Hoffman, 2009). Using the 2007 British survey data, Griffiths, Wade, Bearde, and Erens (2009) reported that 6% of adults who gambled in the last year reported gambling online, betting online, and/or gambling using a betting exchange.

The rapid expansion of Internet gambling has raised public health concerns among policymakers (e.g., Kilani, 2006) and advocates (e.g., No More Gambling, 2004-2005). Researchers have echoed similar concerns (e.g., Shorten & Griffiths, 2008) and raised additional worry that some Internet gambling features, such as ease of access, anonymity, and ease of access, may increase the likelihood of disordered gambling (Griffiths, 2003).
Risk detection and markers for Internet gambling problems

Medical science makes use of biomarkers to signal normal or abnormal processes, or to identify the presence of a condition or disease. Biomarkers can improve the progress of a disease or reflect a response to treatment. The logical parallel in molecular markers is behavioral markers. Clinicians observe behavioral markers associated with disease states to aid diagnosis and treatment; later, behavioral markers can measure response to interventions. The syndrome model of addiction (Shaffer et al., 2004), for example, includes risk factors, temporally distal or proximal biomarkers, and behavioral markers for addiction. Some behaviors, such as betting patterns, can be proximal to the development of gambling-related problems. Potential primary sources of information related to risk factors and disease markers include the literature focusing on (1) gambling problems examining online land-based gambling activities and (2) Internet gambling. Land-based gambling provides self-reported information about betting activity from gamblers travelling to public venues. Internet gambling provides actual records of betting activity from gamblers with immediate, private access to gambling. The similarities and the differences for the risk factors and disease markers between these information sources hold significant potential to enhance our understanding of gambling addiction and treatment.

Research about Internet gambling

Our recent search of the literature (Shaffer, Potter, LaPlante, Nelson, & LaBrie, 2010), using the PubMed and PsycInfo search engines with the search terms “Internet [AND] gambling,” identified 111 articles released through March 7, 2008, excluding our own Internet gambling publications. Ten of these articles met criteria for original quantitative empirical studies of Internet gambling. These original studies used convenience samples: three sampled Internet gamblers (Wood & Williams, 2007; Wood, Williams, & Lawson, 2007; Woodley, 2003), two free-casino medical and dental patients (Ladd & Potter, 2001; Potter et al., 2006), two college students (Potry & Wernetzer, 2007; Wood, Griffiths, & Park, 2007), one college athlete (Kerber, 2005), one casino patrons (Woodall & Geoghegan, 2005), and one employee of a university health center (Potry & Mollyra, 2004). We updated this search to include publications available through the end of January 2009; we also identified an additional qualifying report (not outlined by us that is the only study of Internet gamblers from a nationally representative sample (i.e., the 2007 British Gambling Prevalence Survey, Griffiths et al., 2009). The fact that the gambling behavior represented in this study is based on self-report limits and comprehensiveness one ability to draw sound conclusions from this research.

Our literature search yielded a single study in the peer-reviewed literature that used actual gambling behavior recorded within an Internet environment. Fiedler and Rock (2009) examined data from the records of poker hands to help determine whether poker is a game of skill or chance—a topic not relevant to our interest in disordered gambling.

Studies of actual gambling behavior

Internet gambling yields records of unprecedented detail: computer systems accurately record and store virtually every keystroke. Recognizing the opportunity for research, the Division of Addictions and Brain Interactive Entertainment, AG formed a research collaboration (detailed in Shaffer et al., 2010) to promote responsible gambling. The computer resources integral to the Internet permit a new research paradigm that can revolutionize data collection, in general, and gambling patterns, in particular. By focusing on actual behavior rather than only self-report. Within this collaboration, liarw provides access to various Internet gambling information, including both the placing of bets on the outcome of sporting events and participation in various games (e.g., casino-game, other games and histories, and poker). During the data collection period reported here, liarw was primarily a sports betting venue. More than three-quarters of the self-exclusions in this study yielded a majority of their wagers on sports. Compared to other betting opportunities offered by liarw, sports betting is more easily characterized and researched. At the moment, liarw offers 85 casino-type games ranging from simulated slot machines to baccarat. Similarly, there are 81 poker games including backgammon and virtual horse racing. The large number of game types yields a wide range of characteristics, such as house-odds and time required to complete a game. Poker is more standardized but in this data collection, there were too few self-exclusions with gambling-related problems (.e., n=11) for analysis. The study and others mentioned below used information gathered from Internet sports gamblers.

A unique goal of the liarw-division collaborative research project is to identify procedures to protect Internet gamblers who are at risk for developing problems. For example, in one study (Bois et al., 2008), we examined the effect of a limit set deposit limits of €2500 within a 30-day period, and €1000 within 24 hours. This study showed that deposit limits approached the house limits and, when exceeded, successive gambling behavior did not change from previous behavior. The collaboration project has already produced betting system modifications designed to promote responsible gambling. For example, one study of liarw’s system change that allows players to install their own limits on deposits (Kelson et al., 2008) reported that skills gambling also results to lower their allowed deposits played a wider variety of games and placed more bets than prior to imposing their own limits. After imposing limits, self-losses reduced their gambling frequency, but increased the amount they wagered per bet. A study of behavior...
during the last month before sports gamblers closed their accounts because of gambling-related problems (Shaffer & Stellhorn, 2009) revealed a similar pattern on increasingly risk-averse behavior of excluding users on propositions with shorter odds. Time spent gambling and less selective betting, not just money spent, appear to be important risk factors for behavioral markers for developing gambling problems.

The evolution of our research on actual gambling behavior has established the foundation for examining patterns of behavior that deviate from general tendencies and have the potential to cause harm.

**THIS STUDY**

This study begins a program of research that seeks to recognize disordered gambling at the earliest moments and remediate these difficulties. In this study, we prospectively examine sports betting patterns consonant with excessive or disordered gambling behavior sufficient to cause their subscribers to self-exclude themselves from further betting. A behavioral marker of gambling-related problems is the decision by a gambler to self-exclude from gambling opportunities. Studies of self-exclusion from land-based casinos demonstrate that the very large majority of people who elect to self-exclude satisfy clinical criteria for a gambling disorder (Ladouceur, Jaquette, Glauser, Perreault, & Leblond, 2003); in addition, self-excluders are a segment of the total population of people in need of gambling-related treatment (Ladouceur et al., 2010). The Internet equivalent of land-based casino self-excluders is internet closers (ACs) who identify the reason for excluding themselves as having problems due to gambling (problem gambling account closers [PGACs]. We expect PGACs, like their land-based casino counterparts, to recognize that their gambling behavior is becoming unhealthy and are taking steps toward remediation; in this case, closing their account. However, unhealthy behavior is not synonymous with excessive risks and insolvent losses. For example, Internet sports bettors who choose to limit the amount of money they could bet (Nelson et al., 2008) included self-excluders who did not exhibit excessive betting behavior prior to the decision to limit play. Similarly, we expect that some PGACs will not exhibit recognizable extreme betting patterns and might include users who did not exhibit excessive betting behavior prior to the decision to limit play. Neglecting other responsibilities in gambling and excessive time spent gambling on a bet are examples of non-monetary problematic behaviors. It is also possible that positive betting outcomes at times were inconsistent with large losses at other gambling venues. However, excessive and insolvent losses are not the most common causes of problems for bettors and are not significant others, and these patterns are observable in betting records. We hypothesize that there will be PGACs who exhibit common, exaggerated gambling behaviors that are distinct from the behaviors of people who gamble without problems. The Internet's data collection capabilities allow scientists to analyze the accurate record of actual gambling behavior uncompromised by the problems associated with self-report (e.g., Baranowski, Voigt, & Fudge, 2007; Nobert & Wilson, 1977) and self-reporting (e.g., Shaffer et al., 2010; Williams & Wood, 2004). This study represents the first ever investigation of actual gambling dynamics that mark a path in the emergence of Internet gambling-related problems. Our goal was to determine whether it is possible to identify individuals who self-identify as having gambling-related problems based on their Internet gambling behavior. We hypothesized that sports gamblers who decided to exclude themselves from further gambling for gambling-related reasons would: (1) include sports gamblers who exhibit shared problematic gambling behavior; (2) represent an homogeneous gambling pattern that would be distinct from the gambling behavior of their counterparts who also identified gambling-related problems as a reason for excluding themselves; and (3) be distinct from people who excluded themselves from further gambling for other reasons. The research objective for this study was to generate a predictive formula that could mark patterns of Internet sports gambling behavior that lead to gambling-related problems. We further hypothesized that application of this strategy to an independent validation sample would confirm that these behavioral markers were not unduly influenced by sample-bound idiosyncrasies.

**METHODS**

There are many clustering strategies and procedures that might achieve the research objectives of this study. In all cases, we would need to analyze the resulting groups (i.e., clusters of people with similar characteristics) further to define the characteristics that discriminate these groups. For example, we use defining characteristics that distinguish groups by submitting them to a multivariate discriminant function analysis (MDFA). In this exploratory data set, PGACs, we created the three group study sample by using the three different reasons for account closing. We used MDFA to identify the homogeneous groups within PGACs by first analyzing the differences between PGACs and other ACs and then computing the PGACs who could be discriminated from other ACs to PGACs who were not distinct. The objective of this analysis is to define a "pure group." A "pure group" analysis hypothesizes that there exist homogeneous groups of individuals whose gambling-related behavior distinguishes them from other gamblers in a reliable and predictable way. This study aimed at the identification of markers for the development of gambling-related problems by successively identifying and removing from consideration the groups of individuals whose sports gambling behavior is NOT distinctive and therefore not able to be discriminated from other...
sports gamblers. When repeated discriminative analyses no longer identify or remove any salient groups of individuals, the remaining individuals represent a "pure group," ready for characterization and testing. In this case, testing meets determining that the behavior of the group is distinct and that the members are part of a defined group of interest; hence, self-identified problem gamblers. Gamblers who choose not to identify themselves as having problems may also exhibit this distinct behavior. The variables, or clusters of variables, which completely discriminate the "pure group" from similar others represent predictive markers for the development of gambling-related problems.

Participants
During the first 2 years of the collaborative longitudinal study, 21st had a procedure in place that offered ACs the opportunity to choose one of the three reasons for closing their account. This procedure provided as the opportunity to acquire prospective samples of ACs who did not and did not endorse gambling-related problems as their motive for closing their accounts. This study relies on two samples: (1) a model development sample and (2) a model validation sample. Figure 1 presents the procedure that resulted in the model development sample of 699 ACs identified during the 3-year follow-up of the longitudinal cohort of 48,114 sports bettors. As Figure 1 shows, we employed four selection criteria to identify study participants: (1) formally closing an account before the end of the 3-year study period, (2) at the closing, choosing to offer the reason for closing by selecting one of the three options (i.e., they were not satisfied with bonus services or they had no further interest in gambling, or gambling-related problems); (3) being a sports better, operationally defined as making bets on sporting events for more than 3 days and placed the majority of total wagers on sporting events; and (4) experiencing a net loss in sports bets. As noted earlier, we did not expect that all PGACs closed their accounts because of insurmountable losses. Some PGACs (n=11, 10%) were not losers. We eliminated the net winners because they could not contribute to the focus of this study. Consequently, the sample for analysis of betting behavior that might mask gambling-related problems is comprised of (1) insurmountable ACs, (2) no longer interested ACs, and (3) ACs with self-identified gambling-related problems.

The validation sample comprised of an independent but matched group of insurmountable ACs who were not members of our already established longitudinal cohort. We evaluated a cohort of sports bettors who enrolled in 21st during March 2005, using the same criteria as our longitudinal cohort. This process identified 65 ACs who closed their accounts for gambling-related problems during the same period of observation as the original longitudinal sample. This validation sample is smaller due to the minority variations in total enrollment experienced during the early days of 21st's development.

Measures
The dependent measures of gambling behavior summarized the participants' daily aggregate of betting activity from the bettor's first in last day of sports betting for the 2 years of observation beginning February 1, 2005. 21st offers two types of bets within their sports betting proposition: fixed-odds bets on the outcomes of sporting events or games and live-action bets on propositions about outcomes within a sporting event. This study aggregated the bets made on both fixed-odds and live-action type bets. The daily betting activity records include winnings credited to the bettor's accounts on that day and can include outcomes from wagers made on previous days.

We employed four composite measures of gambling behavior that summed the daily information: (1) the total Number of Bets; (2) Total Money Wagered; (3) Total Winnings; and (4) Active Days, the total number of days with a recorded transaction. We computed the Duration of sports gambling involvement as the number of days from the date of the first bet to date of the last bet. The Frequency of involvement is the percent of Active Days within the Duration period. We calculated the average bets per day (Bets per Day) by dividing the total Number of Bets made by the Active Days and the average size of bets (Average Bet) by dividing the Total Money Wagered by the total Number of Bets. The net result of gambling (i.e., Net Loss) is the difference between Total Money Wagered and Total Winnings. The dominant outcome is a loss and, by subtracting Total Winnings from Total Money Wagered, positive values of Net Loss indicate the total cost of gambling. Converting Net Loss to a percent of Total Money Wagered (i.e., Percent Loss) provides an index of losses that is independent of the total amount wagered. The large number of cohort members who bet infrequently and randomly show these measures of betting behavior (Lambie, LaFlamme, Nalivaiko, Schuster, & Shaffer, 2001). We examined the skew by converting measures to natural logs.

Statistical analyses
We applied a series of MDFA to investigate the presence of a sub-group of PGACs whose betting behavior would accurately discriminate them from other PGACs. A stepwise discriminant function analysis external measures from the battery of 10 gambling measures. We entered each variable in the order of its contribution to discrimination as measured by Wilks lambda (SPSS Inc., 2008). This procedure entered dependent variables until the contribution to discrimination of the best remaining measure was not statistically significant. At that point, the classification procedure grouped subjects according to their discriminant scores from the estimation equation assuming equal a priori probabilities of group membership.
RESULTS

Modeling distinctive sports gambling behavior

We conducted the first exploratory MDA to identify the variables that discriminated the three groups of participants, categorized by their self-reported account closing status. This analysis identified two statistically significant discriminators: Duration and Total Winnings. The group of bettors who closed their accounts because they were not satisfied with the service they received could not be differentiated from the other groups. Because of the poor contrast to the other groups presented by this non-homogeneous group, we eliminated them from subsequent analyses.

The second MDA compared ACs who reported that they were no longer interested in sports betting services with the PCACs. Eliminating the non-distinct ACs who reported their dissatisfaction with the service had little effect and the two-group analysis selected the same significant discriminators as before: Duration and Total Winnings. This model correctly classified the membership of two-thirds (n = 236, 67.2%) of the no-longer-interested ACs. Half (n = 104, 50.7%) of the PCACs were classified with high accuracy.
had distinct behaviors that discriminated them from the no longer interested ACs and the remaining half of the PGACs. The next M DFA compared the distinctive PGACs (n = 100) to the other PGACs (n = 100). In this model, four measures contributed significantly to estimation: Frequency, Bets per Day, Duration, and Total Wagers. The classification correctly identified 92% of the participants as distinctive or not. The accuracy of classification was similar across groups: 99% (C = 100) for distinctive PGACs and 93% (C = 97) for other PGACs. As noted earlier, to identify a marker of potential risk for developing gambling-related problems, we sought a completely accurate formulation of the distinctive behavior. To that end, we eliminated the nonclassified ACs and conducted another M DFA. This reformulation again identified Frequency, Bets per Day, Duration, and Total Wagers as significant discriminators. The M DFA yielded slightly modified discriminant function weights, and accurately classified the 100% of the PGACs as distinctive or not. The final discriminant function reduced the number of no longer interested ACs that exhibited the distinctive PG-related behavior from 115 to 96.

Describing the distinctive sports gambling behavior

Table 1 presents descriptive statistics for the final M DFA measures that distinguished the distinct and non-distinct PGACs. To extract these statistics from the original metrics, the gambling behavior of the two PGAC groups differed significantly on all M DFA measures. The effect sizes derived from the univariate test statistics indicate a large group effect for all behaviors. To assess the behavioral characteristics of the original metric, Table 1 also includes the median values of the untransformed measures. The distinct PGACs exhibit more intense gambling activity condensed into a shorter betting period.

In addition to differences in magnitude, M DFA uses differences in intercorrelations to discriminate among groups. Table 1 also shows that the correlations between pairs of discriminating variables are markedly different for several measures. The correlations between Frequency and (1) Bets per Day and (2) Active Days are statistically significant for non-distinct PGACs but not for the distinctive PGACs. Conversely, distinctive PGACs exhibit a significant positive relation between Active Days and Bets per Day, non-distinct PGACs exhibit no correlation between these measures.

The standardized discriminant function coefficients (SC) indicate each variable’s relative contribution to discrimination and the association with the distinctive behavior pattern. Frequency of play made the largest contribution to discrimination (SC = 1.077). The distinct PGACs made more Bets per Day (SC = 0.559) and larger Average Bets (SC = 0.556) than the non-distinct PGACs. The total number of Active Days had a smaller, negative coefficient (SC = -0.225). The discriminant function identifies distinct gamblers by the combination of frequent play days in relative broader periods of play compared to their non-distinct counterparts. The discriminant scores for the non-distinct group ranged from -4.60 to 0.05, and for the distinct group from 0.05 to 4.53. This formulation defines distinctive gamblers as associated with non-distinct PGACs and positive scores associated with PGACs who have a distinctive betting behavior.

### Table 1: Discriminating gambling behavior of participants who develop risk acorns for gambling-related problems (ACs) grouped by distinctive (n = 100) and non-distinct (n = 100) patterns of behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>F(1,199)**</th>
<th>Effect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>F(1,199)</td>
<td>2.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets per Day</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>F(1,199)</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Bet</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>F(1,199)</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Days</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>F(1,199)</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SD, Standard deviation.

*Denotes significantly different (p < 0.05) on all measures.

### Table 2: Pearson correlations between log-transformed discriminating measures for participants who develop risk acorns for gambling-related problems grouped by distinctive (n = 97) and non-distinct (n = 100) patterns of behavior.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Bet/day</th>
<th>Active Days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>-0.32**</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bet/day</td>
<td>-0.21**</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>+0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Active Days</td>
<td>+0.35**</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *p<0.05; **p<0.01.
Application to the validation sample
We applied the discriminant function to the validation group, i.e., PGACs in the cohort of twin sports bettors who enrolled during the month after the original longitudinal sample enrolled. The discriminant scores for 32 PGACs (49.2%) were negative (−8.18 to −0.11) and indicated that they exhibited non-distinct patterns of gambling behavior. The other 33 PGACs (50.8%) had positive discriminant scores (0.07–4.32) consistent with the distinctive betting patterns. As with the original longitudinal sample, the discriminant function scores of the two groups of PGACs in the validation sample did not overlap (i.e., there were no scores in the region between the largest score in non-distinct group score, −0.11, and the smallest score in the distinct group, +0.87).

DISCUSSION
This study illustrates the process of identifying behavioral markers for health risks, in general, and pathological gambling, in particular. By taking advantage of an opportunity to acquire a targeted (i.e., purposeful) sample of Internet sports gamblers who closed their gambling accounts and identified having gambling-related problems as the reason for doing so, we identified a pattern of behaviors unique to about half of the ACs. A discriminant function based on four empirically derived behaviors was 100% accurate in estimating membership in the two groups. The behavioral markers in this model were: (1) placing more bets; (2) placing larger bets; (3) betting more frequently; and (4) betting intensely soon after enrollment. We applied the behavioral markers in an independent validation sample and confirmed that we could replace the identification of the distinct behavior patterns associated with the onset of gambling-related problems. The prevalence of ACs with the behavioral marker in the independent sample matched the prevalence in the original sample, thus confirming that the original formulation was not statistically biased by sample-specific phenomena.

The distinct PGACs raided and lost more money than non-distinct PGACs. The distinct PGACs lost more money in a shorter period (i.e., a median of 252 days from the first to the last bet compared to 353 days for other PGACs) by betting more frequently (i.e., a median of 64 days compared to 30 days). Figure 2 shows frequency (the percent of days active within the total duration of play) distributed by Active Days (total betting days from the first to the last betting day). Figure 2 illustrates a behavior that is characteristic of the more intense players. Distinct PGACs rarely let a day go by without betting. Frequent betting is clearly
marked for the distinctive group with relatively few total days of betting. Figure 3 shows another measure, Bets per Day, compared by Active Days. The distinctive PGACs make more Bets per Day than the non-distinct PGACs. In this case, the distinctive group with relatively more total days of betting also tends to place more bets, an acceleration not exhibited by the other PGACs. These figures suggest that the distinct patterns of gambling behavior associated with PGACs might be recognizable after relatively few betting days for some players because of their very frequent play. The pattern of play also has measures that are distinct among PGACs with relatively many days of active play.

The discussion above indicates how cumulative sports betting records identify a homogenous group of people who put into practice because of their behavior. However, the discussion above suggests that some problem gamblers exhibit behavioral markers early in their gambling pattern. Their number of bets and the size of those bets are markedly larger than gamblers without these markers. For example, betting every other day is unusual given the tendency for many sporting events to take place weekly. For some distinct PGACs, their intense gambling was telescoped into a relatively short period of time. The discriminant function provides scores that indicate how likely the observed measures match those of the distinctive PGACs. Application of these findings could be used to calculate discriminant scores of players at specific and successive accumulations of behavior. Once calculated, these markers permit proprietors to alert individuals whose successive scores move in the direction of gamblers with problems that their behavior is beginning to resemble that of a group of bettors who have to quit gambling because of problems related to gambling.

The data in this study represent the cumulative record of betting from the beginning to the end of play at track. Live-action sports bets provide betting choices with variable odds (i.e., the proposition that a tennis game will be won at lower odds than a win at odds). Previous research with live-action sports bets (Ward & Sturges, 2009) used live-action sports bets to examine "chasing" during the days immediately preceding account closing. PGACs lost more money due to placing larger bets, but contrary to conventional expectation, they selected more conservative betting propositions with shorter odds.

It is possible that we might observe the distinct multifaceted profile of cumulative betting behavior exhibited by some PGACs among continuing sports bettors. Among the somatic illnesses, there are many reasons why a matter might fail to identify an illness. Similarly, players might have large winnings, and excessive losses do not result in problems. Further, the behavioral behavior might be episodic and not revealed in the total cumulative behavior; the behavior might have been only recently adopted; participants exhibiting the pattern might not claim their account for simply not use this portal for gambling activities; the pattern of gambling evidence by distinct PGACs might be adopted by players with large personal resources for...
where the financial burden is not a problem, etc. However, this study’s primary research objective was to identify a behavioral marker or set of markers that could accurately identify behavior patterns that led bettors to seek relief from gambling-related problems by closing their accounts. Classifying cases according to etiological markers is a worthy goal for contemporary public health workers. Evidence-based medicine, as an enterprise, reflects this objective by offering empirical evidence to guide diagnostic and treatment activities. As scientists begin to identify biological and behavioral markers with better precision, new and earlier interventions become possible. The behavioral patterns of internet gamblers provide an important opportunity to apply the strategy of identifying and using behavioral markers to intervene and interrupt development physiopsychology. The estimated probability of group membership produced by a multivariate discriminant function does not depend solely on the nature of the measures. The multivariate classification method does not convert into a system of automatic thresholds. A practical application of this study’s discriminant function for monitoring ongoing behavior would apply the function to a bettor’s cumulative betting history to detect progress toward the distinct profile exhibited by players who sought relief from gambling-related problems by closing their accounts.

Figures 2 and 3 show that the betting behaviors evidenced by the group of distinct ACs might be composed of sub-groups; if so, it should be possible to discriminate these sub-groups from each other, thereby improving the utility of behavioral markers. Future research will expand this study, investigate betting behavior on other types of games, and examine the potential commonality across game types to develop additional markers of risky Internet gambling behavior that are universal across game types.

LIMITATIONS
The participants in this research formally applied to close their accounts and identified themselves as having gambling-related problems. Both actions rarely occurred and the self-selected sample is relatively unique. There is no additional information, such as a psychodiagnostic gambling assay, to determine whether these players would meet diagnostic criteria for a clinical disorder. A large number of PGAACs shared the pattern revealed in this analysis. There might be, less prevalent, disordered patterns discernible in a larger sample. The distinct sub-group identified in this study evidenced a discernible set of behavioral markers. However, more research is necessary to extend the identification of behavioral markers among sports gamblers beyond this initial formulation. Consequently, we have implemented changes in the ongoing research collaboration procedures to provide additional information that will support our quest for behavioral markers.

The pattern of behavioral markers identified in this study is distinct within the context of typical sports betting behavior. For some participants, sports betting is a rather show-moving activity; many sporting events take place weekly. Other right-cycling events, such as casino games might require different measures and different formulations to identify behavioral markers of disordered gambling across game types.

Despite these limitations, one strength of this study is that it provides the opportunity to use an information base of actual individual betting transactions. However, these records are limited to those placed with our collaborating research partner, Twin Interactive Entertainment AG. Some ACs might have placed bets at other venues and any disordered behavior associated with these venues might not be evident from the twin information.

CONCLUDING THOUGHTS
This study supports the proposition that monitoring actual betting behavior is an appropriate initiative with the potential to promote responsible gambling and avoid disordered gambling. This study shows that we can recognize a sports betting pattern evidenced by players who later declare that they are having gambling-related problems. The elements of this pattern are markers associated with account closing. Continuing research will need to identify markers early in the process, perhaps at the cost of some precision, so that these markers will trigger interventions early in the sequence of events that can interrupt behavior and reduce associated problems. It might be that the patterns described here is an identifiable phase within the development of responsible gambling. There is evidence that this cohort shows a general tendency to exhibit a period of initial enthusiastic betting followed by an adaptation to behavior that is more moderate (LaPlante, Schumann, Lafferty, & Stolarz, 2009). Scientists and clinicians need to determine how to integrate the information about distinct patterns of betting behavior into a system of markers and interventions. However, until a system is in place, the ability to detect, and perhaps even anticipate, disordered behavior demonstrated by this research has immediate application to promoting healthier behaviors.
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Abstract

Internet gambling is one of the fastest growing gambling-related industries (Christian Capital Advisers 2006). As the Internet gambling industry expands, many stakeholders have created or are in the process of creating gambling-related policy. Policy makers promulgating these regulations rely on professional opinions and/or conventional wisdoms related to Internet gambling to guide them because of the lack of sufficient scientific research. There is an ongoing need for quality empirical research to guide the development of public policies that surround Internet gambling. This article summarizes the current state of scientific research about Internet gambling by identifying, describing, and critiquing the available peer-reviewed literature. To identify the peer-reviewed literature related to Internet gambling published between January 1, 1997 and March 7, 2008, we used the search term “Internet AND gambling” in the PubMed and PsycINFO search engines. Of the 111 articles identified by our systematic search, only 30 included Internet gambling as a focus. The study methods presented in the abstracts of these 30 articles indicate that none included actual gambling behavior: 10 provided self-reports of gambling behavior using samples not representative of the general population, and 20 of the 30 articles were commentaries. In response to the clarion call to improve the state of psychological research (Baumeister et al. 2007), we have conducted research utilizing actual Internet gambling behavior. In contrast to prior self-report and case study research, our investigations utilizing actual Internet gambling behavior suggest an overall pattern of moderate Internet gambling behavior (LaBrie et al. 2007).

Keywords: Internet gambling, gambling, safe gaming, assessment, behavior, research methods, paradigm
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Introduction

Internet gambling is one of the fostest growing gambling-related industries (Christian
Capital Advisers 2006). Although some contend its worldwide growth is less than landbased gambling (Miller 2006), the industry i. thriving and expected to continue to grow
(Christian Capital Advisers 2006). As the Internet gambling industry expands, many
stakeholders have created, or are in the process of cre.ting, gambling-related policy
despite the absence of empirical evidence. Many of the policy development effortS rely on
professional opinions and/Qr conventional wisdoms related to gambling) gene-rally, and
Internet gambling, specifically. For example, most recently, the United States (US)
Congress passed the Unlawful Internet Gambling Act of 2006 (UIGA), which has
prevented legitimate Internet gambling businesses from providing gambling opportunities
to a vast segment of potenti.l customers (i.e., US citizens). Some negative repercussions
of this Act have started to emerge (e.g., hundreds of millions of Euros in capitalization
lost (Ruiz 2006), fines on the US by the World Trade Organization to be paid to Aruba
(J.mes 2007); however, both positive and negative consequences arc possible. For
instance} the lJIGA might meet its goal of minimizing online gambling nmong US
citizens and) in turn) minimize uWHlfe gamhling-related activity among US citizens,

Alternatively; US citizens might gamble online as much as they would have jf it were
kgal, but use unscrupulous vendors to do so and lose the protections afforded by
regu1ated, legitimate cornmcrce, Because scientific research is not guiding the
development of public policks that surround Internet gambling, there is an ongoing
need for new empirical research aboUt Internet gambling that can inform public policy.
The findings from this research hold the potential to <ocourag. the Use of new
tC'chnology to conduct research that c.m advance our understanding of Internet gambling,
clarify the need for public policy efforts, and define best business practices [or the
Internet gambling industry.

A shifting horizon; Advancing 'he assessme'" of actual behavior
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Relinnce on self-reports about behavior, as opposed to actual observations of behavior,
has become commonplace for researchers. It is likely that this reliance is due in part to
the perception by scientists that measurement instruments have become more reliable
and improved; in addition, investigators reduce study costs by substituting participant
recall for repeated observations over time. Re~earchcrs, however, have started to criticize
the measurement precision costs that derive frorn problems assQciatcd with self-report
and recall methods. Baumeister and co-workers for example, recently noted that,
"psychology calls itself the science of behavior ... Yet some psychological subdisciplines
have never directly studied behavior, and studies on behavior are dwindling rapidly in
other subdisciplines" (Bnumeister et 21. 2007, p.396). The major concern related to the
exclusive use of self~reports is that actual behavior and sclf~rcports of behavior are often
inconsistent (Baumeister et aL 2007). As with any other patten1 of human behavior, it
foHows that an accurate epidemiology of Internet gambling behavior requires the
examination of aClUal Internet gambling behavior. Studies of actual Internet gambling
behaviors might reveal patterns that are inconsistent with self-reported patterns of
Intemet gambling; the inconsistencies can result from self~reports that underestimate or
overestimate the actual behavior. The ahility for scientists to shift from self-report to
actual behavior represents a methodological paradigm change for the field of gambling
studies.


Present study

Currently, there is very little published empirical research about Internet gambling. Consequently, it seems that, with some exceptions, theoretical propositions and opinion papers represent most of the scholarly discussion surrounding Internet gambling. However, a careful and systematic review of the extant literature is necessary to determine the actual pattern of these papers. Therefore, the goal of this study is to identify systematically the extant available scientific literature focusing on the play patterns associated with Internet gambling; in addition, we will illustrate differences between the conclusions generated by distinctive methods (i.e., self-report vs. actual behavior) that have assessed the nature of Internet gambling. By providing a systematic approach to the identification of this literature, we also offer a strategy that scientists can replicate in future studies to identify investigative trends associated with Internet gambling research.

Methods and procedures

Our approach to this study was simple, yet systematic. To identify the peer-reviewed literature related to Internet gambling, we used the search terms “Internet [AND] gambling” in the PubMed and PsychINFO search engines; we limited this search to peer reviewed studies published from January 1, 1967 to March 7, 2008. This search strategy reviewed theses terms in the titles, abstracts, keywords, and text of published articles from a literature of over 28 million references in PsychINFO and over 17 million references in PubMed. We excluded our own existing Internet gambling publications from this sample for reasons that will be self-evident when we discuss the results of this strategy.

This search strategy identified 111 articles that met the search criteria. We excluded eight book reviews from this total. Our inspection of abstracts from the remaining 103 articles revealed that 56 did not address the conceptual juncture of Internet and gambling; most of these discussed Internet addiction, addiction to nongambling game play or gambling problems not related to the Internet. This left 47 articles that addressed Internet gambling. A review of these 47 articles revealed that only 30 of them included Internet gambling as a focus; in the other 17 papers, it was only a tangential interest. We reviewed the study methods of these 30 articles and classified them according to the methodological approach. We classified studies that did not present any original quantitative empirical data about Internet gambling behavior as commentaries; these commentaries included studies that used so few case reports (i.e., < 5) that these publications were not representative of the population of cases from which these were drawn. We classified studies with original quantitative empirical data about Internet gambling behavior according to the study methods and procedures: Self-report surveys or studies of actual Internet gambling behavior.

Results

As Table 1 shows, we can classify two-thirds of the 30 articles identified by our systematic search as commentaries and the remaining third as self-report surveys. Of the 20 commentaries, 16 were comments or reviews without data, two were case reports that included less than five patients, and two were descriptions of Internet site characteristics. Of the 10 self-report surveys, none included representative samples from the general population. All of these self-report surveys employed convenience samples: four sampled...
Table 1. Studies identified by systematic search of internet gambling research. (Excludes published and under review studies about actual Internet gambling behavior from the authors).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths 1990</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths 1999</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths 2003a</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths et al. 2004</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths and Wood 2000</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griffiths and Parke 2002</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayne and Mayer 2003</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kerher 2005</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of college athletes at three sites (N=636)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King 1999</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>King and Bunka 1999</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of uninsured, underprivileged medical and dental patients (N=169)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladd and Perry 2002</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lamer 2006</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Case study (N=1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mazzolini et al. 2007</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miller 2008</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milks 2001</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nowak 2007</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry 2006</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of uninsured, underprivileged medical and dental patients (N=850)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry and Malvy 2004</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of university health center employees (N=918)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perry and Wellen 2007</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of college students (N=954)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevegyi et al. 2005</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Description of Internet casino sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaffer 1999</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stimson and Griffiths 2004</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Description of UK Internet gambling sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watson et al. 2004</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wong et al. 2007</td>
<td>Commentary</td>
<td>Case study (N=4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood et al. 2007a</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of student Internet poker players (N=422)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood and Williams 2007</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of Internet gamblers (N=1928)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood et al. 2007b</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of Internet gamblers (N=1928)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodhall and Gregory 2007</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience sample of Detroit casino players (N=200)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woolley 2003</td>
<td>Self-report</td>
<td>Convenience samples of Australian nonmembers (N=2484)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Internet gamblers, two sampled free care medical and dental patients, one sampled college students, one sampled college athletes, one sampled casino patrons, and one sampled employees of a university health center. None of the articles identified by our systematic search (other than our own) were studies of actual Internet gambling behavior. In the discussion that follows, the studies reporting actual Internet gambling behavior originate from our collaborative research program with bwin Interactive Entertainment, A.G.

Commentaries about Internet gambling behavior

Existing commentaries debate and speculate about the impact and influence that Internet gambling has on the public health. For example, in an attempt to clarify nomenclature,
Shaffer (1996) and Shaffer et al. (2000) argue that the Internet, like other inanimate objects, does not have inherent addictive properties; the Internet is virtual space between computers. Addiction is the result of a relationship between people and objects or activities of interest. Computers, or the information that computers deliver, can represent these objects, but the Internet cannot. However, some commentaries speculate that Internet gambling is a public health hazard that, by its ability to increase access to consumers, has led to an increase in the prevalence of problem gamblers (Griffiths 1996, 1999, 2003a, 2003b; King 1999; King and Barak 1999; Griffiths and Parke 2002; Griffiths et al. 2006). In particular, commentaries speculate that Internet-based gambling’s structural characteristics (e.g., rapid event frequency, high payout ratio) encourage excessive betting. However, many of the cited Internet risk factors also exist among non-Internet-based gambling features (e.g., slot machines, video poker machines, Keno) and do not necessarily represent added risk. Commentaries also speculate that the potential social isolation of Internet gambling consumers limits the use of safeguards that might be able to reduce gambling-related problems; this difficulty, in turn, might lead to increased access by youth, unlimited access to cash flow, and gambling in inappropriate places (e.g., gambling in the workplace (Griffiths 1999; King 1999; King and Barak 1999; Griffiths and Wood 2000; Miles 2001; Nowcr 2003; Messerlian et al. 2004; Griffiths et al. 2006)). Several commentaries recognize the need for empirical studies to substantiate these speculations (Griffiths and Parke 2002; Hayer and Meyer 2003). The two anecdotal case studies about Internet gambling among Parkinson’s patients do not serve to increase the evidence base (Lamer 2006; Wong et al. 2007): these anecdotal studies confound variables that provide alternative explanations for the apparent association between gambling-related problems and dopamine agonist pharmacotherapy. Two other commentaries suggest that few sites provide safeguards for Internet gambling consumers. Some sites even use unscrupulous practices (e.g., inflated payout rates during the demo period) to lure customers (Smeaton and Griffiths 2004; Sevigny et al. 2005). Numerous problems that result from unregulated Internet gambling suggest it is necessary to improve regulatory systems for Internet gambling websites (Watson et al. 2004; Laffey 2005; Miller 2006). However, empirical data is necessary to understand the existing patterns of Internet gambling behavior. In short, speculations and commentaries about Internet gambling behavior can stimulate the development of hypotheses and models, however, these publications are of limited utility to help develop and test parameters for safer Internet gambling.

Self-reported Internet gambling behavior

Self-report data provide potentially useful descriptive information about the attitudes of Internet gamblers. For example, one study indicates that land-based casino patrons who gamble on the Internet tend to be younger, more educated, and use the Internet more regularly for other non-gambling purposes compared to land-based casino gamblers who do not use the Internet for gambling (Woodruff and Gregory 2005). In addition, Internet gamblers report preferring the convenience of Internet gambling to land-based casinos (e.g., Wood et al. 2007a, 2007b). One study found that wagering on racing and sports betting were the most commonly reported Internet gambling activities (Woodley 2003).

Self-report studies provide a very wide range of Internet gambling prevalence estimates across a variety of special population segments. For example, Perry and Mallya’s (2004)}
self-report survey of 906 university health center employees estimated a 1.2% prevalence rate of Internet gambling. Studies of patients seeking free or reduced cost medical or dental care surveyed show self-reported rates of ever having gambled using the Internet as 8.1% among 349 patients (Petry et al. 2004) and, in another study, 6.9% of 1,000 patients (Petry 2006). Self-report studies of students provide higher prevalence rates of Internet gambling. For example, prevalence of Internet gambling lifetime rates were 23% among undergraduates in one study (Petry and Weinstock 2007), and 10% among college athletes in another study (Kerber 2005); one study found that among college students the prevalence of online poker playing at least twice a week was 33% (Wood et al. 2007a). It is possible that students' self reports suffer from recall bias because factors other than the internal processes associated with their actual behavior influence their perceptions of personal behavior (Nisbett and Wilson 1977; Baumeister et al. 2007).

Authors of several self-report studies (Kerber 2005; Petry and Weinstock 2007; Wood et al. 2007a; Wood and Williams 2007) claim that their study findings demonstrate higher rates of gambling-related problems among Internet gamblers than non-Internet gamblers. While Internet gambling might be associated with higher rates of gambling problems, to date, these studies do not demonstrate a causal relationship between Internet gambling and gambling-related problems. These cross-sectional surveys are point-in-time estimates that cannot reliably predict cause-effect relationships. And, as stated previously, reliance on participant self-report hinders the ability to assess Internet gambling behavior accurately.

In addition to the limitations of self-report, self-selected participation and low response rates (e.g., 54% for Kerber 2005) 33% for Petry and Mallaya (2004) limit the representativeness of Internet gambling survey findings. Our systematic review failed to identify two prevalence studies (Weite et al. 2002; LaBrie et al. 2003) that included Internet gambling information. Our search failed to identify these studies because they did not have the key search terms required for inclusion in this research. Nonetheless, these studies used sampling procedures rather than relying on convenience samples, increasing the likelihood that the sample under study is representative of the population from which it was drawn. One of these two studies (LaBrie et al. 2003), utilizing information from 10,765 students selected from the 119 scientifically identified schools comprising the 2001 Harvard School of Public Health College Alcohol Study, found that 1.9% of responding students participated in Internet gambling once or more a week. These prevalence estimates suggest that studies of college students using convenience samples (Kerber 2005; Petry and Weinstock 2007; Wood et al. 2007a) have overestimated Internet gambling among this population segment. In the only existing prevalence study of the US adult general population (Weite et al. 2002) that included data about Internet gambling, a telephone survey of 2,340 nationally representative US adults yielded a 0.1% prevalence rate of Internet gambling during the past year. However, though these studies were more representative of the populations in question, they still suffer from the previously mentioned limitations that are associated with self-report studies.

The wide variation among all of the prevalence estimates suggests that the current rate of Internet gambling might not be reflecting the same target behavior, or that these estimates simply are unreliable as a result of measurement or recall bias. Consequently, future research will need to employ improved assessment and sampling procedures.
The assessment of actual Internet gambling behavior

To address the dearth of scientific information about Internet gambling, researchers need to employ investigative strategies that can improve the prevailing methods used to assess Internet gambling behavior. Internet gambling websites provide a unique research opportunity because of their ability to track site visitors as they are gambling. Research taking advantage of these comprehensive data resources, therefore, has the potential to provide an evidence-based foundation for the study of the nexus between the Internet and gambling. Data derived from Internet sources (1) can monitor precisely both individual-level and population-level characteristics of online gamblers and (2) has the capability of installing and testing empirically derived intervention efforts.

Recognizing the opportunity to use Internet gambling technology for research, bwin Interactive Entertainment AG (bwin), one of Europe's largest gambling sites, and the Division on Addictions (DOA) entered into a seminal research collaboration relying substantially on a database of bwin subscribers' gaming activity. By centering a research agenda on bwin data, the DOA could study the emergence of Internet-related addiction and take advantage of the potential for new technology to alleviate or prevent addiction. Despite these potential advantages, using industry associated data, and industry-academic collaborations can be associated with a variety of potential problems. These issues must be addressed from the outset of scientific collaboration. Before discussing the value of Internet-based data tracking for gambling studies, we will take a brief discussion to describe the nature of the bwin-Division on Addictions association.

bwin officials initiated the relationship with the Division on Addictions. The founder and co-director of the company approached the Division with the proposal that it might be possible to identify high risk gamblers early in their involvement with Internet gambling because all of their activities can be monitored and tracked. This idea was compelling and we recognized that this kind of monitoring opportunity had never before been available to gambling researchers. This led to the development of a contract between bwin and Harvard Medical School to conduct research focusing on Internet gambling. As is customary with all Harvard Medical School industry related projects, the contract had to satisfy university related policy for such collaborations. Harvard is unwavering in its requirements for academic freedom. Therefore, bwin had to agree to yield all control over publications, project review, and the scientific conduct of the research. Effectively, there was no negotiation between the industry and Harvard Medical School; bwin simply had to meet Harvard Medical School’s demands. Once the research design satisfied institutional review board requirements to protect the confidentiality of the data and the data transfer and storage requirements, bwin provided the cohort of subscriber data without any strings attached. Practically, this meant that the Division was free to investigate as necessary and publish without industry review, regardless of the nature of the findings. As with all Division research, academic freedom is central and industry partners have no say about the conclusions drawn. We believe these working conditions are essential for a transparent and productive relationship between industry and science.

Before describing the findings of the studies from this collaboration that assess actual Internet gambling behavior in detail, it is important to underscore the unprecedented contribution that data tracking actual Internet gambling behavior brings to the state of Internet gambling research. bwin records every keystroke of every person that subscribes to the bwin website. At the beginning of this project, we defined and began tracking a longitudinal cohort of more than 40,000 subscribers from more than 80 countries. At this writing, we have created multiple datasets, and the original cohort has been followed for
more than 3 years. The published findings that derived from our analysis of the original longitudinal cohort generally are based on the first 2 years of data. During that time, 47,134 participants made 38 million bets on sporting propositions totaling €28.6 million; these bets did not include poker, casino-like game play and other regularly changing bwin propositions. The computer resources integral to the Internet permit a new research paradigm that can revolutionize data collecting. These resources allow us to collect the exact betting behavior of tens of thousands of subscribers from many locations around the world. This data includes details about the different types of sports bets, fixed odds bets (i.e., bets made on the outcomes of sporting events or games in which the amount paid for a winning bet is set by the betting service) and live-action bets (i.e., bets made on propositions about outcomes within a sporting event such as which side will have the next corner kick or whether the next tennis game in a match will be won at love by the server).

Research using data reflecting actual Internet gambling behavior has several methodological advantages compared to prior research about Internet gambling behavior. Research utilizing actual online behavior provides objective, detailed information about betting behavior, and the conditions under which gamblers place wagers. This strategy avoids the potential biases (e.g., memory-errors, self-presentation strategies, simple miscomprehension, and the phrasing of survey questions) that often emerge when research relies on participant self-report of past betting behavior (LaPlante et al. 2007). In addition, by utilizing a longitudinal study design, research from this collaborative is able to examine prospectively gambling behavior patterns that precede the development of excessive or maladaptive gambling behavior among bwin subscribers. This evidence-based approach permits us to identify effective prevention, diagnostic, and treatment strategies. Longitudinal studies often have provided landmark research findings that serve to improve public health interventions. For example, the Framingham Heart Study, a prospective, longitudinal study of more than 5000 healthy participants, helped to identify major cardiovascular disease risk factors and has led to vast improvements in public health strategies for cardiovascular disease prevention (Dawber and Stokes 1956). Similarly, analysis of this longitudinal cohort of bwin subscribers will allow researchers to gain a greater understanding of Internet gambling behavior and the factors that might influence the development and maintenance of gambling-related problems. The availability of this data source has provided new research opportunities to study the epidemiology of Internet gambling and responsible gambling practices with increased statistical confidence. Thus, this methodology represents a paradigm shift in the way scientists study Internet gambling.

**Toward an accurate assessment of the epidemiology of Internet gambling behavior**

Our research utilizing data about actual Internet gambling behavior has produced seven peer-reviewed publications (LaBrie et al. 2007, 2008; Broda et al. 2008; LaPlante et al. 2008, in press; Nelson et al. 2008; Peller et al. 2008), and other articles that are at various stages in the publication pipeline (e.g., Xuan and Shaffer, in press). We conducted seven empirical research studies about actual gambling behavior (LaBrie et al. 2007; Broda et al. 2008; LaBrie et al. 2008; LaPlante et al. 2008; Nelson et al. 2008; LaPlante et al. in press; Xuan and Shaffer in press) by assembling a prospective, longitudinal cohort of bwin subscribers' actual betting behavior in real time. The studies utilizing data about actual Internet gambling behavior provide a clear lens to examine Internet gambling behavior that is not clouded by the recall or sampling biases often evident in prior research.
Overall, findings from these studies of actual Internet gambling behavior (Broda et al. 2008; LaBrie et al. 2007, 2008; LaPlante et al. 2008, in press; Nelson et al. 2008; Xuan and Shaffer in press) contradict the speculation that most online gamblers exhibit excessive gambling behavior. The evidence shows instead that the vast majority of bwin subscribers engage in moderate sports betting behavior (e.g., for the median level players, 2.5 fixed odd sports bets of €4 each bet, every fourth day, or approximately US $5.30). A comparison of betting behavior among the different types of games available on the bwin site shows varying patterns of wagering. For example, subscribers lost more money on sports gambling than casino gambling. The typical aggregate expense (losses) for casino players is higher than for sports bettors. This is not because casino has greater losses. In fact, the house odds for casino play are less than half the house cut on sports betting. The greater aggregate is because casino betting is more rapid cycling and people place more bets. This finding is consistent with previous literature showing that people involved in casino gambling exhibit riskier behaviors and more frequently present for treatment than sports bettors (Shaffer et al. 2004; LaPlante et al. 2006). Patterns of sports betting varied for fixed-odds (i.e., bets made on the outcomes of sporting events or games in which the amount paid for a winning bet is set by the betting service) and live-action bets (i.e., bets made on propositions about outcomes within a sporting event, such as which side will have the next corner kick or whether the next tennis game in a match will be won at love by the server). Advocates and policymakers have speculated that live-action betting leads to more excessive gambling behavior (Griffiths 1999; Kong et al. 2008). Although empirical evidence from this analysis shows that subscribers placed fewer bets and lost less money when placing live-action bets (i.e., median of 2.8 wagers of €4 every fourth day during the median duration of 6 weeks at a loss of 18% of the amount wagered) than when placing fixed-odds bets (i.e., 2.5 bets of €4 every fourth day during the median 4 months from first to last bet at a loss of 29% of the amount wagered), although the bwin cohort of subscribers was predominantly male, we conducted some analyses to examine gender differences in betting behavior. On average, results show that women's betting behavior was very similar to men's, but that women bet on more days and over a shorter period of time (LaBrie et al. 2007). It is worth noting that because bwin markets itself primarily as a sports betting website, the bwin subscriber population might be more likely to engage in sports betting. Thus, findings from these studies might not be generalizable to all Internet gamblers.

LaPlante et al. (2008) and Xuan and Shaffer (in press) completed studies of bwin subscribers that also used longitudinal methods with actual betting behavior. LaPlante et al.'s (2008) study of 46,339 bwin sports bettors illustrates an overall healthy exposure and adaptation pattern of betting behavior for the entire sample during a period of 18 months (i.e., short term increases in activity followed by quickly developing declines in population participation, number of bets, and size of stakes). Separate analyses of the most involved bettors (i.e., top 1-5% of the sample) show that trends of more excessive gambling behavior are evident for a very small minority of subscribers (LaBrie et al. 2007, 2008). The most involved bettors had increasing stakes and bets for live-action betting over time (LaBrie et al. 2007).

Xuan and Shaffer's (in press) paper examines the multiple trajectories of gambling behavior among the cohort of bwin live-action bettors from February 1, 2005 to June 30, 2006 who reported closing their accounts because of gambling-related problems (N = 226). These bettors who self-identified as problem gamblers exhibited more signs of excessive gambling behavior (i.e., increasing monetary involvement and increasing loss) and more risk averse betting behavior than bettors who did not self identify as problem gamblers. The authors hypothesized that this behavior represents the self-identified problem gambler's...
attempted by to regulate excessive gambling behavior. To gain a greater understanding of longitudinal trends for different types of Internet gambling behavior, we need more research examining the stability of these trends among different samples of bettors (e.g., groups with various risk and resilience gradients).

The assessment of actual Internet gambling using data from Internet websites provides new opportunities to improve this evidence base. In particular, studies evaluating the use of limit setting techniques (e.g., Nelson et al. 2008; Bruda et al. 2008) provide researchers the opportunity to evaluate the efficacy of various harm reduction techniques.

Discussion

Although the field of Internet gambling is still in its infancy, we now have the technological ability to study real-time gambling and all of its attendant details. This new technology represents a paradigm shift for both (1) the conceptual frameworks that organize how we think about information and each other (Kipnis 1991) and (2) research methods. This new technology provides researchers with the opportunity to conceptualize new and different research from the studies that have been available. This new research can focus on actual human behavior in addition to self-report, offering the opportunity to implement rigorous behavioral methodologies. Taken together, this technology and the opportunity to study actual behavior instead of only self-reported behavior represents a fundamental methodological shift in gambling studies that was not available in laboratory or land-based gambling settings. This scientific revolution already has yielded findings about Internet gambling that are distinct from earlier speculations or self-report based research. For example, our findings derived from actual Internet gambling raise important questions about the utility and validity of self-report-based gambling research. Furthermore, this new body of research advances our understanding about the constructs and nomenclature now associated with excessive Internet gambling behavior. To illustrate, the current clinical definition of pathological gambling (American Psychiatric Association 1994), with respect to “persistent and recurrent” behavior, derives from the self-report of self-identified problem gamblers. The emerging body of literature using actual Internet gambling behavior suggests that these patterns might be different from those reported by treatment seekers, encouraging us to test these constructs empirically. In addition, studies of actual Internet gambling behavior assist with clinical case identification by providing behavioral evidence that will help clinical investigators minimize classification errors. Ultimately, it will be necessary to integrate evidence from studies of actual gambling behavior with self-report data that reflects the experience of gambling (e.g., perceptions and symptoms) to allow us to develop a more complete picture of Internet gambling behavior. Increased ability to understand the complexity and trajectory of gambling patterns also have important practical implications for developing strategies to regulate Internet gambling. For example, research identifying specific mediators and moderators of excessive Internet gambling provides policymakers and public health practitioners with an improved body of literature on which to base decision-making. This improved evidence base will guide the development of policies and public health interventions that will promote safer Internet gambling. Thus, continued research about Internet gambling utilizing the study of actual behavior has broad public health implications.
Limitations

This assessment of the peer-reviewed literature that focuses on Internet gambling has some important limitations. Although we conducted a systematic review of the literature, use of different keywords or search engines might have resulted in a different selection of articles. We present a critical discussion of study methodology (e.g., assessment techniques, sampling procedures) that we considered pertinent to the state of Internet gambling research; however, other researchers might have interpreted these studies differently.

The studies discussed in our systematic review evidenced important limitations. Commentaries do not provide any empirical evidence about Internet gambling. The self-report studies contain empirical data about Internet gambling behavior; however, the validity of these self-reported behaviors is potentially biased (e.g., recall bias). Researchers used convenience samples for many of these self-report surveys, and this strategy compromises the reliability of prevalence estimates and our ability to generalize the findings. Studies that utilize actual gambling behavior also have limitations. For example, these data still rely on subscriber self-reported demographic characteristics. Several people might use an account or a single user might be making bets for others. Subscribers might be engaging in Internet gambling on multiple sites, including bwin. Therefore, the research based on actual gambling might not capture fully all of the features associated with subscriber betting behavior. Although bwin subscriber betting behavior is likely representative of betting behavior, these studies do not describe the players' clinical characteristics, perceptions, or the social consequences associated with their betting behavior. There are several other potentially important limitations associated with Internet-based gambling research. First, as we have noted elsewhere (LaBrie et al. 2007; Xuan and Shaffer in press), we currently have no means test, that is, no data about subscriber income. Consequently, it is difficult to know which subscribers might be betting beyond their means. Second, due to the absence of a means test and other psychosocial information about the meaning and consequences of gambling (e.g., debt, family/social problems, legal problems, etc.), we have little information to base any clinical judgments about the impact of Internet gambling on the lives of individual subscribers. Finally, it is reasonable to expect that Internet gamblers might also gamble both online and at casinos or other gambling venues. Therefore, we cannot estimate the potential synergetic effects of Internet and non-Internet gambling. Consequently, estimates of how much Internet subscribers gamble might not be accurate.

Next steps: Research to increase understanding of Internet gambling behavior

Despite advances in the methodology used to assess Internet gambling behavior (e.g., use of actual gambling behavior, longitudinal studies), current gaps in knowledge about Internet gambling behavior demand further empirical research. By introducing the Internet Gambling Study Act of 2007, US policymakers have acknowledged the need for empirical research to guide policymaking decisions. There are several areas related to Internet gambling that require further inquiry. For example, research examining the psychological characteristics of subscribers in more detail (e.g., functionality measures, mood) is an important next step towards understanding how to create parameters for safer Internet gambling. Further research also can improve the efficacy of product safety parameters for Internet gambling, by studying the factors that mediate and moderate safe play. For example, because research has not addressed comprehensively all of the components of the Epidemiologic Triangle, it is important to develop more research to address the social
settings with which people gamble (Peller et al. 2008). In addition, Internet gambling research will need to pinpoint factors that moderate exposure and adaptation effects across time and space to gain a better understanding of ways to create environment parameters for safer gambling behavior (LaPlante et al. 2007; Peller et al. 2008). Use of standardized assessment tools (e.g., Regional Impact of Gambling Exposure [Shaffer et al. 2004]) can facilitate quantified measurement of gambling exposure effects. Furthermore, the development of research that recognizes the dynamic relationship between host, agent, and environment holds the potential to generate new approaches for product safety. For example, research shows that time spent gambling on the Internet can be as debilitating to subscribers' daily functioning as the amount of money they spend gambling (Nelson et al. 2008). Therefore, interventions designed to limit Internet gambling involvement might help some people with gambling-related problems. However, future research will need to integrate observations of behaviors with self-reports of symptoms to optimally target interventions.

Advances in research about Internet gambling behavior will require collaborative partnerships between researchers, operators, and policymakers (Peller et al. 2008). For example, allowing researchers full access to data about subscribers' actual betting behavior and characteristics requires Internet gambling operators to participate in responsible gambling collaboratives that bring key stakeholders together. This empirical data can, in turn, help policymakers to enforce regulations that promote safer gambling behavior for all Internet gambling subscribers.
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Disordered gambling, type of gambling and gambling involvement in the British Gambling Prevalence Survey 2007

Debi A. LaPlante, Sarah E. Nelson, Richard A. LaBrie, Howard J. Shaffer

Background: The purpose of this study was to examine the relationships between types of gambling and disordered gambling, with and without controlling for gambling involvement (i.e. the number of types of games with which respondents were involved during the past 12 months). Methods: We completed a secondary data analysis of the 2007 British Gambling Prevalence Survey (BGPS), which collected data in England, Scotland and Wales between September 2006 and March 2007. The sample included 10,063 residents, aged 15 or older, recruited from 10,484 randomly selected addresses. 8923 households contributed at least one participant. Post-stratification weighting to produce a nationally representative sample yielded 8968 observations. The BGPS included four primary types of measures: participation in gambling (during the past 12 months and during the past 7 days), disordered gambling assessments, attitudes toward gambling and descriptive information. Results: Statistically controlling for gambling involvement substantially reduced or eliminated all statistically significant relationships between types of gambling and disordered gambling. Conclusions: Gambling involvement is an important predictor of disordered gambling status. Our analyses indicates that greater gambling involvement better characterizes disordered gambling than does any specific type of gambling.

Keywords: gambling, internet, internet gambling, games, PG.

Introduction

Pathological gambling (PG) is a public health problem that is associated with a number of mental and physical health, interpersonal and financial problems. For example, among those with co-occurring mental illness, 75% of PGs in the USA have mental illness that preceded their PG, about 25% have mental illness that followed, and about 25% had these problems emerge concurrently. Research also suggests that PG is associated with domestic violence, suicide and societal issues, financial troubles, criminal behavior and other problems. These public health issues warrant continued empirical attention to gambling and gambling-related problems.

The etiology of PG is uncertain; however, research has shown a tendency to focus on types of games as a potential primary cause. For example, a recent examination of correlates of British Internet gambling reported higher rates of disordered gambling among internet gamblers than among non-internet gamblers. Consequently, Griffiths et al. concluded that Internet gambling probably is more likely to contribute to gambling problems than non-internet gambling activities, explaining that this might be the case because Internet gambling is less restrictive (e.g. year-round 24/7 access from home) than other types of games. Similarly, researchers and others often point to fruitless machines as being particularly dangerous to individuals because of their potential to promote rapid gambling (see review, see reference 1). Although Internet gambling and fruitless machine gambling contribute to the overall costs associated with excessive gambling, the scientific approach to whether specific games are the primary cause of PG has been sparse, as a result of this situation, as is the evidence. As Wells et al. emphasized, research that tests how well different games predict gambling problems among individuals with gambling problems from those without provides more reliable information about the relationship between games and gambling problems than research that simplistically equates the prevalence of gambling problems among individuals who participate in, or prefer, a specific type of gambling. The latter type of research is problematic because it public findings that researchers and others cannot generalize to the general population of gamblers. Further, the patterns of results (i.e. risk pattern by game) generated by the two types of studies differ noticeably (see reference 7 for more information).

Recent research suggests that relying exclusively on game type as an explanatory factor for disordered gambling might mask other important contributing factors, such as the range of gambling involvement (involvement). Specifically, using a nationally representative sample of US youth, Wells et al. recently reported that, although a number of different types of gambling could discriminate individuals with and without gambling-related problems, the pattern of risk was not consistent with popular theories of risk (e.g. rapid-cycling technology-based forms of gambling being the most often identified by less sophisticated analysis). Furthermore, Wells et al. demonstrated that controlling for involvement minimized or eliminated the discriminative relationships between types of games and measures of gambling disorder. The authors concluded that, contrary to conventional wisdom, the most rapid play games might be the most problematic for US youth, and further, that overall involvement might be a more potent predictor of gambling-related problems than any specific game type.

The Wells et al. research is limited by its use of a US youth-only sample, who have few legal gambling options in the USA. The current study examined these findings by utilizing an adult, non-US sample. Specifically, we examined data from the British Gambling Prevalence Survey 2007 (BGPS) to determine the relative ability of games to predict gambling-related disorder, with and without controlling for...
involvement. We expected that involvement would attenuate or eliminate the associations of games with gambling-related disorders.

Methods

This research utilised data from the BGPS 2007, produced by the National Centre for Social Research, sponsored by the Gambling Commission, and supplied by the UK Data Archive. The data are Crown copyright. The following is a brief overview of the BGPS methodology, as described more fully in multiple sources.3,4,9

Participants

The BGPS is a publicly available dataset of interviews from a sample of 5095 residents of England, Scotland and Wales. For the current study, we used weighted data of 8008 observations characteristic of the general population. The weighted sample comprised 52% women and 48% men. With respect to age, 14% of the sample was aged 16-24, 35% was 25-44, 39% was 45-64 and 19% was aged 65 and over.

Procedures

The BGPS recruited 32 households from each of 517 geographic primary sampling units selected with a probability that was proportional to the number of addresses within them. All residents of selected households aged 16 and older were eligible to participate in the survey, indicating that their household had been selected as eligible for participation in the study and that researchers would soon visit their home. Researchers visited dwellings a minimum of five times to recruit eligible residents to participate. During a successful contact visit, researchers completed a brief household survey and distributed hard copies (i.e. paper-pencil based) of the study survey. Participants could complete the study survey immediately, at a later point at which time researchers would call the survey at an earlier. About 9% of the sample completed the surveys online. Researchers made a minimum of two telephone callbacks for residents who had promised to complete the survey but had not done so. The overall response rate for the study was 52%.6

Measures

The BGPS included four primary types of measures. First, the survey included the instrument of participation in gambling types during the past year and the past 7 days, including national lottery tickets, scratch cards, other lotteries, football pools, bingo, fruit machines, virtual gaming machines (e.g. virtual roulette, virtual bingo, virtual blackjack, video poker, casino slots), pool betting, betting, horse racing, greyhound racing, online betting, off-course betting and other types of betting. Second, the survey contained two assessments of disordered gambling, the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual IV (DSM-IV) and the Canadian Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI:12). For the DSM assessment within the BGPS 2007 study, investigators report that they adopted the DSM-IV criteria into questions format (e.g., when you gamble, how often do you go back another day to win back money you lost?).

Response options were very often, fairly often, occasionally and never. Positive responses included answering fairly often or very often to criteria 1-7 (i.e., chasing losses, continuing to gamble even after a loss, gambling more often after losing money, difficulty controlling gambling, feeling guilty, preoccupation with gambling, and sleeping less due to gambling). Response options were yes or no to criteria 8-10 (i.e., committing crime to finance gambling, taking more money than you were allowed to, using credit to finance gambling). Third, the survey included a series of variables representing gambling-related attitudes (e.g., agree or disagree that people should have the right to gamble). Fourth, non-gambling behaviour included a variety of demographic (e.g. gender, age, socio-economic) and health-related information (e.g. do you have a long-standing health illness?).

For the current study, we focused on game type, gambling problems and demographic information. For game type, we used the above-defined categories with new exceptions. We combined online gambling, online betting with a bookmaker and use of a betting exchange into a 'Internet gambling' category. This data reduction replicated that employed by Griffiths et al. on this dataset. This is a conservative measure because the combination of these categories creates a variable that by definition represents greater involvement. This exception also applies to other gambling activity categories that can represent multiple gambling opportunities (e.g. centre table games). For gambling problems, we used the past year DSM-IV assessment and considered aspects of the endorsement of symptoms (i.e. % endorsing any symptom, % endorsing 3+ symptoms, mean number of symptoms endorsed). We used the cutoff 3+ symptoms to create a continuous variable called disordered gambling status (i.e. reporting 3+ DSM gambling symptoms during the past 12 months or ever). We operationally defined gambling involvement as the number of types of gambling for which an individual reported being involved during the past 12 months.

Analysis plan

The Cambridge Health Alliance Institutional Review Board reviewed and approved this secondary data analysis. We used weighted data for all analyses. Specifically, the BGPS created a weighting variable correcting for dwelling and household selection probabilities, age, gender and individual non-response within participating households.5,9

The application of the weighting variable yielded findings that can be generalised to the general population surveyed.

We conducted three primary sets of analyses. First, we calculated for the full sample, and by gender, participation rates for each game type. We used chi-square analyses to determine whether these rates varied by gender. Second, for each game type, we calculated for the sample of individuals who had played the game during the past 12 months and, by gender, the proportions endorsing any gambling symptoms during the past 12 months, the proportion reporting 1-3 gambling symptoms during the past 12 months, the mean number of gambling symptoms reported during the past 12 months and the mean number of gambling types played during the past 12 months. Third, we conducted a series of logistic regressions, which used participation in each gambling type to predict disordered gambling status among past 12 months gamblers. We combined those logistic regressions first without controlling for involvement and then added involvement as a control.

Results

Gambling participation and problems

Table 1 shows the participation in all types of gambling by gender and for the full sample. The top five gambling types with respect to participation were the national lottery, scratch cards, betting on horses, pool/parlour games and 'other' lottery. Other popular were private betting, bingo and other spaces
betting (either online or betting on boxes or dogs). This observed a greater number of gambling differences in the male group. A greater number of men than women participated in national lottery (χ²(1) = 11.25), football pools (χ²(1) = 16.17), fraternal machines (χ²(1) = 19.48), virtual gaming machines (χ²(1) = 50.24), casino table games (χ²(1) = 164.44), Internet gambling (χ²(1) = 165.82), betting on horses (χ²(1) = 123.27), betting on dogs (χ²(1) = 60.58), other sports betting (χ²(1) = 191.29), spread betting (χ²(1) = 36.63), private betting (χ²(1) = 161.69), and other types of betting (χ²(1) = 4.36). A greater number of women than men participated in bingo (χ²(1) = 194.88).

Table 1: Participation in all types of gambling by gender (weighted N=868).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of gambling</th>
<th>Female (%)</th>
<th>Male (%)</th>
<th>Overall (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National lottery</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>19.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football pools</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>17.7</td>
<td>13.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet gambling</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>5.2</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread betting</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraternal machines</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casino table games</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual gaming machines</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betting on horses</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>24.7</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betting on dogs</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sports betting</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet gambling</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private betting</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any gambling</td>
<td>49.2</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>61.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Significant difference between males and females, p<0.01**

Table 2: Prevalence of any gambling symptoms, prevalence of disordered gambling, mean gambling symptoms and involvement by gender for gamblers who played each type of gambling (weighted N=868).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of gambling</th>
<th>N (weighted)</th>
<th>F M</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>F M</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>F M</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>F M</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>F M</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>National lottery</td>
<td>2290</td>
<td>249</td>
<td>475</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scratch cards</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other lottery</td>
<td>5331</td>
<td>582</td>
<td>977</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Football pools</td>
<td>1778</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>368</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet gambling</td>
<td>1655</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>350</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread betting</td>
<td>3245</td>
<td>355</td>
<td>679</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraternal machines</td>
<td>563</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casino table games</td>
<td>385</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual gaming machines</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betting on horses</td>
<td>1591</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betting on dogs</td>
<td>2395</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other sports betting</td>
<td>1285</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>271</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread betting</td>
<td>3195</td>
<td>349</td>
<td>668</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private betting</td>
<td>2205</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>460</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any gambling</td>
<td>3525</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>764</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

F = female; M = male; 541 participants did not answer DSM questions and thus were not included in this table.

About 0.6% (N=51) of the full sample reported 3+ DSM gambling symptoms during the past year and about 0.8% (N=27) reported 5+ DSM gambling symptoms during the past year. Table 2 shows gender stratified prevalence rates for gambling-related problems reported by individuals who participated in various types of gambling. Individuals who participated in spread betting and used virtual gaming machines had the highest likelihoods of reporting any DSM gambling symptoms during the past 12 months, as well as reporting 3+ DSM gambling symptoms during the past 12 months. These types of games also were associated with the highest mean number of DSM gambling symptoms and mean number of type of gambling during the past year (i.e., involvement).

The top five prevalence rates of any DSM gambling symptoms by type of game were: virtual gaming machines, spread betting, casino table games, other sports betting and betting on dogs. The top five types of games for the mean number of DSM gambling symptoms were spread betting, virtual gaming machines, casino table games, Internet gambling and other sport betting.

**Predicting gambling-related problems**

In this section, we use 'predict' in a technical sense to indicate a relationship between the highest expressed 'predictive' variables and outcome (see reference 14, pp 623-4), and not to suggest these predictive variables cause gambling problems. Among the full sample, participants engaged in an average of 1.67 types of gambling (SD = 1.93) in the past 12 months. About 62% reported gambling in the past year. Among gamblers (i.e., those participants who engaged in at least one type of gambling in the past 12 months), that average increased to 2.67 (SD = 1.83).

Table 1 shows a series of logistic regressions illustrating how well each type of gambling contributes to the prediction of the...
for perceptions of risk associated with specific types of games during the past 12 months. These findings suggest that people who play specific types of games have a higher rate of gambling-related problems than others. In fact, these findings revealed that some games might be indicators of unhealthy involvement, rather than critical factors for gambling-related problems themselves.

One interesting, and perhaps unanticipated, finding was that the nature of the relationships between private betting and betting on horses and gambling problems changed when we considered the influence of involvement. Engagement in these types of gambling, but not other types, seemed to protect players against developing gambling problems. This finding suggests that the apparent risk between gambling activities and developing gambling-related problems resides, perhaps primarily or even entirely, among individuals who have high rates of involvement. For others who do not have high rates of involvement, playing these types of games might reflect social setting characteristics (e.g., access) that encourage control and reduce excessive gambling.

These findings hold some important implications for theories of gambling exposure. On one hand, these findings might imply that more opportunities to gamble create more opportunities for involvement and, therefore, might yield more gambling-related problems. On the other hand, these findings might suggest that some opportunities to gamble will have little or no impact on the prevalence and incidence of gambling problems because individuals who are more or less prone to involvement in gambling opportunities will not be affected. On the other hand, the data indicate that only those likely to become, or already are, involved. There is some evidence to support the latter view because the rate of gambling disorders has changed little during the past 35 years, despite the extraordinary growth of gambling opportunities and access around the world.12

Strengths and weaknesses of the study

Notable strengths of this study include the analysis of multiple game types simultaneously and the incorporation of a measure of involvement into analyses that examine the association between type of game and gambling-related problems. Controlling for involvement allows a more sophisticated...
understanding of the risk unique to vector types of games and provides a level of analytic sophistication more advanced than the majority of available research. By controlling for involvement, this research shows that involvement is a potent predictor of gambling-related problems that exceeds the potency of types of games. In fact, controlling for involvement drastically reduces the ability of games to discriminate statistically significant differences in the range of involvement from those who do not. Another strength of this study is that it advances this more sophisticated methodology and line of inquiry from a US adolescent sample to a British percent adult sample. This broader sample helps to avoid problems related to legal access to different types of gambling observed among the US sample and concerns about disparate gambling interests by age cohorts.

Nevertheless, this study is not without limitations. First, the analysis rely on self-reported data and not actual gambling activity. Self-report is vulnerable to weaknesses, including faulty memory, factual errors and self-presentation biases. Second, we only included one measure of involvement (i.e. number of types of games played during the past 12 months). Other measures of involvement (e.g. intensity of play, involvement in clusters of games, etc.) might provide weaker or stronger attenuation of the association between types of games and gambling-related problems. Third, this study relied on retrospective reports of behavior and therefore cannot establish any causal patterns. Fourth, none of the game-type variables represent multiple types of games by definition (e.g. casino table games, internet gambling, etc.). This approach is conservative and only provides as a limitation because of the inability to distinguish the effects of different types of games. Fifth, a small number of people played some type of games, consequently, increases in the sample size might alter the findings for games played by small numbers of people.

Future research should include the longitudinal assessment of real-time gambling data and multiple measures of involvement to yield a better determination of whether involvement is a mediator, moderator or both, of disordered gambling. Other important directions include examinations of gambling-related problems in different subgroups of involvement, if possible, the determination of whether there might be a critical level of involvement (e.g. 5 types, 10 types) that has optimal sensitivity and specificity for determining disordered gambling status. Finally, a consideration of age-related effects.

Concluding thoughts

The range of gambling involvement frequently is a better predictor of standard gambling status than type of gambling. This finding is important because it represents a deviation from the tendency to focus on specific games, such as institutional machines as related to gambling-related problems. This research does not suggest that determining between types of games is completely unimportant; clearly, there are differences in the popularity of games. Third, and similar results suggest the need to reconsider the conventional assumptions related to the influence of game types and direct more attention toward pooled behavioral characteristics, such as the range of involvement.
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Key points

- The etiology of PG is uncertain, but research has attempted to determine whether specific game types (e.g. slot machines, internet gambling) are associated with increased risk for developing disordered gambling.
- Recent research suggests that past findings linking game type to risk for disordered gambling failed to consider the range of gambling involvement among people who play specific games and when the extent of involvement is considered, game type influences diminish. Nevertheless, this recent research is limited by its reliance on a US youth sample.
- The current study extends recent research by testing the associations between specific game types, range of involvement and disordered gambling among a nationally representative British adult sample.
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Abstract  Objective: To examine behavioral patterns of actual Internet gamblers who experienced gambling-related problems and voluntarily closed their accounts. Design: A nested case-control design was used to compare gamblers who closed their accounts because of gambling problems to those who maintained open accounts. Setting: Actual play patterns of in vivo Internet gamblers who subscribed to an Internet gambling site. Participants: 226 gamblers who closed accounts due to gambling problems were selected from a cohort of 47,603 Internet gamblers who subscribed to an Internet gambling site during February 2005; 226 matched-case controls were selected from the group of gamblers who did not close their accounts. Daily aggregates of behavioral data were collected during an 18-month study period. Main outcome measures: Main outcomes of interest were daily aggregates of stake, odds, and net loss, which were standardized by the daily aggregate number of bets. We also examined the number of bets to measure trajectory of gambling frequency. Results: Account closers due to gambling problems experienced increasing monetary loss as the time to closure approached; they also increased their stake per bet. Yet they did not chase longer odds; their choices of wagers were more probabilistically conservative (i.e., short odds) compared with the controls. The changes of monetary involvement and risk preference occurred concurrently during the last few days prior to voluntary closing. Conclusions: Our finding of an involvement-seeking yet risk-averse tendency among self-identified problem gamblers challenges the notion that problem gamblers seek “long odds” during “chasing.”
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Introduction

The study of gambling consequences is a central topic that has stimulated interest among researchers, clinicians, and public policy makers (Griffiths 2004; National Research Council 1999; Petry 2005; Shaffer and Korn 2002). Although long-run mathematical expectations for gambling (e.g., “Gambler’s ruin” (Ross 2002)) have been documented, considerable complexity arises for those who try to predict actual gambling behaviors. Theoretical attempts to predict gambling behaviors are sometimes inconsistent with what ordinary people actually do. For example, The Saint Petersburg Paradox was published in 1738 from Daniel Bernoulli’s presentation of the problem. An individual is required to pay a fixed fee to enter a coin toss game. A fair coin will be tossed in sequence until a “tail” appears and ends the game. The payoff starts at 1 dollar and is doubled after each “head” appears. The individual wins the final payoff when the game ends with the first “tail”. The question is how much an individual should pay to enter the game. In theory, the expected value of the game is positive infinity; yet in reality, most people are willing to pay only a small amount of money to play the game. The Saint Petersburg Paradox highlights a classical example where in vivo people behave differently from what a naive decision theorist recommends. A naive decision theorist would suggest that people pay an infinite amount because the expected value of gambling is positive infinity; however, ordinary people usually follow heuristics rather than pure mathematical reasoning.

Theoretical constructs regarding the development and maintenance of gambling disorders often are not empirically developed and tend to remain untested against actual gambling behavior. One example is the construct of “chasing.” Researchers have defined chasing in several ways. Lesieur (1979) describes the “chase” as an individual episode or series of gambling events where gamblers increase their losses because they continue gambling compulsively to recoup previous losses. Lesieur (1984) asserts that the intensity of the “chase” escalates as the money loss increases. Similarly, the American Psychiatric Association defines pathological gambling as a persistent and recurrent pattern of maladaptive gambling that is characterized behaviorally as “needs to gamble with increasing amounts of money” and “after losing money...returns...to get even” or “chasing one’s losses” (American Psychiatric Association 1997). Pathological gambling also entails elevated monetary risk (Breen and Zuckerman 1999). Clinicians have considered “chasing losses” as a central attribute of pathological gamblers. Finally, Dickerson describes chasing losses as “to bet more...by a sequence of losing bets resulting in further betting with increased stakes and/or longer odds” (Dickerson 1984, p. 133).

The suggestion that a gambler’s choice for more risky bets, and a desire for a bigger win to “get even” more quickly, is inconsistent with the extant decision-making literature that shows “loss aversion” (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) motivates people more than “winning.” To advance the scientific literature on this topic, it is necessary to empirically investigate whether the behavior of in vivo gamblers corresponds to a conventional depiction of “chasing.” In this study, we primarily examine Dickerson’s two-part definition of chasing: increasing stakes and/or betting on propositions with
longer odds to recoup losses. Further, we study the trajectory of gambling frequency as measured by the number of bets when loss occurs and continues. Conceptually, chasing is a construct that represents behavioral patterns of betting that evolve over time. Consequently, this study is the first longitudinal investigation of actual gambling behaviors that focuses on the nature of chasing.

The extant empirical foundation for the constructs used to identify gambling disorders is limited. For example, despite the popularity of inferring “loss of control” (Blaszczynski and Nower 2002) as a construct to explain “compulsive” or “pathological” gambling, this association remains uncertain and not immune to caveats; the reason for this uncertainty is that the empirical base for this explanation rests primarily on self-report. The notion of gambling as an irrational impulse control disorder derives primarily from gamblers who have sought help for the disorder and not from gamblers in the community. Clinicians typically diagnosis the presence of pathological gambling by interviewing help-seeking patients and then applying criteria and cutoff values (e.g., DSM-IV) (American Psychiatric Association 1997) to their self-reported gambling patterns. Self-report measures of gambling wins and losses can be unreliable. Both selection bias and recall bias compromise the reliability of clinical assessment. These biases also limit the validity of inferring how problem gamblers differ from other gamblers in their behavioral trajectories. Similarly, experiments (Potenza et al. 2005; Reuter et al. 2005) that shed light on the association between pathological gambling status and reduced efficacy of the mesolimbic reward system often rely on self-report interview questions. Further, the value of physiological evidence derived from gamblers experiencing artificial gambling tasks is uncertain: using gambling experiments as a substitute for in vivo gambling raises important validity concerns about whether proxy gambling can stimulate responses that are sufficiently similar to actual gambling to yield useful results (Anderson and Brown 1984).

In addition to the limitations of self-reported behavior, if we are trying to understand behavioral trajectories, cross-sectional research can be misleading. Longitudinal analysis is instrumental to understand the maintenance or escalation of gambling behavior (Slutske 2007). The longitudinal analytic approach in our study is a type of random-effects model that represents a common and unifying approach to fitting growth trajectories and repeated-measures data (Laird and Ware 1982). To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that employ longitudinal analyses to investigate the patterns of actual gambling behaviors that reflect chasing-related monetary involvement, risk preference, and frequency.

Recently, researchers began to learn from the study of actual Internet gamblers (LaBrie et al. 2007, 2008; LaPlante 2008a, b). The present study extends this growing body of in vivo research by examining the natural course of gambling patterns evidenced by a group of Internet gamblers who reported gambling-related problems and, consequently, voluntarily ended their gambling accounts because of these problems. We will use a prospective cohort recently detailed in an epidemiological description of Internet gamblers (LaBrie et al. 2007). The advent of Internet gambling provides an ideal context to study gamblers who might experience gambling problems because this technology permits us to examine prospectively every bet, with its stake and odds. This study will focus on the behavioral trajectories of in vivo gambling that precede account closure. In addition, this study will allow us to test the prevailing wisdom that gambling problems increasingly are associated with higher levels of risk-seeking (i.e., increasing stakes and/or engaging in longer odds bets when experiencing increasing monetary loss).
Methods

Sample

The research cohort consisted of 47,603 individuals who sequentially subscribed to an Internet sports-betting service provider during February 2005. This service implemented a web-based account closure system that allowed gamblers to close their accounts voluntarily. To close an account, players were required to report one of three listed reasons for the account closing: (a) I am unsatisfied with the company; (b) I have no more interest in betting; (c) Gaming causes me financial, social or personal problems; therefore, I would like to close my account in context with the prevention of gaming addiction.

To be included in this study as a case, players must have wagered on live action events for 3 or more betting days and reported closing their accounts because of gambling problems (i.e., reason (c) above). Live gambling allows gamblers to follow the progress of a particular sports event and bet on various imminent outcomes. For example, as a tennis match progresses, a gambler can bet on "How many set points will the winner of the first set need to win the set?", "Who will serve the first ace in the second set?", "Who will be the 1st to win 10 points in the third set?" and so on. To examine how cases differ from other gamblers, we employed a nested case-control study design (Rothman and Greenland 1998). To approximate the risk set, we selected those who had open accounts on the day an individual's account was closed due to gambling problems, but who did not close their accounts. We randomly sampled controls without replacement from the risk set. We employed a 1:1 ratio of case-control matching on age and sex variables. As a result, both cases and controls had the same distributions of the age and sex. We do not have other demographic variables such as income level or education for this cohort. The cases and controls were not matched for the number of betting days because this variable is fundamental to the imbalanced data structure for our longitudinal analysis.

We only included gamblers with a history of live action gambling activities for three reasons. First, live action gambling requires quick evaluation and rapid decision for a sequence of outcomes while sporting events are taking place. This type of quick evaluation and rapid decision is common among various types of casino and poker games and research suggests that this type of rapid evaluation and decision-making can be made quickly, with autonomic arousal (Sharpe et al. 1995), and without conscious contemplation (Bechara et al. 1997). Second, using only live action gambling data prevents bias from sports fan preference about event outcomes that support their favorite teams, a common phenomenon in conventional fixed-odd sports gambling, that might preclude observation of chasing-like behavior. Third, unlike other fixed-odds gambling data where betting and event outcome can be separated by days, live action gambling data can be aggregated easily on a daily basis, an efficient way to construct a dataset suitable for longitudinal analysis.

During the period between Feb 1st 2005 and June 30th 2006 (study period), 264 gamblers who had a history of live action gambling closed their accounts because they reported gambling problems. To predict both group-average trajectories in a statistically meaningful way, we excluded gamblers who had less than three live action betting days. As a result, the number of cases in our study was a sub-sample of 226 gamblers.

Design

We employed a nested case-control design in our study. The outcome variables included net loss, stake, odds, and number of bets. We standardized the daily aggregates of stake,
odds, and net winning by the daily aggregates of bets because the respective aggregates of stake, odds and winning were influenced by the number of the bets. We used log transformation to normalize the right skewness of stake per bet, odds per bet and the number of bets. The net loss per bet is, on average, positive (i.e., gamblers lose), this inevitable outcome is due, in part, to the “rake” collected by the gambling provider.

To operationally define the “time” variable for the longitudinal analysis of gambling behaviors prior to account closure, we used the following two schemes: (a) active betting days; and (b) calendar days. We counted backward in both schemes. In the first scheme, the last betting day was coded as 1, and the previous betting day was coded as 2 and so on, regardless of the calendar days. In the second scheme, we used the last day of our observation period (June 30, 2006) as day 1 and counted backward to Feb 1, 2005, yielding a total of 525 calendar days. We applied both schemes of coding “time” variable to the cases and controls.

Analyses

To determine the length of the time that would be included in the following analyses, we examined descriptive statistics. Prior to account closure, the number of active gambling days ranged from 3 to 299 days (Table 1) among the sub-sample of 226 gamblers. 50% had at least 23 gambling days and the mean gambling days was 45 days. We computed regression coefficients of the time effect using 23 days prior to account closure as the maximum analytic period because this time frame covered a majority of the cases. Therefore, day 1 represents the last betting day. A case might or might not have closed account on that day. We plotted the group average by the betting days prior to closing. We stratified these means by case-control status. We employed lowess smoother (smoother span = 1/3) on the plotted means to illustrate the trends.

Since the number of active betting days varied by individuals in our sample, we applied a two-stage random-effects model (Laird and Ware 1982; Ware 1985) to handle the imbalanced longitudinal data structure. We used the NLME package (Pinheiro et al. 2008)

| Table 1 Descriptive statistics for the live gambling account closers who identified themselves as having gambling related problems |
|-------------------------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| | Sub-sample | Full sample |
| | (at least 3 days) | |
| Total subjects | 226 | 264 |
| Total observations (daily aggregates) | 10,143 | 10,199 |
| **Demographics** | | |
| Age (s.d.) | 29.3 (8.0) | 30 (8.5) |
| % male | 93 | 93 |
| **Gambling behaviors** | | |
| Range of gambling days | 3-299 | 1-299 |
| Mean gambling days | 45 | 39 |
| Median gambling days | 23 | 16 |
| Median # of bets per gambling day | 5 | 5 |
| Median stake per bet | 74.67 | 74.64 |
| Median Odds per bet | 2.49 | 2.49 |
| Median actual net loss per bet | 60.67 | 60.68 |
in R 3.1 to conduct the regression analysis. We used the Restricted Maximum Likelihood method to compute parameter estimates. For simplicity purpose, we assumed no within-subject serial correlations. Our basic model can be formulated as:

\[ Y_{ij} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \text{Time}_{ij} + \beta_2 \text{Time}_{ij} + \epsilon_{ij} \]

where \( \text{Time}_{ij} \) denotes the time of the \( j \) measurement occasion on gambler \( i \), and \( \beta_1 \) denotes the coefficient of the time effect. In other words, the corresponding change of \( Y \) associated with one unit change of Time (i.e., day). We assumed standard Gaussian distributions for \( \epsilon_{ij} \). We estimated the time effect with and without adjusting for age and gender as covariates; this provides an opportunity to further determine the potential influence of these covariates. We used Q-Q plot to examine and confirm the Gaussian distribution assumptions for the random effects.

We used the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) to examine model fit and confirm the assumption of no within-subject serial correlation. To investigate whether cases had different behavioral trajectories compared to the controls, we revised our basic model by adding a main effect of case status and examined the interaction term between case status and time in the interaction model.

When we estimated the time effect, we restricted the range of data points to the cumulative gambling days prior to account closing. Specifically, for the duration of the 23-day analytic period, we computed a total of 21 coefficients (from 1st-3rd day to 1st-23rd day) for the time effect. For example, since each of the 226 gamblers had at least three observations of daily aggregates, we computed the coefficient of the time effect for the last three gambling days prior to closing using a total of 678 observations of daily aggregates, 3 days from each of these 226 gamblers. Further, we computed the coefficient for the last four gambling days prior to closing by restricting the data to the last four daily aggregates; gamblers with only three observations contribute all 3 days to form their respective trajectories. Because we computed the trajectory for each individual cumulatively using the algorithm just described, we computed and interpreted the group average trajectories as cumulative time effects prior to closing. To illustrate the patterns of the time effect coefficients near account closure, we plotted the coefficients of the time effect against the day prior (0) closing. We reversed the signs of the effects in the plot so that the coefficients correspond to the time effects approaching account closure. Similar to the means, we stratified these coefficients by case-control status.

Results

Monetary Loss

Figure 1 illustrates that both cases and controls experienced loss, but the cases evidence increasing loss per bet for the last several betting days. For example, the average losses per bet on the last 3 betting day were £3.3, £4.7, and £7.5 (day 1) per bet for the cases. The average losses per bet on the equivalent last 3 betting day among the controls were £3.5, £3.7, and £3.7 per bet. We computed the coefficient of the time effect for the last 3 gambling days prior to closing using a total of 678 observations of daily aggregates, 3 days from each of these 226 gamblers. Further, we computed the coefficient for the last 4 gambling days prior to closing by restricting the data to the last four daily aggregates; gamblers with only three observations contribute all 3 days to form their respective trajectories. Because we computed the trajectory for each individual cumulatively using the algorithm just described, we computed and interpreted the group average trajectories as cumulative time effects prior to closing. To illustrate the patterns of the time effect coefficients near account closure, we plotted the coefficients of the time effect against the days prior to closing. We reversed the signs of the effects in the plot so that the coefficients correspond to the time effects approaching account closure. Similar to the means, we stratified these coefficients by case-control status.

\[ (\beta = 1.02, \text{p-value} = 0.03, 95\% \text{ CI}[0.08, 1.97]) \]

This rate of change with respect to loss per bet increased from £1 per bet during the last 6 betting days to £2 per bet during the last 3 betting days. Based on the stratified analysis, the magnitude of the rate of change appears to be greater among the cases as they near their account closing time. This observation...
reveals the increasing tendency toward monetary loss among those who eventually closed their accounts due to gambling problems. The rate of change regarding loss per bet among the controls remained constant during this time in Fig. 1.

Monetary Involvement: Stake Per Bet

Figure 2 shows an increasing average log-scaled stake per bet among the cases as they near their account closure dates. For example, the average log-scaled stake per bet for the last 3 betting days among the cases were 1.71, 1.75, and 1.91; the average stake per bet for the same period were €17.4, €18.8, and €23.3. Among the controls, the average log-scaled stake per bet for similar period were 1.40, 1.32, and 1.32; the average stake per bet were €15.1, €12.8, and €15.7. T-tests on the log-scaled stake per bet suggested significantly greater monetary involvement among the cases as compared to the controls (i.e., t = 2.2, 3.1, and 4.0; p-value <0.05, <0.01, and <0.001, respectively). Lowess smoothers in Fig. 2 suggest that a declining monetary involvement among the controls for the 23-day analytic period. The decline was much less salient among the cases; on the contrary, the beginning of an uptrend was evident near 5th day prior to closure. Figure 2 compares the rates of change of stake per bet (log scale) in the days preceding the closure for the cases and controls. For example, for the last 5 betting days prior to closure, the coefficient of the time effect is around 0.05 (p-value = 0.02) with 95% CI [0.01, 0.09]. That is, 1 betting day nearer to the closure is significantly associated with an increase of stake per bet by about
Betting days (backward) prior to closing

5%. Similarly, the rate of increase of stake per bet among the last 3 betting days shows a 10% increase per day as the gamblers approaches their account closure dates. In contrast, the rates of change for the controls appear to be constant near zero. This means that, among the controls, there is no statistically significant stake per bet changes during parallel analytic periods, even for the equivalent period prior to account closure. The rates of change for the interaction terms in the interaction models corroborated the results of the stratified analyses: the coefficients for the interaction terms increased from 0.04 (p-value = 0.04) with 95% CI [0.002, 0.07] for the last 9 days to 0.14 (p-value = 0.02) with 95% CI [0.02, 0.26] for the last 3 days. Coding “time” according to calendar days yields similar trend results: the nearer cases get to their account closure dates, the percentage increase of their stake per bet advances at a more rapid rate.

Risk Preference: Odds Per Bet

From the lowess smoother in Fig. 3, there appears to be a small downtrend of risk preference among the cases several days preceding closure. The average log-scaled odds per bet among the cases for the last 3 days were 1.01, 1.07, and 0.96; the average log-scaled odds per bet among the controls for the last 3 days were 1.10, 1.08, and 1.12. The log-scaled odds per bet among the cases for the last 3 days was significantly lower than the controls (t = 1.97, p-value < 0.05). The downturn trend appears to begin around the 5th day preceding closure. Figure 3 shows that the rate of change in log-scaled odds per bet among the cases is decreasing prior to closure; however, this rate of change is not statistically
significant. Based on the data from the last 5 betting days, 1 day closer to the account closure is associated with a 2% decrease of odds per bet for cases' risk preference. A decrease of odds (or shorter odds) per bet suggests involvement with less risky bets (i.e., bets with more certainty). Among the controls, the log-scaled odds per bet remain constant in Fig. 3. Using calendar day as the “time” variable, we also observed a conservative risk preference (i.e., less risky) as indicated from the downturn of negative coefficients, where some coefficients near the closure time were significantly less than zero (i.e., $\beta = -0.0005$ for the last five day period, $p$-value = 0.02, 95% CI $[-0.001, -0.0001]$; $\beta = -0.00045$ for the last six day period, $p$-value <0.05, 95% CI $[-0.001, -0.00001]$).

Risk Preference: Number of Bets

Figure 4 illustrates downturns of the average log-scaled number of bets for both the cases approaching their account closing and for the controls. Figure 4 also shows a consistent downturn of the significant rates of change with respect to number of bets per day. This downturn indicates that the percentage of decrease in the number of bets per betting day increased for all gamblers. In other words, gamblers with problems and the controls appear to make fewer and fewer bets over time. In addition, none of the 21 coefficients of the interaction terms in the interaction models were statistically significant, suggesting that the tendency to make fewer bets is common among both cases and controls.
Discussion

Using evidence from a group of Internet gamblers who identified themselves as having gambling problems, we examined the patterns of actual gambling behavior that led these gamblers to voluntarily close their online gambling accounts. We observed that while they experienced increasing loss preceding account closure, these gamblers appeared to try recouping their losses by increasing their stake per bet on events that were probabilistically less risky. We also observed decreasing gambling frequency as measured by number of bets during the analytic period.

Our findings of in vivo Internet gamblers extend the risk preference literature. Among a group of gamblers who identified themselves as having gambling problems, we unexpectedly observed evidence of a risk-averse gambling pattern. The construct of “chasing,” episodic interview records among Gamblers Anonymous members (Lesieur 1979, 1984), and structured questionnaires that assess pathological gambling (American Psychiatric Association 1997) suggest an increasing risk-seeking tendency among those with gambling-related problems. However, the results of this study reveal the downUnders of average log-scaled odds per bet and negative coefficients (Fig. 3) as well as some significant departure from zero using calendar day as the coding scheme for the “time” variable. These findings may reflect the tendency of problem gamblers to increasingly become probabilistically risk-averse. Instead of making more risky bets by increasing their stake on probabilistically longer odds, as Dickerson (8) had suggested, this group of gamblers tried...
to recoup losses by increasing their stake on events with higher probabilities of winning (i.e., they become more risk averse and, therefore, bet more conservatively).

Previously, some research seemed to suggest the opposite: using a simulated gambling task to study rapid processing of monetary gains and loss, Gehring and Willoughby found that betting choices after losses were riskier (Gehring and Willoughby 2002). Instead, we observed a risk-averse pattern of live action gambling during a period when gamblers experienced loss and increasing loss. The difference in our research focus might explain the contrast in the findings. Our longitudinal data was constructed using daily aggregates; we aimed at estimating in vivo behavioral tendencies, rather than experimental event-based responses. Thus, “instant utility” (Kahneman 1999), a mental state resulting from sequential event-based evaluations, had little influence on this data. Further, the short-term mood or emotional states that can impact event-based gambling sequences had little impact on our findings. We employed a longitudinal data structure (i.e., daily aggregates) that operationally represents and is consistent with the premise that (a) “the long-term chase is the distinguishing feature of compulsive gambling” (Lesieur 1984; O’Connor andDickerson 2003) and (b) the DSM-IV behavioral cross-session criterion that a disordered gambler “often returns another day to get even.” With actual behavioral data, our findings advanced the knowledge base focusing on the human tendency toward “loss aversion” during a period when problem gamblers experienced increasing monetary losses, an aspect not previously studied in the above-mentioned event-based experiment.

It is intriguing to consider the concurrency between the monetary involvement and risk preference behavioral changes that emerge for cases prior to closing their accounts. Although the plots of slopes by days prior to closing suggest that the stake per bet and odds per bet rate changes appear to begin near the 5th day preceding account closing, it is not sufficient from this study to proclaim the exact location of this dynamic change. However, this finding can suggest that contemplating a decision to self-exclude is perhaps a relatively brief temporal process, during which gamblers increase their stake and reduce their probabilistic risk to recover loss. If loss continued to escalate, however, it did not take long before players made a decision to close their account. This phenomenon of gambling larger stakes prior to voluntary closure resonates with the clinical observation of substance abusers who stop using psychoactive drugs after taking a “last fling.” That gamblers bet a larger stake while simultaneously becoming more conservative in their risk preference provides support for the notion that losing encourages people to become more “loss averse” than “gain motivated” under conditions of uncertainty. Future research should focus on identifying possible break points where gamblers’ change their behaviors with long series of data points.

In general, the comparisons between the cases and controls based on the stratified analysis and the interaction models appear to be consistent. The gamblers who closed their accounts due to gambling problems evidenced heavier stake per bet than the controls, although both groups appear to experience loss and engage in fewer bets. This finding also was consistent when we employed other $1:n$ matching ratios ($n > 1$) with more precise standard errors (these results are available from the authors upon request).

The estimates of the cumulative time effect were consistent when we used adjusted models (i.e., for age and sex) instead of the unadjusted models reported in this paper (these results are available from the authors upon request). We expected this correspondence because, by matching on age and sex, these two covariates were uncorrelated with case-ness; therefore, the estimates of the cumulative time effect in the unadjusted model should not be biased without controlling for age and sex. Moreover, although we observed that the two coding schemes for the “time” variable (e.g., whether calendar days or betting days
were used) influenced the magnitude of the coefficient, the direction of the time effects on the outcomes was consistent regardless of coding scheme. Finally, the random effects employed in our models appeared to fit the Gaussian assumption. According to BIC, the assumption of no within-subject serial correlation fit the data well when the cumulative time spans were near the account closure.

This study has several limitations. First, we did not have information about individuals’ wealth, other gambling activities (i.e., Internet or land-based venues), personality (Blaszczynski et al. 1986), and cognitive determinants; some of these attributes can be linked to the development and maintenance of gambling disorders (Breen and Zuckerman 1999; Shaffer and Korn 2002). Because wealth can affect both monetary involvement and gambling frequency, controlling for wealth should yield a more accurate estimate of the cumulative time effect. In the absence of wealth information, our choice of a nested case-control design should limit possible confounding, but not entirely. Further, monetary loss has been presumed as the main reason why gamblers closed accounts. Despite the absence of wealth information, our findings about greater tendency of gambling loss among the account closers near the closure time confirmed the existence and nature of salient behavioral changes. Second, seasonality can impact gambling behaviors associated with sporting events, which is not accounted for in our longitudinal models. However, seasonality might not be an influential factor in our analyses because the gamblers’ dates of voluntary termination varied during the observation period. Because our analyses focused on live action gambling, a type of gambling similar to casino games and poker games that requires rapid decisions and quick evaluation, seasonality likely has limited impact on our findings. Third, the current cohort represents Internet sports gamblers. Therefore, their gambling behaviors might not readily generalize to other types of gambling. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that live action gambling shares some similar cognitive characteristics as Poker and some Casino games where rapid evaluation and decisions are cognitively engaged. Finally, the last daily aggregate (day 1) in Fig. 4 should not be interpreted as a full-day aggregate because the time of the day when a gambler closes account might vary. Therefore, the last observation (day 1) in Fig. 4 among the cases must be read with caution: the average log-scaled number of bets for day 1 should be greater than the reading in Fig. 4. Nevertheless, the gambling frequency is trending downward among both the cases and controls. The measurements for stake, odds, and net loss were valid as well because we standardized these indices by the number of bets.

This study has several important theoretical implications. The dictum that "losses loom larger than gains" (Kahneman and Tversky 1979) might have played an important role in how gamblers chase their losses. This study suggests that people, even those who self-identify as having gambling problems, are more "loss averse" than "gain motivated" under conditions of uncertainty; they choose more conservative wagers to prevent further loss—despite their willingness to bet with greater stake size. It is possible that when players employed a more conservative gambling strategy, the momentum of losing might have triggered a decision to voluntarily terminate their account. If so, this new model of chasing raises important questions about the capacity for self-control during periods of excessive gambling. Because most Internet gamblers also are land-based gamblers, it is possible that similar behavioral patterns exist within land-based gambling settings. However, due to the lack of in vivo data derived from players in those settings, our current understanding of “chasing” remains limited because of the recall bias associated with participants in land-based gambling research. Our findings suggest that it is possible for some gamblers to self-control (e.g., self-exclude) some aspects of their gambling behavior even under adverse circumstances. More research will be necessary to better identify (1)
the heuristics that guide Internet players' decisions to close their accounts, (2) the temporal sequencing of the associated behavioral changes, (3) the mediators of these processes (i.e., co-occurring disorders, cognitive processes), and (4) the unique attributes of these gamblers compared with other types of gamblers.

Statistically, the expected value of any bet is negative because of the service provider's "rake." Therefore, from a behavioral economics perspective, engaging in gambling voluntarily without contemplating the negative expected value is paradoxical and irrational (Wagenaar and Albert 1988). We can view the self-initiated voluntary account closing by a problem gambler as a measure of self-control; this control represents a transitional state from irrational to rational. By providing actual gambling behavior as an evidence base, this study advances our understanding of the choice of risk before problem gamblers decide to close.

In sum, regarding the construct of "chasing losses," we observed evidence that supports the construct with respect to increasing stake during increasing monetary loss. However, we also observed that, among this group of gamblers who experienced gambling problems, betting long odds is a path "less traveled by." We observed reduced gambling frequency among these problem gamblers. This apparent paradox reflects an intriguing example of how studies focusing on actual behavior can contradict a prior theoretical proclamation.
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Abstract

Internet gambling is a potential object of addictive behavior and consequently an important concern for public health. Epidemiological analyses of Internet gambling are necessary to determine the extent of public health threat. This paper reports the results of the first prospective epidemiological study of actual Internet poker gambling behavior. Participants were 3445 Internet gambling service subscribers who enrolled during February 2005. Data include two years of recorded poker outcomes (i.e., chips bought and sold) for each poker session played. Among our sample, we identified two subgroups of poker players. Approximately 5% of the sample bought a median of $12 worth of chips at each of two poker sessions per week during a median duration from first to last bet of 18 months. A smaller subgroup (i.e., 3%) of most involved poker players bought a median of $69 worth of chip at each of 10 sessions per week during a median duration from first to last bet of 6 months. In addition to level differences, we report the differences in patterns of behavior observed between these two subgroups. The analyses presented in this paper suggest that the majority of Internet poker players rationalized their behavior based on their wins and losses. A minority of most involved players did not show such moderation. These results have important implications for both gambling and addiction-related research.

In 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Most people who gamble never experience serious gambling-related problems (Shaffer, LaPlante et al., 2004); however, some experience poor financial and health outcomes (Petry, 2006). These gambling-related problems are similar to the sequelae associated with other expressions of addiction (Shaffer, LaPlante et al., 2004) and consequently, gambling is associated with many of the same concerns as other objects of addiction. For example, the availability of common objects of addiction (e.g., alcohol, tobacco, gambling) tends uniformly to create concerns about the emergence of addictive behavior and its sequelae among the general population (Shaffer, LaBrie, & LaPlante, 2004; Weitkamp, Forman, Ehrman, & Winstanley, 2003). With respect to gambling, new forms of gambling often raise concerns that are easy access to and social approval of gambling will expose more people to the risks of gambling. Increase the number of people in the general population with gambling-related problems, and exacerbate the difficulties of those already affected by gambling (Neilstein-McCallister, Koster, Schippers, & van den Brink, 2004; LaPlante & Shaffer, 2007).

Politicians, advocates, and researchers alike have expressed concern about the potential public health impact of Internet gambling (Blitz & Yeager, 2006; Griffiths, 2001, 2003; LaBrie, LaPlante, Nelson, Schumann, & Shaffer, 2007; Lemke, 2006; Savage, 2007). Unfortunately, the validity of such concerns is unclear. Although gambling in general is now widely recognized as a potential object of addiction (Shaffer, LaPlante et al., 2004), researchers know little about the ways that different types of gambling might influence the development of addiction. Internet gambling, for example, can take many forms (e.g., casino-type games, lotteries, and poker), but we do not know whether different forms pose differential risk to health. Internet gambling is of particular interest because of the current popularity of poker ("how to counter online bets", 2005; McManus, 2006; Mihaljevic, 2007; Wise, 2007). A first step toward understanding the relative influence of different types of gambling on addictive behavior is to determine the epidemiology of particular gambling activities. This paper provides the first ever epidemiological analysis of the actual gambling behavior evidenced by a large cohort of Internet poker gamblers.

1.1. Current information about Internet gambling and Internet poker

Policy makers and some in the general public have expressed concerns about Internet gambling (Gurnee, 2007; Fort, 2006; Murray & Grimaldi, 2006; Savage, 2007). Examples of these
concerns include: Unlimited access to gambling venues at home or work; easier access for underage gambling; gambling to escape problems; playing multiple games at one time; anonymity allowing users to engage in gambling without fear of stigma; harmful marketing practices; and gambling while intoxicated (Griffiths, 2001, 2005). Many of these concerns about Internet gambling derive exclusively from speculation because of a dearth of empirical research related to these issues.

The bulk of the available literature related to Internet gambling focuses on rates of participation and related problems, and varies widely from study to study. For instance, several cross-sectional surveys of self-reported gambling behavior reveal self-reported gambling prevalence in the general population to range from 1.2% to 8.1% (e.g., Responsible Gambling Program of British Columbia, 2003; Griffiths, 2003; Labonte & Aistr, 2002; VoIberg, 2002; Warr et al., 2003). Similarly, studies involving special populations, such as clinical samples (Lad et al., 2002; Petry, 2001; Petry & Maliva, 2004), are also variable.

To date, only one study has examined Internet poker play (Wood, Griffiths, & Parker, 2007). Researchers asked 422 college students from the midlands region of the United Kingdom to self-report retrospectively their poker play. Wood et al. found that approximately 29% (N = 123) of the sample participated in online poker play multiple days each week. Eighteen percent of these participants endorsed at least four DSM-IV criteria for pathological gambling. The extant studies are limited. Most used samples of convenience (i.e., non-probability samples), limiting the generalizability of the studies and related self-reports of behavior which are subject to inadequacies of recall and potential bias toward more socially acceptable answers.

1.2. Longitudinal research on actual gambling behavior

Until recently, there have been a limited but growing number of available longitudinal gambling studies (e.g., Abbot, Williams, & Volberg, 2004; Bates, Winter, Hoffmnn, & O'Rourke, 2005; DeVries-Merlin et al., 2004; Hodgins & Goulette, 2004; Jacoby, Ladouceur, & Fieled, 2000; Shaffer, & Hall, 2001; Statnik, Cagp, Ktsen, & Tcrtman, 2005; Stidky, Jackson, & Shier, 2003; Veitch, Vitaro, Waunier, & Tremblay, 2004; Vander Bilt, Pong, Fodan, Shaffer, & Gagnon, 2004; Volberg, Single, & Fakowski Hamm, 2009; Wintem, Stinchfield, Bozak, & Anderson, 2002; Warr et al., 2005; Warr et al., 2005; Warrvet al., 2005). These studies were self-report surveys of gambling and self-reports were collected over time, and some examined Internet gambling specifically.

We are aware of any research studies before our research program that examined actual gambling behavior. To date, we have published three studies about Internet gambling using a longitudinal design and actual gambling behavior. One study (LaBlance et al., 2007) examined the daily records of poker sessions into the total amount of chips purchased, amount of chips cashed, and sessions conducted. We present three types of analyses: (1) an epidemiological description of the characteristics of 3445 sequentially subscribed Internet poker players; (2) an epidemiological description of the gambling behavior of three Internet poker players; and (3) an epidemiological description of the gambling behavior of an empirically determined subgroup of most involved poker players.

1.4. Hypotheses

Our previous research (LaBlance et al., 2007; LaBlance et al., 2008) identified primarily moderate Internet gambling behavior among subscribers to this Internet gambling service, compared to the excreses suggested by some stakeholders (Ford, 2006; Griffiths, 2007; Ford, 2003; Wood et al., 2007). In those studies, we also observed that a small (e.g., 1% or 5%) portion of the population displayed more extreme gambling behaviors than the majority of the population. Because both sports gambling and poker playing are chance games that attempt to incorporate a measure of skill (e.g., anticipating trends and incorporating strategy, respectively), we hypothesized the presence of a similar pattern of gambling behavior among poker players. More specifically, we anticipate observing what many might consider to be moderate gambling behavior for the majority of the poker sample, but also a lack of continuity in our sample's betting behavior. A small fraction of the population will display discontinuously extreme betting behavior across measures.

2. Methods

2.1. Sample

The full epidemiological research cohort included 48,114 people who opened an account with the Internet gambling service provider, 2win Interactive Entertainment, AG (2win), during February 2005 (100% of new subscribers). The Internet gambling provider is a National body for its sports gambling service, offers several types of gambling services, including poker. This investigation includes a cohort of 4459 subscribers who elected to play poker online. We excluded from the current study 956 participants who played less than three poker sessions during the study period and 63 poker players who did not begin poker play until the last month of the study period (i.e., after January 31, 2007). The resulting sample includes the 4494 people with more than a passing interest in playing poker and a sufficient observation period.

2.2. Measures

The available demographic characteristics of the research sample included age, gender, country of residence, and preferred language. At enrollment, participants elected to interact with the wagering system in one of 22 languages. The study participants' actual transaction records with the poker platform provide the gambling behavior measures. A gambling session consists of the second epoch of chips purchased as mapped to the poker platform and the value of chips at exit, if any. We aggregated the daily records of poker sessions into the total amount of chips purchased, amount of chips cashed, and sessions conducted.
3. Results

3.1. Cohort characteristics

The average age of the cohort was 27.9 years (SD = 8.4) and most (94.5%) were male. The players were from 46 countries. The majority (24.8%) were from Denmark. There were 17.3% from Germany, 6.8% from France, 6.9% from Austria, and 6% from Spain, Turkey, Italy, Greece, Poland, and Norway each accounted for approximately 5% of the sample. Switzerland, Sweden, and Portugal accounted for 3.1%, 2.4%, and 1.3% of the sample, respectively, while the remaining 33 countries accounted for the remaining 6%.

3.2. Cohort gambling behavior

The first set of columns in Table 1 presents the total sample's descriptive statistics for the measures of player behavior. The differences between the means and median for the standard deviations, as well as the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for normality reveal that most distributions are not normal and are skewed by extreme values. To create the most representative characterization, we utilize the median as the measure of central tendency.

The typical poker player in our sample was an active poker player for a median Duration of six and a half months and participated in a median of one poker session every three days (i.e., Duration/Total Sessions). The median Euro per Session gambled was €11 and the median Net Loss across all sessions was €106. A calculation that divides median Net Loss by Median Duration and multiplies reveals the median cost of playing poker was €1.8 per session.

3.3. Relationships between gambling behaviors

As Table 1 shows, the gambling behaviors were not normally distributed. Consequently, we calculated non-parametric rank-order correlations (rho) between behaviors. Table 2 presents the correlations for the entire study sample. Of note, people who wagered more for a longer period of time (Duration) tended to play fewer sessions during that period (Sessions per day, rho = .52). As players wagered more (Total Wagered) they also lost a smaller portion of the money at risk (Percent Lost), while the remaining 33 countries accounted for the remaining 6%.

3.4. Most involved players

Fig. 1 shows the disproportionate distribution of Total Wagered that begins at the 95th percentile. The final columns of Table 1 describe the behavior of the 5% most involved poker players. According to median measures of behavior, these players were active for a duration of 18.5 months and participated in a session and a half per...
They sided 69 at each session and lost nearly two thousand Euros (€1943). They wagered at least 75 times more than the majority of the sample, however, the most involved players had a smaller Percent Lost than the sample majority. Ultimately, their Cost (i.e., Net Loss/Total Sessions) of playing poker per session, €24, was slightly higher than for the entire sample. As Table 1 shows, when comparing the differences on each of these gambling measures between the majority of the sample and the 5% most involved poker players, Cohen's d indicates that Duration and Total Sessions had large effects and Sessions per Day and Percent Lost with the same high degree of significance exhibited medium effects.

Table 3 presents the correlations among behaviors observed for the 5% most involved poker players. Among these most involved players, the variables measuring financial intensity (Total Wagered, Net Loss) had the lowest correlations, while the variables measuring time intensity (Sessions/Day, Sessions/Session) had the highest correlations.
gered, Net Loss, and Percent Loss) did not relate to intensity as measured by Duration, Total Sessions, and Sessions per Day. In this group, the players who bought in for more money (B挽/Sessión) played less as indicated by the negative correlations between Session/Day and Duration, Total Sessions, and Sessions/Day.

4. Discussion

This study presents the first epidemiological description of actual Internet poker playing behavior. During recent years, concerns about gambling-related addiction and other morbidity have sparked a worldwide debate. Some countries have regulated Internet gambling, others prohibited it, and others have not yet ruled on its legal status. In the absence of evidence, speculation about Internet gambling abounds in the popular press and in professional journals (Shray, 2000; General Accounting Office, 2002; Griffiths, 1999; Griffiths & Higbee, 2002; Ladd & Perus, 2002; McPhail, 2000; Miska, 2001).

The findings from our research provide a description of the epidemiology of Internet poker behavior evidenced by a large cohort of gamblers observed for two years. The description includes the central tendencies of this cohort and it distinguishes the behavior of a group of intensely involved players. The discontinuous nature of gambling behavior within our population stimulated us to study this extreme group to better illustrate the limits possible for this gambling medium. The variety of findings we present here has important implications for gambling-related public health research and policy.

4.1. Cohort characteristics

The majority of this sample of Internet poker players is made of European descent, in their mid to late 20s. Women comprise only 5% of our research cohort of poker players. Our research focusing on peripr trial treatment for gambling problems (L afford, Nelson, Daub, & Shaffer, 2005) revealed that gender was one of many predictors of gambling behavior evidenced by a large cohort of gamblers observed for two years. In the absence of evidence, speculation about Internet gambling abounds in the popular press and in professional journals (Shray, 2000; General Accounting Office, 2002; Griffiths, 1999; Griffiths & Higbee, 2002; Ladd & Perus, 2002; McPhail, 2000; Miska, 2001).

The findings from our research provide a description of the epidemiology of Internet poker behavior evidenced by a large cohort of gamblers observed for two years. The description includes the central tendencies of this cohort and it distinguishes the behavior of a group of intensely involved players. The discontinuous nature of gambling behavior within our population stimulated us to study this extreme group to better illustrate the limits possible for this gambling medium. The variety of findings we present here has important implications for gambling-related public health research and policy.

4.2. Cohort gambling behavior

It is important to establish an epidemiological baseline for any area of addiction-related research, especially potentially new objects of addiction (LaBrie et al., 2002). In this research, we provide evidence that supports the findings in our previous research (LaBrie et al., 2007, 2008; Laffane et al., 2004) that most subscribers who gamble on the internet do so moderately. In fact, correlation analyses indicated that as Percent Loss increased, Duration, Total Sessions, and Total Wagered all decreased, suggesting that the majority of individuals moderated their behavior based on their own wins and losses—exhibiting "rational" betting behavior. This suggests that, at the population level, losing discourages ongoing play and winning encourages continuing play.

One other important aspect of our population-level findings is the discontinuous nature of its gambling behavior. The majority of the gambling behavior variables in this study indicated a large skew. This suggests that the vast majority of the sample look similar when examining their gambling behavior, but differently from the most involved poker players at the high end of the distribution. This is not surprising because there is evidence from the epidemiology of other patterns of behavior associated with various expressions of addiction (e.g., gambling, shopping, etc.) that the vast majority of the population can engage in these activities moderately and without meaningful health risks (Grant et al., 2006; Kessler et al., 2002; Ladd & Perus, 2002; McPhail, 2000; Miska, 2001).

The most involved poker players devoted much more money to this activity than did the rest of the cohort. We might have expected that more intense involvement would limit duration. Perhaps the expenditure would become a burden and/or the time spent would interfere with other activities. This was not the case: the duration of play for the more intense players was three times longer than the majority of the sample.

Between groups comparisons indicated differences in poker play between the majority of the sample and the 5% most involved. However, it is important not only to examine level differences, but also the relationship between the various gambling variables. We examined the correlations between the gambling variables and found some interesting differences. Unlike the majority of the research sample, there was no correlation between Percent Loss and either Duration, Total Sessions, or Sessions per Day. However, with respect to the most involved, like the rest of the sample, reduced losses per session and reduced Total Wagered as Percent Loss increased. This finding suggests differential decision-making for temporal and financial costs: financial cost patterns potentially representing more rationale behavior than temporal cost patterns. The study of actual Internet gambling behavior, therefore, might hold meaningful potential to advance our understanding of the important risk factors that influence how addiction emerges and is sustained.

4.4. Clinical significance

Although this study reports the first ever analysis of actual Internet poker gambling activity among a large cohort followed...
during two years of observation, it is important to note that this study does not include information about rates of clinical or subclinical gambling pathology. However, spending large amounts of money on gambling is consistent with some DSM-IV pathological gambling criteria (American Psychiatric Association, 2000) (e.g., seeking to gamble with increasing amounts of money to achieve the desired excitement and "feeling" one's losses). Exclusive involvement with gambling also can cause problems not reflected in money spent but, instead, in the amount and appropriateness of time spent gambling (e.g., choosing to gamble rather than meet other obligations). Future research is necessary to understand the clinical significance of our findings. Research that indicates a disproportionate influence of time-related factors may direct DSM-V revisions of the definition of pathological gambling.

4.5. Limitations

This study is not without limitations. The observed Internet poker behavior of this sample might not represent a participant's total online gambling behavior. Unidentified land-based gambling venues, which can access Internet sites easily, may have several venues, and move among them readily. Participants to whom also might have been betting on sports at the site. It is possible that multiple individual might have been betting the same account. We reported gambling behavior observed during a two-year study period. It is possible that the course of activities leading to decreased gambling might require longer exposure to Internet gambling. Additional research is necessary to clarify these issues and we continue to collect information about this cohort.

4.6. Concluding thoughts

This study identifies the first steps necessary toward informing the wide range of gambling stakeholders about the behavioral e.g., Internet poker and other online gambling among vulnerable population segments. Once the distribution of this activity is clear, it will then become possible to identify the determinants of these patterns, with emphasis on the moderating and mediators of gambling disorders. For now, researchers must strive to reinforce those findings using a variety of other Internet sites and a variety of other types of Internet gambling. Research should be directed toward developing gambling-related addiction problems. The determinants for increasing or decreasing the likelihood of developing Internet gambling problems can then serve as a guide for the development of gambling addiction prevention and treatment programs.
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Abstract

Background: In an attempt to reduce harm related to gambling problems, an Internet sports betting service provider, bwin Interactive Entertainment, AG (bwin), imposes limits on the amount of money that users can deposit into their online gambling accounts. We examined the effects of these limits on gambling behavior.

Methods: We compared (1) gambling behavior of those who exceeded deposit limits with those who did not, and (2) gambling behavior before and after exceeding deposit limits. We analyzed 2 years of the actual sports gambling behavior records of 47000 subscribers to bwin.

Results: Only 160 (0.3%) exceeded deposit limits at least once. Gamblers who exceeded deposit limits evidenced higher average number of bets per active betting day and higher average size of bets than gamblers who did not exceed deposit limits. Comparing the gambling behavior before and after exceeding deposit limits revealed slightly more unfavorable gambling behavior after exceeding deposit limits.

Conclusions: Our findings indicate that Internet gamblers who exceed deposit limits constitute a group of bettors willing to take high risks; yet, surprisingly, they appear to do this rather successfully because their percentage of losses is lower than others in the sample. However, some of these gamblers exhibit some poor outcomes. Deposit limits might be necessary harm reduction measures to prevent the loss of extremely large amounts of money and cases of bankruptcy. We discuss how these limits might be modified based on our findings.
Background

The Internet is a relatively new medium available for wagering. Research indicating how many people participate in Internet gambling is scarce. Two empirical studies published prevalence estimates of Internet gambling among the US general population: these studies reported rates of 0.3% [1] and 4% [2]. Among 1294 adults from a representative sample in Ontario, 5.3% reported having gambled on the Internet during the past 12 months [3]. Using a representative national sample from the United States, researchers reported a lower rate of 2.5% for college students [4]. Although some observers note that Internet gambling growth is slow compared to other forms of gambling, e.g., casinos and lottery [5], Internet gambling is prolific and growing [6]. Therefore, examining the influence of Internet gambling on public health is important.

Research examining land-based gambling suggests that adverse gambling-related outcomes often include financial distress, emotional and physical deterioration, and damaged interpersonal relationships [7]. Some research suggests that disordered gambling relates to poor mental health, such as personality and psychiatric disorders [8, 9]. Researchers, public policy makers, and public health officials have argued that Internet gambling is associated with similar public health threats [10-13]. One study reported that Internet gambling was linked to pathological gambling and associated with poor physical and mental health [14]. Because this is the only study providing empirical data about health correlates of Internet gambling, and because this study provides results based on retrospective self-reports of a locally restricted sample of patients in clinic waiting areas, what we actually know about the health dangers of Internet gambling remains limited.

Speculations about potential hazards particular to Internet gambling include the apparent lack of fail-safes, such as the inability to protect individuals who are underage or
people known to have gambling-related problems and to prevent gambling while intoxicated or gambling at work [15]. However, the Internet also provides a unique opportunity for implementing special safeguards and harm reduction efforts. For example, tracking software can record all gambling online activity, which companies could potentially use to control the extent of gambling by specific users. Web-based technology could limit the time per gambling session or the amount of money participants can use to gamble. Recent recommendations for Internet gambling operators include accepting payments with credit cards only, providing options to self-limit gambling expenditure, and providing options that allow users to self-exclude from an Internet site [16].

In this study, we explore a harm reduction feature currently unique to Internet gambling. As part of their corporate social responsibility agenda, a large Internet sports betting service provider, bwin Interactive Entertainment, AG (bwin), imposes limits on the amount of money that users can deposit into their online gambling accounts within a given time period. When a user tries to deposit more than the allowed amount, bwin sends the user a notification message about the attempt to exceed deposit limits and rejects the attempted deposit. We expected that users who received a notification message constitute a group of extremely engaged gamblers, and we therefore hypothesized that exceeding deposit limits would be associated with unfavorable gambling behavior, such as excessively large betting, high losses or high frequency of playing (i.e., high financial and/or temporal engagement). Furthermore, we expected that receiving a notification message would act as a warning sign to users; consequently, we hypothesized that exceeding deposit limits would attenuate gambling behavior that followed exceeding the limit. To examine these possibilities, this study compares (1) the gambling behavior of those who exceeded deposit limits with those who did not, and (2) the gambling behavior of consumers before and after exceeding deposit limits.
Methods

Sample

The research cohort included 48,114 people who registered with bwin between February 1 and February 28, 2005, and who deposited money in their accounts before February 28, 2007. bwin is primarily an Internet sports gambling service, offering two types of sports bets: fixed-odds bets and live-action bets. Fixed-odds bets are made on the outcomes of sporting events or games before the events begin. The amount paid for a winning bet is set (fixed) by the betting service at the time of the bet. Live-action bets are made while the event is in progress. In addition to bets on the outcome of the event, the betting service offers bets on selected outcomes within the sporting event (e.g., which side will have the next corner kick). Fixed-odds bets are relatively slow-cycling betting propositions. The outcomes of a bet are generally not known for hours or days later. In contrast, live-action bets provide relatively quick-paced betting propositions posed in real-time during the progress of a sporting event.

Some subscribers in the cohort did not engage in fixed-odds or live-action sports gambling (n = 1114, < 3%). Consequently, these subscribers were excluded from the study, leaving 47,000 sports-betting subscribers for the current analysis. This cohort consisted of 43,222 (92.0%) men and 3,778 (8.0%) women. The mean age of subscribers was 30.3 years (SD = 9.9) and the cohort included people from 84 countries, with most people (n = 26,955, 57.4%) from Germany, followed by Turkey (n = 28,46, 6.1%), Poland (n = 2834, 6.0%), Spain (n = 2754, 5.9%), and Greece (n = 2586, 5.5%). The majority, 31,544 (67.1%), placed both fixed-odds and live-action bets, 14,723 (31.3%) played fixed-odds only, and 733 (1.6%) played live-action only.

Measures

bwin prepared a dataset of the actual Internet sports gambling behavior of this cohort for the 2+ year period, between February 1, 2005 and February 28, 2007. More specifically,
this dataset included the daily aggregates of betting activity (i.e., the aggregate number of bets, amount of money wagered, and amount of money won for fixed-odds and live-action sports betting per calendar day) for all participants in the cohort.

*Exceeding Deposit Limits.* *bwin* provides several ways of limiting the amount of money that users can deposit in their accounts. By default, *bwin* does not allow users to deposit more than 1000 Euros per 24 hours or 5000 Euros per 30 days (or currency equivalents). One exception to this default is a flexible limit system, which automatically increases allowable deposit limits by the subscribers' amount of winnings from gambling. A second exception occurs when subscribers can evidence exceptional financial means. In such cases, users may have higher deposit limits. At the other end of the spectrum, users can choose to set for themselves lower maximum deposit amounts per 30 days. Users repeatedly can adjust these self-limits to their needs.

Exceeding any deposit limit leads *bwin* to issue a notification message. Although we have information about if and when a user received such notification, we do not have information about the type of limit (i.e., self or company) that initiated the notification message. Thus, this study explores the combined effects of exceeding company- and self-imposed deposit limits.

*Gambling Behavior.* Based on the daily aggregates of betting activity, we computed four measures of gambling behavior for each user: percentage of days within the active period from first to last betting day on which the user placed bets (i.e., percent active betting days); the average number of bets per active betting day; the average size of bets in Euros; and a categorical measure of percent lost. These measures are more adequate than gross totals of number of bets or money wagered when comparing the gambling behavior of different users. Each measure was computed for fixed-odds and live-action betting separately, aggregated across the total 2-year observation period. Further, within the subset of people who received a notification message, each measure was computed for the period of time before as well as
after the first receipt of a notification message (note that the day of receipt of the notification message was defined as an ‘after’ day).

We defined the percentage of active betting days as the percent of days within the interval from the first to the last betting day that included a bet. We obtained the average number of bets per active betting day by dividing the total number of bets made by the total number of active betting days, and the average size of bets in Euro by dividing the total money wagered by the total number of bets. These two gambling behavior measures were highly positively skewed with many cases on the left and fewer cases (but still substantial numbers due to the large sample size) on the right side of the distribution. Log-transformations were performed to generate normal distributions for these measures.

We calculated the percentage of losses by subtracting the total amount of winnings from the total amount of wagers and dividing the difference by the total amount of wagers. This measure was highly negatively skewed and transformations did not help approximate a normal distribution. We therefore categorized this variable to capture (1) users who were overall winners (negative percentage of losses), (2) users with the lowest percentage of losses (operationally defined as losses of 0 to <20%), (3) users with an intermediate percentage of losses (i.e., 20 to <80%), and (4) users with the highest percentage of losses (i.e., 80 to 100%). We chose the cut-point of the lowest percentage of losses to approximately agree with the expected losses, which according to the target returns expected by the operator are approximately 13% for fixed-odds betting and 6% for live-action betting. The 20% cut-point reflects the nearest rounded percentage. For the cut-point of the highest percentage of losses, we applied the same 20% margin, and the remaining percentage of losses was categorized as intermediate.

Most Involved Bettors. We defined most involved bettors (MIB) subgroups as the top 1% of the sample regarding the total number of bets, total amount of wagers, and net loss (i.e., subtracting the total amount of winnings from the total amount of wagers) on fixed-odds or
live-action betting. We used a scree-type analysis of centile plots to empirically identify these 1%-subgroups [17]. This strategy allowed us to classify MIB into six non-exclusive groups: (1) total number of bets; (2) total amount of wagers; (3) net loss for fixed-odds players (each of these groups n = 462); (4) total number of bets; (5) total amount of wagers; and (6) net loss for live-action players (each of these group n = 322). A total of 984 users belonged to at least one of the fixed-odds MIB groups (2.13% of 46267 fixed-odds players), and a total of 613 users belonged to at least one of the live-action MIB groups (1.90% of 32277 live-action players).

**Analyses**

In addition to providing descriptive statistics, we conducted two primary comparative analyses. First, we examined differences in gambling behavior between users who did and did not exceed deposit limits using independent-samples tests. These tests employed the gambling behavior measures that were aggregated across 2 years. We also looked to see whether the proportion of most involved betters was greater among individuals who exceed limits compared to those who did not. Second, we analyzed individuals’ differences in gambling behavior before and after exceeding deposit limits within users who exceeded limits using paired-samples tests. These tests compared the gambling behavior measures that were created for the period of time before and after receipt of the notification message.

The procedures of limiting deposits and sending notifications were only in effect starting late September 2005, about 8 months after the beginning of our study. Users of our cohort experienced no restrictions to the amount of money they could deposit during the first 8 months after they registered with bwin. This could potentially bias our findings: On one side, only a subset of people who registered in February 2005 was still active in September 2005 (e.g., of the 47000 sports, 27726 or 59% had deposited money after September 2005) and thus could experience the new deposit limit policies. Short-term bettors might exhibit a low extent of gambling behavior, potentially resulting in overestimating the differences
between users who did and did not exceed limits. We therefore repeated the analyses within
the subset of users who had deposited money after September 2005.

Alternatively, certain deposit activities could have been possible before September
2005, but might have conflicted with company-imposed or self-imposed deposit limits after
September 2005. For example, people could deposit very large amounts during the first 8
months but not after September 2005. People might have chosen to self-limit their deposit
amount but had no option to do so before September 2005. We had no means of identifying
people who would have been subject to one of the limits before September 2005, and thus no
means of excluding these people from the analyses. However, in our analyses these people are
considered users who did not exceed limits, yielding conservative estimates for the
comparisons of users who did and did not exceed limits.

Analyses involving the average number of bets per active betting day and the average
size of bets in Euro used the log-transformed variables; however, we report means, standard
deviations, and medians for the untransformed variables for descriptive purposes.

Results

Descriptive Statistics

Of the 47,000 sports bettors, 160 (0.3%) had received at least one notification message
about exceeding deposit limits. Five (3.1%) were women and 155 (96.9%) were men, and the
mean age was 30.8 years (SD = 9.2). Most of the bettors who exceeded limits played both
types of games: 159 (99.4%) were fixed-odds players and 149 (93.1%) were live-action
players; 148 of the 149 who played live-action also played fixed-odds. Among users who
placed both fixed-odds and live-action bets, 0.5% (n = 148) received a notification message,
compared to 0.1% (n = 11) of users who played fixed-odds only and 0.1% (n = 1) of users
who played live-action only (χ² = 46.95, df = 2, p < .001).

These 160 notified users received between 1 and 267 notification messages, with a
mean of 14 messages (SD = 29, Median = 6). Of the 160 users, 5 (3.1%) stopped depositing money in their accounts after receiving the notification message. One user had tried to deposit more than the allowed amount with the very first deposit. The mean number of deposits before receiving the notification message was 57 (SD = 89, Median = 20) with a range of 1 to 796. The mean number of days between the date of the first deposit and the date of the first notification message was 372 (SD = 184, Median = 380) with a range of 0 to 741.

To describe the general distribution of deposits, we examined the maximum amount deposited per 24-hour and 30-day period among the 46840 sports bettors who never received a notification message. Table 1 reports the mean (SD) and centiles for this measure. The vast majority of users never came close to the limits of 1000 Euros/24 hours or 5000 Euros/30 days.

**Comparing Gambling Behavior between Users who Did and Did Not Exceed Deposit Limits**

Table 2 presents a comparison of gambling behavior aggregated across 2 years for users who did and did not exceed their established deposit limits. Results were similar for fixed-odds and live-action betting. The percentage of active betting days for these groups was not significantly different. The average number of bets per active betting day and the average size of bets were higher among users who exceeded deposit limits compared to users who did not exceed deposit limits. The distribution of the categorized percentage of losses was more favorable among users who exceeded deposit limits; that is, the likelihood of the lowest percentages of losses was significantly higher and the likelihood of the intermediate and the highest percentages of losses were significantly lower among users who exceeded deposit limits.

Despite losing a smaller proportion of what they wagered, users who exceeded limits still, on average, lost significantly more than users who did not exceed limits. That is, the mean net loss on fixed-odds of users who did exceed limits was 1,135 Euro (SD = 2,766,
Median = 213) compared to 185 Euro (SD = 1,028, Median = 50) for users who did not exceed limits (t = 11.51, p < .001) (live-action: 1,975 Euro, SD = 5,569, Median = 135, compared to 187 Euro, SD = 1,414, Median = 13, t = 14.91, p < .001).

Exceeding deposit limits was a significant predictor of being in the MIB subgroups. For example, 14.5% of users who received notification messages, belonged to at least one of the fixed-odds MIB groups, compared to 2.1% who did not; this association yielded an odds ratio of 7.95 (95% CI 5.08 – 12.42). Further, 14.8% of users who received notification messages compared to 1.8% of those who did not, belonged to at least one of the live-action MIB groups; this association yielded an odds ratio of 9.24 (95% CI 5.84 – 14.64). Table 3 presents the associations between individual MIB groups and exceeding limits.

Within the group of people who exceeded limits, we compared users who belonged to at least one of the fixed-odds or live-action MIB groups to users who did not belong to a MIB group on the gambling behavior measures. Users belonging to a MIB group had a higher percentage of active betting days and a higher average number of bets per active betting day on fixed-odds and live-action, and a higher average size of bet on live-action. The distribution of the categorized percentage of losses was not significantly different between users who did and did not belong to a MIB group.

**Comparing Gambling Behavior Before and After Exceeding Deposit Limits**

Table 4 shows the comparison of gambling behavior before and after exceeding deposit limits. Of the 159 fixed-odds players, 143 had activity both before and after exceeding deposit limits and are included in Table 4; likewise, of the 149 live-action players, 105 had activity both before and after and are included in the Table.

Again, similar patterns of results emerged for fixed-odds and live-action betting. The percentage of active betting days and the distribution of the categorized percentage of losses did not change. The average size of bet increased and the average number of bets per active
betting day decreased after exceeding deposit limits.

**Analyses for Users Who Deposited Money after September 2005**

To control for potential biases that might result from the notification messages being introduced only after September 2005, we repeated all the above analyses with the subset of 27726 users (59% of the total sample) who had still deposited money after September 2005. These analyses compare the 159 fixed-odds players who exceeded limits with 27442 users who did not exceed limits, and the 149 live-action players who exceeded limits with 21433 users who did not exceed limits. Overall these analyses yielded the same pattern of results, although the percentage of active betting days was significantly different between the limit-exceeding and non-limit-exceeding groups for fixed-odds betting and the distribution of the categorized percentage of losses was not significantly different between the two groups for either fixed-odds or live-action betting. The odds ratios for belonging to the MIB subgroups were slightly lower overall: between 4.06 and 6.53 for the fixed-odds MIB groups and between 4.37 and 9.78 for the live-action MIB groups. The analyses of gambling behavior before and after exceeding deposit limits necessarily are identical to the overall results.

**Discussion**

The company-imposed or self-imposed deposit limits affected only a minority of bwin Internet sports bettors. Very few people, only 0.3% of our sample, ever tried to exceed these deposit limits. Furthermore, the vast majority of the sample (i.e., 95%) never deposited more than 500 Euro per 24 hours, half the maximum allowed 1000 Euros, and never deposited more than 1050 Euro per 30 days, a fifth of the maximum allowed 5000 Euros. This means that bwin could reduce the deposit limits substantially (e.g., by half) and still most people would not exceed these limits.

One reason for the finding that the deposit limits were hardly exceeded might be that the sports bettors are highly responsible gamblers who bet for fun and spend relatively low
amounts on betting. Another reason might be that users are well aware of bwin’s deposit limits policies and purposely avoid violating them. The deposit limits are presented as part of the general terms and conditions that every user needs to accept when opening an account with bwin. Our findings seem to indicate that knowing about the deposit limits prevented some bettors from exceeding the deposit limits and subsequently from losing money. If this is correct, then the mere provision of deposit limits can serve as a harm reduction device.

We examined whether the deposit limits seemed to safeguard the gambling behavior of the minority that exceeded the deposit limits. People who exceed deposit limits constitute a group of bettors who are willing to place larger bets than people who do not exceed deposit limits; yet, they appear to do this in a manner that keeps their percentage of losses lower than others in the sample. Although the percentage of losses might be more favorable among people who exceed limits, compared to people who do not exceed limits, their net loss still is significantly higher. Because these bettors place very large bets they are at high risk for losing very large amounts of money.

We identified exceeding limits as a strong predictor for being in the MIB subgroups. People who exceed limits are about 6 to 14 times more likely to belong to the various MIB groups. Thus, exceeding the limits is associated with a high likelihood of being in the group of bettors that bet, wagered and/or lost the most; these activities are possible indicators of disordered gambling. Consistent with this notion, we found that among people who exceed limits, people who belong to MIB groups show more intensive gambling behavior than people who do not belong to MIB groups. That is, those who belong to MIB groups bet more often, place more bets, and place larger bets.

Our comparison of the gambling behavior before and after exceeding limits found that exceeding the limits did not have a diminishing effect on gambling behavior. The number of bets was the only measure of gambling behavior that evidenced a minor decrease after exceeding limits. This decrease was offset by a steep increase in the size of bets after
exceeding limits. The number of days of play and the percentage of losses did not change. Thus, we found no indication that receiving the limit notification message influences users to curtail their betting activity. Rather, the findings suggest that exceeding deposit limits encourages players to shift their strategy; they begin to make more calculated, informed risks with single large bets compared to before exceeding the deposit limit.

The finding that the feedback about a violation of a policy or regulation does not have the intended harm-reducing effect is a finding consistent with other evidence about regulating behavior. For example, people who were given feedback that their blood alcohol levels exceeded legal drink-drive limits have been nonetheless subsequently observed to drive [18-20]. Drivers who received speeding tickets have been shown to be at increased risk of receiving subsequent speeding tickets [21]. Likewise, smokers who were given biomedical feedback indicating negative effects of smoking did not initiate appreciable changes towards quitting smoking [22].

No differences emerged in the patterns of results for fixed-odds and live-action betting. Fixed-odds and live-action propositions might differ in the extent of skill required to place successful (i.e., winning) bets. Whereas placing a successful bet in fixed-odds might be determined more by skill (or knowledge) than by chance, placing a successful bet in live-action likely is determined more by chance than by skill. Thus, we could have expected our findings to mirror the differing outcomes of games of skill versus games of chance. Our findings instead show that, with regard to evaluating the risk of disordered gambling among people who exceed deposit limits, distinguishing fixed-odds from live-action betting does not provide additional information.

Limitations

Our study examines conceptually different deposit limits. Some limits are mandatory and imposed by bwin: the default limits of 1000 Euros per 24 hours or 5000 Euros per 30
days, and the increase of the default limits by the amount of winnings. The users voluntarily impose other limits: restrictions to a lower amount than the default limits, or exemption from default limits for users with exceptional financial means. When exploring the effects of exceeding deposit limits, we combined the different deposit limits. Although different deposit limits are examined in this study, an essential similarity of all deposit limits is that they represent specific, predetermined maximum values that certain users are not willing to or are not able to comply with. To this extend, the current study investigates effects of exceeding pre-set deposit limits.

We can posit that different types of limits might be associated with different effects on gambling behavior. Therefore, an analysis differentiating the types of limits would have been desirable. Unfortunately, no information was available about the type of limit that led to issuing a notification message; thus this analysis was not an option for this paper.

It is important to note that the procedures of limiting deposits and sending notification messages were not in effect during the entire two-year study period. We performed some statistical controls in our analyses to account for this fact, and the overall results remained largely unchanged. Thus, we consider our findings to reflect generalizable effects of deposit limits on Internet sports gambling behavior.

**Conclusion**

The deposit limits examined in this study are part of the corporate social responsibility agenda of bwin. This harm reduction practice is consistent with recommendations to integrate safety features for the prevention of disordered gambling into gambling websites [16].

This study indicates that current deposit limits affect only a very small minority of Internet sports bettors. The vast majority of Internet bettors seem to be able to regulate themselves and require little additional safeguards; however, some bettors can benefit from additional limits. Consequently, for Internet gambling operators reluctant to include harm reduction measures, an interesting message is that a company’s financial loss due to imposing
such safeguards such as deposit limits will be rather small and balanced by the promoting
effect of being regarded as a socially responsible company.

In this study, we saw that the mandatory limits exceed what most people are willing to
spend on Internet gambling activities. However, the mandatory limits also exceed what most
people could possibly spend without taking substantial financial risks. Thus, while the current
mandatory limits might help prevent the loss of extremely large amounts of money and cases
of bankruptcy, these limits still allow users to transfer substantial amounts of money each day
and each month, which can lead to financial problems for gamblers without sufficient
financial means. For these cases, instead of the company-imposed limits, the self-imposed
limits might have value.

This study shows that people who try to exceed deposit limits have some poor
outcomes: a high likelihood of placing an extremely large number of bets, wagering
extremely large amounts, and/or losing extremely large amounts of money. These people
constitute a group of bettors who appear to be willing to take high risks; yet, surprisingly, they
appear to do this rather successfully because their percentage of losses (but not their net loss)
is lower than others in the sample.

Without deposit limits, the behavioral and financial consequences of gambling might
be even more adverse. These unintended consequences of Internet gambling indicate that the
bwin deposit limits could aid in the prevention of adverse gambling-related consequences.
More research is necessary to determine the extent of this influence and to monitor and revise
such notification systems so that the promise of limits can be optimized. For example, recent
research suggests that gambling activity, or behavioral engagement in gambling, might be as
important to consider as financial considerations [23]. Such findings suggest that corporations
need not limit harm reduction techniques to financially-related factors. Rather, techniques that
account for temporally-related factors (e.g., amount of time spent gambling) remain open to
consideration and examination. Online gambling companies would benefit from testing the
harm reduction value of warning systems for amount of time spent gambling.

In this study, we examined deposit limits as a single harm reduction measure of a single Internet gambling provider. Unfortunately, users can sidestep such single safeguards easily; another Internet gambling provider is just a mouse-click away. To implement effective safeguards, concerted harm reduction efforts of companies, users, public health organs, and others are necessary. Ways of achieving this goal might include the development of policy requiring safety provisions as a prerequisite for licensing providers, or having companies cooperate to employ software programs and technology tools to regulate user gambling.

The findings of this study originate from actual gambling behavior and betting activity, without any direct contact with individual gamblers. A previous study analyzing Internet sports betting behavior in this manner indicated that, at the population level, gambling activity is moderate, as evidenced by analyses of time (e.g., people were active less than half the time possible, despite infinite access), activity (e.g., most placed less than 4 bet/day during such limited active periods), and expenditures (e.g., most placed bets less than 5 Euros) [4, 17]. Future research needs to investigate how these findings compare with subjective assessments of perceptions and behaviors by the individual. If additional research supports the findings of this study, technology-based screening tools for gambling-related problems could incorporate the attempt to deposit more than the allowed amount of money as an early indicator of a person's vulnerability to disordered gambling.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for maximum amount of euros deposited by time period

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentile</th>
<th>Euro in 24 hours</th>
<th>Euro in 30 days</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>111 (258)</td>
<td>243 (725)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25th</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50th (Median)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75th</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90th</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95th</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>1050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99th</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>3768</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Gambling behavior in users who did and did not exceed deposit limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gambling behavior measure</th>
<th>Users who did exceed limits (n = 159)</th>
<th>Users who did not exceed limits (n = 46,108)</th>
<th>Difference test</th>
<th>Users who did exceed limits (n = 149)</th>
<th>Users who did not exceed limits (n = 32,128)</th>
<th>Difference test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of active betting days</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 21 (20) 25 (20)</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 26 (28) 31 (37)</td>
<td>t = -1.30</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 16 11</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 16 11</td>
<td>t = -1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 14 13</td>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 14 13</td>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 14 13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of bets per active betting day</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 7 (13) 4 (7)</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 8 (14) 4 (5)</td>
<td>t = 6.12*</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 4 3</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 4 3</td>
<td>t = 7.98*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 0.60 (0.40) 0.44 (0.32)</td>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 0.60 (0.40) 0.44 (0.32)</td>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 0.60 (0.40) 0.44 (0.32)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average size of bet in Euro</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 25 (55) 11 (30)</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 27 (41) 11 (25)</td>
<td>t = 7.14*</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 4 3</td>
<td>Mean (SD) 4 3</td>
<td>t = 9.59*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median 8 4</td>
<td>Median 8 4</td>
<td>Median 8 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 0.96 (0.60) 0.67 (0.51)</td>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 0.96 (0.60) 0.67 (0.51)</td>
<td>Log Mean (SD) 0.96 (0.60) 0.67 (0.51)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorized percentage of losses</td>
<td>Overall winners n (%) 26 (16.4) 6755 (14.7)</td>
<td>Overall winners n (%) 25 (16.8) 6924 (21.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Overall winners n (%) 73 (49.0) 10,548 (32.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lowest percentage of losses n (%) 59 (37.1) 12,367 (28.8)</td>
<td>Lowest percentage of losses n (%) 59 (37.1) 12,367 (28.8)</td>
<td>Lowest percentage of losses n (%) 59 (37.1) 12,367 (28.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermediate percentage of losses n (%) 56 (35.2) 19,338 (44.9)</td>
<td>Intermediate percentage of losses n (%) 56 (35.2) 19,338 (44.9)</td>
<td>Intermediate percentage of losses n (%) 56 (35.2) 19,338 (44.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest percentage of losses n (%) 18 (11.3) 7,643 (16.6)</td>
<td>Highest percentage of losses n (%) 18 (11.3) 7,643 (16.6)</td>
<td>Highest percentage of losses n (%) 18 (11.3) 7,643 (16.6)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi² = 10.91*</td>
<td>Chi² = 10.91*</td>
<td>Chi² = 10.91*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n (%) 11 (7.4) 5123 (15.9)</td>
<td>n (%) 11 (7.4) 5123 (15.9)</td>
<td>n (%) 11 (7.4) 5123 (15.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi² = 20.58*</td>
<td>Chi² = 20.58*</td>
<td>Chi² = 20.58*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < .05.
Table 3: Proportions of most involved bettors (MIB)\(^1\) among users who did and did not exceed deposit limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MIB group</th>
<th>Fixed-odds (n = 45267)</th>
<th>Live-action (n = 32277)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Users who did exceed limits</td>
<td>Users who did not exceed limits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of bets</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total amount of wagers</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{1}\)MIB are defined as the top 1% of the sample regarding the total number of bets, total amount of wagers, and net loss on fixed-odds or live-action betting.
Table 4: Gambling behavior before and after exceeding deposit limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gambling behavior measure</th>
<th>Fixed-odds (n = 143)</th>
<th>Live-action (n = 105)</th>
<th>Difference test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Percentage of active betting days</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>23 (22)</td>
<td>27 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (SD)</td>
<td>14 (12)</td>
<td>20 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Mean (SD)</td>
<td>17 (98)</td>
<td>19 (114)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>t = -1.37</td>
<td></td>
<td>t = 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of bets per active betting day</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>6 (13)</td>
<td>11 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (SD)</td>
<td>7 (15)</td>
<td>6 (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.59 (0.38)</td>
<td>0.78 (0.42)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>t = 4.10*</td>
<td></td>
<td>t = 2.47*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average size of bet in Euro</td>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>21 (48)</td>
<td>25 (43)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Median (SD)</td>
<td>7 (9)</td>
<td>11 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Log Mean (SD)</td>
<td>0.90 (0.57)</td>
<td>1.03 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difference</td>
<td>t = -3.63*</td>
<td></td>
<td>t = 4.27*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorized percentage of losses</td>
<td>Overall winners</td>
<td>n (%) 30 (21.0)</td>
<td>17 (16.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lowest percentage of losses</td>
<td>n (%) 41 (28.7)</td>
<td>59 (56.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Intermediate percentage of losses</td>
<td>n (%) 56 (39.2)</td>
<td>24 (22.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Highest percentage of losses</td>
<td>n (%) 16 (11.2)</td>
<td>10 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chi² = 15.30</td>
<td></td>
<td>Chi² = 9.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* p < .05.
Inside the virtual casino: a prospective longitudinal study of actual Internet casino gambling
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Background: Participation in Internet gambling is growing rapidly, as is concern about its possible effects on the public's health. This article reports the results of the first prospective longitudinal study of actual Internet casino gambling behaviour. Methods: Data include 2 years of recorded Internet betting activity by a cohort of gamblers who subscribed to an Internet gambling service during February 2003. We examined computer records of each transaction and transformed them into measures of gambling involvement. The sample included 4222 gamblers who played casino games. Results: The median betting behaviour was to play casino games once every 2 weeks during a period of 17.5 months. Subscribers placed a median of 45 bets of €4 each playing day. Subscribers lost a median of 5.5% of total monies wagered. We determined a group of heavily involved bettors whose activity exceeded that of 95% of the sample; these players bet every fifth day during 17.5 months. On each playing day, these most involved bettors placed a median of 188 bets of €25. Their median percent of wagers lost, 2.5%, was smaller than that lost by the total sample. Conclusion: Our findings suggest that Internet casino betting behaviour results in modest costs for most players, while some, roughly 5%, have larger losses. The findings also show the need to consider time spent as a marker of disordered gambling. These findings provide the evidence to steer public health debates away from speculation and toward the creation of empirically-based strategies to protect the public health.
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Introduction

Pathological gambling is a public health problem associated with many physiological, psychological and social repercussions—some of which are shared with other expressions of addiction and some of which are unique to excessive gambling behaviour. There are many influences on the prevalence of pathological gambling among the general population. For example, researchers have identified an association between increases in opportunities to gamble and changes in population-level gambling behaviour. Researchers and gambling advocates alike worry that Internet-related increases in gambling opportunities can lead to excessive gambling among segments of the population. To date, very little research has examined population-level Internet gambling behaviour. This article provides the first glimpse into the actual gambling behaviour of online casino gamblers.

Internet gambling and public health

Rates of Internet gambling currently are low compared to other types of gambling. However, researchers and advocates have suggested that online gambling will grow and attract players because of some uniquely appealing aspects, such as anonymity, privacy, and a greater sense of control. Moreover, the loose regulations implemented by many gambling websites, combined with younger generations' familiarity with, interest in and access to computer technology, has created unease among some industry personnel concerning the possibility of an increase in underage gambling.

Studies have reported higher prevalence rates of Internet gambling in special populations, suggesting differential population and gender Internet gambling for these groups. For example, Ladd and Petry investigated the gambling behaviour of people seeking treatment at University of Connecticut health clinics (n = 309) and found that 8.1% of the cohort confirmed gambling on the Internet in their lifetime; those who gambled on the Internet were more likely to be younger, non-Caucasian and have higher scores on the South Oaks Gambling Screen in comparison to non-Internet gamblers. However, these prevalence studies have gathered data via self-report measures, which often provide inaccurate or biased data due to participants' emotional responses to the events in question and difficulty with recall. Simply state that people's accounts of their actions do not always correlate with their actual behaviour and thus these discrepancies lead to inaccurate reports. Evaluating gamblers' actual online gambling behaviour provides a valid record of gambling activities and more accurate knowledge about players' behaviour patterns.

Assessing actual online gambling behaviour

LaBrie et al. provided the first report of actual gambling behaviour of a longitudinal sample of Internet sports gamblers. This study revealed primarily moderate gambling behaviour; at the population level (i.e. 1.5 bets of €4 each every fourth day), suggesting that Internet sports gambling does not encourage excessive gambling for many players. However, the research also showed that a small percentage of subscribers (i.e. 1.5%) exhibited behaviours that deviated markedly from the norm (i.e. the median activity profile of this group was to place 4.7 bets of €4 each every other day).

Similarly, analysis of temporal patterns of sports gambling behaviour showed evidence of rapid population-level adaptations to online gambling. The observed cycle of sports...
gaming activity indicated short-term increases in activity followed by a slow decline, a model consistent with prototypical public health adaptation curves. The rapid adaptation might be a result of previous gaming experience; the novelty of the Internet might have generated the initial short-term increase in activity. LaPlante and colleagues stated a small segment of the population (19%) which did not adapt, consistent with the findings of LaPlante et al. Hypotheses

Our previous research provided a unique description of actual Internet sports gambling, and a description of actual Internet poker play is forthcoming. Both types of betting are referred to as "skill" games. In comparison, chance governs casino games entirely. As a result, we expect that casino game play will differ in a few important ways from sports gambling and poker play. Structurally, casino play is more rapid; therefore, we expect that volume measures, such as number of bets, will be greater for casino gambling than for sports betting. Our research focusing on the gambling behaviour of 2506 people in treatment for gambling-related problems suggests that casino games are the game of choice for people seeking treatment. Despite the absence of epidemiological evidence other than that presented here, we hypothesise that individuals betting in virtual casinos will exhibit riskier behaviour, such as more excessive loss patterns or time spent gambling, than observed among Internet sports bettors and poker players. However, we expect to find moderate and consistent gambling among the majority of the populations with a small minority (i.e. 5% or less) exhibiting excessive gambling behaviour.

Present study

This article describes the actual Internet casino gambling behaviour of a large cohort of participants during 2 years of a longitudinal study. We established a research cohort and accumulated their subsequent casino gambling transactions at a gambling website. The cumulative information base of these transactions documents each player's gambling behaviour at that site. Although previous investigations examined the self-reported betting activity of Internet gambling on various types of games, this is the first study to document the actual gambling behaviour of Internet gamblers playing casino-type games of chance. We present three types of results: (i) an epidemiological description of demographic characteristics of 4222 sequentially subscribed Internet casino gamblers; (ii) an epidemiological description of the casino gambling behaviour of these Internet gamblers and (iii) an epidemiological description of the Internet casino gambling behaviour of an empirically-determined group of heavily involved bettors.

Methods

Sample

The full research cohort included 48,814 people who opened an account with the Internet betting service provider, Interactive Entertainment, AG (Iwin), in February 2005. The majority of subscribers engaged primarily in sports gambling. As expected, relatively few, 3472 (18%), elected to play some casino games, and half of those, 4225 participants, were excluded for playing fewer than 4 days during the study period. The large number of bettors excluded for limited involvement is typical of people curious enough to try the product, but not sufficiently interested to continue casino betting. We also eliminated 10 bettors who played for "fun" (i.e. only played with betting service promotional funds). Finally, we excluded 15 bettors because they had limited exposure to casino play, starting their casino play less than 1 month before the end of the current study period (i.e. between 1 January and 30 January 2007). The longitudinal cohort eligible for the study consisted of 4222 participants.

Measures

The available demographic characteristics of the research sample included age, gender, country of residence and preferred language. As enrollees, participants elected to interact with the wagering system in one of 22 languages.

The gambling behaviour measures were based on participants' voluntary deposits, and withdrawals from, their wagering accounts, as well as daily aggregates of betting activity records. The daily-betting aggregates include the number of bets made, total monies wagered and winnings credited to the bettors' accounts. The daily aggregates provided summary measures of gambling behaviour. We obtained number of bets and total wagered by summing the daily aggregates. We measured the duration of gambling involvement as the number of days from the first eligible bet to the last (i.e. duration). We defined the frequency of involvement as the percent of days within duration that included a bet (i.e. frequency).

We obtained the average bets per day by dividing the total number of bets made by the total number of days on which a bet was placed (i.e. bets per day) and the average size of bets by dividing the total monies wagered by the total number of bets (i.e. losses per bet). The net result of gambling (i.e. net loss) is the difference between total wagers and total winnings. The dominant outcome is a net loss and, by subtracting total winnings from total wagers, positive values indicate net losses, the cost of gambling. Converting net losses to a percent of total wagers (i.e. percent loss) provides an index of losses that is independent of the total amount wagered.

Procedures

We conducted a secondary data analysis of the subscriber database obtained from Iwin as described above. We received approval from our Institutional Review Board to conduct this secondary data analyses.

Data analysis

We summarized the participants' demographics and gambling behaviour using descriptive statistics. Tests for differences between group means included testing the assumption of equal variances and, if necessary, adjusting for unequal variances. We organized the analysis into three sections: (i) cohort characteristics; (ii) cohort gambling behaviour and (iii) the behaviour of heavily involved bettors. For cohort characteristics, we reported gender and country distributions, as well as gambling behaviour differences by gender. For cohort gambling behaviour, we reported gambling involvement by time (i.e. duration and frequency), betting intensity (i.e. number of bets, bets per day, euros per bet), and monetary outcomes (i.e. total wagered, net loss and percent loss). For gambling behaviour, we report medians because of the skewed nature of the gambling data.

Results

Cohort characteristics

General demographics

The cohort average age was 30 years (SD = 9.0) and most (49%) were male. The players represented 66 countries. The majority indicated residence in Germany (19%), Austria (11%),
Internet casino gambling behaviour

The wagering of this cohort on casino games included >206 000 records of daily aggregates that tracked €3.8 million (betting) and lost a total of €3.5 million. Table 1 summarizes the betting activity for this cohort (N=4222). The total number of days of playing casino games is roughly 18; we estimated the number by multiplying the median duration (261 days) by the median percent of days (7%) gambled within the duration (frequency). We estimated the typical cost per day by dividing the median net loss (€117) by the typical number of days of play. Briefly, the central tendencies (medians) describe a cohort that plays casino-type games about once every 2 weeks during a 9-month period and loses about €6.50 each session. The relationships between the means and the medians, and the size of the standard deviations in relation to the means, indicate that the total distribution is markedly skewed (i.e., extreme betting activity limits the ability of the means to adequately describe the general betting activity of the population majority). We will consider the heavily involved bettors in a later section.

Table 1: Gambling behaviour of Internet casino bettors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Casino Bettors (n=4222)</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration (in days)</td>
<td>290 (237)</td>
<td>764</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>18% (2/5)</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bets</td>
<td>3151 (12710)</td>
<td>193</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets per day</td>
<td>114 (190)</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets per bet</td>
<td>35 (180)</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total wagered</td>
<td>27172 (10560)</td>
<td>2602</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss</td>
<td>800 (2239)</td>
<td>157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent lost</td>
<td>7.7 (12)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Total stakes wagered on casino games

Table 2: Correlations among gambling behaviour measures for fixed-odds betting (n=4222)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>No. of bets</th>
<th>Bets per day</th>
<th>Bets per bet</th>
<th>Total wagered</th>
<th>Net loss</th>
<th>Percent lost</th>
<th>Percent lost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>-0.63</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of bets</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets per day</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets per bet</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total wagered</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent lost</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relationships between behaviours

The distributions of the measures violate assumptions of bivariate normality required for product-moment correlation. Consequently, our analysis of the independence among measures used non-parametric rank-order correlation procedures to avoid the undue influence from extreme observations.

Table 2 presents the Spearman rank-order correlations between pairs of measures. In large samples, relatively small correlations (in this case, as small as 0.05) are statistically significant. Only one correlation presented in Table 2, the correlation between duration and bets per day, was not statistically significant. Therefore, it is important to consider the size of these correlations as well as their significance.

To Table 2, most of the correlations between measures are both significant and large. Participants who wagered larger amounts of money also placed more total bets, more bets per day, wagered more per bet and lost more money overall. Percent lost was negatively correlated with all other measures of betting involvement, indicating that bettors who bet more and won less lost a lower percent of their total wagers than others. Though duration and frequency were highly negatively correlated, indicating that the longer subscribers remained active on the site the lower the percent of days on which they bet, these two measures did not correlate highly with the other measures of gambling behaviour.

Gambling behaviour of heavily involved bettors

We examined subject centile plots to identify empirically whether subgroups within our sample evidenced discontinuous high involvement with casino wagering. Similar to interpreting a screen plot by identifying the "elbow" of that plot, Figure 1 demonstrates for total wagered a discontinuous distribution beginning at the 95th centile. This also was the case for net loss. The total wagered and net loss measures of

Conclusion

Internet casino gambling activity.

Turkey (8%) and Poland (5%). The remaining 10% of participants were from France (9%), Denmark (8%), Italy (8%), and Greece (11%) and Spain (10%), but substantial proportions of participants were from France (9%), Denmark (8%), Italy (8%), Turkey (8%) and Poland (5%). The remaining 10% of participants were evenly distributed among 37 other countries.

Betting behaviour was similar across genders with the single exception that women placed significantly more bets per day than men (M_{women}=141, SD=206 versus M_{men}=114, SD=191, P<0.001). Consequently, the data did not justify additional gender-specific analyses.
The service provider that generated the sample of gamblers for the current investigation is most well known for its sports betting services; consequently, it is not entirely clear whether our findings suggest population-level game preferences or indicate a level of specificity only observed among Internet sport gamblers. We noted that females are underrepresented in the longitudinal cohort and this might be the result of gender differences in game preferences. However, gender does not appear to influence actual betting behaviour; neither this study of casino gambling nor the sports gambling study\(^{26}\) observed behavioural differences significant to discriminate between genders. Although casino gamblers compose a small portion of the longitudinal sample, both the full subscriber sample and the subsample of casino gamblers are large (i.e. 4221). The experience of >4000 observers observed for as long as 2 years constitutes a significant empirical information base about Internet casino-style games of chance. As we hypothesized, the typical daily cost of casino gambling is modest, but considerably larger than the sports betting costs of this cohort. As we noted in the later sections, the typical daily cost of gambling on fixed-odds sports propositions and the €0.8 typical daily cost for live-action bets\(^{26}\) However, the cohort of casino bettors played less frequently than the sports bettors. Casino bettors played about twice a month (median frequency:7.8) as compared to about seven times a month for fixed-odds bettors (median frequency:25) and live-action bettors (median frequency:37)\(^{26}\). The observation that casino game bettors incur larger losses at each gambling session compared to sports bettors is consistent with our hypothesis that casino-type games offer an additional risk for players.

The correlation analysis provides important insights about general patterns of Internet gambling behaviour. The high correlations exhibit the consistency of casino betting patterns among these bettors. The correlation between the total number of bets made and the average number of bets per day (Spearman ρ = 0.83) reflects the day-to-day betting consistency of casino players. The correlation between total losses wagered and net loss (Spearman ρ = 0.70) is necessarily high because the outcome of casino gambling is a function of chance and the house odds.

Cohort characteristics

It is important for public health officials who might be developing Internet gambling-related policy to understand the magnitude of a population's involvement in various types of Internet gambling. We hypothesized that games of chance would not be a popular gambling choice for our longitudinal cohort of sports bettors. During the 2-year study period, 10% of the cohort tried their hand at casino games but half of them did not play on more than 3 days. The finding that only 5% of the cohort played casino-type games to any extent confirms our expectation about the popularity of this gambling option for sports bettors. This finding suggests that, rather than a general interest in Internet gambling, participants are likely to be selective in the types of games that they choose to play.

Table 3 Gambling behaviour of extreme 5 and 95% subgroups of casino bettors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Mean (SD)</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>34 (9)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>39 (8)</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration</td>
<td>620 (529)</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>679 (534)</td>
<td>636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>20% (20%)</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>26% (26%)</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of bets</td>
<td>40 (48)</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>57 (57)</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bet per day</td>
<td>58 (58)</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>80 (80)</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total wagered</td>
<td>36 792 (36 792)</td>
<td>36 792</td>
<td>50 000 (50 000)</td>
<td>50 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss</td>
<td>9366 (12151)</td>
<td>6058</td>
<td>12 040 (12 040)</td>
<td>12 040</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* All measures significantly different between groups at \( P < 0.001 \)

As Table 3 shows, the top 5% of players and their less involved counterparts significantly differed on a number of variables. The single exception was gender. The proportion of females in the top 5% group was lower, 2.2%, compared to the other players, 7.9%; however, this difference was not statistically significant (\( \chi^2 = 2.69, \text{P} < 0.10 \)). The top 5% players were significantly older by 4 years (\( t = 6.4, \text{df} = 231, \text{P} < 0.001 \)). The top 5% exhibited significantly increased gambling behaviour compared to other gamblers on all measures of activity and spending. However, the top 5% lost a significantly smaller percent of their total wagers compared to the rest of the cohort (\( t = 21.0, \text{df} = 871, \text{P} < 0.001 \)).

Discussion

Although Internet gambling is often the subject of public health debate and concern, there is little empirical evidence available to inform such debate and address these concerns. Stakeholders, however, have speculated about Internet gambling and related public policy in both the popular press and public health circles.\(^{24,25}\) Fortunately, empirical data describing population-level Internet gambling behaviour is mounting. Contributing to this growth, this study presents the first ever analysis of real-time betting behaviour of Internet casino gamblers. These findings provide a description of the Internet casino gambling behaviour evidenced by a large cohort of bettors followed prospectively for 2 years. We also identified and reported the characteristics of a distinct group of heavily involved players who comprise five percent of the overall cohort. This information will allow stakeholders to participate in evidence-based public health debate, rather than rely on conventional wisdom and professional speculation.
Although many gambling outcomes were uniform (i.e., positively correlated), we also observed a population-level split in type of gambling engagement. More specifically, the time involvement measures, duration and frequency, were negatively correlated. This suggests two styles of casino play in our sample: playing on more days during a shorter total play period, and playing less frequently but for a longer period of time. Both play styles had similar outcomes as measured by monies lost. Percent lost correlated negatively with both frequency (Spearman \( r = -0.01 \)) and duration (Spearman \( r = -0.02 \)). More frequent play was associated with a smaller percent lost than was a longer duration of play. Although future research is necessary to clarify this issue, our findings suggest that monitoring playing on adjacent days more than it reinforces playing over a longer period of time.

Heavily involved players of casino games

Similar to our earlier analysis of Internet sports gamblers, the pattern of gambling involvement in this cohort of casino gamblers was discontinuous. A 5% subgroup of the longitudinal cohort (\( n = 212 \)) was more involved in casino gambling than the rest of the cohort. It is notable that among sport gamblers, discontinuity occurred at 1% \( n = 9 \). Hence, a greater proportion of our sample of casino gamblers participated in more extreme gambling behaviour than did sports bettors. It is also worth noting that, on average, the extreme 5% subgroup lost \( \$79 \) per day compared with the remaining casino players who lost \$3.3 per day. All measures reflected this increased gambling involvement for this 5% subgroup. If such groups of heavily involved players indicate noteworthy rates of disorder, behavioural algorithms comprised of temporal, intensity and financial gambling measures might be useful indices for developing website warning systems.

Time involved and money spent

Because financial issues are arguably the most obvious consequence of pathological gambling, common sense suggests that public health attention would focus on interventions that concentrate on potential financial and/or material problems and treatment outcomes. However, an equally important consequence of pathological gambling might be how gamblers redistribute their time (i.e., spending less time with family or at work). Defined by financial risk, the extreme 5% subgroup were active casino players during a longer period, they played on more days during the time they were active, and the measure of time spent at casino sessions (i.e., median bets per day) was four times larger than the remainder of the sample. The heavily involved players played frequently, for a long duration, and were recognized by their financial commitment. However, the correlations based on the total sample suggest that some gamblers might experience personal problems unrelated to the amount of money risked. In the full sample, duration and frequency are strongly negatively correlated (Spearman \( r = -0.61 \)), and both have modest correlations with the Paris per bet (Spearman \( r = 0.05 \) and 0.09, respectively). The negative correlation could signal the presence of gamblers who played intensely but for only a few days: an episodic loss of control that could be problematic, but associated with only limited financial losses. The relatively small correlations of duration and frequency with monies wagered could signal the presence of gamblers who spent a large time playing casino games, but did not (as could not) bet more than very small sums. In this case, the time engaged in casino betting, rather than the amount lost, could be the negative outcome of disordered gambling. The time-related findings confirm the suggestions that interventions need to target a range of behaviours and that identification of disordered gambling behaviour needs to move beyond financially related consequences.

Limitations

Despite the strengths of this sample and the research focus on actual gambling behaviour, this study is not without limitations. The observed Internet betting behaviour might not represent a participant's total online gambling behaviour. In addition to playing other types of games on hubs (e.g., sports betting), unlike land-based gambling venues, bettors can access Internet sites easily, play at several venues and move among them readily. The preferred payback rates vary from site to site and it would not be unusual for gamblers to shop for the most favourable rates. It also is possible that multiple individuals bet using the same account. The casino games players in this study were a minority (9%) of the longitudinal cohort. The service provider, bwin, is best known as a sports gaming service. It is possible that many gamblers where primary interest is casino games would select sites that emphasize casino games. Although epidemiological information from this and other studies derived from our longitudinal cohort\(^2\) advance our understanding of Internet gambling, additional research is necessary to determine how well these findings generalize to other types of Internet gambling. Research has indicated that game preferences at casinos and other land-based gambling venues (e.g., the lottery, bingo, casino games) depend upon the players' demographic, economic and health-related factors\(^2\) as well as cultural and social acceptability.\(^2\) Researchers now need to consider whether the observed patterns of games played at land-based gambling venues carry over to Internet gambling.

Games people play

Our data did not provide information about the specific casino games that individuals in our sample played. However, published reports of provider odds might shed light on this issue. The outcomes of casino games are governed by chance with the odds set by the provider. The website indicates that Video Poker and Slots had the lowest returns to the players, overall losses of 6.2 and 5.9%, respectively (https://www.bwin.com/games/casino). Slot machines were most favourable with a loss rate of 2.3%, followed by card games with a rate of 2.9%. It is possible that the lower fractional losses for the most heavily involved players (median = 2.5%) are due to a preference for table and card games. Similarly, the higher fractional loss (median = 5.9%) experienced by the large majority of more casual players might be consistent with a preference for slots and video poker. This is an important direction for future research and eventually could suggest directions for targeted public health interventions based on gaming preferences.

Conclusion

The purpose of our research collaboration with bwin is to provide an empirical foundation to guide the development and implementation of strategies that will protect the public health. The rapid expansion of Internet access and services creates
the acquisition of empirical evidence necessary to develop effective regulations and policies to assure public safety and health. However, an advantage of Internet capabilities is the ability to collect the actual behaviour of a large research sample over a long period of time. This allows research to collect the essence of self-report and the prohibitive logistical constraints of repeatedly surveying large samples. This study is a necessary step toward informing the wide range of gambling stakeholders about the behavioral epidemiology of Internet gambling on casino-type games. Research must next begin to identify the population segments at greater or lesser risk for developing Internet gambling-related addiction problems. The determinants for increasing or decreasing the likelihood of developing Internet gambling problems can then serve as a guide for the development of prevention and treatment programs.
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Key points

- This is the first study to provide evidence about the actual gambling behaviour of a large cohort of Internet gamblers who played casino games during a 2-year period.
- The study revealed moderate gambling behaviour at the population level: the median betting behaviour of Internet casino gamblers was to play casino games once every 2 weeks, placing a median of 49 bets of €4 each.
- A small percentage of the cohort (i.e., 2%) exhibited behaviours that deviated markedly from the average: the most involved bettors placed every fifth day, placing a median of 118 bets of €25 each.
- Two patterns of Internet casino play emerged among the cohort: playing more days during a shorter total play period, and playing less frequently but for a longer period of time. Little evidence suggested a difference in outcomes across these distinct play styles.
- Internet casino gamblers incurred greater daily losses and played less frequently (about twice a month) than Internet sports gamblers (about 7 times per month).
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Abstract

The Internet is a controversial new medium for gambling. This study presents the first longitudinal analysis of online gambling participation and activity among a population of newly subscribed Internet bettors. Our analyses indicate that this population of gamblers adapted to the new subscription service rapidly, as evidenced by quickly developing declines in population participation, number of bets, and size of stakes. Adaptation was not uniformly evident in our population. Among subgroups of heavily involved bettors, adaptation was generally slower or not apparent. Rather than adapt, involved bettors often maintained the high level of betting they escalated to in the days following subscription. This was particularly evident for one type of game: live-action betting. These involved individuals and the effect of live-action play require close scrutiny and ongoing examination.
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1. Population trends in Internet sports gambling

Ten years ago, the division on addictions published the first meta-analytically derived estimates of lifetime and past year pathological gambling for the United States and Canada (Shaffer & Hall, 2001; Shaffer, Hall, & Vander Bilt, 1997; Shaffer, Hall, & Vander Bilt,
Those point-in-time estimates indicated that 1–2% of the adult population met criteria for lifetime pathological gambling. Subsequent updates incorporating international research (Stucki & Rihs-Middel, 2007) indicate little change in these rates. Some research indicates that rates of gambling-related problems among segments of the population that gamble are higher (Gerstein et al., 1999); however, researchers still are narrowing in on the prevalence of pathological gambling in society at-large and among gamblers and other vulnerable populations (Shaffer, LaBrie, LaPlante, Nelson, & Stanton, 2004). The most recent estimate from a nationally representative survey in the United States (Petry, Stinson, & Grant, 2005) found lower population rates (i.e., 0.4%) of lifetime pathological gambling within the general population than those generated by the original meta-analyses; nevertheless, even these lower rates represent a substantial number of individuals.

The aforementioned studies provide the prevalence of respondents who, at one point-in-time, self-reported the number of gambling-related problems they experienced during certain time periods. The findings illustrate the extent of gambling and gambling-related problems in society. However, isolated retrospective self-reports are limited in terms of what they can tell us about changes in gambling behavior that occur over time, and, in response to individual or environmental events, such as new gambling opportunities. Studies that utilize a prospective design can provide detailed information about the intricacies of both internally and externally influenced behavior change.

Most of the available temporally-related research presents point-in-time estimates of self-reported gambling and gambling-related problems before and after events considered likely to produce changes, such as casino openings and lottery expansion (Costello, Compton, Keeler, & Angold, 2003; Govoni, Frisch, Rupcich, & Getty, 1998; Gran & McKeigue, 2000; Jacques & Ladouceur, 2006; Jacques, Ladouceur, & Fierland, 2000; LaBrie, Nelson et al., 2007; LaPlante & Shaffer, 2007; Room, Turner, & Ialomiteanu, 1999; Wallisch, 1996). The information provided by these studies is mixed; some studies indicate increases in gambling and gambling-related problems, others indicate no change or inconsistent patterns over time (LaPlante & Shaffer, 2007). One reason the available temporally-related research might be inconsistent is because it relies on self-reported gambling behavior. The validity and reliability of self-reported behavior is often uncertain (National Research Council, 1999) and different types of self-report can conflict for the same information (Jacques & Ladouceur, 2006; Shaffer et al., 2004).

To date, there has been no research illustrating population, or population segment, gambling trends in real time. Consequently, although the existing studies have provided important information about the effect of environmental changes on individuals' perceptions of gambling and gambling-related problems, they cannot illustrate with specificity real time changes in actual gambling in a population.

1.1. Present research

Some forms of gambling are more amenable to the study of real time gambling behavior than others. For example, machine games, such as video lottery terminals (VLTs), can be equipped with player tracking software to collect real time gambling behavior over long periods of time. Those VLT systems with central registries can even track player behavior across machines and gambling locations. Similarly, the Internet provides a unique opportunity to record and explore actual gambling behavior because many companies record all gambling and non-gambling online activity using web-based technology. Examining actual
gambling behavior avoids well-known issues related to retrospective self-reports (e.g., poor recall, self-presentation strategies, etc.), and provides an unbiased record of population trends in gambling activity.

In this paper, we present the first real-time longitudinal analysis of Internet gambling behavior among a population of new subscribers to an online gambling service, which specializes in sports betting. This population is of interest for several reasons: (a) the worldwide ramifications of recent congressional legislation defining Internet sports gambling as illegal in the United States (i.e., the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act); (b) the paucity of empirical research related to Internet gambling (e.g., Division on Addictions, 2007; Griffiths, 2001; Ialomiteanu, Adas, & M., 2002; Labrie, Laplante, Nelson, Schumann, & Shaffer, 2007; LaBrie, Shaffer, Laplante, & Wechsler, 2003; Ladd & Petry, 2002; Petry & Malina, 2004; Woodruff & Gregory, 2005); and (c) there are no longitudinal studies of actual Internet gambling activity. This study examines daily records of actual Internet gambling activities prospectively observed over a period of 18 months.

1.2. Hypotheses

Popular opinions hold that Internet gambling is a particularly virulent form of gambling, which will have profound adverse effects on the population. People have argued that certain characteristics specific to Internet gambling present additional risks for developing gambling problems, such as the lack of control over participants, the immediacy of access, and the ready availability of a wide range of types of gambling opportunities (e.g., Bulkeley, 1995; Federal Trade Commission, 2003; General Accounting Office, 2002; Griffiths, 1999, 2003; Griffiths, Parke, Wood, & Parke, 2006; Mitka, 2001). If it is correct that these characteristics are especially dangerous, we would expect to observe enduring or escalating gambling activity over time among new Internet gambling service subscribers.

Enduring or escalating betting trends should be especially evident for gambling propositions that might exaggerate the potentially dangerous characteristics of Internet gambling (i.e., games that promise relatively quicker action at any time). For Internet sports gambling, live-action betting (i.e., bets made on real-time propositions about outcomes within a sporting event), as opposed to fixed-odds betting (i.e., bets made on the outcomes of sporting events or games), might have more chance of inducing this effect. Online gambling that does not involve sports betting (i.e., casino-type games) might exceed even live-action in this respect; however, the investigation of Internet casino games is beyond the scope of this paper and we refer the reader to Labrie, Kaplan, Laplante, Nelson, and Shaffer (in press).

2. Methods

2.1. Sample

This research cohort included all persons ($N = 47,603$) who registered with the Internet betting service provider, bwin Interactive Entertainment AG (bwin), during February 2005. In this cohort, some players received promotional funds, but everyone in the sample deposited and played with their own monies. We monitored bettors for the next 18 calendar months, until August 31, 2006. We excluded persons who did not start to gamble until one month before the end of the study period (i.e., started gambling after July 31, 2006).
and persons who did not wager on sports during the study period. We further excluded persons who evidenced having exceptional financial means, because bwin exempted this subgroup from company-imposed deposit limits, which could allow for non-representative betting behaviors (N = 6).

The final sample for the analysis included 46,339 sports bettors, 42,590 (91.9%) men and 3749 (8.1%) women who reported ages ranging from 14 to 105 years (Mean = 30.36, SD = 9.86) from 84 countries, with the majority (57.5%) from Germany. Most bettors played both fixed-odds and live-action propositions at least once (n = 30,642; 66.1%); 14,961 (32.3%) played fixed-odds only, and 736 (1.6%) played live-action only.

2.2. Measures

Gambling behavior measures included aggregates of betting activity (i.e., number of bets and monies wagered per calendar day for both fixed-odds and live-action betting) for each bettor during the 18-month observation period.

2.3. Procedures

We conducted a secondary data analysis of an 18-month subscriber database obtained from bwin. We received approval from our institutional review board to conduct secondary data analyses of the available information.

2.3.1. Analyses

To generate population-level data, we first computed the number of bets and the sum of monies wagered for each bettor. We did this for each day and for each consecutive 30-day period (i.e., a prototypical “month”), starting with the individual’s registration day. All bettors had at least 18 complete 30-day periods, regardless of when they registered during February. Because not everyone had a complete 19th “month” of observation, we dropped the final month from all analyses, leaving 18 periods of 30 consecutive days, which we refer to as “months” in this report.

Next, we summed the number of bets and monies wagered over the entire sample for each month and each day. We further obtained the number of active persons (i.e., persons who had at least one bet on fixed-odds or live-action in a given month or on a given day). All analyses use these sample-level sums and thus refer to betting activity during the first, second, third etc. month or day, as defined by registration day, rather than calendar dates. That is, month 1 is comprised of a range of 30-day period calendar dates that depend on population members’ registration date.

We present population trends of betting activity over time for fixed-odds and live-action in the total sample and in the subgroup of the most involved bettors (MIB). As empirically justified by a scree-type analysis of centile plots (LaBrie, LaPlante et al., 2007), we defined the subgroup of MIBs as the top 1% of the sample regarding the variables of interest (i.e., number of bets and sum of monies staked). This strategy yielded four non-exclusive MIB groups: fixed-odds number of bets (FO-B; n = 456), fixed-odds amount of stakes (FO-S; n = 454), live-action number of bets (LA-B; n = 310), and live-action amount of stakes (LA-S; n = 313). We examined correlation matrices of the gambling behavior measures for months and days, fixed-odds and live-action betting, and gambling behavior measures and time.
3. Results

3.1. Betting activity: full sample

We examined the monthly and daily patterns for the total monies wagered (i.e., Stake), total number of bets (i.e., Bets), and total number of active persons (i.e., N Valid) using the full sample. The various measures of betting activity within game (i.e., FO and LA) all correlated at greater than .91 (Table 1), indicating that patterns of activity on all three measures were very similar. Fixed-odds and live-action betting in the full sample also correlated with each other for the various measures of betting activity (Table 2), indicating that patterns of fixed-odds and live-action activity were similar over time. For the full sample, correlations indicated decreasing gambling activity and participation over time, for both months and days (Table 3). Graphical illustration of betting activities over time shows that the greatest betting activities of the sample occurred during the very first

Table 1
Correlation matrices for fixed-odds and live-action betting behavior in the full sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stake</th>
<th>Bets</th>
<th>N Valid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-odds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Valid</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live-action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N Valid</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values above the diagonals are days and values below the diagonals are months. For all correlations, \( p < .001 \).

Table 2
Correlations between fixed-odds and live-action betting behavior by time in the full sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stake</th>
<th>Bets</th>
<th>N Valid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For all correlations, \( p < .001 \).

Table 3
Correlations of fixed-odds and live-action betting behavior with time by type of game in the full sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stake</th>
<th>Bets</th>
<th>N Valid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-odds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.65 ( ^* )</td>
<td>-0.65 ( ^* )</td>
<td>-0.59 ( ^* )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live-action</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.72 ( ^** )</td>
<td>-0.59 ( ^* )</td>
<td>-0.53 ( ^* )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>-0.83</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unless otherwise indicated, for all correlations, \( p < .001 \).
\( ^* \) \( p < .05 \).
\( ^{**} \) \( p < .01 \).
Fig. 1: Number of bets and sum of odds on fixed-odds and live-action by month and day for the full sample.
month, followed by a sharp decrease in betting activities during the first 6 months (Fig. 1). Thereafter, the activity fluctuated around a slightly increased level.

We examined the daily patterns of gambling behavior during the first 90 days to determine if the monthly analyses obscured any short-term trends. In general, the daily patterns confirmed that the highest betting activity of the sample occurred almost immediately, followed by a short increase for Bets (i.e., about one week), and then broader decreases in betting activity. All gambling behavior measures for fixed-odds and live-action betting showed the highest activity no later than on the eighth day. The daily patterns revealed periodic increases in betting activity about every seven days. This pattern was most evident for bets. The declines in betting activity were greater for fixed-odds than for live-action betting.

3.2. Betting activity: most involved bettors (MIBs)

We analyzed the patterns of betting activity (i.e., Stake and Bets) and participation (i.e., N Valid) separately for the four groups of MIBs: fixed-odds number of bets (FO-B); fixed-odds amount of stakes (FO-S); live-action number of bets (LA-B); and live-action amount of stakes (LA-S). As with the full sample, the vast majority of measures of betting activity within game (i.e., FO or LA) correlated with each other; however, unlike the full sample, the range of correlations for live-action betting was greater among the MIB groups (Table 4). In contrast with the full sample analyses, some correlations in the MIB analyses were quite small. The smallest correlation (r = .09) was between the number of active participants and the daily sums of live-action stakes over 18 months for the FO-S MIBs. Hence, for the complete sample the number of active bettors was nearly synonymous with the other measures. Interestingly, when we look at the MIB groups, we do not find this dominance of N Valid.

Compared to the full sample, betting activity on the two games over time was less consistent for the MIB groups (Table 5). Nevertheless, for most groups and variables FO N Valid rates and LA N Valid rates correlated over time. Hence, although MIB groups tended to be active on FO and LA on the same days/months, betting activity on these types of games was not necessarily synchronous (i.e., 10 of 16 correlations indicated no significant relationship between betting activities).

We observed declines in FO betting across the 18 months study period for all MIB groups (Table 6). However, the trends in LA betting across the 18 months were less consistent, and often increasing. For example, the FO-B group exhibited increases in LA Stakes and Bets over the course of the study period. Similarly, the FO-S and LA-B groups showed increases in LA Stakes during the same period. One exception was a decrease in LA Bets for the LA-S group.

During the first 90 days, FO betting activity also was inconsistent among MIBs; and, as in the analyses across months, we observed substantial increases in betting activity for a number of variables. Most notable are the increases in Bets and Stakes for the LA-B and LA-S groups, respectively. Finally, although the number of active players over time decreased for monthly and daily analyses in the full sample, the number of active MIB players did not change over time in a consistent way. Monthly and daily patterns of live-action and fixed-odds betting often conflicted for the MIB. For example, the FO-B group experienced significant decreases in FO participation across the study period, but there was no temporal relationship with LA participation during that time. Conversely,
this group evidenced no relationship between FO participation and time during the first 90
days, but showed a significant increase in LA participation during this period.

The patterns in the subgroups of the MIBs were markedly different from the full sample
and each other (Figs. 2 and 3). For the two MIB Bets groups (i.e., FO-B & LA-B), com-
pared to the generally decreasing monthly trends of fixed-odds activity, which included
broad fluctuations, the monthly patterns of live-action betting were relatively flat or
increasing. A closer examination revealed increasing trends in FO Bets for both groups.

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stake</th>
<th>Bets</th>
<th>N valid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIXED-ODDS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO-B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N valid</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N valid</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA-B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N valid</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N valid</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **LIVE-ACTION**        |        |       |         |
| **FO-B**               |        |       |         |
| Stake                  | 1.00   | 0.33**| 0.29** |
| Bets                   | 0.78   | 1.00  | 0.48    |
| N valid                | 0.42** | 0.64**| 1.00    |
| **FO-S**               |        |       |         |
| Stake                  | 0.48   | 0.39  | 0.46    |
| Bets                   | 0.82   | 1.00  | 0.50    |
| N valid                | 0.09** | 0.70  | 1.00    |
| **LA-B**               |        |       |         |
| Stake                  | 1.00   | 0.82  | 0.80    |
| Bets                   | 0.80   | 1.00  | 0.88    |
| N valid                | 0.74   | 0.87  | 1.00    |
| **LA-S**               |        |       |         |
| Stake                  | 1.00   | 0.62  | 0.76    |
| Bets                   | 0.61** | 1.00  | 0.62    |
| N valid                | 0.55   | 0.91  | 1.00    |

Values above the diagonals are days and values below the diagonals are months. Unless otherwise indicated, for
all correlations, \( p < .001 \). ns = not significant.

\*\( p < .05 \).
\**\( p < .01 \).
Table 5
Correlations between fixed-odds and live-action betting behavior by time in the most involved bettor subgroups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stake</th>
<th>Bets</th>
<th>N valid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO-B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.02ns</td>
<td>0.31ns</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.32**</td>
<td>0.05ns</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>0.56*</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0.08ns</td>
<td>0.15*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA-B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.34ns</td>
<td>0.35ns</td>
<td>0.35ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.10ns</td>
<td>0.23*</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.09ns</td>
<td>0.65**</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.02ns</td>
<td>-0.12ns</td>
<td>-0.07ns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unless otherwise indicated, for all correlations, \( p < .001 \). ns = not significant.
* \( p < .05 \).
** \( p < .01 \).

Table 6
Correlations of fixed-odds and live-action betting behavior with time by type of game in the full sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Stake</th>
<th>Bets</th>
<th>N valid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FIXED-ODDS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO-B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.51*</td>
<td>-0.50*</td>
<td>-0.64*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.18ns</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>0.09ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.72**</td>
<td>-0.65**</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>-0.15ns</td>
<td>0.04ns</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA-B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.69**</td>
<td>-0.68**</td>
<td>-0.68**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>-0.01ns</td>
<td>0.22*</td>
<td>-0.01ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>-0.76</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>-0.22*</td>
<td>-0.29**</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LIVE-ACTION</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO-B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>0.66**</td>
<td>0.49*</td>
<td>-0.01ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>-0.01ns</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FO-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>0.53*</td>
<td>0.15ns</td>
<td>-0.43ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>-0.03ns</td>
<td>0.29*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA-B</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>0.48*</td>
<td>0.20ns</td>
<td>0.38ns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LA-S</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months</td>
<td>0.04ns</td>
<td>-0.55*</td>
<td>-0.54*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Days</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unless otherwise indicated, for all correlations, \( p < .001 \). ns = not significant.
* \( p < .05 \).
** \( p < .01 \).
Fig. 2. Number of bow on landings and landings by month and day for the most involved offender on Bus.
during approximately the first 30 days, followed by leveling and indications of decreasing activity. In contrast, whereas LA Bets were unchanged over time for the FO-B group, LA Bets increased steadily during the first 90 days for the LA-B group.

For the two MIB Stakes groups (i.e., FO-S & LA-S), the monthly trends for Stakes were essentially the same as for Bets among the Bets groups. However, trends during the first 90 days were occasionally dissimilar. For example, among the FO-S group, there was a much more dramatic decrease in FO Stakes following an initial increase during approximately the first 30 days — yielding an inverse U-shaped trend. In addition, rather than staying relatively flat, during this time LA Stakes increased for the FO-S group. Trends for the LA-S groups and LA-B groups on Stakes and Bets, respectively, were similar.

4. Discussion

This study presents the first longitudinal analysis of real time Internet sports gambling behavior for a large sample of newly subscribed gamblers. Patterns of gambling behavior in our population were consistent for activity (i.e., number of bets and size of stakes) and for games (i.e., FO and LA). There were, however, notable magnitude differences over time for games: the number of bets people made for FO always exceeded those for LA, and by the third month of the study period, the amount of stakes placed on LA bets always exceeded those for FO. In other words, the population cumulatively made fewer, but larger bets on LA compared to FO. Any changes in population-level observations over time might be attributable to subscriber attrition in our population.

In the introduction, we speculated that LA betting might be riskier than FO betting. These results lend some support to this speculation because the population made fewer, but larger LA wagers. Alternatively, the results might only reflect the better odds and smaller cost of gambling on LA games (nearly 50/50). People might be wagering more on LA games because they have a greater statistical likelihood of winning. It is worth noting that earlier research indicated that fewer subscribers participated in LA than FO betting (LaBrie, LaPlante et al., 2007); so, the small number of people involved in LA betting was likely to be responsible for these higher rates.

We observed decreasing trends of gambling behavior over time. This was true for monthly and daily analyses. Actual participation (i.e., N Valid) also declined uniformly and most obviously during the first 90 days. Consequently, we did not find evidence to support concerns that Internet gambling will overwhelm populations of gamblers, causing escalating rates of participation, or even sustained rates of participation. Rather, our daily analyses of gambling activity indicated rapid adaptation to the new service, as illustrated by a short-term increase in activity, peaking by the eighth day of activity and rapidly declining thereafter. This pattern is consistent with prototypical adaptation curves for populations (LaPlante & Shaffer, 2007). The intra-curve peaks in activity occurred every seventh day. This pattern might reflect fan-based betting (i.e., weekly games); similar to the overall pattern for gambling, this weekly cycle also degrades over time after an initial increase in interest. Both LA and FO gambling seemed to reach a fairly stable lower level, around which population activity fluctuated. Longer term analyses will be necessary to provide important information about the stability of these initial findings.
It is important to note that the rapid adaptation observed among this population of gamblers might only generalize to people who already gamble. It is likely that the people who are new subscribers to an Internet service already have some gambling experience in their lifetime; though, there likely will be some exceptions to this rule. On the other hand, the novelty of Internet gambling is more likely the rule, and even those people who gambled previously might not have gambled exactly this way and this conveniently. Additional research on different populations is required to determine whether the observed patterns are specific to gamblers, or might generalize to people who are newly exposed to gambling and/or Internet gambling. Research on gambling exposure effects (LaPlante & Shaffer, 2007; Shaffer, Vander Bilt, & Hall, 1999; Volberg, 2002) suggest that newly exposed people might differ, by taking a longer time to adapt, from people who already gamble.

4.1. Gambling Involvement and gambling behavior over time

We identified and examined four groups of involved bettors: groups of individuals who were in the top 1% of behavioral distributions for FO Bets, LA Bets, FO Stake, and LA Stake. Previous analyses indicated that the cumulative gambling behavior of such involved bettors is distinct from the population as a whole (LaBrie, LaPlante et al., 2007). Our longitudinal analyses were consistent with these analyses. For example, whereas measures of betting activity correlated with each other within the full sample, relationships among these measures were weaker and less consistent for betting activity in the MIB groups. This was particularly evident for LA betting, indicating more independent betting activity. This observation is consistent with a greater focus and attention to the type of game of choice and betting activity among MIB groups.

Compared to the full population, we also observed greater variation in individuals' activities across game types. Whereas stakes and bets were very similar for FO and LA activity in the full sample, in the MIB groups, betting activity on one type of game was relatively independent of activity on the other game. This was apparent even though MIBs, regardless of group, tended to be active or inactive on FO and LA betting at the same time. These findings suggest that individuals who were members of MIB subgroups were not necessarily extreme in all of their betting activity on both games. Unlike in the full population, for MIB groups, elevated activity on one game did not spill over to another game.

The MIB groups also were distinct from the full population in terms of adaptation. That is, we did not always observe evidence of rapid adaptation in the MIB groups. Rather, three of the MIB groups showed escalating patterns of LA gambling behavior during the first 90 days of activity. LA betting was relatively flat during this period for the FO-B group. This contrasts sharply with population analyses, which reveal relatively sharp declines for both FO and LA activity starting by the eight day of activity, at the latest. Hence, for very involved bettors, participation in LA gambling became increasingly attractive after their initial foray—monthly analyses indicated that these MIBs maintained their interest for the study duration. In contrast, FO behavior did not confirm an escalating trend, but more closely approximated patterns of adaptation, with longer term increases in activity evident, followed by flattening and/or decline. Adaptation, however, was not rapid as in the full sample, and this trend only seemed to emerge after 45 days or so.
4.2. Limitations

Although the findings presented here provide a unique and seminal description of actual Internet sports gambling behavior, some limitations are worth discussing. For example, we cannot determine whether the individuals who subscribed to the betting service subscribed and/or participated in multiple online gambling activities. It is possible that subscribers offset the decreases in gambling activities on this service by going to another service. If this is the case, this study would underestimate our participants' overall Internet gambling activity. We also cannot determine whether multiple individuals used the same gambling service subscription account. If so, the total number of people contributing to sums of bets and stakes would increase. Other information in our database is difficult to verify. For example, the age range for our study included ages 14–105. Although it is certainly possible for individuals of these ages to subscribe and bet, it is also possible that some of the age outliers indicate inaccurate self-reporting by subscribers.

Individuals who comprised our MIB groups could belong to multiple MIB groups. Future research should include in depth analyses of overlap among MIB groups to isolate individuals who fall in the extreme ends of distributions and determine whether their patterns of gambling are distinct from those presented here. Our findings do not specifically address issues related to gambling-related problems. Consequently, the clinical relevance of our findings is not yet known. However, from a public health perspective, the analyses presented here provide researchers, policy-makers, and public health interests with important information about how Internet gambling can influence gambling behavior. Additional studies are necessary to uncover both the implications for psychopathology and other tangible consequences of gambling-related problems, such as ruined finances and social relationships.

4.3. Concluding thoughts

Although there has been much speculation about the nature of Internet gambling and its potential effect on gamblers, to date, research on this topic has been restricted to gamblers' self-reported gambling. At the population-level, this research challenges common assumptions that Internet gambling will stimulate excessive patterns of gambling. This study revealed that new Internet gambling subscribers tended to adapt fairly quickly to betting using the service. However, for individuals who are very involved in Internet gambling (i.e., MIBs), there might still be cause for concern. Adaptation was not uniformly apparent in the population, particularly for one type of game – LA betting. Heavily involved individuals and LA betting warrant closer attention.
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Abstract The recent expansion of Internet gambling has stimulated debate, policy, and research on this relatively new phenomenon and its potential consequences. The current study focuses on bettors experiencing problems by sampling Internet gamblers who imposed limits on the amount they were allowed to deposit to a betting site. We analyzed the betting transactions over 18 months of all gamblers who subscribed to an online betting site in February, 2005 (N = 47,134), 567 of whom utilized the site’s self-limit feature. Self-limiting gamblers played a wider variety of games and placed more bets than others prior to imposing limits. After imposing limits, self-limiters reduced their activity, but did not reduce the amount they wagered per bet. Time spent gambling, not just money spent, appears to be an important indicator of gambling problems. Self-limit programs appear to be promising options for Internet gamblers at-risk for gambling problems.
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Introduction

The advent and expansion of Internet gambling during the past decade has caused considerable controversy among policymakers (e.g., Richel 2004), advocates (e.g., No More Gambling 2005), and researchers alike (e.g., Smeaton and Griffiths 2004). User anonymity, increased access to gambling, and lack of regulation of online betting services raise...
suspicions that Internet gambling might facilitate the development of gambling-related problems (Griffiths 2003). Given the number of poor mental health outcomes associated with disordered gambling, the potential that Internet gambling can lead to gambling problems is a significant public health concern (Petry 2006).

Research on Internet Gambling

Speculation about the risks of Internet gambling is abundant, but there is little consensus about the prevalence of Internet gambling (estimates range from 0.2% in the UK to 36.5% among Detroit casino-goers; American Gaming Association 2006; Griffiths 2001; Ialomiteanu and Adlaf 2002; LaBrie et al. 2003; Ladd and Petry 2002; Meekerk et al. 2005; Petry 2006; Petry and Mallya 2004; Welte et al. 2002; Woodruff and Gregory 2005). Further, there is very little research about the prevalence of disordered Internet gambling. Three published studies (Ladd and Petry 2002; Petry 2006; Petry and Mallya 2004), all using convenience samples, have investigated the relationship between Internet gambling and gambling problems. One of these studies found that among a sample of people seeking free or reduced-cost treatment at a health care center, participants who reported Internet gambling endorsed more gambling problems according to the South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS: Lesieur and Blume 1987) than other gamblers (Ladd and Petry 2002); another found that, among a similar sample of people seeking health care, disordered gamblers (i.e., those endorsing 5+ criteria on the SOGS) were more likely to report Internet gambling than other gamblers (Petry 2006); the last found no relationship between Internet gambling and SOGS scores among health center employees (Petry and Mallya 2004). All of these studies relied on self-reported gambling behavior.

The first empirical study of actual Internet gambling behavior (LaBrie et al. 2007a) examined the betting behavior during eight months of more than 40,000 online gamblers who subscribed consecutively to an Internet betting service. The study found that Internet sports gamblers typically made a few small bets every four or five days, and that those who bet the most were not necessarily the bettors who lost the most. Only a few bettors (i.e., approximately 1% for each variable) deviated from this basic pattern. The authors concluded that detecting problem gamblers might require knowing more than their typical gambling behavior; unusual patterns of play and changes in behavior could contribute to improving identification. A consequent study confirmed this suspicion; among the same sample of Internet betting service subscribers, most subscribers adapted their behavior by reducing their participation, bets, and bet size, but heavily involved bettors failed to adapt, instead maintaining a high level of involvement (LaPlante et al. 2008).

One way to identify people for whom gambling has become problematic, both on land and online, is to study people who seek treatment or employ self-help strategies for their gambling behavior (LaBrie et al. 2007b). Self-exclusion and self-limit programs employed by casinos are two examples of self-help programs whose enrollees likely have problems with gambling.

Self-Exclusion and Self-Limit Programs: Land-Based Casinos

Self-exclusion and self-limit programs have become popular tools for casinos attempting to provide responsible gaming services to their patrons. Self-exclusion programs allow patrons to ban themselves from casinos (see Napolitano 2003; Nowatzki and Williams 2002), requesting that these casinos do not allow them on the premises or accept their money and, in some cases, that their trespass result in criminal prosecution (e.g., the
Missouri Voluntary Exclusion Program: Labrie et al. 2007b; Nower and Blaszczynski 2006). Self-limit programs, enforced by casinos, allow patrons to impose limits on certain gambling-related activities (e.g., the ability to cash checks or obtain credit at a given casino: American Gaming Association 2003). Though self-exclusion and self-limit programs are not equivalent and likely attract different clientele, both serve gamblers who are seeking help to regulate their gambling behavior.

Research about self-exclusion programs has demonstrated that, not surprisingly, the majority of people who utilize the service meet criteria for having clinically significant problems with gambling (Ladouceur et al. 2000), and that self-exclusions, to some extent, increase with closer gambling proximity and greater availability (Labrie et al. 2007b). These findings support the concept that self-exclusion is a good indicator that gambling problems are present among those seeking exclusion.

Self-limit programs, which might be considered a harm reduction technique, likely attract people with gambling problems who wish to regulate better, but not necessarily stop, their gambling. However, prior to this report, there has been no published empirical research about self-limit programs or their enrollees.

In addition to serving as potentially useful markers of samples with gambling problems, self-exclusion and self-limit programs can be evaluated to assess their effectiveness in reducing or eliminating gambling problems. As stated above, to date, no empirical research has been conducted on self-limit programs. The one available longitudinal study of casino self-exclusion found that participants, interviewed 6–21 months after selfexcluding, were generally satisfied with the program and reported a reduction in gambling problems after joining the program (Ladouceur et al. 2007).

Self-Exclusion and Self-Limit Programs: Applications to Internet Gambling

Until now, no research has examined how self-exclusion and self-limit tools might extend to online gambling. As part of a research collaboration with the Division on Addictions, the online betting company, bwIn Interactive Entertainment, AG (bwIn) implemented a self-limit program. At the time of this study, bwIn had a default limit on deposits €5,000 in a 30 day period and €1,000 in a 24-h period. Through the bwIn self-limit program, subscribers can impose lower limits on the amount they are allowed to deposit in a given month; the company computer system then enforces these limits. Our interest in this potentially at-risk population segment (i.e., subscribers who impose self-limits) rests on the assumption that self-imposition of limits, similar to enrollment in self-exclusion and self-limit programs in land-based casinos, could be an indicator of potential disordered gambling. Subscribers who impose limits on their online gambling accounts likely recognize that they are, or perhaps have been in the past, (a) capable of gambling more than they intend, (b) not able to control their gambling involvement without help, and/or (c) at-risk for excessive gambling. Given the possibility that this population segment has experienced these or other gambling concerns or problems, examining their gambling behavior prior to initiating self-limits might provide information about how disordered gambling manifests among online gamblers. In turn, examining how that behavior changes after adopting lower limits will measure the effectiveness of a self-limit strategy.

Current Study

The current study investigates the prospective longitudinal gambling behavior of bwIn subscribers who elected to self-limit their gambling expenditures. The database for this
study consists of the daily aggregate of individuals' betting transactions and avoids the inaccuracies incumbent in self-report. Based on the assumptions listed above, we hypothesized that subscribers who imposed self-limits would be more heavily involved than other subscribers in Internet gambling prior to self-limiting their gambling behaviors, and that their gambling behaviors would improve (i.e., decreased stakes, bets, and frequency of betting) after the imposition of limits. We also explored how self-limitation related to type of bets placed (i.e., fixed-odds or live-action sport betting, poker, or other games).

Method

Participants

Participants included 47,603 Internet gamblers who subscribed to bwin during February 2005 and placed bets on that site between February 2005 and September 2006. We excluded participants who had not placed a bet by August 1st, 2006 to ensure at least a month of exposure after active betting behavior began. This reduced the sample to 47,478 subscribers. Five hundred and ninety-three of those subscribers imposed self-limits on their accounts between the beginning of November 2005—when bwin implemented their self-limit policy—and the end of March 2006. This sampling time period allowed us to measure these participants' gambling behavior for at least six months after they had elected self-limits. We excluded participants who placed limits on their accounts between April 1st 2006 and August 31st 2006, as well as participants who placed self-limits on their accounts that were the same or higher than bwin-imposed limits, resulting in a final sample of 47,134 (567 self-limiters (1.2%) and 46,567 other subscribers (98.8%)).

Though the vast majority of bwin subscribers engage primarily in sports betting, subscribers also can engage in other activities, such as casino games or poker. Within the sample of 47,134, there were 12,121 subscribers (25.7%) who played games on the site in addition to or instead of placing fixed-odds and/or live-action wagers on sport events.

Procedures

We obtained from bwin de-identified datasets of all transactions made on their site over the 18 month study period by individuals who subscribed to the betting service during February, 2005. We obtained approval from the Cambridge Health Alliance Institutional Review Board to conduct secondary data analyses on these datasets.

Measures

The daily aggregate betting database provided by bwin includes information necessary to create variables measuring betting behavior. These include days from first to last bet within the 18 month time period of the study (i.e., duration), percents of days on which a bet was placed (i.e., frequency), number of bets placed per day (i.e., bets/day), average bet size (i.e., stakes/bet), stakes wagered (i.e., total wagered), stakes wagered minus winnings (i.e., net loss), and net loss divided by amount wagered (i.e., % loss). The database also provides information about demographics and types of games played. In this paper, we focus on two forms of sports gambling—fixed-odds, and live-action—as well as betting on poker and other games (e.g., casino, lottery). Fixed-odds betting refers to the
more familiar type of sports wager in which players bet on the outcome of future athletic events. Live-action bets can be placed in real time on propositions posed by *bwin* while the sporting event is in progress (e.g., who will score the next goal). Fixed-odds bets are relatively slow-cycling betting propositions. The bets can be made well in advance of the event and the outcome of bets made just before the event begins may not be known for hours. Live-action sports betting provides many relatively quick-paced betting propositions. For both types of bets the players accept the payoff offered at the time of the bet. The other games available at *bwin* include casino games, Supertoto, soft games, lottery, flash casino, and poker.

**Analysis Plan**

We first aggregated daily betting behavior and derived measures for self-limiting subscribers before and after they first imposed limits. Because the time periods of pre-limit and post-limit betting varied for each self-limiting subscriber and were not directly comparable to the betting time periods of subscribers who did not utilize self-limits, we focused our analysis on betting behaviors that were averages (e.g., bets/day) or proportions (e.g., % loss) rather than sums (e.g., total number of bets). We also created variables that controlled for duration, as we describe in more detail later.

We conducted descriptive analyses of the characteristics of self-limiting subscribers compared to the rest of the sample, as well as the limits they imposed. Next, we compared the pre-limit behavior of self-limiting subscribers to the rest of the sample. We then examined the change in the betting behavior of self-limiters after they imposed limits. We conducted all of these analyses separately for participants' live-action and fixed-odds betting, as well as their betting on poker and other games (i.e., casino, Supertoto, soft-games, lottery, and flash games combined). We also conducted analyses examining the change in betting behavior of self-limiting subscribers by their preferred game, defined as the game on which they wagered the most money. Subscribers who did not have pre-limit data for a given game were excluded from comparisons to the rest of the sample. Subscribers who did not have both pre-limit and post-limit data for a given game were excluded from pre-post analyses. To adjust for the number of comparisons (i.e., approximately 60 primary comparisons), we utilized a Bonferroni correction resulting in an alpha level for each test of $p = 0.0009$, which we rounded to $p < 0.001$, to obtain a study-wide alpha level of $p < 0.05$.

**Results**

Five hundred and sixty-seven subscribers to *bwin* (1.2% of the final sample) chose to impose self-limits between November 1st, 2005 and March 31st, 2006. Self-limits, which subscribers imposed on the amount they were allowed to deposit within a 30 day period, ranged from €9.27 to €4,177.55. Approximately seven percent (7.1%) of self-limiters (SLs) placed limits on their accounts prior to engaging in any betting, and 10.6% ceased all betting after imposing self-limits.

Four hundred and ninety-eight (87.8%) of SLs made no further changes to their self-imposed limits during the course of the study (i.e., by the beginning of September, 2006). Fifty-two SLs (9.2%) changed their self-limit once, 6 (1.1%) changed their limits twice, and 11 (1.9%) changed their limits three or more times. SLs who changed their limits only once tended to decrease the amount they were allowed to deposit (41 of 52, 78.8%); those
who changed their limit more than once tended to fluctuate (16 of 17 fluctuated; the other increased steadily).

Self-Limiter Demographics

SLs came from 20 different countries; the five most prevalent countries of residence were Germany (61.2%), Turkey (7.2%), Poland (6.5%), France (6.3%), and Spain (3.4%). These were also the five most prevalent countries of residence in the rest of the sample (i.e., non-SLs). Compared to non-SLs, SLs were slightly younger ($M = 20.3$, compared to $M = 30.4$, $t(47132) = 2.53, p < .05$), and slightly more likely to be male, (95.9% compared to 91.7%, $\chi^2(1) = 13.30, p < .01$), though these findings did not reach significance at $p < .001$.

Self-Limiter Game Choices

All but five SLs placed fixed-odds bets (99.1%); this proportion was only slightly higher than that of non-SLs (96.0%, $\chi^2(1) = 14.1, p < .001$). However, 81.7% of SLs placed live-action bets, compared to only 65.8% of other subscribers, $\chi^2(1) = 63.0, p < .001$. More than 30% (31.4%) of SLs played other games online at bwin, compared to 25.6% of other subscribers, $\chi^2(1) = 9.7, p < .01$. Figure 1 illustrates the pattern of games played by SLs and non-SLs. On average, SLs played 2.5 types of games (including fixed-odds and live-action betting), compared to an average of 2.1 games for non-SLs, $t(47132) = 9.57, p < .001$.

Self-Limiter Pre-Limit Gambling Behavior

Five hundred and twenty-seven SLs (92.9%) placed bets prior to imposing limits on their play. The average duration from first bet to self-imposition of limits for these 527 was 213 days (median = 247 days). For comparison, the study duration was 549–577 days.

![Fig. 1 Game choice of SLs and non-SLs. SL = self-limiter; non-SL = non-self-limiter (i.e., rest of the sample)](image-url)
depending on date of enrollment, and the average duration from first to last bet in the entire sample was 299 days (median = 350 days).

We first compared SLs' behavior to that of non-SLs for all sports gambling, and then compared their behavior to that of non-SLs for fixed-odds and live-action betting separately. We also compared SLs' and non-SLs' behavior for poker and for other games (i.e., casino, softgames, supereto, flash, and lottery).

For combined betting on both fixed-odds and live-action propositions, prior to imposing self-limits, SLs bet on more days within their interval of betting and placed more bets per day than non-SLs. However, they wagered less money per bet. Their total wagered and net loss were not significantly different from non-SLs ($M = 3224.98$ vs. $M = 2724.81$, $t(45960) = 0.94$, $p > .05$, and $M = 362.98$ vs. $M = 253.78$, $t(45960) = 2.15$, $p > .01$, respectively), even though they did not have the full range of possible betting days afforded the rest of the sample (i.e., their duration could only entail the time from registration to limit-setting, whereas non-SLs' duration entailed the time from registration until either account close or the end of the study). To correct for this, we created two variables, net loss divided by duration and amount wagered divided by duration. On these variables, SLs and non-SLs did not differ significantly. Finally, SLs' % loss was similar to that of non-SLs. Table 1 summarizes these findings.

Separate comparisons of fixed-odds and live-action betting revealed similar patterns. Almost everyone placed fixed-odds bets (SLs = 98.7%; non-SLs = 96.0%) and fixed-odds betting mirrored the pattern of significant differences observed for total sports wagering: SLs bet more frequently and made more but smaller bets per day than non-SLs. Prior to placing their limits, live-action betting was more popular among SLs (75.3%) than non-SLs (65.8%), $\chi^2(1) = 21.2$, $p < .001$. For live-action betting, SLs also placed more bets per day but wagered less money per bet than non-SLs. However, the live-action frequency did not differ significantly between SLs and non-SLs (see Table 1).

SLs who played poker prior to placing limits (5% of SLs) did not differ significantly on any of the available poker variables from non-SLs who played poker (8% of non-SLs). The 22% of SLs (prior to placing limits) and 22% of non-SLs who played other games (i.e., casino, supereto, flash, lottery, and/or softgames) did not differ significantly on any variables related to those other games except the amount wagered per bet. Non-SLs wagered more per bet on other games than SLs (see Table 1).

Though the comparisons between SLs and non-SLs detected statistically reliable differences, the effect sizes, presented in Table 1, indicate that all of these differences were small.

Self-Limiter Post-Limit Gambling Behavior

Five hundred and seven SLs (89.4%) continued to bet after imposing limits on their play. We first compared SLs' post-limit behavior to their pre-limit behavior for combined sports gambling, and then compared their behavior for fixed-odds and live-action betting, as well
### Table 1: Gambling behavior of SLs before imposing limits, compared to the rest of the sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>All sports betting (M($D))</th>
<th>Fixed-odds betting (M($D))</th>
<th>Live-action betting (M($D))</th>
<th>Poker* (M($D))</th>
<th>Other games (M($D))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL (pre-limit, n = 522)</td>
<td>Non-SL (n = 45,639)</td>
<td>SL (pre-limit, n = 44,705)</td>
<td>SL (pre-limit, n = 39,626)</td>
<td>SL (pre-limit, n = 10,657)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>33.42* (26.05*)</td>
<td>32.62* (26.62*)</td>
<td>0.0004 (34.12)</td>
<td>33.04 &lt;0.0000</td>
<td>43.26 &lt;0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily</td>
<td>6.72* (5.90)</td>
<td>6.46* (5.40)</td>
<td>0.0010 (5.65)</td>
<td>0.0004 (4.45*)</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stake/bet (Euro)</td>
<td>6.57* (12.00*)</td>
<td>11.46* (7.73*)</td>
<td>0.0012 (11.05*)</td>
<td>0.0066</td>
<td>14.61* &lt;0.0016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagered** duration</td>
<td>16.90 (16.96)</td>
<td>-0.0000 (7.00)</td>
<td>0.0002 (17.40)</td>
<td>16.55 &lt;0.0000</td>
<td>23.50 &lt;0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National/ duration (9.93)</td>
<td>1.09 (2.61)</td>
<td>0.0001 (1.71)</td>
<td>0.0001 (2.33)</td>
<td>0.0001 (7.82)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Lost</td>
<td>0.25 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.28 (0.31)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0000 (0.19)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.26)</td>
<td>0.0002 (0.20)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SL = self-limiter; Non-SL = rest of the sample. Frequency is percent of days within interval from first to last bet of first set time or first set time imposition for pre-limit behavior of SLs on which a bet was placed; Wagered = total amount wagered; Net loss = sum of wagers minus sum of winnings; % Loss = net loss/amount wagered; Duration = interval from first to last bet. Bonferroni correction resulted in an alpha criterion of .001 for significance.

* Significant difference between SLs and non-SLs, p < .001.

* Information for poker limited to aggregate wager and winning amounts.
as poker and other games separately. Finally, we considered SLs’ pre- and post-limit
betting behavior on their preferred game, defined as the game on which they wagered the
most money prior to imposing limits.

Generally, SLs’ behavior after imposing self-limits moved in the direction of fewer bets
and less money bet. As Table 2 shows, overall, SLs significantly reduced their number of
sports bets per day after imposing self-limits. Amount wagered on sports bets, controlling
for duration, also decreased. Frequency of betting days, amount wagered per bet, net loss,
and % loss did not change for overall sports betting.

Table 2 also summarizes separate comparisons of fixed-odds and live-action betting, as
well as poker and other games. Fixed-odds betting demonstrated a similar pattern of
change to that found for overall sports betting. For fixed-odds betting, SLs reduced the
frequency of days on which they bet, placed fewer bets per day, and reduced their total
amount wagered, controlling for duration, after imposing limits. For live-action betting,
poker, and other games, SLs who continued to play did not significantly change their
behavior after imposing limits; this might be due, particularly for poker and other games, to
the limited number of cases in these subsamples.

As measured by the amount they wagered on each game, the majority of SLs preferred
fixed-odds (64.1%) or live-action (22.4%) betting prior to imposing limits. Less than 2%
(1.9%) preferred poker, and 9.9% preferred other games. Analysis of post-limit changes in
betting behavior by preferred game did not reveal any unique trends. SLs significantly
reduced the number of bets they placed per day on their preferred game after imposing
limits. Their frequency of betting, and the overall amount they wagered also decreased, but
these decreases did not reach significance ($p < .01$). SLs did not alter the size of
their bets and their net loss and % loss did not change (see Table 3).

Self-Limiter Post-Limit Strategies: Abstinence vs. Harm Reduction

Some differences between fixed-odds, live-action, and other forms of betting behavior
before and after self-limits possibly reflect different player strategies to stop or limit play
on these different types of betting. The previous analyses examined behavior only from
individuals who continued to engage in each type of betting after imposing limits. To
address this issue, we compared the proportion of SLs who initiated and ceased different
types of betting before and after imposing limits (see Fig. 2), and also investigated whether
SLs’ preferred game changed after imposing limits (see Table 4).

SLs’ likelihood to stop betting on a given game after imposing limits differed signifi-
cantly by game ($\chi^2(3) = 22.2, p < .001$). More SLs stopped placing bets on live-action
after imposing limits (29.9%) than stopped placing bets on fixed-odds (13.8%). SLs who
played poker or other games were even more likely to stop play on those games after
imposing limits—23.3% and 31.4%, respectively. Figure 2 displays pre- and post-limit
play for fixed-odds, live-action, poker, and other games. The percentages in the figure
differ from percentages presented above because the percentages presented above consider
all SLs who played a given game prior to imposing limits, whereas the percentages in the
figure reflect all SLs who played a given game either before or after imposing limits.

Analysis of preferred game revealed that the majority of players continued to prefer the
same game after imposing limits, but that the proportion who stopped betting or switched
their preferred game differed by type of game ($\chi^2(16) = 542.6, p < .001$). Three quarters
of SLs who initially preferred fixed-odds betting continued to prefer fixed-odds after
imposing limits, and 11% stopped betting. However, only 64% of preferred live-action
Table 2 Gambling behavior of SLs before and after imposing limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>All sports betting M(SD) [n = 461]</th>
<th>Fixed-odds betting M(SD) [n = 448]</th>
<th>Live-action betting M(SD) [n = 314]</th>
<th>Poker* M(SD) [n = 23]</th>
<th>Other games M(SD) [n = 85]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>SL</td>
<td>SL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pre-limit</td>
<td>post-limit</td>
<td>pre-limit</td>
<td>post-limit</td>
<td>pre-limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>32.45 (29.20)</td>
<td>28.88 (25.99)</td>
<td>31.85* (29.80)</td>
<td>28.88 (23.85)</td>
<td>33.79 (33.66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bet/day</td>
<td>6.88* (6.84)</td>
<td>5.88* (6.87)</td>
<td>5.82* (5.39)</td>
<td>5.82* (4.27)</td>
<td>5.82* (5.39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0350</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stakes/Bet (Euros)</td>
<td>6.54 (11.35)</td>
<td>7.41 (13.29)</td>
<td>5.98 (10.59)</td>
<td>6.24 (10.36)</td>
<td>8.18 (16.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0020</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagered/duration</td>
<td>17.77* (59.03)</td>
<td>12.63* (33.71)</td>
<td>7.10* (15.44)</td>
<td>4.3* (8.51)</td>
<td>20.39 (66.18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0100</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>0.0340</td>
<td>21.12 (43.23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>0.0060</td>
<td>21.50 (25.75)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&lt;0.0000</td>
<td>21.12 (25.75)</td>
<td>21.50 (25.75)</td>
<td>21.50 (25.75)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss/duration</td>
<td>3.02 (10.24)</td>
<td>2.56 (8.98)</td>
<td>2.04 (8.30)</td>
<td>1.14 (5.13)</td>
<td>2.17 (7.38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0010</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.0070</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
<td>0.0059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.37 (5.54)</td>
<td>3.66 (3.60)</td>
<td>3.66 (3.60)</td>
<td>3.66 (3.60)</td>
<td>0.0880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>(8.62)</td>
<td>(8.62)</td>
<td>(8.62)</td>
<td>(8.62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Loss</td>
<td>0.23 (0.36)</td>
<td>0.25 (0.49)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0000</td>
<td>0.26 (0.47)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.19 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.26 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.45)</td>
<td>0.26 (0.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.1080</td>
<td>0.14 (0.49)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.49)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.49)</td>
<td>0.14 (0.49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.22 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.48)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
<td>0.0500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SL = self-limiter; non-SL = rest of the sample. Frequency = percent of days within interval from first to last bet (or first bet to limit imposition for pre-limit behavior of SLs) on which a bet was placed. Wagered = total amount wagered. Net loss = sum of wagers minus sum of winnings; % Loss = net loss/amount wagered. Duration = interval from first to last bet. Bonferroni correction resulted in an alpha criterion of .001 for significance.

* Significant difference between pre-limit and post-limit, p < .001

Information for poker limited to aggregate wager and winning amounts.
Table 3  Gambling behavior of SLs on preferred game before and after imposing limits. [M(SD)]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>SL pre-limit</th>
<th>SL post-limit</th>
<th>$\eta^2$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency ($N = 441$)</td>
<td>32.52 (30.08)</td>
<td>27.80 (26.30)</td>
<td>0.0160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bets/day ($N = 441$)</td>
<td>7.79 (9.42)*</td>
<td>6.28 (7.91)*</td>
<td>0.0460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wagered/duration ($N = 441$)</td>
<td>9.20 (19.01)</td>
<td>9.49 (20.16)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net loss/duration ($N = 452$)</td>
<td>28.34 (97.79)</td>
<td>18.64 (61.89)</td>
<td>0.0170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Loss ($N = 452$)</td>
<td>0.22 (0.35)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.52)</td>
<td>&lt;0.0000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SL = self-limiter; non-SL = rest of the sample. Frequency = percent of days within interval from first to last bet (or first bet to limit imposition for pre-limit behavior of SLs) on which a bet was placed; Wagered = total amount wagered; Net loss = sum of wagers minus sum of winnings; % Loss = net loss/ amount wagered; Duration = interval from first to last bet. $N$'s differ for each analysis because three variables were not available for SLs who preferred poker. Bonferroni correction resulted in an alpha criterion of .001 for significance.

* $p < .001$

Fig. 2  Play patterns of self-limiters before and after imposing limits. The y-axis refers to percent of SLs playing the given game who fell into the given category on the x-axis.

Bettors continued to prefer live-action after imposing limits—21% switched to fixed-odds, and 13% stopped betting. See Table 4.

Discussion

Previous research with this sample of bwin subscribers has shown that, as a whole, the sample demonstrates relatively moderate betting behavior, as demonstrated by frequency of betting (i.e., less than half of available days and fewer than 4 bets per betting day) and amount bet (i.e., <$5 Euros per bet) (LaBrie et al. 2007a). The current study focused on a sub-sample who likely experienced or were at-risk for gambling problems: subscribers who placed limits on the amount they could deposit into their bwin betting account. Analyses of these subscribers' betting behavior before and after they placed self-limits confirmed our...
Table 4 Preferred games of SLs before and after imposing self-limits

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preferred game prior to self-limit</th>
<th>Preferred game after self-limit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>None (no bets placed)</td>
<td>None (no bets placed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed-odds</td>
<td>Fixed-odds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live-action</td>
<td>Live-action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poker</td>
<td>Poker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other games</td>
<td>Other games</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SL = self-limiter. Preferred game = game on which most money wagered. Percentages use number of SLs who played a given game prior to imposing self-limits as the denominator. Bold numbers indicate SLs who maintained stable preferences from pre- to post-limit.

hypotheses that their betting behavior was meaningfully different from that of other subscribers who did not place limits on their account deposits; these results also confirmed that SLs altered that behavior after imposing limits. In addition, these analyses allowed us to determine what types of behaviors might be markers of risk for gambling problems and whether SLs' game preferences differed from the rest of the sample.

Activity vs. Expenditure

The overall pattern that emerged across analyses was that SLs were more active bettors than the rest of the sample across a variety of measures. They placed less money at stake per bet and did not lose a greater percent of their wagers than the rest of the sample, but they were more likely to bet on live-action in addition to fixed-odds propositions and more likely to play other games at will. In addition, they placed more bets, and they bet on more of the days during which their account was active, though these differences were small.

These findings indicate that involvement, as measured by the time spent engaging in gambling behaviors might be as important a potential indicator of gambling problems as money wagered or lost. Indeed, previous research has shown that gambling expenditure and frequency are strong independent predictors of gambling problems (Currie et al. 2006). Inclusion of time spent engaging in gambling as another criterion for diagnosis of disordered gambling could help clinicians and public health practitioners to identify a wider range of disordered gamblers in need of treatment services. People who exhibit disordered gambling because of time spent gambling and not due to money lost or wagered might represent a subtype of disordered gamblers with unique treatment needs. As with other expressions of addiction (e.g., substance use disorders), disordered gambling supplants other previously valued and important activities and relationships (e.g., time with family, work, hobbies, etc.) with gambling activity. Thus, over-involvement in gambling activities might have as much potential to destroy these relationships as money lost from gambling.

Game Type

As noted above, SLs were more likely to engage in live-action betting than the rest of the sample. Live-action betting is rapid-cycling and provides nearly immediate results. This type of betting might be riskier for some subscribers because of these characteristics, which allow for continued play without much reflection. In contrast to fixed-odds betting, SLs who continued to play live-action after imposing limits did not significantly alter their
betting behavior. However, it is notable that SLs who played both games were more likely to cease live-action play after imposing their limits than to cease fixed-odds play, suggesting that players considered live-action play more perilous.

SLs and non-SLs who played other games, a small proportion of the total sample, did not differ in their betting behavior on those games, and SLs did not significantly alter their betting on those games after imposing limits. However, SLs were more likely than non-SLs to play these other games, again indicating level of involvement (i.e., number of types of games played) as a possible risk marker for gambling problems.

SLs’ preferred game type tended to remain consistent before and after they placed self-limits. However, SLs who initially preferred live-action or betting on other games were more likely to either stop gambling or switch their preference to fixed-odds than other SLs. This might indicate that these SLs recognized that these games were more risky for them than fixed-odds betting.

Self-Limits as a Self-Help Tool?

Like land-based casino self-limit and self-exclusion programs, bwin’s self-limit option allows subscribers to seek help in controlling their gambling behavior by establishing external controls. Research about the effectiveness of self-exclusion programs is limited but promising (see Ladouceur et al. 2007), and research about self-limit programs, online or otherwise, is non-existent.

A limited number of bwin subscribers (approximately 1.2%) participated in the self-limit program. To date, we cannot determine whether this is because of the nature of the program provided by bwin, general hesitancy to self-limit online gambling behavior, the absence of need, or other reasons. Future research ought to investigate the accessibility of self-limit programs, as well as gamblers’ impressions of these programs.

The current study found that subscribers who imposed self-limits did reduce some of their gambling behaviors after imposing those limits, and did so in a way that shifted their behavior toward that of the rest of the sample. Primarily, SLs reduced their frequency of play, both the number of days on which they placed bets and the number of bets they placed per betting day. The amount they wagered per bet did not change significantly, though they did reduce the total amount they wagered. These behavioral changes again highlight the importance of activity level, not just money bet or lost, as a risk for gambling problems and as a target for change.

More than 10% of the sample ceased all betting on bwin after imposing limits. It is possible that for this group, the very act of using bwin’s self-limit feature influenced them to reconsider their gambling behavior.

Limitations

A strength of the current study is the access it provides to the real-time betting transactions of a large cohort of online gamblers. However, because the study includes only behavioral measures and no self-report measures, we do not know how satisfied subscribers were with the self-limit program, which behaviors they believed were problematic, and how their expenditure related to their income.

Another caveat is that, though self-limiting subscribers are likely to have experienced gambling problems, they might not be representative of all subscribers with problems. Only a small minority of people with a gambling problem will actively seek help for that problem (Slutske 2006). Thus, we are limited in the conclusions we can draw about the
online gambling behavior of people with gambling problems who do not seek help. Similarly, some self-limiting subscribers might not be experiencing problems but instead be using the self-limit option to avoid potential problems. This is especially likely for the 7% of self-limiters we found who placed limits prior to engaging in any betting activity.

These analyses included only subscribers' bwin betting activity. It is possible that SLs began or increased betting on other sites after imposing limits on their bwin betting. In particular, the 10.6% who ceased all bwin betting might have switched their activity to another site. However, bwin self-limits can be changed, so it is unlikely that subscribers participated in betting on other sites just to avoid their limits.

Finally, bwin is primarily a sports betting site; consequently, these analyses mainly focused on sports bettors. The gambling behaviors and effects of a self-limit program on those behaviors might be very different for Internet gamblers who focus on other games, such as casino games or poker. Future research will be necessary to clarify this issue.

Implications

If the history of Internet commerce and casinos are indicators, Internet gambling will grow exponentially during the next decades. Responsible gambling programs, similar to those now implemented by almost all casinos, likely will accompany that growth. bwin's self-limit program is one of the first of its kind and, as the findings from this study show, might be a promising option for subscribers experiencing or at-risk for gambling problems. This type of program appears to help subscribers reduce their betting activity (i.e., frequency of betting, bets per day, and total wagered) and in some cases possibly cease their gambling behavior. More studies of this kind are necessary both to examine the effect of responsible gaming efforts on Internet gambling and to continue to assess the effect of casino self-exclusion and self-limit programs on patrons' behavior.

In addition, the analyses from this study reveal that individuals who believe that they are having problems with gambling (i.e., those who imposed self-limits) exhibit higher activity levels, but not necessarily higher expenditures than other bettors. This implies that, in considering risk, researchers and clinicians might need to pay at least as much attention to time spent gambling in relation to other activities as to money spent or lost.
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Comparisons of Gambling and Alcohol Use Among College Students and Noncollege Young People in the United States

Grace M. Barnes, PhD; John W. Welte, PhD; Joseph H. Hoffman, MA; Marie-Cecile O. Tidwell, PhD

Abstract. Objective: Gambling and alcohol use were compared for college and noncollege young adults in the US population. Participants: Participants were 1,000 respondents aged 18 to 21. Methods: Data were analyzed from a representative household sample of US young people aged 14 to 21 years old. Telephone interviews were conducted between August 2003 and January 2007. Results: After taking into account gender, age, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status, college student status did not predict gambling, frequent gambling, or problem gambling. In contrast, being a college student was associated with higher levels of alcohol use and problem drinking. Blacks were less likely than whites to drink heavily, yet they were more likely than whites to gamble heavily. Conclusion: Young males should be targeted for prevention and intervention efforts for both problem gambling and problem drinking regardless of college student status.

Keywords: alcohol, college students, gambling, US population, young adults

The serious public health concern about binge drinking among college students has received widespread attention, spotlighted by federal task force initiatives to address the culture of drinking on college campuses. In addition, alcohol misuse is correlated with other addictive behaviors, in particular problem gambling; that is, these behaviors co-occur in the same individuals. However, much less research has been addressed to the issue of gambling among college students than alcohol use. Furthermore, it is not clear from college surveys if there are factors unique to the college culture contributing to heavy drinking and gambling or whether the patterns of alcohol misuse and problem gambling are characteristic of young adulthood more generally regardless of college status. There have been no large representative surveys of gambling among college students as compared with their same-aged counterparts in the general population. In addition, there have been no US surveys comparing the patterns of alcohol use and misuse with the patterns of gambling and problem gambling for US college students and the same-aged noncollege young adults. The present investigation will address this lack of comparative information on the prevalence of gambling and alcohol use among college students and similarly aged peers in the US population.

Alcohol Use Among College Students

In a representative sample of four-year colleges in the United States, Wechsler and Nelson reported that 2 in 5 college students (44%) were binge drinkers (also called heavy episodic drinkers), defined as consuming at least 5 drinks in a row for men or 4 drinks in a row for women during the 2 weeks prior to the survey. The National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), a large annual household survey of persons 12 and older in the United States, showed that the rate of binge drinking (defined as consuming 5 or more drinks on the same occasion on at least 1 day in the past 30 days) peaked at the age of 21 with a rate of 49%, then decreased with advancing age. Because this household sample also included college dormitories, a comparison of same-aged college and noncollege young people was possible. Young adults aged 18 to 22 enrolled full-time in college were more likely than their same-aged peers not enrolled full-time to binge drink (45.4% versus 38.4%). Similarly, another large representative household survey of alcohol consumption in the United States (the National Epidemiologic Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions [NESSARC]) showed that episodic heavy drinking, i.e., consuming 5 or more drinks for
men and 4 or more drinks for women in a single day in the past year, was higher among full-time college students (44.3%) than among part-time college students (30.7%) or noncollege young adults (37.4%).

Gambling Among College Students

In a US survey of gambling among college students, LaBrie et al. asked over 10,000 college students, attending the 119 colleges in the 2001 College Alcohol Study, questions about their gambling behavior. Forty-two percent (42%) of the college students gambled in the last sub-year, but only 2.6% gambled weekly or more often. Other investigators have carried out gambling surveys within selected colleges. An early college survey was carried out in 1995 by Winters and colleagues in 2 Minnesota universities. Among the sample of 1,361, gambling was common with 87% of the students having gambled once or more often in the past year and 12% reported gambling at least weekly; 4.9% reported a South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS) score in the potential pathological range of 3 or 4 problem indicators and an additional 3% of the participants scored in the probable pathological range (3+ on the SOGS). On 4 campuses of the Connecticut State University, Engwall et al. reported that 6.9% of the students had gambled in their lifetime and 11% (18% of men and 4% of women) were classified as problem or pathological gamblers (ie, 3+ negative consequences) using a shortened version of the SOGS

Within the college environment, investigators have identified specific groups of students at high risk for problem gambling. Rockey and associates surveyed 954 Greek- and non-Greek-affiliated college students who attended 9 large state universities in the southeastern United States. In the total sample, there were no statistically significant differences in the prevalence of gambling and problem gambling for Greek-affiliated and non-Greek-affiliated students. However, among males the differences were significant: Greek-affiliated male students had a rate of 14.8% problem gambling as compared with a 5.4% rate among males who were not affiliated with Greek organizations, suggesting the influence of peer pressure and an enabling environment for problem behaviors.

Likewise, there has been concern about gambling among athletes on college campuses. A large national study of gambling among US college athletes (n = 20,739) was sponsored by the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA). In 2003 due to concerns about the integrity of intercollegiate sports, this survey showed that 62% of the male athletes and 43% of the female athletes had gambled in the previous year; 4.3% of men and 0.4% of women were classified as problem or pathological gamblers (ie, 3 or more criteria using the American Psychiatric Association's DSM-IV classification). Although this was a national college survey, nonathletes in colleges were not surveyed and therefore there is no comparison group. In a study of gambling among student-athletes (n = 730) and a comparison cohort of students (n = 1,071) at 4 universities, Weinstock and colleagues showed that student-athletes reported similar rates of gambling frequency and percentage gambling in a lifetime as compared with their same-aged counterparts in the general population. It is not known if patterns of gambling and problem gambling are different for college students and the same-aged noncollege young adults in the general population. Furthermore, it is not known if the predictors of gambling and alcohol use are similar or different in important population subgroups, ie, gender and racial/ethnic groups. The present investigation is the first study to our knowledge to address this lack of comparative information on the prevalence of gambling and alcohol among college and similarly aged peers in the US population. This study also will take into account important socioeconomic factors—age, gender, race/ethnicity, socioeconomic status, and living arrangements—in comparing alcohol and gambling behaviors among young people in college and not in college.

METHODS

Data

The present study is an analysis of 18- to 21-year-olds from the National Survey of Youth and Gambling (NSYG). The NSYG is a nationally representative household sample of 2,274 US young people aged 14 to 21 years, living in the United States. The study was designed to determine the prevalence of gambling behaviors and gambling problems as well as alcohol and other substance use among youth in the United States. The study was reviewed and approved by the Social and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board at the University of Buffalo. Participants were interviewed between August 2005 and January 2007 by trained interviewers using computer-assisted telephone interviewing. The sample was selected using a digit-sampling telephone sampling procedure. Interviews were conducted in all 50 states and the District of Columbia. Subjects were mailed a check for $25 for their time participating in the study. The response rate based on completed interviews divided by completed interviews plus refusals was 71%. Weighting adjustments were used to align the sample with the age and race distributions from the US Census for 2005. (See Welte et al. and Barnes et al. for a detailed description of the sampling and interviewing procedures.)

The present study consists of 1,000 18- to 21-year-olds. This represents all of the 18- to 21-year-olds in the sample except for 101 cases who were excluded because they reported drinking still being in high school. Thus, this analysis is comprised of college students, defined as those young people 18 to 21 years old who were currently enrolled in two-year or four-year colleges and universities; and noncollege students, who were 18 to 21 years old not enrolled in two-year or four-year colleges. The weighted proportion of college students among
the 18- to 21-year-olds in this sample is 58% (578/1,000). The US Census for 2005 shows that the proportion of 18- to 21-year-olds in degree-granting institutions is 46%. Thus college students are well-represented in this household sample.

### Dependent Measures

#### Gambling

Participants were asked whether or not they had ever gambled for money on each of 15 types of gambling, for example, participated in office pools, raffles, or charitable small stakes gambling, played the lottery, gambled for money on the Internet, played cards for money, bowled or played basketball, pool, golf, backgammon, darts, or some other game of skill—other than cards—for money; played Bingo for money; and bet on sports events. For each type of gambling over done, the participant was then asked whether she had gambled on that type in the past 12 months, and if so, the frequency—everyday, at least once a week (if so, how many days per week), at least once a month (if so, how many days per month), at least once in the past 12 months (if so, how many days during the past 12 months). These items were previously developed by the present authors for a US national study of gambling among adults. From these gambling behavior items, 2 measures were derived for the present analyses.

#### Gambling in the Past Year

This was a dichotomous variable defined as gambling at least once in the past year based on the 15 types of gambling. **Frequent gambling** was a dichotomous measure defined as gambling 5 or more times in the past year. This level of gambling is roughly equivalent to gambling once a week or more often and permits comparisons with other studies that have used comparable definitions for frequent heavy gambling.

#### Gambling Problems

Participants who indicated that they had gambled more than 5 times in their life were asked a series of questions about gambling problems using the South Oaks Gambling Screen, Revised for Adolescents (SOGS-RA). This instrument is a modified version of the SOGS (South Oaks Gambling Screen). The SOGS-RA consists of 12 items that are related to the DSM criteria for pathological gambling. Examples of the items are going back another day to win back money you lost; chasing; telling others you were winning money when you really weren't winning; having problems at school or work caused by gambling; gambling with more money than you had planned to; and borrowing or stealing money in order to bet or cover gambling debts in the past 12 months. In the total sample of the 2,274, 14- to 21-year-olds in the National Survey of Youth and Gambling, the Cronbach alpha was .74, demonstrating good internal consistency reliability. A dichotomous variable was used to be consistent with other studies that represents at-risk/problem gambling and is defined as having 2 or more symptoms on the SOGS-RA in the past 12 months.

#### Alcohol Consumption

A drink of alcohol was defined as a drink of beer, ale, malt liquor, wine, fortified wine, wine coolers, liquor, and flavored malt beverages or any other beverage containing alcohol. **Drinkers** were defined as those respondents who indicated that they had a drink of any beverage containing alcohol in the past 12 months. A dichotomous measure of heavy drinking was based on whether or not respondents indicated that they drank 5 or more drinks in 1 day on 12 or more days in the past year.

#### Problem Drinking

Respondents who answered that they had had a drink of any alcoholic beverage more than 5 times in their life were asked a series of 57 questions taken from the Adolescent Diagnostic Interview (ADI), Light17 based on the DSM-IV criteria for alcohol abuse and dependence. Of the 57 questions, 19 questions asked about alcohol abuse symptoms in the past 12 months, including missing school or work more than once or twice; driving a car or motorcycle while drunk on alcohol; having sex when drunk on alcohol; having legal problems because of alcohol; having problems with friends or family; getting into physical fights; and having frequent arguments with your parents or other adults about your alcohol use. The remaining 38 items asked about alcohol dependence symptoms, including tolerance (needling larger amounts of alcohol than previously to get drunk); withdrawal (having shakes or tremors of the hands after stopping or cutting down on drinking), having to use alcohol to relieve or reduce hangover or withdrawal symptoms, and trying to reduce or control your alcohol use. Cronbach alpha for the 57-item scale was .92 in the total NSYG sample. The problem drinking dichotomous measure was defined as having 3 or more alcohol symptoms in the past year.

#### Predictor Measures

Predictor measures were college student status and sociodemographic characteristics. College student status was coded 1 for those young people 18 and older who were not in high school or college and 2 for those young people 18 and older who were enrolled in two-year or four-year colleges or universities. Gender was coded 0 for females, 1 for males. Age was measured in years (18 to 21). Participants were asked whether they considered themselves Spanish, Hispanic, Latino, or Chicano. They were also asked, "What is your race?" Response choices were White (or White Hispanic); Black or African American (or Black Hispanic); Asian; American Indian or Alaska Native; and Mixed/Unknown. **Socioeconomic status (SES)** was based on the mean of 4 equally weighted factors: mother's years of education, father's years of education, mother's occupational prestige, and father's occupational prestige.
prestige was coded from census occupation categories using the method described by Hauser and Warren. Because we knew from previous studies that a portion of youth are unable to supply information on their parents' education and occupation, we asked a series of questions (home ownership, number of books in the home, receipt of food stamps, etc.) that were then used as predictor variables to impute education or occupational prestige when these variables were missing. Imputation was performed by the SPSS Missing Value program. Socioeconomic status was categorized into thirds for the present analyses. A dichotomous living arrangement variable was derived based on the question, "Are you currently living on your own or in the home of your parent or guardian?" The variable, Live Independently, was coded 0 for those living with parents or guardians and 1 for those living on their own.

RESULTS

Table 1 gives the demographic profile of college students and noncollege students in this US sample. There were no significant differences in the gender distributions for college and noncollege students. The remaining demographic factors were significantly different between college and noncollege students (see χ² statistics in Table 1). As compared with their noncollege counterparts, college students were somewhat younger; they were more likely to be white as compared with being classified in a minority group except Asian; college students were much more likely to be in the highest SES group. College students were somewhat more likely to live with parents than their noncollege student counterparts. These demographic factors were controlled in later multivariate analyses.

A comparison of gambling among college students and noncollege young adults revealed no significant differences in the overall prevalence rates or in the age- and race-specific prevalence rates. For instance, three quarters (75%) of college students and 70% of the noncollege young adults gambled in the past year (χ² = 2.8; df = 1; p = .10) (Table 2). However, with regard to frequent gambling (52+ times in the past year), noncollege young people had significantly higher rates (25%) than college students (18%)(χ² = 8.7; df = 1; p = .003). These differences were further observed for females where noncollege females had twice the rate of frequent gambling (12%) as college females (6%) (χ² = 6.3;...
TABLE 2. Gambling, Alcohol Use, Frequent/Heavy Use, and Related Problems (Past Year) for College Students (N = 578) and Noncollege Young Adults (N = 422) Aged 18 to 21 Years Old in the United States

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>College Students</th>
<th>Noncollege Young Adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Students</td>
<td>Number of Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sample</td>
<td>739</td>
<td>708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>39%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White, not Hispanic</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, not Hispanic</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19 years</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-21 years</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent/Heavy Alcohol Use</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent/Heavy Gambling</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At-risk/problem Gambling</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Drinks on 5+ Drinking Days</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3+</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1+</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>28%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>60%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>21%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>89%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>85%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>98%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>94%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>97%</td>
<td>94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 4-5</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 5+</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 0-1</td>
<td>99%</td>
<td>97%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 1-2</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 2-3</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Days Gambled 3-4</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There were no significant differences in rates of frequent gambling for college and noncollege males ($\chi^2 = 2.5; df = 1; p = .113$); indeed both groups of males had high rates, 31% and 38%, respectively. Older (20- to 21-year-old) noncollege young people had significantly more frequent gambling than their college counterparts (60% versus 18%; $\chi^2 = 5.7; df = 1; p = .017$). White noncollege young people had significantly more frequent gambling (52+ times in the past year) than their white college counterparts (25% versus 17%; $\chi^2 = 4.1; df = 1; p = .04$). Comparisons of problem gambling for college and noncollege young adults revealed only one significant difference—college females had a 2% rate of problem gambling compared with a 5% rate for females not attending college ($\chi^2 = 4.5; df = 1; p = .03$).

The comparisons of alcohol use for college students and noncollege young adults are different than the comparisons for gambling. Noncollege young people had lower overall rates of drinking alcohol (61%) than their college student counterparts (76%) ($\chi^2 = 8.6; df = 1; p = .003$). Noncollege young people were also less likely to be problem drinkers (19%) than college students (27%) ($\chi^2 = 22.7; df = 1; p = .000$). Noncollege young people were also less likely to be problem drinkers (19%) than college students (27%) ($\chi^2 = 22.7; df = 1; p = .000$). Noncollege young people were also less likely to be problem drinkers (19%) than college students (27%) ($\chi^2 = 22.7; df = 1; p = .000$).

Because of popular notions that particular forms of gambling, such as sports betting and Internet gambling, may be more prevalent for college students as compared with noncollege young people, Table 3 shows the rank order for various forms of gambling for college students, noncollege young adults, and for each gender. In the overall ranked comparisons, the top 5 types of gambling are the same for college and noncollege young people. According to frequency of occurrence, these forms are lottery, card games, office pools/raffles/charitable small stakes gambling, sports betting, and games of skill. Internet gambling has the lowest frequency of participation of any of the forms listed (3% for college students and 1% for noncollege young people). There are striking gender differences in frequency of participation in various forms of gambling regardless of college student status. Although males play most forms of gambling more often than females, some forms of gambling, such as sports betting and games of skills (e.g., bowling, basketball, pool) are 3 or more times more common among males than females. Bingo is the fourth most prevalent form of gambling for both college and noncollege young people.

To address the question as to whether or not college student status predicts gambling and alcohol behaviors, we carried out a series of logistic regressions—first with college student status entered alone and then with college student status and demographic controls entered together (Table 4). College student status did not predict overall gambling or problem gambling in the analysis with college student status entered alone or when college student status was entered with all of the demographic controls. When college student status was entered alone, college students had a significantly lower odds of frequent gambling, in 52+ times in the past year; however, once the demographic controls were entered, college status was no longer significant in predicting frequent gambling. This finding was observed when college student status was entered alone or when it was considered with all of the control variables. Male gender is the variable with the largest effect on gambling, regardless of college student status—with males having approximately 5 times the odds of being a frequent gambler or problem gambler as females.

The effects of college student status on alcohol use and problem drinking showed a different pattern from that of gambling. College students had 1.9 times the odds of being a drinker as compared with young people not in college and college students had a significantly increased odds (1.6) of being a problem drinker than their noncollege counterparts. This finding was observed when college student status was entered alone or when it was considered with all of the control variables. Male gender greatly increased the probability of drinking, heavy drinking, and problem drinking—consistent with the significant effect of male gender on the increased probability of gambling, frequent gambling, and problem gambling. Other demographic factors showed different relationships with alcohol and gambling variables. Increased age in this sample of 18 to 21 year olds significantly predicted increased drinking and heavy drinking but did not have any effect on gambling behaviors. Being black decreased the odds of drinking and heavy drinking by 70%, respectively, yet being black increased the odds of frequent gambling by 60%. Being Hispanic was not related to either alcohol or gambling behaviors. Higher socioeconomic status predicted a somewhat increased probability of drinking and heavy drinking, whereas higher socioeconomic status lowered the odds of problem gambling. Living independently was not related to any gambling variables; on the other hand, young people who lived independently from their parents or guardians had 1.7 times the odds of being a problem drinker as those who lived with their parents or guardians.

**COMMENT**

There has been widespread public concern over high-risk addictive behaviors among college students, especially binge drinking and, to a lesser extent, gambling. Since the 1990s, there have been federal task forces and numerous college initiatives to address the concern of college binge drinking; yet, the question remains if rates of problem behaviors such as excessive drinking and gambling among college students are high due to specific aspects of the college experience—such as increased freedom from parental supervision and increased peer influences—or if these problems are associated with the age group of young adulthood more generally conceived, regardless of current college status. If these high-risk behaviors are age related regardless of college status, then prevention and intervention efforts must necessarily be targeted beyond the college environment.

This is the first US national study to our knowledge to compare both gambling and alcohol use behaviors among...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of gambling</th>
<th>College students</th>
<th>Noncollege young adults</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female (n = 209)</td>
<td>Male (n = 213)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall (n = 522)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female (n = 208)</td>
<td>Male (n = 214)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall (n = 422)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lottery</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>49%</td>
<td>47%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lottery</td>
<td>45%</td>
<td>49%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card games</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office pools, raffles, charitable small stakes gambling</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>32%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spor betting</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Games of skill—e.g., bowling, basketball, pool, golf, backgammon, darts</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Casino gambling</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bingo</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slot machines, poker machines and other gambling machines</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dice games</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull tabs</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bet on horses, dogs or other animals</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video keno—e.g., Quick Draw or Quick Cash</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading cards—such as sports cards for theater of the instant cards</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet gambling</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
college students as well as other similarly aged young adults in the general population. The scope of this study permits us to determine if college students, as compared with other young adults, are at high risk for problem gambling as they have been shown to be regarding heavy alcohol use.

Consistent with findings from the few other national surveys of alcohol use that included both college and noncollege young adults, this study shows that the rates of alcohol use and problem drinking are significantly higher for college students than for similarly aged noncollege young adults. However, the rates of heavy drinking, often referred to as binge drinking, were not significantly different for college and noncollege young people in this study. The lack of differences between the two groups should not detract from the extent of the problem of alcohol misuse for both college and noncollege adults. In particular, over a third of the male students in both groups were classified as heavy drinkers, that is, they drank 5 or more drinks a day on 12 or more days in the past year.

Monitoring the Future survey investigators followed respondents from their 11th national secondary school survey 1 to 4 years past high school and found that college students had a significantly higher prevalence of heavy drinking (in, 5 or more drinks in a row in the past 2 weeks) than their same-age peers (40% versus 35%). Interestingly, in high school, the college-bound students drank less than their non-college-bound peers, yet the alcohol consumption of college-bound students was greater than that of their noncollege peers during the college years. Thus, from past research and the present study, there does appear to be evidence of a college context factor that contributes to more drinking in college than would be explained by the young adult age alone. As in other national surveys, heavy drinking in the present study is much more prevalent among white young people than among black young people regardless of college student status.

Using this sample and other general population samples, we have shown that alcohol misuse and gambling problems co-occur within a problem behavior syndrome. Furthermore, young males have a higher co-occurrence of alcohol problems and gambling problems (r = .42) than do females (r = .21).

The patterns of gambling for college and noncollege young people show some differences from the patterns of alcohol use. Whereas rates of overall alcohol use and problem drinking were higher for college students than for noncollege adults, the rates of frequent gambling were higher for noncollege young adults than for college students, particularly for females. There were no significant differences in the prevalence of overall gambling or problem gambling for the 2 groups. However, college student status was no longer significant in predicting frequent gambling once demographic factors were entered. Being male and being black were the important factors in increasing the risk for frequent gambling. Being male and having lower SES increased the risk

### TABLE 4: Logistic Regressions Predicting Gambling, Alcohol Use, Frequent/Heavy Use and Related Problems (Past Year) for College Students and Noncollege Young Adults 18 to 21 Years Old in the United States (n = 1,000)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Gambled OR</th>
<th>Drunk alcohol OR</th>
<th>Gambled 52+ times/year OR</th>
<th>Drunk 5+ drinks on 12 or more days OR</th>
<th>OR of problem gambling (2+ symptoms on SOGS/RA) OR</th>
<th>Problem drinking (3+ symptoms) OR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College student entered</td>
<td>1.3**</td>
<td>1.9***</td>
<td>0.9**</td>
<td>1.2*</td>
<td>0.6**</td>
<td>1.6***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College student entered with demographic controls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College student</td>
<td>1.3*</td>
<td>2.5*</td>
<td>0.9**</td>
<td>1.3**</td>
<td>0.8**</td>
<td>1.8**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>2.4**</td>
<td>2.6***</td>
<td>5.1**</td>
<td>2.3**</td>
<td>4.6***</td>
<td>2.2**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>1.0*</td>
<td>1.4***</td>
<td>1.1*</td>
<td>1.5**</td>
<td>0.9**</td>
<td>1.1**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.7*</td>
<td>0.8**</td>
<td>0.9**</td>
<td>0.8**</td>
<td>0.8**</td>
<td>0.8**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>0.9*</td>
<td>0.9**</td>
<td>0.9**</td>
<td>0.8**</td>
<td>0.8**</td>
<td>0.8**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES</td>
<td>1.0*</td>
<td>1.2***</td>
<td>0.7**</td>
<td>1.4**</td>
<td>1.9**</td>
<td>1.9**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live independently</td>
<td>1.3*</td>
<td>1.5**</td>
<td>1.3**</td>
<td>1.4**</td>
<td>1.6**</td>
<td>1.7**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*OR = odds ratio; 
**p < .05; 
***p < .01; 
****p < .001.
for problem gambling (that is, having 2 or more symptoms on the SOGS-RA). These findings that males, blacks, and lower SES persons are at higher risk than others for problem gambling are consistent with findings from our national US surveys of adults. Males may have more problems associated with gambling due to the fact that they engage in more forms of gambling more frequently than females. It has been speculated that blacks and lower SES persons may be more likely than others to see gambling as a form of investment and a possible escape from poverty. Thus, in this study, being a college student does not put a young person at added risk for gambling, frequent gambling, or problem gambling. In addition, the top 5 most popular forms of gambling are the same for college males and noncollege males; these forms are lottery, card games, pool and raffles, sports betting, and games of skill. Regardless of college status, the most popular forms of gambling for females are lottery, card games, pools and raffles, and bingo. It is also interesting that Internet gambling is a low prevalence form of gambling for college and noncollege young people. Findings from this study support the position that gambling and problem gambling are influenced by broad sociodemographic factors, especially gender and race, and not by college factors per se. Therefore, prevention efforts must be targeted broadly across young adulthood regardless of college status. Because there are no other comparable national studies of gambling including college and noncollege young people, these findings remain to be replicated by future studies.

Limitations

This sample was one of household telephone numbers, and therefore cell phone numbers were not intentionally included in the sample. Nonetheless, some cell phone numbers became part of the sample because phone numbers from landline exchanges may be ported to cell phones, and some telephone exchanges (often in less populated areas) contain both land-line and cell numbers. Estimates from the National Health Interview Survey for 2005-2006 show that between 7.6% and 8.6% of US households with children had only wireless telephone service or no telephone service. Weighting can reduce potential bias created by not including cell-phone-only users in a household sample; this was done in the present study as described above.

Conclusions

College student status significantly increases the odds that a young person will drink alcohol and experience problems associated with alcohol use. However, college student status does not appear to put young people at added risk of gambling or gambling problems. The most important and consistent risk factor for both alcohol and gambling behaviors is being a young male whether in college or noncollege settings. Age- and gender-targeted prevention and intervention strategies are warranted to reduce the serious consequences of alcohol use and gambling among young adult males in the US population.

NOTE

For comments and further information, address correspondence to Grace M. Barnes, PhD, Research Institute on Addictions, University at Buffalo, 1021 Main Street, Buffalo, NY 14203, USA (e-mail: barnes@riu.buffalo.edu).
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Abstract A random telephone survey was conducted with a representative sample of 2,274 U.S. residents aged 14–21. The prevalence of problem gambling, as measured by the SOGS-RA, was 2.1%. Sixty-eight percent (68%) of the respondents had gambled in the past year, and 11% had gambled more often than twice per week. Males had much higher gambling involvement than females, and gambling involvement increased among older respondents. Blacks were less likely than average to have gambled in the past year, but if they gambled, they were more likely to do so frequently. Low SES respondents were less likely to have gambled in the past year, but if they gambled, they were more likely to be problem gamblers. Life transitions that are associated with assuming adult roles (employment, living independently of parents, non-student status) are also associated with greater gambling involvement. The rates of problem and pathological gambling were lower than those in an adult survey conducted earlier, when measured with the same questionnaire.

Keywords Youth gambling · National survey · Youth problem gamblers

Introduction

Youth gambling has been the subject of increasing concern. Because of the expansion of legalized gambling in the U.S. in recent decades, young Americans have grown up in a society in which gambling is both common and highly visible. The popular press has frequently reported alarming incidents involving young gamblers. Numerous surveys of U.S. states have indicated high rates of youth problem gambling (e.g., Shaffer et al. 1997; Westphal et al. 2010). Research has shown that adolescent onset of gambling is associated with greater gambling involvement in adulthood (Burge et al. 2004). A key step in addressing the prevalence of problem gambling among youth is to conduct a national U.S. survey of youth gambling. We have conducted such a survey, and in the following article...
we will pursue these objectives: (1) to describe our findings on the prevalence of youth gambling and problem gambling, and compare these findings to other studies, (2) to describe how gambling involvement is distributed across demographic subgroups of the youth population, and to test the statistical significance of these distributions, controlling simultaneously for all demographic variables, (3) to describe how gambling involvement is distributed among jointly defined age and gender groups, and test the statistical significance of these joint distributions, and (4) to compare the rates of problem and pathological gambling in the current national U.S. youth survey to the rates in a national U.S. adult survey that used the same measure of gambling problems.

Surveys of the prevalence of problem gambling among youth in the U.S. have produced varied results, depending on the screening questionnaire and definition of problem gambling employed, as well as the geographic area involved. Shaffer et al. (1997) conducted a meta-analysis of 22 methodologically sound surveys of adolescent gambling in various parts of the U.S. They determined that the average rate for past-year level 3 gambling (their term for serious problem or pathological gambling) for adolescents was 5.77%, although they point out that there is great variance among the surveys, partly due to methodological differences. Jacobs (2004) also summarized the results from U.S. youth gambling surveys, including some more recent than those studied by Shaffer and colleagues. In nine selected surveys from 1989 to 2002, Jacobs found an average rate of problem/pathological gambling of 3.7%. (Note—this figure was calculated from data in Table 5 of Jacobs 2004).

Many of the surveys reviewed by Shaffer et al. and by Jacobs used the South Oaks Gambling Screen, a 20-item screen originally developed for adults by Lesieur and Blume (1987). In Table 1, we have reviewed several youth gambling surveys which used the SOGS-RA (Winters et al. 1993), a version of the SOGS adapted for adolescents. This is the same instrument that we have used for the current study (see Methods). These surveys used representative samples of adolescents from five U.S. states and two foreign countries. Each used a standard of four or more items endorsed to define problem gambling. In the U.S. states of Louisiana, Oregon, Alabama, Mississippi and Minnesota, the rate of problem gambling as measured by the SOGS-RA ranged from 2.8% to 5.8%, with an average of 4.4%. The Canadian studies ranged from 2.2% to 5.8%, with an average of 3.7%. The Iceland study found a 2.7% rate of problem gambling among adolescents (Table 1).

The rates of youth problem/pathological gambling reflected in the figures cited above are higher than the rates generally found for adults. For example, although the meta-analysis by Shaffer and colleagues found a rate of 5.77% for adolescents, their meta-analysis of adult surveys found a rate of 1.14%. There has been a controversy in the literature about whether

Table 1  Adolescent gambling surveys using SOGS-RA past year problem gambling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Cutpoint</th>
<th>Per (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winters et al. (1993)</td>
<td>Minnesota</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphal et al. (2003)</td>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>1997</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langhinrichsen-Rohling et al. (2004)</td>
<td>Alabama, Mississippi, and Oregon</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adlaf and Lalomiteau (2003)</td>
<td>Ontario</td>
<td>1999</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olason et al. (2006)</td>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
this is a valid relationship, or an artifact of methods. As Shaffer et al. (1997) point out, somewhat different methods have been used to measure pathological gambling for adolescents and adults. Although the conceptual criteria are the same, some criteria must be operationalized differently for adolescents. A question containing wording such as “borrowed money from your spouse or partner” or “borrowed money from in-laws” would not be appropriate for adolescents. Therefore, measures of adolescent pathological gambling use wording appropriate for adolescents. In addition, some adolescent studies have used a smaller number of endorsed items than adult studies to qualify for problem or pathological gambling. There are additional reasons why youth problem gambling rates might be inflated. Jacques and Ladouceur (2003) have pointed out that scoring errors have been made by some researchers using common screening instruments, and Ladouceur et al. (2000) have demonstrated the possibility that young respondents may misinterpret some questions in a way that inflates problem gambling scores. These arguments are summarized in an article by Derevensky et al. (2003) which is aptly titled “Prevalence Rates of Youth Gambling Problems: Are the Current Rates Inflated?”.

The uncertainty about the extent of teenage gambling pathology was underscored by the results obtained by the national U.S. telephone survey of 534,16 and 17-year-old respondents conducted for the National Gambling Impact Study Commission (NORC 1999). The investigators who conducted this study along with the larger adult study, devised their own measure of pathological gambling—the NORC DSM Screen for Gambling (NODS). They administered the NODS with the same wording in both the adolescent and adult studies, and they found a lifetime rate of pathological or problem gambling of 1.5% for adolescents, and a higher lifetime rate of 2.1% for adults. Past-year rates were not reported for adolescents because of the small $N$. In the current study, in addition to the SOGS-RA, we also administered the DIS for pathological gambling (see Methods), the same instrument that we used in a national U.S. survey of adult gambling. We administered the DIS in the current study so that we would have a measure of problem gambling that allowed a direct comparison between the current youth survey and the earlier adult survey. In the current article, we will compare youth and adult rates using the same screening instrument.

Surveys of youth gambling behavior show some consistent—and some inconsistent—findings with regard to demographic patterns. In a Louisiana survey of students in grades 6 through 12, Westphal et al. (2000) found that problem gambling was more prevalent among males than females, more prevalent among minority group members than whites. In a high school survey conducted in Alabama, Mississippi and Oregon, Langhinrichsen et al. (2004) had those same findings. In a telephone survey of New York State adolescents, Volberg (1998) found that frequent gambling was significantly more common among males, older adolescents, whites, and adolescents who were employed 10 more hours per week. A survey of Connecticut high school students sponsored by the Connecticut Council on Problem Gambling (1998) found that males and females had the same rates of ever having gambled (84%), but males were three times as likely to be problem gamblers. This study also found that minorities had higher rates of problem gambling than whites. Stinchfield et al. (1997) analyzed two large surveys, conducted in 1992 and 1995, of Minnesota 6th, 9th and 12th grade students. They found that boys gambled more often than girls, and that 9th and 12th graders gambled more frequently than 6th graders. White and Asian students gambled less frequently than Black, Hispanic and American Indian students. A survey of Texas adolescents (Wallisch 1993) found that males, older adolescents, Hispanics, and adolescents with disposable income of $50/week or more were more likely to be weekly gamblers. Blacks had lower rates of frequent gambling than whites or
Hispanics. In a survey of Washington adolescents, Volberg (1993) found that males and adolescents with incomes of $50/week or more were more likely to be problem gamblers. Race was not significantly related to problem gambling.

Surveys of youth gambling have of course been conducted outside of the U.S. Fisher (1999) analyzed a large sample of 12–15 year olds from schools in Britain and found that problem gambling was associated with being male, having a higher disposable income, and living in a single-parent family. In a Scottish survey, Moodie and Finnegan (2006) found males to have higher rates of problem gambling than females and, not surprisingly, 13–16 year olds to have higher rates than 11–12 year olds.

These are mixed results. The one consistent finding in the literature is that males gamble more, and have more problems, than females. Generally, young people who have more access to money have more gambling involvement. Some studies have found that youths who are members of minority groups are more likely to be problem gamblers, but this is not a universal finding. While one might expect gambling involvement to increase with age among teens and young adults, that is also not a universal finding. Results related to socioeconomic status and religion are sparse in the literature, because most researchers did not measure these factors, even though some results attributed to race might be confounded with socioeconomic status or religion. In the current large representative U.S. study, we will examine the relationship between youth gambling involvement and demographic variables including SES and religion, as well as life transition variables such as employment and living independently of parents.

Methods

We conducted a national random-digit-dial telephone survey with a representative sample of 2,274 U.S. residents aged 14–21. The random-digit-dial sample was purchased from Survey Sampling International of Fairfield, Connecticut. The telephone sample was selected randomly from a sampling frame of all working telephone blocks in the U.S. The sample was stratified by county and by telephone block within county. This resulted in a sample that was spread across the U.S. according to population, and not clustered by geographic area. The interviews were conducted by trained interviewers at the Research Institute on Addictions in Buffalo, NY. Each telephone number was called at least seven times to determine if that number was assigned to a household containing an eligible respondent. Once a household was designated as eligible, the number was called until an interview was obtained or refusal conversion had failed. The respondents were recruited by selecting randomly from the persons aged 14–21 years in each household by identifying the one with the next birthday. The 2,274 telephone interviews were conducted from August 2005 through January 2007. This relatively lengthy period of data collection allowed the use of a smaller but highly trained and carefully supervised crew of interviewers and captured possible seasonal variations in gambling. Interviews were conducted in all 50 states plus the District of Columbia. Results were statistically weighted to compensate for the number of potential respondents in the household. Weighting adjustments were also used to align the sample with gender, age and race distributions shown in the U.S. census estimates.

Respondent's age was assessed by asking for their date of birth, and then following up with a verification of their age. Respondents who did not want to give their date of birth were simply asked their age. Respondent's race/ethnicity was assessed by asking two questions. First, respondents were asked if they considered themselves to be Spanish,
Hispanic, Latino or Chicano. Second, they were asked for their race, and given the choices: White or White Hispanic, Black or Black Hispanic, Asian, and American Indian or Alaskan Native. We derived the mutually exclusive race/ethnicity variable by putting everyone who said that they were Hispanic in the “Hispanic” category. Religion was assessed by simply asking: “What is your religion?”. Marital status was assessed by asking: “What is your marital status?”, and giving the choices: never married, married, divorced/annulled/separated, and widowed. In a second question, respondents were asked if they were living with someone as if married. Employment status and educational status were assessed by asking: “Are you currently employed?”, and “Are you currently enrolled in school?”. Living independently was assessed by asking: “Are you currently living on your own or in the home of your parent or guardian?”. Our measure of socioeconomic status was based on the mean of four equally weighted factors: father’s years of education, mother’s years of education, father’s occupational prestige and mother’s occupational prestige. Occupational prestige was coded from census occupation categories using the method described by Hauser and Warren (1997). Knowing that a few respondents would be unable to supply information on their parent’s education and occupation, we asked a series of questions (home ownership, number of musical instruments and books in home, receipt of food stamps, etc.) gleaned from other studies that attempted to measure the SES of teens and young adults. We used these as independent variables to impute parental education or occupational prestige when these variables were missing. Imputation was performed by the SPSS Missing Value program.

Our primary measure of problem gambling was the SOGS-RA. The best known adult assessment of problem gambling, the South Oaks Gambling Screen (SOGS) (Lesieur and Blume 1987) was modified for use with adolescents by Winters, Stinchfield and Fulkerson (1993). Their instrument, the SOGS-RA, was first developed for a telephone survey. It demonstrated internal consistency reliability, and also demonstrated its validity by having a high correlation with frequent gambling. Since its original development, the SOGS-RA has been used successfully in numerous studies. The early studies using the SOGS-RA were reviewed by Shaffer et al. (1997), and some of the more recent studies were cited in our introduction. The SOGS-RA consists of 12 items, which are related to the DSM-III-R criteria for pathological gambling. An example is the “chasing” item: “In the past 12 months, how often have you gone back another day to try to win back the money that you lost?” Another example deals with loss of control: “In the past 12 months, have you ever gambled more than you planned to?” In the current study, the SOGS-RA items had a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.74, demonstrating good internal consistency reliability. Following the common practice in the literature, we refer to endorsement of two or three items as “at risk” gambling, and we refer to endorsement of four or more items as “problem gambling”. The SOGS-RA was administered to every respondent who reported any gambling during his or her life.

For comparing problem/pathological gambling rates among youth with problem/pathological gambling rates from our national survey of adults, we used the Diagnostic Interview Schedule (DIS) for pathological gambling (Robins et al. 1996). The DIS for pathological gambling contains 13 items that map into the 10 DSM-IV criteria for pathological gambling, such as preoccupation with gambling and needing to gamble with increasing amounts of money to get the same excitement. In the current study, the DIS pathological gambling items had a Cronbach’s Alpha of 0.79, demonstrating good internal consistency reliability. Endorsement of five or more criteria is considered pathological gambling, and for our purposes we considered endorsement of three or more criteria to be problem gambling. Respondents who endorsed the requisite number of criteria for the past
year are considered to be current pathological or problem gamblers. Before adopting this measure for the current study, we examined the items for applicability to adolescents and young adults. Based on face validity, 12 of the 13 items could be used unaltered, and we did so. For the 13th item, which asks about trouble with "spouse or partner", we changed the wording to "parent, other family member or close friend." We added a 14th item, which asks about missing a day or more of school because of gambling. This item was added to parallel an item about job trouble. These 14 questions are mapped into 10 DSM criteria. We will compare results from these questions to those obtained by almost identical questions in our adult national survey. In both the current youth survey and the earlier adult survey, we administered the DIS for pathological gambling to every respondent who reported any gambling during his or her life. In the current study, the DIS was administered after the SOGS-RA; in the previous adult survey the DIS was administered after the original adult version of the SOGS. Although having been administered after another screen for problem gambling could have influenced the DIS problem and pathological gambling rates in both surveys, comparability was maintained because the order effects were roughly the same for both surveys.

We based our examination of youth gambling on four dependent variables, each defined in terms of the 12 months before the interview: any gambling, frequent gambling (twice a week or more on average), at risk or problem gambling (2+ endorsements on the SOGS-RA) and problem gambling (4+ endorsements). Each of these is broken down by nine demographic and life transition variables, as shown in Table 3. In Table 4, these breakdowns are repeated among past-year gamblers only. For example, 18% of males were frequent gamblers, and 23% of males who gambled in the past year were frequent gamblers. We repeated the breakdowns with past-year gamblers only so that the decision to gamble and serious gambling involvement can be considered as separate steps. For an illustrative example, Table 3 shows that respondents in the lowest SES category are significantly less likely than middling SES respondents to have gambled in the past year. However, Table 4 shows that if they gambled, lower SES respondents are significantly more likely than others to be problem gamblers. The fact that low SES is oppositely related to gambling at these different steps suggests that the model which predicts who will gamble is different from the model which predicts those gamblers who will gamble frequently or with problems. Thus, separate examinations of all respondents and gamblers only are justified.

Significance tests were generated by logistic regressions, one for each column in Tables 3 and 4. In the first step, demographic variables (gender, age, race, SES and religion) were entered. The significance tests for each of these variables were done with the other four controlled. Life transitions (marital, employment, student status, living arrangement) were entered at the second step, so these significance tests are with all five demographics plus the other three life transition variables controlled. In the third step, interactions between gender and the other predictors were entered, and were tested with all main effects and other interactions controlled. The results of this third and last step appear in Table 5. The terms "ref" and "trend" in the first columns of Tables 3 and 4 show how the contrasts were arranged in the logistic regressions, with reference categories labeled "ref". For example, the reference category for race is "White", so the *** by "Asian" in the "any gambling" column means that Asian youth are significantly less likely than Whites to have gambled in the past year. The contrast category for SES in the three middle fifths, so that the highest and lowest fifths were compared with it. Age was a continuous independent variable, and therefore was tested as a trend.
Table 2 shows the prevalence of SOGS-RA scores at each level up to five or more endorsements. The table shows that 87.3% of our respondents failed to endorse a single item. The most commonly published cutpoints on the SOGS-RA have been 4+ (problem gambling) and 2+ (at-risk or problem gambling), for which we found 2.1% and 6.5%, respectively. We have included this table so that our results can be compared with any study that used the SOGS-RA, regardless of the cutpoint that was used in the published results.

Table 3 shows the prevalence of various gambling measures. Sixty-eight percent of our respondents gambled in the past year, 11% gambled twice per week or more, 6.5% were

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Any gambling (%)</th>
<th>Frequent gambling (%)</th>
<th>At-risk or problem gambling (%)</th>
<th>Problem gambling (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>2,274</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>1,148</td>
<td>77**</td>
<td>18**</td>
<td>10.6**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (ref)</td>
<td>1,126</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14–15 (trend)</td>
<td>588</td>
<td>60**</td>
<td>9**</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16–17</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18–19</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–21</td>
<td>538</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (ref)</td>
<td>1,408</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>324</td>
<td>60*</td>
<td>9**</td>
<td>8.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>48***</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>28**</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed/unknown</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>45***</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES lowest 1/5</td>
<td>453</td>
<td>60***</td>
<td>16*</td>
<td>8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES second 1/5 (ref)</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 continued

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N</th>
<th>Any gambling (%)</th>
<th>Frequent gambling (%)</th>
<th>At-risk or problem gambling (%)</th>
<th>Problem gambling (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SES third 1/5 (ref)</td>
<td>456 75</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES fourth 1/5 (ref)</td>
<td>456 66</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES highest 1/5</td>
<td>454 70</td>
<td>6*</td>
<td>4.1*</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baptist</td>
<td>334 59***</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other protestant (ref)</td>
<td>358 71</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>606 75</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mormon</td>
<td>65 37***</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>36 58**</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>77 42***</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>298 66*</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married (ref)</td>
<td>2,143 67</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>41 62</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living together</td>
<td>82 73</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed full time</td>
<td>311 81**</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed part time</td>
<td>578 70</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed (ref)</td>
<td>1,355 64</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not student (ref)</td>
<td>412 71</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1,862 67</td>
<td>9**</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives with parents (ref)</td>
<td>2,011 65</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives independently</td>
<td>263 76*</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>4.8*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at 0.05 level
** Significant at 0.01 level
*** Significant at 0.001 level

Note: "ref" indicates reference group; statistical significance from logistic regression

... at-risk or problem gamblers, and 2.1% were problem gamblers. Males were very significantly higher than females on every measure of gambling involvement. Any gambling, frequent gambling, and problem gambling increased with age from 14 to 21. Blacks, Asians and “Mixed/Unknown” were less likely to have gambled than Whites. Blacks and American Indians were more likely to be frequent gamblers than Whites. Eighteen percent (18%) of Blacks and 28% of American Indians gambled twice per week or more, as compared to 9% of Whites. There were no detectable differences by race in at-risk/problem or problem gambling. The lowest SES respondents were least likely to gamble. However, frequent gambling was most common among low SES respondents, and least common among high SES respondents. Likewise, at-risk/problem gambling was least common at the high end of SES. Religion was related to “any gambling”, with every religious group except Catholics less likely than “other (than Baptist) Protestants” to have gambled. Marital status showed no consistent relationship to gambling involvement.
Table 4. U.S. youth and gambling survey past-year gambling percentages respondents aged 14-21 past-year gamblers only

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Frequent gambling (%)</th>
<th>At-risk or problem gambler (%)</th>
<th>Problem gambler (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>1,535</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>878</td>
<td>23***</td>
<td>13.9***</td>
<td>4.3***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (ref)</td>
<td>657</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-15 (trend)</td>
<td>356</td>
<td>15*</td>
<td>8.2</td>
<td>2.7*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>376</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19</td>
<td>418</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-21</td>
<td>387</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White (ref)</td>
<td>986</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>30***</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>264</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>34*</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mixed/unknown</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES lowest 1/5</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>26**</td>
<td>13.7</td>
<td>5.8*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES second 1/5 (ref)</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES third 1/5 (ref)</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES fourth 1/5 (ref)</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SES highest 1/5</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>8**</td>
<td>5.8*</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baptist</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>22*</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other protestant (ref)</td>
<td>611</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catholic</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mormon</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jewish</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>29*</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>None</td>
<td>196</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married (ref)</td>
<td>1,444</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living together</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed full time</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed part time</td>
<td>402</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed (ref)</td>
<td>682</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not student (ref)</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td>1,241</td>
<td>14***</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives with parents (ref)</td>
<td>1,335</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lives independently</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Significant at 0.05 level
** Significant at 0.01 level
*** Significant at 0.001 level

Note: "ref" indicates reference group; statistical significance from logistic regression
Table 5 U.S. youth and gambling survey past-year gambling percentages by gender and age

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Any gambling</th>
<th>Frequent gambling</th>
<th>At risk or problem gambling</th>
<th>Problem gambling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>M (%)</td>
<td>F (%)</td>
<td>M (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-15</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16-17</td>
<td>282</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-19</td>
<td>289</td>
<td>276</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-21</td>
<td>274</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Italicics indicates gender by age interaction significant at 0.05 level.

Table 5 and Fig. 1 show the noteworthy result that emerged from our tests of gender interactions. Only one interaction between gender and the other predictors was significant—the interaction between gender and age, with frequent gambling as the dependent variable. Table 5 shows the gambling measures broken down jointly by gender and age. As Fig. 1 shows more dramatically than the table, frequent gambling increased with age among males, but not among females. There is a suggestion of this same pattern with
at-risk/problem gambling and problem gambling, but these interactions were not statistically significant.

Table 6 shows a comparison between problem/pathological gambling rates in the current study and our national U.S. adult (18 and older) survey conducted in 2000. The other problem gambling results reported in this article were measured using the SOGS-RA, but these results were measured using the DSM-IV DIS for problem/pathological gambling. This measure was used in both studies, with only minor modifications as described in the methods section. The results for problem gambling (our term for an endorsement of 3+ DSM criteria) show that the rates for males in the two studies are identical (4.2%), but the rate for females in the adult study (2.9%) is much higher than the rate for females in the youth study (0.1%). As measured by DSM-IV criteria, problem gambling is almost non-existent among adolescent and young adult females. The results for pathological gambling (last column of Table 6) show that adult males have a higher rate of pathological gambling than adolescent and young adult males, and that adult females have a much higher rate than adolescent and young adult females. In the youth survey, pathological gambling by DSM-IV criteria did not occur among females. These results do not support the supposition that problem gambling is more common among young people than adults. These results are consistent with the supposition that gambling problems develop later in life for females than for males.

Table 6 U.S. youth and adult gambling survey rates of problem and pathological gambling measured by DSM-IV criteria

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Problem gambling 3+ DSM-IV criteria (%)</th>
<th>Pathological gambling 3+ DSM-IV criteria (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Youth survey</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 2,274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Adult survey</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N = 2,631</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Springer
Discussion

The rates of problem gambling found in the current study are not as high as the rates of problem gambling found in other surveys which used the SOGS-RA and defined problem gambling as 4 or more positive answers. It is possible that differences in study design might account for some of this difference. Among the eight surveys listed in Table 1, five were school surveys. The school surveys produced the three highest rates, but also the two lowest rates. The remaining three studies were telephone surveys. One of these sampled from listed numbers, and another used an “age-targeted”, non-probability sample. Only one study (Carlson and Moore 1998) seems to have been a random-digit-dial survey. Our currently reported survey was sampled with a known probability from a frame that included all phone numbers, and therefore is closest to a representative household sample. Having made this observation, it is not clear why this would make our estimate of the rate of problem gambling lower than the others. For example, school surveys obtain data only from those who are attending school, but one would not think that this constitutes a bias for more problem behaviors. The 95% confidence interval for our 2.1% rate of problem gambling is roughly plus or minus half a percent, making it unlikely that the current study found a lower problem gambling rate than the eight studies in Table 1 by chance. Also, the rates of other problem behaviors (such as conduct disorder and daily marijuana use) in our sample are high relative to the rates found in the literature; and therefore, we did not obtain a sample low in problem behaviors, either by chance or by method bias. Some of the reasons suggested by Jacques and Ladouceur (2003) for overestimation of the rate of youthful problem gambling do not apply to the comparison between our survey and those in Table 1. All of these studies all used the same cutpoint—four or more endorsements. Question misinterpretation does not explain the difference, because the same questions were used. Wrong scoring is not likely with the SOGS-RA, which has a very straightforward scoring procedure. The most likely explanation is that the rate of problem gambling in the U.S. as a whole is lower than in many of the smaller jurisdictions in which surveys have been conducted.

Our results provide an opportunity to examine the influence of demographics and life transitions on gambling. Males were much higher than females on every measure of gambling. This was not the case in our 2000 adult survey, in which the “gender gap” in gambling involvement was much narrower (Welte et al. 2001). It seems likely that females’ gambling involvement tends to emerge in adulthood, while male involvement can be high in adolescence. This point is underscored by Fig. 1, which shows graphically how male frequent gambling is increasing at an early age, whereas female frequent gambling is stable. While three of our four measures of gambling involvement increased significantly with age in the 14–21 range, that increase comes primarily from males.

Asians were the racial group that showed the lowest gambling involvement. This is an interesting result in view of the commonly accepted notion (e.g., Liu 2006) that Asians are heavy gamblers. While it is possible that Asian gambling involvement develops later in life, it is also possible that examination of a representative sample simply fails to uphold a stereotype. Blacks are the least likely to have gambled, but Black gamblers are among the highest in gambling involvement. This replicates the finding in our national adult survey (Welte et al. 2001), and also is similar to the findings in general population surveys with respect to alcohol, which invariably find Blacks with a high percentage of abstainers, but may also find relatively high rates of alcohol abuse among Blacks who are drinkers (Welte et al. 2001). We have a small sample of American Indians, so it is difficult to obtain a statistically significant contrast. However, their rate of frequent gambling is so much higher than the reference group (28% for American Indians as opposed to 9% for Whites).
that it is statistically significant. They are also relatively high on measures of problem gambling. We might speculate that there is a connection between this result and the rapid spread of legal gambling in Indian communities.

Low SES respondents are most likely to have abstained from gambling, just as many studies have shown them to be the most likely to have abstained from alcohol (Welte et al. 2001). However, among gamblers, our results show a clear tendency for gambling involvement and negative consequences to increase as SES declines. We have elsewhere hypothesized that lower SES persons are more prone to gamble excessively because they see gambling as a reasonable method to improve their financial status (Welte et al. 2004). Religion clearly influences the decision to gamble, with Mormons, Jews and Baptists less likely to have gambled than the reference group (“Other Protestants”). Catholics were the most likely to gamble, not surprising as they are practitioners of a religion that is generally tolerant of gambling. For the other gambling involvement variables, we see little in the way of significant religious differences, but here again we have a small group problem. Nevertheless, it may not be a coincidence that Mormons reported 1% frequent gamblers (average for the entire sample was 11%) and also reported 0% problem or at-risk gamblers, as they are practitioners of a religion that discourages gambling.

We also examined the relationship between four life transitions (marriage, employment, living independently and student status) and gambling involvement. Those who work full time are more likely to gamble, those who are not students are more likely to gamble frequently, and those who live independently are more likely to gamble and to be problem gamblers. All statistically significant results show that greater gambling involvement is associated with an adult status. In fact, those who work full time, are not students and live independently are higher than their counterparts on all four measure of gambling involvement. These results suggest that, in the minds of some, gambling may be associated with the transition to adulthood.

We compared the pathological and problem gambling rates in our adult and youth studies, using the same measure, the DIS for pathological gambling. This comparison showed lower rates of problem and pathological gambling among adolescents/young adults than among all adults. When also considering the relatively low rate of problem gambling that we found using the SOGS-RA, our results are not consistent with the common notion that problem gambling is more prevalent among adolescents than among adults. Our results do support those researchers, some of whom we cited earlier, who have questioned that notion.

While there have been numerous surveys of adolescent gambling conducted in U.S. states, there has been a lack of studies of this topic in the nation as a whole. In this article, we have presented results from the first national U.S. survey of gambling among adolescents and young adults. We have found that gambling is widespread among U.S. youths. We also found a problem gambling rate which projects to approximately three quarters of a million problem gamblers among U.S. residents aged 14-21. In a society where young people are increasingly exposed to gambling influences, this is a cause for concern.
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Ms. VOLBERG. Good morning, Madam Chairman, Ranking Member Butterfield, and members of the subcommittee.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Can you please pull your microphone a little closer?

Ms. VOLBERG. OK, is that better?

Mrs. BONO MACK. Yes, thank you.

Ms. VOLBERG. My name is Rachel Volberg. I am a sociologist at NORC at the University of Chicago, and I have been doing research on gambling and problem gambling for 26 years.

The Internet gambling market is large and growing rapidly. Poker is the most popular form of online gambling, and accounts for 60 percent of online gambling activity but for only 23 percent of online gambling revenues. The majority of Internet poker players are young men with relatively high levels of education, and perhaps a few older men as well.

With regard to problem and pathological gambling, there is substantial research showing that prevalence rates are three to four times higher among Internet gamblers compared to non-Internet gamblers. Now, critics argue that Internet gambling does not cause problem gambling, but that instead problem gamblers are attracted to Internet gambling and add it to a repertoire of other gambling activities.

Results from a new longitudinal study in Canada show that while both of these things happen, the most common pathway is actually for Internet gamblers to develop problems subsequent to beginning to gamble on the Internet.

Now, most things that go up usually come down, and this is true in epidemiology as well. Research shows that problem gambling prevalence does eventually level out and decline, even if accessibility does continue to increase. Among the likely contributors to such declines are greater public awareness, decreased participation once the novelty has worn off of a new form of gambling, increased government and industry efforts to provide gambling more safely, expanding services for problem gamblers, the increased age of the population, and, unfortunately an outflow of problem gambling cases due to severe personal or financial crisis, criminal charges or, in extreme cases, suicide.

H.R. 2366 provides for Federal oversight of State and tribal agencies that will issue licenses for online poker, but leaves responsibility for setting consumer protection standards to the States and tribes. This arrangement virtually guarantees that programs to prevent and mitigate problem gambling will vary significantly across jurisdictions. And while the competition among online gambling providers will ensure a cost-efficient and appealing consumer product, a free market is likely to come at the cost of less player protection.

Beyond requiring licensees to establish self-exclusion programs, I believe some additional minimum requirements are needed. These include a requirement for players to set limits with regard to time and money, a 24-hour cooling off period before changes to...
limits can be made, monthly financial statements, and self-assessment tests.

It would be best if these measures, as well as the self-exclusion program, were operated by a third-party independent organization. Such an approach offers many advantages. One significant one is that it would allow players who wish to self-exclude to visit a single site and exclude themselves from all of the domestic sites at one time, rather than having to go to each gambling site individually.

Finally, even these measures will be insufficient without a mechanism to adequately fund prevention, treatment, and research on problem gambling in the United States. I agree with the National Council on Problem Gambling that a minimum of $50 million in new Internet gambling revenue must be dedicated to these programs.

Unfortunately, the United States lags far behind other countries in this regard. State funding for problem gambling services per capita is approximately one-twentieth the level it is in countries such as Australia and Canada, and there has never been a Federal agency with primary responsibilities to address problem gambling. I therefore also urge you to support H.R. 2334, which designates SAMHSA as the lead Federal agency on problem gambling.

Online gambling is here to stay and will continue to evolve. The question is what governments can and will do to create a safety net for their citizens, to minimize the likely increase in the number of problem gamblers, to provide treatment for those afflicted, and to ensure that research is undertaken to understand the impacts of Internet gambling on society.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify, and I look forward to answering your questions.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Dr. Volberg.

[The prepared statement of Ms. Volberg follows:]
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Internet gambling is a fluid and dynamic market characterized by significant inter-jurisdictional inconsistencies. As a result, policymakers, operators and other stakeholders face substantial ambiguities about the best approach to legalizing and regulating Internet gambling. My testimony today addresses three issues: (1) whether revenue projections for legalized internet poker will be met; (2) whether there will be an increase in the number of problem gamblers as a result of legalizing Internet poker; and (3) what can be done from a regulatory perspective to prevent or mitigate likely increases in the prevalence of problem gambling in the wake of the introduction of Internet poker.
Good morning Chairwoman Bono Mack, Ranking Member Butterfield, and Members of the Subcommittee. Thank you for inviting me to testify this morning. My name is Rachel Volberg. I am a Senior Research Scientist at NORC at the University of Chicago, I live in Western Massachusetts, and I have specialized in population studies of gambling and problem gambling for 26 years.

The Current Situation: Inter-Jurisdictional Confusion and Competition

Online gambling has only existed since 1995 and, internationally, different countries are experimenting with a range of approaches to legalization. Some countries prohibit most or all forms of online gambling; at the other end of the spectrum are countries that permit nearly all forms of online gambling. In the middle are countries that have put in some legal restrictions, those that provide for a domestic online market with patronage restricted to their own citizens, those that also prohibit residents from accessing online gambling outside the country, and those that operate online gambling but prohibit their own residents from accessing the sites (Williams, Wood, & Parke, 2012 in press; Wood & Williams, 2009).

There are many arguments to be made in support of Internet gambling legalization. Proponents of legalization point out that:

- it is exceedingly difficult to effectively prohibit online gambling;
- over time, populations adapt to the presence of problematic products and develop some 'inoculation' from further harm; and
- legally regulated sites better ensure player protection and deter crimes.
There are also compelling arguments for prohibition, some in direct counterpoint to the arguments for legalization. The main arguments in defense of prohibition are:

- the purpose of laws is to codify societal values in an effort to shape, rather than conform to, people's behavior;
- legalization will likely increase rates of problem gambling; and
- player protection tools are likely to have only modest efficacy in preventing problem gambling.

While there are strong economic incentives for governments to legalize and regulate Internet gambling, there is, as yet, no satisfactory model proposed to regulate these activities.

Australia was one of the earliest countries to attempt to license and regulate Internet gambling. In 2001, the Australian Government passed the Interactive Gambling Act (IGA) which permits Australian states and territories to license and regulate online operators. The eight Australian states and territories have each created different gambling policies and regulations but inter-state competition has given rise to substantial discord; for example, around the flouting of advertising standards (Gainsbury & Wood, 2011). The lack of cohesive policies recently led the Australian Productivity Commission (2010) to recommend that Australia implement a national regulatory approach.

In Canada, most forms of gambling are regulated at the provincial level and provincial governments are generally the owners and operators of provincial gambling enterprises. There have been several forays into online gambling in Canada. These were led initially by Internet-based horse race wagering followed by the offer of lottery products and then other forms of gambling by provincial lotteries. In 2010, British Columbia and Quebec made Internet gambling available to their citizens and
the two provinces will soon permit their residents to compete against each other in online poker games. Ontario will begin offering Internet gambling to its citizens in 2012.¹

In 2006, Congress passed the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA) which made it illegal for financial transaction providers to transfer funds to online gambling sites. In the wake of this legislation, a significant number of online gambling sites stopped taking bets from U.S. citizens. UIGEA exempts online intra-state sales of lottery tickets, inter-state horse race betting and some types of intra-state online gambling. Despite the law, many U.S. players circumvent UIGEA by using non-U.S. financial transaction intermediaries to place bets. While overall participation in Internet gambling in the United States is quite low (estimates range from 0.3% to 3.0%) (Rasmussen Reports, 2006; Welte, Barnes, Wieczorek, Tidwell, & Parker, 2002), a recent survey of international online gamblers found that 25% of the respondents were from the United States (Wood & Williams, 2009).

Will Revenues Meet Projections?

While revenues from Internet gambling can be difficult to determine, it is estimated that worldwide online gambling revenues rose from $600 million in 1998 to $16.6 billion in 2008. Poker is the most popular form of online gambling and accounts for approximately 60% of online gambling activity but for only 23% of the worldwide online gambling market, compared with 38% for sports/racebooks and 25% for online casinos (Global Betting and Gaming Consultants, 2008, cited in Wood & Williams, 2009). Extrapolating from these figures, it appears that online poker generates approximately $4 billion in annual revenues worldwide.

¹ Along with my colleague Rob Williams from the University of Lethbridge, I am just beginning a three-year project to study the impacts of online gambling legalization in Ontario. The study is funded by the Ontario Problem Gambling Research Centre.
As far as I have been able to determine, there are no published estimates of the revenues that would likely be generated by the legalization of online poker in the United States. However, the Joint Committee on Taxation has published an analysis of projected tax revenues if a broader Internet gambling regime were legalized. Estimated federal tax revenues under four different scenarios ranged from $10 billion to nearly $42 billion over a ten-year period (Barthold, 2009). A separate analysis by PricewaterhouseCoopers estimated that between $13 billion and $26 billion in tax revenues would be generated over ten years. If no states were permitted to opt out of the legislation, it was estimated that legalized Internet gambling would generate nearly $49 billion over ten years (PricewaterhouseCoopers, 2009).

An interesting feature of these analyses is that they apparently assume that, if U.S. companies are permitted to offer online gambling, then these companies will capture the entire worldwide online gambling market. Although Internet gambling is relatively young, this is a mature market with significant barriers for new online gambling companies. Legally sanctioned domestic sites will only be patronized to the extent that they offer a competitive advantage to the consumer. However, existing ‘offshore’ jurisdictions have a strong competitive advantage by virtue of their longer established presence. Furthermore, regardless of whether Internet gambling is legalized in the United States, there will always be many non-domestic sites available to online gamblers (Williams et al., 2012 in press).

In France, it is estimated that only 43% of the internet gambling market is currently captured by legal domestic sites (MAG, 2011). In Britain, only 25% of the estimated £2.5 billion that British consumers spend annually on Internet gambling goes to operators licensed by the British Gambling Commission (Williams et al., 2012 in press). A more salient example comes from Sweden where the introduction of a legal domestic online poker site, in 2006, led to a significant increase in overall Internet gambling participation (Swedish National Institute of Public Health, 2010). However, in a separate
survey, only 28% of Swedish online poker players reported patronizing the domestic site exclusively while another 25% of players reported patronizing several poker sites including the domestic site (Jonsson, 2012 in press). If these figures are extrapolated to a legalized U.S. market, tax revenues from Internet gambling are more likely to be in the range of $3 billion to $12 billion over ten years.

Finally, it is possible that legalizing online gambling and providing domestic access may actually increase monetary outflow rather than retaining it. This is a lesson learned in the late 1980s and 1990s from the introduction of domestic-market casinos in North American states and provinces, intended to capture gambling dollars that were being spent in Nevada and Atlantic City. Nevada experienced an enormous growth in gambling revenues in this period because the creation of domestic casinos led to increases in casino gambling participation which led, in turn, to increased visits to major international gambling destinations (Williams, Belanger, & Arthur, 2011).

A Likely Increase in Problem and Pathological Gambling

Prevalence (or total stock) of a disorder is determined by incidence, or the inflow of new cases, duration, and the outflow of current cases through recovery, migration or death (Abbott, 2006). In the study of clinical disorders, pathological gambling is considered a chronic disorder. Chronic disorders strongly tend to recur once fully developed, constituting a lifelong vulnerability. This vulnerability to relapse may be effectively treated and kept in check. But a period in which the individual is relatively free of symptoms does not mean that the person is free of the disorder.

One reason that legalization of Internet gambling may lead to an increase in the rate of problem gambling is that legalization provides tacit governmental approval for these activities and leads citizens to assume that the products are safe. This in turn typically leads to an increase in overall participation,
as is also seen in the legalization/decriminalization of prostitution, abortion, and cannabis (Alan Guttmacher Institute, 2008; Jakobsson & Kotsadam, 2011; MacCoun, 2010; Wardle, Griffiths, Orford, Moody, & Volberg, 2011). Increases in overall participation tend to be reliably associated with increases, at least temporarily, in the prevalence of problem gambling (Grun & McKeigue, 2000; Lund, 2008; Rose, 1985; Williams, Volberg, & Stevens, 2011).

Another reason that legalization is likely to increase rates of problem gambling is because the nature of online gambling makes it inherently more problematic than most other forms of gambling. Greater convenience, easier access, the solitary nature of play, the ability to play when intoxicated, the lack of realistic cash markers, and the ability to play multiple sites and/or games simultaneously are all features that contribute to a diminution in players' ability to control their involvement. Another challenge is that Internet problem gamblers have a much more difficult time avoiding gambling venues which are available at the click of a mouse (Schull, 2005; Wood, Williams, & Lawton, 2007).

There is substantial research showing that the prevalence of problem gambling is three to four times higher among Internet gamblers compared to non-Internet gamblers (Griffiths & Barnes, 2008; Jonsson, 2012 in press; Ladd & Petry, 2002; Wood & Williams, 2007, 2009). In California in 2006, although only 2.1% of our respondents had ever gambled on the Internet, 11.3% of these individuals were classified as pathological gamblers and another 19.2% were classified as subclinical problem gamblers. In a logistic regression analysis that controlled for individual demographics and co-occurring behaviors and disorders, respondents who had gambled on the Internet in the past year were ten times more likely to be a problem or pathological gambler compared with those who had not gambled on the Internet (Volberg, Nysse-Carris, & Gerstein, 2006).

Most things that go up usually come down and this is as true in epidemiology as in other realms. Epidemiological research strongly suggests that problem gambling prevalence does eventually level out...
and decline, even if accessibility continues to increase (Williams, Volberg et al., 2011). Greater public awareness, expanding services for problem gamblers and regulatory, industry and public health measures are among the likely contributors to such declines. What is not known is how quickly these and other factors can have a significant impact. It is also not known if these factors can prevent problem escalation even if introduced concurrently with increased access to gambling (Abbott, 2005; Abbott, Volberg, Bellringer, & Reith, 2004).

While longitudinal studies of gambling have only recently begun to yield results, one consistent and recurring theme emerging from these studies is that most gambling problems tend to resolve over time (Abbott & Clarke, 2007; LaPlante, Nelson, LaBrie, & Shaffer, 2008; Slutske, Jackson, & Sher, 2003). However, in the only study to date to examine problem gambling incidence, the researchers found that among adults who became problem gamblers over a 12-month period, approximately one-third were new cases without a previous history of problem gambling while two-thirds were classified as relapsing cases (Victoria Department of Justice, 2011).

While there are good theoretical grounds to believe that Internet gambling contributes to problem gambling, it is possible that problem gamblers simply add Internet gambling to their repertoire. Very recent longitudinal research in Ontario, Canada has found that both directional routes occur. However, Internet gambling leading to problem gambling tends to be the most common pathway (Wood, Williams, & Parke, 2012 in press). Although there is speculation about an ‘inoculation effect,’ such that gamblers eventually habituate and overcome difficulties related to their gambling, most of the financial, psychological, social, work/school and legal harms associated with problem gambling cannot be undone (Gainsbury & Wood, 2011; Williams et al., 2012 in press). Given this scenario, it is essential that regulatory policies take account of likely increases in problem gambling in the wake of the legalization of online poker in the United States.
The Proposed Regulatory Model Needs Improvement

In 1999, the National Gambling Impact Study Commission (1999) pointed out that, unlike other consumer businesses, legal gambling has largely been shaped by government decisions, at the federal, state and local levels. The Commission commented that “rivalry and competition for investment and resources” were the driving factors in government decision-making related to legalized gambling in America and noted that “even the states concede that only Washington has the potential to control gambling on the Internet” (1999, p. 1-5). The latest round of casino legalization in the Northeast of the United States suggests that the situation with regard to inter-state competition for gambling revenues has not changed in the intervening years.

H.R. 2366 provides for Federal oversight of state and tribal agencies that will issue licenses for online poker through a newly-established Office of Internet Poker Oversight within the Department of Commerce (Section 103). This office will have the responsibility to prescribe minimum standards for qualifying these state and tribal agencies but will have no role in setting standards or issuing licenses to operate online poker (Section 104). Instead, each state and tribal agency will be required to establish requirements for the development of a Compulsive Gaming, Responsible Gaming, and Self-Exclusion Program that each licensee will be required to implement as a condition of licensure (Section 106). A self-exclusion program represents the minimum standard required in H.R. 2366.

The provisions in H.R. 2366 virtually guarantee that requirements for programs to prevent and mitigate gambling-related problems will vary significantly across the states. There is already tremendous variability in existing efforts to address problem gambling in the United States, with per capita expenditures on problem gambling services, including prevention, treatment and research, ranging from $1.36 in Iowa to less than one cent in Maryland (Marotta, Moore, & Christensen, 2011).
With each state responsible for its own consumer protection and harm minimization requirements, and with states invariably competing with one another for players and revenues, some states will implement far less restrictive regimes than others and players, migrating to these less restrictive sites, will not benefit from the tools that are put in place to protect consumers and prevent gambling problems.

While competition among online gambling providers ensures a cost-efficient and appealing consumer product, a free market is likely to come at the cost of less player protection (Williams, West, & Simpson, 2008).

Some countries have enacted legislation that requires gambling providers to effectively mitigate harm from the provision of gambling. For example, Germany has legislation that, among other things, requires all new gambling products to be reviewed by an advisory board of gambling addiction experts prior to their introduction (Meyer, Hayer, & Griffiths, 2009). In Sweden, the responsible gambling program implemented by Svenska Spel includes limits in marketing and advertising, a self-exclusion feature, and a mandatory requirement for all players to set limits with regard to time and money. The program also includes a self-assessment (GAM-TEST) where players can receive objective feedback on their gambling habits. A required independent evaluation of the program, called Playscan (http://www.playscan.com/), found that reasonable time and monetary limits were set by the majority of players and, for those who set reasonable limits, most abide by those limits (Jonsson, 2012 in press).

Beyond the requirement that licensees establish self-exclusion programs, additional minimum consumer protection and harm minimization requirements are needed in H.R. 2366. These should include an opt-out requirement for players to set daily, weekly and monthly limits with regard to time and money with changes only possible after a 24-hour cooling-off period, monthly financial statements, and self-assessment tests. All of these are measures supported strongly by Internet gamblers surveyed worldwide (Parke, Rigbye, Parke, & Williams, 2007). It would be best if these consumer protection...
measures as well as the self-exclusion program were operated by a third-party, independent organization rather than by the online gaming operators or the licensing state and tribal agencies. In particular, this would allow players who wish to self-exclude to visit a single site where they can exclude from all of the domestic sites at one time rather than having to exclude themselves from each site individually.

While establishing and enforcing these minimum consumer protections will be helpful, these measures will not be adequate without a mechanism to adequately fund prevention, treatment and research on problem gambling in the United States. You heard last month from Keith Whyte of the National Council on Problem Gambling who requested your support for H.R. 2334, the Comprehensive Problem Gambling Act, which would set aside $50 million in gaming revenues to fund such programs. In my view, this is the bare minimum required. The United States lags far behind other countries in this regard: there has never been a Federal agency with primary responsibility to address problem gambling and state funding for problem gambling prevention, treatment and, most especially, research is approximately one-twentieth of the level in countries such as Australia and Canada (Volberg, 2009).

Conclusion

While online gambling offers better possibilities, compared to land-based forms of gambling, to implement player protection measures, there are unmistakable challenges in providing these tools and ensuring that the players most in need of protection actually use them. If Internet poker is legalized in the United States, it will be important to ensure that these tools are available to players on all licensed sites. It will also be important to establish an independent agency through which these tools are made available to players in order to overcome the reluctance demonstrated to date by the online gambling industry to implement cross-operator player protection tools (Dragicevic, 2011).
The pre-commitment constraints that most online sites presently allow players to impose tend to be voluntary and of relatively short duration. These types of constraints are of primary benefit to non-problem gamblers but are unlikely to have a significant impact on the out-of-control behavior of pathological gamblers (Griffiths, 2012 in press; Nower & Blaszczynski, 2010; Williams et al., 2008). This is why additional resources are needed to provide for adequate problem gambling prevention, treatment and research.

Online gambling is clearly here to stay and will continue to evolve with continual changes and competition among Internet gambling sites, with new demographic groups such as women and older adults entering the market, and with a growing number of jurisdictions legalizing and regulating these activities. The question is what governments can and will do to create a safety net for their citizens, to minimize the likely increase in the number of problem gamblers, to provide treatment for those afflicted, and to ensure that research is undertaken to understand the impacts of Internet gambling on society (Gainsbury & Wood, 2011).

Thank you again for the opportunity to testify. I look forward to answering your questions and to assisting the Subcommittee in its future deliberations.


Mrs. BONO MACK. And I thank the entire panel, and we will now turn to questioning, and I will recognize myself for 5 minutes.

And I would like to ask Mr. Fahrenkopf this question first. If Congress were to enable Internet gaming, do you support the right for States to opt-out of such a system and to limit any online gaming participation by their residents to entrust State online operations under that State’s own control?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Absolutely. We are supporters, and always have been, that the Tenth Amendment States rights must be recognized. States should always have the right to determine what type of gaming they are going to allow in their State, how they are going to regulate it, how they are going to tax it. So we have no problem with States opting out if they don’t want to participate.

Mrs. BONO MACK. And then once they’re opted out again, just to be clear, that you can opt out and offer intrastate solely?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Well, some of the discussion, Mr. Campbell was saying that UIGEA was the purchase—the purpose of that was to outlaw Internet gambling. It really wasn’t. The purpose of UIGEA, or UIGEA, as we call it, was to interfere with the financial transactions that went on. The bill clearly did not say what was legal or illegal.

But there is within UIGEA an intrastate exemption from UIGEA. There would still be a determination, as you know. The Justice Department to this day says that Internet wagering of any sort is illegal under the 1961 Wire Act. I don’t necessarily agree with them. It is hard for me to believe that anyone in this august body who was serving here in 1961 ever thought that there would be a worldwide Web, that there would be the intent. So clearly there is is an intrastate exemption from UIGEA for States to do intrastate activity, which would not violate that law. I am not going to pass judgment on what the Justice Department is going to say. I happen to disagree with their interpretation that that would be illegal.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. And much of what you are talking about, you are speaking to the ability to regulate, to have particular Web sites and those Web sites only. Yet in Congress we are often dealing with rogue Web sites that are selling, you know, bad prescription, bad pharmaceuticals. There are rogue Web sites that are selling pirated intellectual property.

How do you propose that you make sure that the consumer can truly know that this is a real Web site and a safe Web site, because we are are dealing with this in so many other areas right now?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Well, as I said in my remarks, I think that the way to go about this, in the wisdom of Congress, Internet poker should be legalized. We have got to back, reiterate the 1961 Wire Act, as well as adjust UIGEA to make sure that it can be used as the vehicle to keep track of what, you know, other Web sites there are. Now, I happen to believe that the free market will make a determination.

Mrs. BONO MACK. But the free market right now is suffering from rogue Web sites and from all of the bad prescription drugs again, and from rogue Web sites that are coming from offshore where the consumer has no concept whether it is a legitimate Web site or not.
So let me move on to Dr. Volberg, though, because time is so limited. All of you have expressed a desire to keep children and problem gamblers from gambling online. If Congress chooses to legalize any particular or all online gaming, how would you prevent problem gamblers or minors from continuing to go wherever they can place the wager, including the unregulated offshore operations I was just talking about? Wouldn't the dangers for these vulnerable segments still persist?

Ms. Volberg. Well, the dangers would persist, but there are ways to mitigate the dangers by placing sort of roadblocks in the way. Certainly I am not an expert on how to do age verification. You heard a speaker, or someone testified last time on that front.

The issue that I am most familiar with is the question of exclusion programs and pre-commitment programs. And the thing to do, or the step that we believe is most effective, is to get people before they begin to gamble, to set up the constraints in terms of how much money per day or per week or per month that they want to spend, how much time they want to spend on those particular Web sites, and to set that up ahead of time so that in the middle of sort of the excitement of the action, they are not sort of going to lose control and keep going longer than they wanted.

Mrs. Bono Mack. Mr. Lipparelli, I would like to change the subject a little tiny bit toward travel gaming. I believe you have some travel operations in Nevada.

Mr. Lipparelli. We do, in fact.

Mrs. Bono Mack. OK. Can you explain briefly how they are regulated?

Mr. Lipparelli. Each of the tribes, I believe there are two, have entered into State compacts where they have agreed to abide by the State regulatory structure, so they follow our State regulatory regime.

Mrs. Bono Mack. Thank you.

Mr. Fahrenkopf, back to you. Should online gaming sites be required to help pay for the services needed to treat problem gambling, or should the State use the revenue it receives to pay for the services, or both?

Mr. Fahrenkopf. Well, most of the experience that we have had with land-based casinos as well as lotteries and the parimutuel industry, it varied State by State. In some States there is a—for example, in the States that have river boat gaming, you have to pay a fee to go on the boat, and a portion of that fee is set aside for responsible gaming work.

So it varies from State to State, but either way it could, you know, be effective if it was clearly drawn as a means to develop the revenue. I might say that there is some real question, however, of what adequate treatment is, and Rachel has been involved in this business, as others, for 20 or 30 years as to what the proper treatment must be.

For example, you have a State like Iowa that has had casino gaming since 1989, they have raised a tremendous amount of money, but in some cases they don’t know how to effectively spend it. And that is why research is really the key where most of the money should go, at least in the immediate future, along with some of the programs that Rachel has talked about.
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you. And my time has actually expired a while ago, so I am happy to recognize Mr. Butterfield for his 5 minutes.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. I thank the chairman. Both bills that we are talking about here today seek to prevent children from accessing gambling sites, and that is certainly a good thing and we can all agree on that. However, these two bills take different approaches toward achieving the goal.

Mr. Franks' bill and Mr. Campbell, 1174, gives the Treasury Secretary broad regulatory and enforcement authority to implement a licensing program for Internet gambling sites. This authority includes a requirement that the Secretary make sure that those licensees have various processes in place to prevent underage gambling.

Mr. Barton's bill, 2366, allows States to license gambling sites. The bill requires the relevant State agencies to, quote, ensure to a reasonable degree of certainty that the individual placing a bet or wager is not less than 21 years of age, end of quote.

Let me this time go to my right. Dr. Volberg, would you have any concerns with a State by State or even a tribe-by-tribe approach to preventing children from accessing gambling Web sites?

Ms. VOLBERG. Well, I think actually the issue of preventing children from gaining access to Internet gambling Web sites is an important one, because while the technology may exist on a State-to-State level to implement those steps—and this applies to problem gambling as well—there is not equal political will in every State to implement those measures.

And so what you will get, as I mentioned in my testimony, you will get variability across the States in terms of what they are willing to do, what they are able to do. And as a result, I think that some States will do a very good job, but other States are going to do a much less good job of protecting both underage gamblers and problem gamblers or people who are at risk.

I think another issue that I have great concern about because I have done a number of adolescent surveys, is the number of youth that access the Internet to gamble is extraordinarily high. In the survey that we did in Oregon, 30 percent of our adolescents had actually gambled on the Internet. But most of those had gambled for entertainment and not for money. And so when you are talking about sort of educating young people about gambling, part of it is occurring on the Internet, and I would like to see some prevention measures and some education that goes along with, you know, preventing them from actually gambling for money.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Do you think that this issue could be addressed through consistent across-the-board requirements at the Federal level? And if it should be at this level, would you have concerns if more than one agency provided oversight?

Ms. VOLBERG. I think when it comes to prevention and treatment, or certainly prevention and research, that we have not seen the States step up to the level that they have or that governments have in other countries around the world. So I would say that those two areas in particular do require a stronger Federal voice.
Mr. BUTTERFIELD. We are going to have to have oversight if this goes into law, I am just trying to find out what agencies should be involved and could it be multiple agencies?

Ms. VOLBERG. I absolutely think it should be multiple agencies. I think that—I have seen models internationally where that does happen very effectively, but it does require the legislation to actually say that you have to coordinate these—you know, these departments have to coordinate.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. Should any proposal in this area include some additional minimum requirements to ensure that licensees don’t target children? For example, should any legislation include standards for general advertising and marketing practices and online sites, the specific targeting of minors, the system used by the site to verify that the user is of legal age before they are allowed to sign up? Would you quickly speak to that in 30 seconds?

Ms. VOLBERG. Yes, I believe there is a need for that.

Mr. BUTTERFIELD. All right, thank you.

Mrs. BONO MACK. I thank the gentleman and recognize Mr. Barton for 5 minutes.

Mr. Barton. Thank you, Chairwoman. I have a letter from Alfonse D’Amato that was written to you on November 7, 2011, and it is copied to all members of the subcommittee. I would like unanimous consent to put that in the record. It has been shared with the minority.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Without objection.

[The information follows:]
Thank you for inviting me to testify before your subcommittee on the important topic of Internet gaming regulation. As a representative of more than 1.2 million poker enthusiasts, it was an honor to present information to the subcommittee and to explain the merits of U.S. licensed and regulated Internet poker. First and foremost, regulation must be about consumer protection. Today’s non-U.S. regulated market leaves our citizens vulnerable and outsources consumer safeguards to other countries. Further, regulation of Internet poker is about restoring freedom; the freedom of adults to spend their own money in their own home over their own Internet connection competing in a time-honored game of skill. Finally, by protecting consumers and expanding freedom, the byproduct of this good public policy is job creation and revenue. In these economic times we should thoroughly examine every opportunity for fiscal stability.

The October 25th hearing was a good first examination of these issues. However, there are still several unanswered questions. I encourage the committee to hold a legislative hearing on H.R. 2366, the Internet Gambling Prohibition, Poker Consumer Protection, and Strengthening UIGEA Act of 2011. In this hearing the committee can more deeply examine the current best practices that are in use for Internet gaming regulation across the globe. Questions about age-verification, problem gambling, bot-play, and cheating have been routinely vetted by jurisdictions such as the United Kingdom, Italy and France that have allowed their citizens to play on Internet poker sites for several years. World renowned experts in all of these areas are able to discuss best practices with your committee. In fact, Washington, D.C.-based Aristotle, a leading provider of online identity verification systems, has testified before Congress on the efficacy of keeping underage persons off Internet gaming websites.1 I also call your attention to a study conducted by Harvard University Professor Malcolm K. Sparrow entitled, “Can Internet Gambling Be Effectively Regulated? Managing the Risks.”2 This comprehensive study outlines technologies and policies that can be put in place to regulate online gaming. Professor Sparrow has also testified before Congress on the findings of his study, and Parry Afsh, who testified along with me before your subcommittee, mentioned this study as well. In the meantime, I would like to address some of the unresolved issues raised in the October 25th hearing.

1 Testimony of Michael Colopy, Aristotle Inc., before the House Committee on Financial Services: http://archives.financialservices.house.gov/hearing/110/0145_001.pdf
Poker Bots

With respect to computer programs that impersonate humans in Internet poker games, often called "bots", this is an issue that the worldwide Internet poker industry has been dealing with for years. A significant amount of discussion was afforded this subject during the hearing based on testimony provided by Professor Kurt Eggert. While I respect Mr. Eggert's concerns, as he admitted during the hearing, he is not an expert in the area of poker bots, Internet security, or cheating in online poker. Thusly, his blanket statements about the prevalence of bot play and the inability to stop it should not be considered a settled matter for this committee. Admittedly, I am not an expert on this subject either, but I do have important facts to present.

Under existing U.S. law, it is not illegal (at least not expressly so) to use a bot on an Internet poker site (though it would violate the terms and conditions for most poker sites), nor is it illegal to develop and sell bots that target Internet poker, and there are companies that do so. H.R. 2366 would make it a federal crime to use a bot on an Internet poker site or to sell a bot program in interstate commerce. It would also require licensed operators to use "best of breed" technologies to detect bots and remove them from sites. However, even apart from regulation, Internet poker operators have a significant incentive to detect and remove bots from their sites in that the integrity of their sites is of primary importance in the competitive marketplace.

To be clear, as a general rule, poker bots are not good enough to make money in high-stakes games. Players in those games have a level of skill that current bot technology cannot match. It is true that some of the best software developers have developed programs that are competitive with high-end poker players, but players at that level generally know each other. A new or anonymous player at that level would be subject to a much higher level of scrutiny. Instead, the way bot operators seek to make money on Internet poker is by running a network of bots grinding out small amounts of money in relatively low-stakes games.

For that reason, the larger Internet poker companies all dedicate substantial resources to detecting and removing bot players. The first level of defense against bots involves monitoring the movement of the mouse and the cursor on the screen. There are unique traits to the way humans move the mouse that a bot cannot easily mimic. Once a player has been flagged as a probable bot, they can be subjected to a CAPTCHA challenge, (a bot detection technique used by many industries wherein a consumer is asked to re-type a series of distorted letters and numbers) or subjected to other secondary measures. Once a player is identified as a bot, most operators immediately seize that player's funds, ban them from the site, and flag their IP address and payment information to prevent the bot player from seeking to come back under a different identity.

Beyond monitoring mouse movements, sites can also successfully detect bots by introducing subtle changes to the player's screen. Each piece of bot software is typically matched to the pixel-specific graphics of a particular poker operator's software, so that it can recognize cards, chips, etc. Humans will continue playing normally when such changes are introduced, but bots will often be confused by the changes and will effectively freeze up. A player that freezes up in response to such changes is almost certainly a bot, and can be detected and removed.

There is another type of bot which does not play the game directly, but rather, monitors the game on the player's computer and directs the actions of the players. Obviously, such a bot (sometimes called "click here" bots) cannot be detected by the movements of the player's mouse, as the mouse is being
moved by a human. However, such bots must still be able to monitor and read the screen, and the subtle changes described above will frustrate such a bot.

Another line of defense for poker companies is to constantly monitor the marketplace to see what bot programs are being sold. For example, one can easily buy a poker bot program at www.texas-holdem-bot.com. However, the best sites have professionals constantly searching for online sites that sell bot programs. Those sites’ client (the downloaded application that resides on the player’s computer) will monitor what other programs the player is running; any player running a recognized bot program will be flagged and removed from the site. (Merely changing the name of the program will not hide it from the client.) In addition, the best sites monitor chat rooms, etc. which are frequented by bot operators and developers, where they share intelligence, etc.

Over tens of thousands of hands, any poker player will develop recognizable patterns of play—folding, checking, or raising a particular percentage of the time in a particular situation. The best sites have algorithms that monitor the “virtual fingerprint” of particular players. As stated above, most bot operators seek to make money by running the same bot as multiple players at multiple tables on a particular site. When a site detects that many different players on its site have identical play patterns, it recognizes a high probability that those players are all the same bot, and those players will be subject to higher scrutiny. Similarly, when a particular player is discovered to be a bot, the operator will then quickly flag and remove all players with identical play patterns.

In closing, many e-commerce industries are fighting the problem of people who seek to use bots fraudulently; the issue is not unique to Internet poker, though Internet poker does present some unique challenges. Today, the technology exists to detect and remove nearly all bot players on Internet poker sites. As artificial intelligence technology improves, the bot threat will be greater, but Internet poker operators have a huge incentive to invest further in their R&D budgets in order to develop ever-better technology and practices to detect bots. H.R. 2366 would require an on-shore Internet poker industry to use the best available technology and practices to detect and remove bots, and would make it a crime to commercialize bot technology. Today, the best sites go to great lengths to detect and remove bot players, and the worst do not. In passing H.R. 2366, Congress would limit Americans to playing on sites that protect them against bots, and would provide greater protection for U.S. players.

Identification of Skill Levels

Mr. Eggert shared his thoughts regarding the perceived disadvantage unskilled players could have to highly skilled opponents with the subcommittee. Based on his testimony comparing online poker to slot machines, his vision for the game seems to be one with no winners. Rather, he seems to believe players should happily lose their money to the “rake” over time, much like people mindlessly pulling a lever of a slot machine. This idea is squarely at odds with the viewpoint of the poker community. Our membership (correctly) sees poker as a competitive game where skillful play is rewarded and encouraged, not sanctioned.

It is unfortunate that Mr. Eggert—an expert in consumer advocacy but not in poker—chose to categorize winning players as “predators.” Players and the industry alike see the fact that poker can be beaten with skill as a defining, positive characteristic of the game. Winning players are an integral part of the game. They are not predators...they are skilled competitors.
Mr. Eggert is correct in stating that poker is a game of skill. One of the skills of the game of poker is in evaluating the abilities of the competition. Players can observe one another before making the decision to play a single hand. Additionally, as skillful players generally migrate to higher table stakes, all players have the option of choosing table stakes that can generally be expected to provide for an appropriate level of overall opponent skill. Finally, there are many instructional poker books available and many poker websites offering free poker training and strategy discussion. Every player will have a fair opportunity to acquire the skills needed to enjoy the game of poker.

In short, in my opinion a Congressionally-mandated player rating system would be a solution looking for a problem.

Internet Service Disruption

During the hearing Chairwoman Bono Mack asked what would happen if Internet service was disrupted while someone was playing online poker. In short, nearly every non-U.S. regulated Internet poker site has clearly stated policies and procedures in place to address this issue. The response varies depending on the type of poker game (cash game or tournament) the player was engaged in during the disconnection of service. In any scenario, the affected player hand will be folded if he or she is unable to reconnect after an interval of extended time, as defined by the site's policies, has expired. If multiple players were engaged in the hand the play would continue as normal. If only two players were in the hand then the non-affected player would be awarded the pot if the player who has lost service cannot reconnect in the allowed timeframe. Best practices in this area can be found by reading the Frequently Asked Questions and Tournament Rules3 from PokerStars.com, the world's largest online poker room that is licensed and regulated in multiple jurisdictions.

We would encourage that U.S. regulation require that operators make clear to their customers what happens during a disruption of service.

Comparison of Regulated Internet Poker to Legalization of Drugs

A comparison was made during the hearing that arguments for regulation of Internet poker are akin to arguments for the legalization of drugs. Let me be clear, there is no comparison whatsoever. Poker is a legal activity in nearly every state and has been played legally in people's homes for almost two centuries. This cannot be said for the use of illicit drugs. Further, state and local governments are the largest providers of gaming services, whether directly through the lotteries or indirectly through regulation of pari-mutuel dog/horse racing, card rooms and other commercial gaming. Today, 48 of 50 states authorize some form of gambling. It seems unconscionable that an activity that is legal offline would be prohibited simply because it is offered over the Internet. This attitude is akin to outlawing the sale of shoes over the Internet because the same service is offered in a brick and mortar establishment. We believe that Internet poker should be appropriately regulated and available to adult consumers in a safe and accountable marketplace just as it is currently available to them offline.

Again, thank you for inviting me to testify and for the opportunity to present this additional information. Should you or your staff have further questions, please do not hesitate to contact me or the PPA's Executive Director, John Pappas.

3 A sample disconnect policy can be found at the PPA website: http://theppa.org/sampleconnectpolicy
Mr. Barton, I want to ask my first question to Professor Volberg. You kind of just alluded in passing that your study of people that play poker on the Internet, they often tend to be young men with high educational levels; and then you looked directly at me and said, “and a few older men.”

And I want the record to show that I am 62.

Mrs. Bono Mack. With objection.

Mr. Barton. That classifies as old, I guess, but I have never played online for money. I play online for play money, but not for money. But I respect those that do play for money, and a number of young men in my district play professionally and make a living.

Could you comment a little bit more on the demographics of the average online poker player?

Ms. Volberg. Well, I will be happy to do that. I would just like to say that I said older, rather than—I did not mean any disrespect.

In terms of the characteristics of online gamblers, this is not actually a study that I have done, it is a study that—a number of studies that have looked at online gamblers and online poker players as a subclass of online gamblers. And the E. Koeger study is the specific one that I was referring to here, where they found that—they looked at the demographic differences between online poker players and online casino gamblers. And what they found, that while the online poker players tended to mostly be, or the majority of them were young men between the ages of 18 and 24 with relatively high levels of education and income, in contrast the online casino gamblers were primarily or a majority were older women with relatively lower levels of income and education.

Mr. Barton. But on the poker player demographic online, my experience is that they tend to be very sharp. They all know the probabilities, they all know the permutations. Most of them excel in math.

If you watch the World Series of Poker, which is not online, but if you watch the World Series of Poker on ESPN, they all appear to be MIT engineering people. I mean, they are not people, though, that you would tend to say could be taken advantage of, that don’t know what they are doing, that need to be protected. I mean, they are folks that are fully aware and feel that they have the ability to have a competitive edge. Wouldn’t you agree with that?

Ms. Volberg. I think that that is certainly characteristic of the individuals that you described as professional poker players, people who make a living.

I think there are lots and lots of young men out there and some young women who also are very smart and also are very well educated.

The issue is not so much the folks who, you know, know the odds and know what they are doing, it is people who are coming into an activity where they sort of think that they have gotten pretty good because they have been playing on a free play site, and then they decide to do it for money and they go in and their expectations are a little unrealistic because the free play sites are set up differently.

Mr. Barton. I have only got about a minute left. I want to ask the chairman of the Nevada Gaming Commission, in your opinion
would online poker, would it hurt or help mainline brick-and-mortar casinos?

Mr. LIPPArelli. I think it is been our experience that if there is an impact, it is already reflected in operations. Clearly there is a lot of online gaming happening now. It has exploded in the last 7 years, so if there has been a direct impact, it is probably already being felt.

I think the industry participants that we talk to frequently see an opportunity there, but they see it as a compliment rather than something that would impact their businesses directly.

Mr. Barton. OK. And my last question to Mr. Fahrenkopf. There obviously are some very delicate issues in terms of sovereignty of the Indian tribes and their casino operations and their regulatory approach versus for-profit casinos.

Do you feel that those issues can be handled in a fair fashion so that the Indian tribes concerns, because of their status, can be addressed in a fair way?

Mr. Fahrenkopf. We totally respect the sovereignty of the tribes, and that is why, as I indicated in my initial remarks, I have been doing this for 17 years, and for 17 years I have been saying that no law should treat any type of legal gaming different than the others. So no one should get a leg up or be hurt between whether you are talking about our industry, whether you are talking about Native American gaming, whether you are talking about the parimutuel industry, or whether you are talking about the lottery business.

Mr. Barton. OK. Thank you, Madam Chairwoman.

Mrs. Bono Mack. Thank you Mr. Barton. The chair recognizes Mr. Towns for 5 minutes.

Mr. Towns. Thank you very much, Madam Chair. And of course I want to thank you and Mr. Butterfield for having this hearing in terms of bringing the very stakeholders together to have a discussion to determine whether, you know, whether we move forward or not, and if we do move forward to make certain that we are doing it in a very effective manner.

Let me begin with you, Mr. McIntyre. I want to make certain I understood your testimony. You appear to be concerned about the loss of State revenue, you know, being diverted from the lottery play to online casino play. Wouldn't ensuring that the share of tax revenue from online poker make up the difference?

Mr. McIntyre. One of the difficulties is, Mr. Congressman, is there is no State tax in New Hampshire, so there is that issue. There is no State income tax and there is no gaming tax in New Hampshire.

But one of the difficulties we have is our research suggests that 32 percent of our players—strike that—30 percent of the New Hampshire citizens visit a casino once a year, 45 percent of our players have visited within the last year, and 53 percent of our regular players have visited one or more times a year. So I firmly believe they draw from the same wealth.

I don't think it would have an impact directly, immediately. I think it would be over the long term, given the statistics suggested, in terms of the demographic that it is a younger player. Lottery lives and breathes in the demographic of 35 to 60 years old, and
that is not where even a poker player is now. It is where the folks who are in Internet poker will be in 20 years.

So it is not for me that I make this case. It is for my successor or my successive successors in terms of the impact on lottery revenues, Congressman.

Mr. TOWNS. Thank you very much. Let me go to you, Mr. Lipparelli.

Given the longstanding role of States authorizing and regulating gaming within their own borders and the fact that New York State, which I come from, has a very sophisticated regulatory structure for gaming, are the States best positioned to handle this new formal wagering?

Mr. LIPPARELLI. I think it has been our consistent position since this topic came up that we actually support a national model that gives the States some degree of framework to regulation. Given that this is an activity that crosses State borders, it is important to have some amount harmonization among those States. I think there can be particular levels of additional scrutiny that any State might want to impose, that there ought to be some ability to try to harmonize what would be a national business. Today, as you might know, there are 48-some different regulatory structures. And from a private industry perspective, many of which operate in our State, it is become increasingly problematic and increasingly expensive to be responsible, to be answerable to 48 different regulatory regimes. So our position from the State of Nevada is that we clearly support some kind of national solution.

Mr. TOWNS. To you, Mr. Fahrenkopf. Again, a little over a minute left. Has the ban on online gambling prevented Americans from gambling online? Has there been any——

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. No. I think, Congressman, as the testimony from actually all three of them, your fellow Members of the House who were here on the earlier panel, Internet wagering has just exploded. It actually started back early around 2003 and -4. The passage of UIGEA, which was with all good purpose trying to put a dent in that, we have seen has really not been as effective as it should be. And that is why we believe that has to be amended to make very clear what is legal and not legal. And regulation, taxation, is the best way to protect those people who might be vulnerable to the things that Dr. Volberg is talking about and what Congressman Wolf is concerned about.

Mr. TOWNS. Let me announce I am not a poker player, but how would I know, if I am playing, that I am not playing against a machine?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. We submitted some additional testimony to the panel after the last hearing that got into that question, because there was some discussions of the use of bots and other types of mechanical, if you will, players, rather than regular players.

And the technology that we have seen from those jurisdictions primarily in Europe, they have developed software which can—and Mr. Lipparelli probably knows more about this than I do—software that can monitor the way bets are being placed—actually, believe it or not, where the mouse is and where it is being pushed on a certain period of time to determine whether or not there is a problem.
But interestingly enough, most of the bots that have been discovered have been discovered because other players, human players, have realized that something is not right with the way the game is going and report it.

But maybe Mr. Lipparelli can tell you a little more about how the bots can be handled.

Mr. LIPARELLI. Mr. Towns, I spent a better part of 2–1/2 years looking at the various technologies that exist, and one thing that is becoming abundantly clear to me is that you can probably get away with trying to cheat a system or trying to play as an underage gambler or trying to utilize the services of the bot, but you will be uncovered fairly quickly. The analytical tools that are now being deployed as part of these systems have become very robust, so you might be able to get away with it once, but you are going to leave big fingerprints behind.

Mr. TOWNS. Thank you, Madam Chair.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Mr. Towns, I appreciate it. And recognize Mr. Bass for 5 minutes.

Mr. BASS. Thank you, Madam Chairman, this is a quick follow-up to Mr. Towns’ question. Are bots illegal?

Mr. LIPARELLI. Well, I think the only way I could answer that is depending on what that it is. You would have to define it. There are many people that will use the player’s aid on another computer to give them basic strategy play. That would probably not be illegal in most people’s mind. The use of some kind of an electronic device to gain an advantage, which is how we define cheating a game in Nevada, would probably be illegal.

Mr. BASS. But the bill wouldn’t address that, would it? Or does it?

Mr. LIPARELLI. I am not sure whether it does or doesn’t.

Mr. BASS. I have a general question for all the witnesses. I believe that Mr. Barton’s bill limits licensees to gaming facilities, I don’t know what the definition is, casinos and so forth.

Mr. McIntyre is here today from the New Hampshire Lottery. Lotteries, as he testified, have been around a long time. They have their own infrastructures and so forth that guard against cheating and fraud and corruption and so forth. Why shouldn’t they be able to run online poker if they chose to do so? I am directing that to any member of the panel.

Mr. Fahrenkopp. As I said, any piece of legislation must treat all the legal gaming entities the same, lotteries as well as land-based casinos, Native American tribes and the parimutuel industry. So if the State wants to have their lottery offer online poker, I have no objection with that. I don’t think that that would violate the rule.

Mr. BASS. Others?

Mr. McIntyre. Congressman Bass, certainly I thank you for your comments and I certainly believe that we would be able to handle that function similar to our neighbors to the north, the two Canadian lotteries that run this now, the Atlantic Lottery Corporation, representing our neighbor directly to the north, as well as the British Columbia Lottery, which runs that function very well.

Mr. BASS. Mr. Lipparelli.
Mr. LIPPARELLI. Yes, I share the views of the panelists, that I as a regulator—we abide by what our State law says. So in our case we would obviously follow that.

The only comment that I would add to the question posed by Mr. Towns and McIntyre, there are several foreign markets that are experiencing the impact of a failure to regulate on existing money-raising kinds of organizations. There are several lotteries and other kinds of organizations that in large measure rely on the proceeds of gaming activity and have highlighted the fact that illegal gaming activities are starting to have a real negative impact on their revenue flows. So given, you know, the kinds of organizations that are out there that benefit from gaming, it is a huge question to them as to why not regulate.

Mr. BASS. So, in conclusion, none of you have any objection to amending the bill to expand the scope to allow or to give the opportunity for State lotteries to participate on an equal level and not have the 2-year hold-harmless period before they could be involved in the same online poker activities as the casinos would be allowed to do upon enactment of the bill?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Well, I am not here representing anyone supporting either of the pieces of legislation. We have not made a determination—I would say, however, that one of the—anyone who knows anything about online poker knows that for it to be successful there must be liquidity, which means you have to have a lot of players.

And whether or not a State as small as Nevada or New Hampshire or other States could generate the liquidity with an intra-State online poker operation to really make it worth their while is a real question that is out there. Now maybe States as California, Florida, some of the bigger States, you would have that liquidity. But again, as I say, I have no opinion on either of the pieces of legislation that are now being considered.

Mr. BASS. Well, any other comments?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Certainly if the legislature of New Hampshire authorizes us to do so, we would welcome it. And liquidity is a matter to be determined based on the players of New Hampshire. But about 5 percent of our players and 5 percent of the State play now online currently, so it is about 60,000 people. So I imagine, based off of our brand recognition, which is 72 percent favorable amongst the citizens of New Hampshire and 85 percent favorable rating amongst our players, I would imagine that would increase.

Mr. BASS. Thank you, Madam Chairman.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Mr. Bass. Mr. Harper, you are recognized now for 5 minutes.

Mr. HARPER. Thank you, Madam Chairman. And I appreciate the witnesses being here and taking their time to enlighten us.

And if I may start with you, Mr. McIntyre, I believe you said earlier that the State of New Hampshire received, I believe, $1.5 billion towards education since the lottery began; is that correct?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. That is correct, sir.

Mr. HARPER. OK. And how much money has been sold or received for the sale of the lottery tickets, the total amount spent?

Mr. MCINTYRE. Within State?
Mr. HARPER. Out of the 1.5 billion that went to education, what was the total amount bought or spent on lottery tickets during that time?

Mr. McINTYRE. It is difficult to characterize because the amount of prizes going back to the players has varied over 50 years. But currently, of a dollar spent, 67 cents goes back to the players in terms of prizes. We keep about 25 cents on the dollar in terms of profit.

Mr. HARPER. Just a curiosity. Do you have to physically go to a vendor to purchase the lottery ticket, or is that done online?

Mr. McINTYRE. It is done through a computer system that communicates through multiple methods, and you purchase it at a convenience store, supermarket, and the rest.

Mr. BASS. Will the gentleman yield?

Mr. HARPER. Certainly, I will yield to the gentleman from New Hampshire.

Mr. BASS. Mr. McIntyre defines online as being on a telephone line. You are talking about the Internet. Internet sales are not—

Mr. HARPER. I will certainly clarify my question. Are there Internet sales, or does an individual buying a lottery ticket in New Hampshire have to go to a store vendor to buy it?

Mr. McINTYRE. 99.6 percent of our sales are through a store. A very, very, small portion of our sales, what we call subscription sales, which are done through the Internet, and it represents less than half of 1 percent of our overall sales.

Mr. HARPER. Thank you. You know, one of the concerns, as we look at this, is, for instance, in my district we have the Mississippi Band Chocktaw Indians, who have land-based casino gambling. And it is hard for me to envision how opening this up, which would require more players, would require folks to do that for it to be a profitable venture, how that will not have a negative impact upon destination gambling. And I would like to hear a response on that from whoever would care to answer?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Congressman, some years ago we at the American Gaming Association, which is most of the land-based casinos in the country in the commercial area, looked very closely at this. The question is cannibalization. If, in fact, Internet poker was allowed, would it cannibalize the business of the brick-and-mortar companies?

We looked at, for a very, very long time, we came to the conclusion that it would not; or if it did, it would be very marginal because we are only talking about poker. Our position is it should only be poker.

We are more in line with the Barton bill’s approach than we are with the Frank-Campbell bill’s approach.

Mr. HARPER. OK. Well, let me stop you for just a moment. If we are looking over all at a broader bill, more than just poker, would that not expand or increase the probability that it is going to hurt destination gambling?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. It could, although the demographics of the people who play online, as Dr. Volberg has talked about, particularly young men who are between the ages of 18 and 24, higher education, they tend to not be the same people who go to land-based casinos.
Mr. HARPER. OK.

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. So our position was that the end result would be it would be a new profit center rather be very much of a deterioration in the business of land based.

Mr. HARPER. All right. One of the arguments that has been used to support Internet gambling in the U.S., legal, is that we have these offshore sites that can’t be controlled.

Well, if we do this, how—are we still in the situation of not controlling what is that problem? How are we controlling that? Why shouldn’t we first look towards coming out with a way to perhaps block all payments to them before we look at expanding it here, because I don’t see how we are going to do that. And Dr. Volberg, I believe, has had some, maybe in your written testimony, is you are going to have a higher cost for the regulated version versus the offshore unregulated version, and what is to keep players from still going offshore?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. I would answer that in two ways. As I attempted to answer earlier to the chairperson’s question, the market will take care of some of that, not all that. In other words, people who are going to gamble online, whether or not they would rather gamble with the brands they know, U.S. companies that they know, rather than going offshore to some outfit that is located in the Caribbean island or somewhere. So the marketplace will take care of some of that.

The other step will be going back and strengthening UIGEA. The original purpose of UIGEA was exactly what you pointed out: how to block these transfers offshore. We have to go back and strengthen that act by making clear what is legal and what is illegal to give guidance to American banks and financial institutions so they can effectively block those.

Mr. HARPER. Shouldn’t we do that first before we proceed with anything else?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Well, I am not sure which should be first. I think you can both do it at the same time.

Mr. HARPER. Thank you, I yield back.

Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you Mr. Harper. Mr. Lance, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. LANCE. Thank you very much and good morning to you all. This is very interesting to me, and I want to thank the director from New Hampshire regarding his remarks concerning New Jersey. And New Jersey certainly has learned a great deal from New Hampshire.

And to Director McIntyre, it is my understanding that regulatory bodies here in this country and also abroad often rely on the independent testing laboratories for confirming that equipment used in gaming is fair for consumers. I am also told that some foreign jurisdictions that currently allow Internet gaming have similar testing requirements, not only for fairness issues but also for verification and location matters.

My question to you, and perhaps to others on the panel as well, is to what extent, if at all, do you think that statutory change here should include such requirements?

Mr. McINTYRE. I mean, certainly—Congressman, thank you for your comments and you have a wonderful lottery. One of the con-
cerns we have is integrity, and we test and retest and retest, and we use outside testing firms. We use outside testing firms to test the testing firms for that very reason, sir.

So I think in terms of an outside firm like Gaming Laboratories or the rest that offer the services and the protocols to test systems, I think that is actually an excellent idea.

Mr. LANCE. Yes, thank you. And would others on the panel have an opinion, the director in Nevada?

Mr. LIPPARELLI. Certainly, Mr. Lance. I spent 20 years in the industry, 18 of which was submitting products to testing labs around the country. And I have some colleagues that operate in other jurisdictions that don’t see as much value in pretesting. I see incredibly high value in that, and I don’t think there would be any regime that we would consider that would allow someone to deploy gaming technology that is not subjected to high assurance and pretesting.

Mr. LANCE. Thank you. That was my view as well, and I would hope it might be included in the legislation or at least in some provision that would permit that based upon rule and regulation.

On another area, on cannibalization, I am concerned to some extent whether this would be competition, not only for various aspects of the regime but also, for example, for State lotteries.

And to the two gentlemen who are certainly involved in this, do you think that there might be only a certain gaming amount, a pie, and would this lead to cannibalization of lotteries, obviously an issue of importance to those of us in New Jersey who rely on our State lottery?

Mr. LIPPARELLI. Well, I guess it is more my personal views than my role as a State regulator, but as a State regulator we do have the economic health of our industry to consider. I think what is ironic about the circumstances that exist today, the legitimate licensed operator who cares for their patrons and establishes policies, is that this distinct disadvantage to those who are really under no penalty of prosecution for playing in this field today.

So we have got this incredible imbalance, people we enjoy great relationships with, people who take lots of time and energy and money to keep their operations aboveboard, competing against those that have no view of that. And so I think to the extent that there is, again, an erosion of market share, that is occurring today without abatement.

Mr. LANCE. Thank you. Mr. McIntyre, Director McIntyre.

Mr. M CINTYRE. Yes, Congressman. I certainly use the example frequently related to the gambling pie and suggest that Nevada, in its own decisions, has no State lottery. And they have avowed repeatedly that it is because they don’t want to compete. So I certainly believe that in terms of there being a finite number of dollars, I believe that to be true.

Mr. LANCE. Thank you. And Chairman Fahrenkopf?

Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Congressman, if a State is concerned about cannibalization of the lottery, its State legislature and Governor can make a determination to opt out and therefore their lottery will not be in danger.

Mr. LANCE. Yes, thank you. That would be my view as well. And regarding pies, to all of you, a happy Thanksgiving.
Thank you very much, Madam Chair. I yield back the balance of my time.

Mrs. Bono Mack. I thank my sentimental colleague and recognize Mr. Guthrie for 5 minutes.

Mr. Guthrie. Thank you, Madam Chairman. I was kind of interested, and I have looked through the testimony written, and Mr. Fahrenkopf and Dr. Volberg, both of you cite credible studies, looks like the people who did the studies have good curriculum vitae, but you come to different conclusions about expanded online gambling and expanded access for problematic gamblers or people who are addicted to gambling.

Could you gentleman explain, you both had studies that showed completely two different results. Do you want to explain your study, and then your study, Dr. Volberg——

Mr. Fahrenkopf. Well, I think the important words that I said with regard to online gamblers, they are not more likely to be pathological gamblers.

If you take into consideration what I call the allowances that are made for participation in other gambling activities, and that is one of the problems with some of the studies that have been done and have been cited by Dr. Volberg.

I also realize that her studies, one of her studies had 139 people or 135 gamblers, another had 179, and that is why I used the Harvard studies, 40,000 gamblers online in Europe who have been examined. And I just think the weight of the evidence goes that way.

But Dr. Volberg herself admits that you have got to be careful with your sample to make sure that you don’t oversample with young men who are more likely to be those individuals included. And I am not sure whether in those surveys that she cited in her written documents——

Mr. Guthrie. The 40,000 Harvard study had the same percentage of psychological gamblers; is what you are saying they had the same percentage? So there was not an evidence of an appreciable different percentage of problem gamblers online as it is in a casino.

Mr. Fahrenkopf. I think the numbers were very different with regard to the conclusion as to whether or not just Internet gaming itself is going to create more problem gamblers or whether or not, as Dr. Volberg has quoted in a number of her studies, it is just another element that a problem gambler is going to play; in other words, they are going to——

Mr. Guthrie. Dr. Volberg, do you want respond?

Ms. Volberg. With all due respect to Mr. Fahrenkopf, the very small sample that he cited there, it looks like those results are from the Nevada survey that we did in 2002.

Mr. Fahrenkopf. No, it was a California study, 135 Internet gamblers.

Ms. Volberg. One hundred thirty-five Internet gamblers out of a total sample of 7,121.

The part that, you know—it is very difficult in a forum like this to get down into the nitty-gritty of research studies, and I would invite all of you to come to the National Council’s annual conference and listen to these things be debated.

I think that in my mind, there is very clear evidence that problem gambling rates amongst Internet gamblers are extremely high.
They are three to four times higher than they are amongst people who do not gamble on the Internet but do other forms of gambling.

The issue is that most people who gamble on the Internet also do other types of gambling. They are casino players, they play the lottery, many of them are horse betters, and so on and so forth. And so when you do an analysis it is very important to control for those things.

In the California survey that Mr. Fahrenkopf has just referenced, we found that only that very small number or very small proportion of about 2 percent of our sample had gambled on the Internet, but 11 percent of them scored as pathological gamblers and an additional 20 percent of them or 19 percent of them scored as subclinical problem gamblers.

And when you did a statistical analysis that controlled for the demographics for co-morbid disorders, for other types of gambling, the Internet gamblers were actually 10 times more likely to have a gambling problem than the people who were not gambling on the Internet.

Mr. Guthrie. Wouldn’t you say that because you can do that anonymously, because some people do things on the Internet they don’t do in public—I mean, that is what we—is it because they can do it anonymously? Is that why you see it at higher rates or access, because nobody sees you walking into the casino and gambling, see you are on the Internet, and other forms of behavior people have done on the Internet you can’t believe they have done. We have had a problem in Kentucky State Government where people are doing stuff on the computer that is just unbelievable. And is it because of the anonymity of it all that you don’t think somebody can find you?

Ms. Volberg. I think it is the anonymity. It is also the ease of access. It is the fact that, you know, there are no external controls in terms of, you know, being socially visible to other people. I think that there is a number of different features of the Internet gambling that are of great concern to people who are concerned about the issue of problem gambling.

Mr. Guthrie. Thank you. I see my time has expired. I yield back.

Mrs. Bono Mack. Thank you. Dr. Cassidy, you are recognized for 5 minutes.

Mr. Cassidy. Again, this has been a very informative panel. I think at least a couple of you must have read some of the questions I had last time. If not, you are incredibly intuitive, in which case I want to gamble with you on your side, not against you.

On the other hand, Dr. Volberg, you and Mr. Fahrenkopf actually pose some different conclusions. I think I read in your testimony that worldwide there is about 4 billion played on Internet gambling, and Mr. Fahrenkopf estimates that there would be 2 billion in tax revenue generated. Now, those numbers seem incompatible unless you are imagining, Mr. Fahrenkopf, that there would be a dramatic escalation in the amount of online gambling, or if you disagree with Dr. Volberg’s statement that there is 4 billion only.

Mr. Fahrenkopf. One of the problems with anyone guesstimating what the tax revenue that is going to be generated is, is we are dealing with an unregulated industry. So what we are doing, any of us who are trying to estimate it, would be we are
dealing with offshore companies that are trying to give us estimates.

For example, there was a PriceWaterhouseCoopers report that was actually filed in the Financial Services Committee in the last cycle that said there would be $49 billion in revenues. Well, there were a lot of assumptions you had to make. It was that every State would opt in. I mean that it would include sports wagering. I mean, you have got to look at it carefully.

I tend to go on the low side because I just don’t feel there has been sufficient evidence out there of exactly what the bottom line would be, plus we don’t know what the tax structure would be if legislation would be passed.

Mr. Cassidy. But if it were taxed too much, it would drive people to the illegal offshore sites. So, that is——

Mr. Fahrenkopf. That is the problem they have right now, Congressman, for example, in Great Britain. In Great Britain, they put in place such a high level of taxation on Internet gaming companies that most of the companies have left and have gone to the Isle of Man, have gone to Gibraltar, have gone to other places to locate because——

Mr. Cassidy. Now, that is a nice segue, just because I am out of time, and I am going to be out of time.

Dr. Volberg, your testimony also points out that in places like France and in Britain, 25 to 33 percent of the people still are offshore, if you will, at illegal sites.

Ms. Volberg. It is actually the opposite way around. It is only about 25 to 40 percent of domestic players in those markets who play exclusively with the domestically provided and regulated sites, and it is the remainder of the market, as I understand it, or the remainder of the players who actually continue to play either on out-of-jurisdiction sites or use a mix of domestic and nondomestic.

Mr. Cassidy. So we really shouldn’t view this as a cash cow for State treasuries because if we tax it too much we will just drive people offshore. That is a fair statement?

Mr. Fahrenkopf. Well, I think—that is why I say we have to tighten up UIGEA and give the banking facilities in this country the guidance that they will need to stop financial transactions with those offshore operations. That will stop it.

Mr. Cassidy. Although going back to what Mr. Frank said, if people wish to do so in this age, it is hard to imagine you can somehow keep them—although I enjoyed some of your testimony about the online protections you could create, and thank you for adding those.

There is also a little discrepancy. Dr. Volberg, you mentioned, one of the things—I don’t have my glasses on, I am sorry, I can’t see. Fahrenkopf?

Mr. Fahrenkopf. Yes, it is.

Mr. Cassidy. I apologize. Mr. Fahrenkopf, you mentioned that in one of your references that only 2.5 percent of college students play online Internet. But Dr. Volberg, I thought maybe you or someone else I saw referenced said 30 percent of high school—of college males are online. Do I have my numbers totally confused?

Ms. Volberg. I think there might be some confusion about the numbers because——
Mr. CASSIDY. What is the prevalence of Internet gambling amongst college males?
Ms. VOLBERG. I wish I could answer that because we do not have any recent surveys that tell us what Internet gambling participation rates are in the U.S. population.
I would estimate, based on what we have seen in some of the recent State-level studies, like the California study that came up earlier, is that probably while about 2 percent of the general population gambles on the Internet, amongst college-age males it is probably going to be closer to 8 to 10, possibly up to 15 percent.
Mr. CASSIDY. OK. It is different from the 2.5 percent of all students, even if it is 50 percent female/male.
Mr. FAHRENKOPF. There has been a recent study of 10,000 college students.
Mr. CASSIDY. That is the one I am quoting.
Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Yes, they found that almost 2.5 percent had gambled on the Internet and only six-tenths of a percent did so monthly or more frequently. That is from LaBrie.
Mr. CASSIDY. Now that prevalence is far lower. That is why it seemed odd.
Ms. VOLBERG. No, that is 2003 that it was published.
Mr. FAHRENKOPF. 2003. That is right.
Mr. CASSIDY. I see. That is dated data, if you will.
Mr. FAHRENKOPF. Yes.
Mr. CASSIDY. Well, I have other questions, but I am out of time.
I yield back.
Mrs. BONO MACK. Thank you, Dr. Cassidy. And the chair recognizes Mr. Olson for 5 minutes.
Mr. OLSON. I thank the chairwoman for holding this hearing and also thank the witnesses for your testimony, your time, and your expertise. It is almost over.
I would like to limit my comments this morning as to what is going on in my home State of Texas in regards to legalizing gambling, issues with UIGEA, and one question, as my colleagues have touched on most of my questions previously.
In March of this year the Texas House Committee on Licensing and Administrative Procedures held a hearing on nine bills which propose a variety of options for legalizing gaming in Texas.
Currently, gambling in Texas is limited to State lottery, three federally recognized Native American tribes, and gambling at horse and Greyhound racetracks. Supporters of gambling in Texas point to legalizing poker, casinos, and slots as a way to help with State’s budget issues in the form of nontax revenue, as you allude to up there, the success you have had in New Hampshire.
Many folks in Texas also talk about the potential for thousands of new jobs that could be created. Others argue that gambling preys upon the poorest Texans and creates bigger social problems. This is an important debate that my State is having, and I also appreciate our committee is exploring this issue of interstate online gaming and the current issues with UIGEA.
Mr. OLSON. [Continuing.] I have heard from a very, very vocal and savvy group of Twitter and Facebook constituents in the 22nd District who are very much in favor of legalizing online poker. I would like to read one email from one of these constituents. This
is from Valerie in Houston, Texas. And she said, Dear Representative Olson, the UIGEA slaps the Internet with unnecessary government regulation and oversight that limits innovation and growth. The act may have been intended to stop unlawful Internet gambling, but because it never actually spelled out what that meant, UIGEA ushered in unintended consequences that put the government in the role of Big Brother. In particular, the act has the effect of turning online payment transaction companies into informants and enforcers for the Federal Government, raising privacy concerns as well as cost to consumers. Sincerely, Valerie, from Houston, Texas.

Many people believe that if you are going to play Internet poker you should not follow the Federal Government’s model of managing your budget. You should do it with money you have earned and not money that you expect to earn or hope to earn. As you know, legislation has been introduced in the House which would prohibit the use of credit cards from making deposits in Internet gaming accounts.

My question is for you, Mr. Fahrenkopf and any of the witnesses who wants to get involved, do you think most companies would be willing to limit themselves to debit cards and electronic checks?

Mr. Fahrenkopf. I mean we haven't taken a position on the whole question of credit cards. It was a major issue in the Frank bill in previous legislative sessions. The original bill did provide for the use of credit cards. However, when the bill was being voted out of committee, that was removed. At this point in time, we don’t have a position one way or the other on that from the standpoint of the American Gaming Association.

Mr. Olson. Anyone else want to comment? Mr. Lipparelli.

Mr. Lipparelli. In the State of Nevada the use of credit cards is illegal for gaming.

Mr. Olson. Mr. Fahrenkopf, any comments?

Mr. Fahrenkopf. I already did.

Mr. Olson. I apologize. Mr. McIntyre.

Mr. McIntyre. Certainly I am under the direction of the New Hampshire legislature and the governor’s office, so whatever they would say to do I would do heartily.

Mr. Olson. Sounds like my marriage, yes, sir. And Dr. Volberg.

Ms. Volberg. I think that there would be a lot of arguments in favor of prohibiting the use of credit cards for Internet gaming. So I would be in favor of that.

Mr. Olson. Thank you very much. That is all my questions. I yield back.

Mrs. Bono Mack. I thank the gentlemen, and the chair now recognizes Mr. Butterfield for the purposes of a unanimous consent request.

Mr. Butterfield. Thank you very much. I am going to ask unanimous consent to have this letter dated November 18th, 2011, included in the record. The letter simply reiterates the necessity to hear from Federal agencies who will be impacted by any bill we pass relating to the legalization of Internet gaming.

Thank you.

[The information follows:]
November 18, 2011

The Honorable Mary Bono Mack
Chairman
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade
U.S. House of Representatives
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Bono Mack:

Today, the Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade convened its second hearing this session on Internet gambling. As Ranking Member, I want to thank you for scheduling time for us to consider this complex topic and evaluate proposed legislation. At the first hearing, I spoke to the importance of proceeding in a cautious and deliberate fashion and the need to hear from federal entities charged with implementation and oversight of Internet gambling. However, I am concerned that the Subcommittee has not yet received testimony from the very entities that would oversee and implement key regulations governing a potential new system of legalized online gambling. These entities include, among others, the Departments of Justice, the Treasury, and Commerce, and the Federal Trade Commission.

At the Subcommittee hearing on October 25, 2011, you indicated that an essential goal of the hearing was to determine the proper role for federal regulators. You asked, “Can online gambling be regulated effectively? And what role should the federal government play to protect American consumers from ‘sharks’?” 1 I strongly agree that both questions are central to our oversight of this topic. But we cannot obtain informed answers about the effectiveness of gambling regulation or consumer protection if we fail to invite key federal government agencies to testify as witnesses.

---

Legalizing Internet gambling nationwide would involve several federal entities, each with different roles to play. Currently, the Department of Justice enforces the Wire Act, and has used that statute to treat online gambling as illegal. The Department of Justice also enforces the Unlawful Internet Gambling Enforcement Act (UIGEA), which bans gambling enterprises from accepting checks, credit card charges, electronic transfers, and other payments connected to unlawful online bets or wagers. For its part, the Department of the Treasury was required under UIGEA to prescribe regulations requiring financial transaction providers to establish policies and procedures to “identify and block or otherwise prevent or prohibit restricted transactions.” Under H.R. 1174, introduced by Representatives John Campbell and Barney Frank, Treasury would implement a licensing program for Internet gambling sites. Under H.R. 2366, introduced by Chairman Emeritus Joe Barton, the Department of Commerce would oversee the state or tribal licensure of online poker vendors. Finally, although it has been left out of current proposals, the Federal Trade Commission enforces fair business and marketing practices and possesses the appropriate e-commerce expertise to protect online gamblers’ personal data and privacy.

It should be no mystery why strong oversight of online gambling would be required. In addition to monitoring industry practices, preventing fraud, and providing protections for individuals with gambling problems, regulators must ensure that children and teens are completely excluded from gambling activities.

The involvement of minors in gambling is particularly problematic – and already happens all too often. An October 2010 study by the Annenberg Public Policy Center found that 6.2% of boys age 14 to 17 (roughly 530,000 teenage boys) had used an Internet gambling site in the previous month – and while participation rates by girls were lower, they were increasing. Moreover, in the past month, the Pittsburgh Tribune-Review and USA Today both reported that offshore betting sites are profiting from wagers on televised high school football games. The

---


founder of one such site was quoted as saying, “[t]he customers who bet the games don’t have a problem with morality. If the customers are happy, I am happy.” Commenting on the scope of the problem in countries where gambling is legal, he said, “Walk to any street corner in the United Kingdom. You can bet on under 16-year-old soccer events, boys or girls. Any match, just about any amount.” This practice represents the type of enforcement challenges federal regulators will face if online gambling is made legal.

If the Subcommittee is to proceed with the federal legalization and regulation of Internet gambling, it must do so with careful consideration and thought. I respectfully request that our Subcommittee seek formal testimony from federal entities that would be tasked with any oversight of legalized gambling.

Thank you very much.

Very truly yours,

G. K. Butterfield
Ranking Member
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing, and Trade

---

\[7\] Cato, *High School Football Betting Rankles Pennsylvania Athletic Officials.*
Mrs. Bono Mack. Without objection, and I, too, have received written testimony from Mr. Robert Martin, Chairman of the Morongo Band of Mission Indians, that has been shared with minority counsel. I understand they have no objection to including it in the record of today's hearing. Therefore, I ask unanimous consent that it be included in the record of this hearing.

[The information follows:]
Summary

Despite the far-reaching ramifications that online gaming legislation will have on tribal gaming enterprises, tribal governments have not been adequately consulted in the development of various federal online gaming legislative proposals. Such legislation should ensure that tribes are given fair and equal access to the online gaming market in a timely and forthright manner and that those activities become subject to the regulatory oversight by the tribe that authorizes the gaming to exist and when appropriate, the National Indian Gaming Commission. Tribes are important stakeholders in the current gaming market and must be afforded the same opportunities as all other operators. To be sure, 100 percent of the Tribes would face new competition with the authorization of online gaming, while only few will likely have the financial strength to compete with those who are granted new online gaming franchises. With that understanding, the passage of any legislation authorizing the use of the Internet, including a bill that addresses all of the concerns raised by tribes, remains troubling.

Written Testimony

My name is Robert Martin and I am the tribal chairman of the Morongo Band of Mission Indians. Our reservation is located just east of Palm Springs in Southern California. I appreciate the chance to provide testimony on this important issue.

When it comes to gaming, Morongo has a proud history of leadership. I was serving on the Tribal Council when Morongo and the Cabazon Band of Mission Indians won the landmark 1987 Supreme Court case that confirmed the sovereignty of all Indian tribes and allowed Indian Country to establish gaming operations. That decision proved to be a watershed moment for
Indian Country that helped transform the lives of thousands of Native Americans by allowing tribes to establish gaming enterprises.

Tribal gaming has allowed Indian Country to overcome decades of poverty, intolerance and neglect to provide for our people and to become self-reliant. Gaming has empowered tribes across the nation including Morongo to assist other non-gaming tribes by providing support for tribal education and economic development projects that help put others on the road to self-determination. As a result, tribes have been able to provide 628,000 jobs and $11.8 billion in federal, state and local revenue from gaming and non-gaming enterprises in 2009 alone. This revenue, combined with the billions in economic activity related to tribal gaming, has helped fuel the economies of our counties and states.

But, as we all know, the nature of gaming is changing. Just as it has with so many other industries, the Internet is revolutionizing the gaming industry. The Spectrum Gaming Group, a well-respected international authority on gaming, reported in 2010 that online gaming is growing at a rate of 10.6% annually – five times more than the growth rate of brick and mortar casinos.

The Internet is the new frontier in gaming. With the right legislation, Internet poker can be a fantastic opportunity for Indian Country to continue along the road of self-reliance. But the wrong federal legislation would be disastrous if it created a playing field that did not allow all operators, including tribes, from competing fairly. By having access to online poker, Indian Country will be able to continue providing for our people by creating and cultivating new opportunities to adapt and meet the demands of customers as technology changes.

So far, we have not seen any federal online gaming bill that puts tribes on equal footing with other potential online poker operators. In the last 18 months, there have been seven attempts at federal Internet gaming legislation. These bills have promoted some form of exclusivity for certain types of operators, typically casino entities based out of Nevada, including HR 2366.

When discussing the authorization of Internet gaming, I believe there are five critical issues that must be addressed.

First, is the issue of access. Tribes must have the chance to participate fairly in the online gaming market. As gaming operators, we must have the same rights as all other casino operators to offer
online gaming in a fair and equitable manner. Restricting the rights of tribes to participate in online gaming – such as limiting the ability of tribes to offer Internet poker players off of reservation lands – would severely and unfairly inhibit our ability to compete, and will jeopardize our financial standing. Such restrictions would fly in the face of the very purpose and capabilities of the Internet, which is about breaking down borders and providing a vehicle for communication and commerce. What good is the Internet if it can’t be used to extend beyond the borders of our reservations?

The second issue is timing and entry into the marketplace. It is important that tribes have the opportunity to enter the online gaming market at the same time as any other potential operators. This ensures that tribes are afforded the same chance to compete fairly for the all-important market share.

The third issue revolves around eligibility of Internet poker operators and efforts to limit tribal participation. Any federal legislation should not impose size restrictions that place unnecessary burdens on smaller tribes looking to participate in online poker while favoring large Nevada casinos. HR 2366 would limit the pool of potential online poker operators only to large casinos that have 500 or more slot machines or 250 or more poker tables for five years or more. This deals an unfair hand to smaller tribes who do not meet this arbitrary and exclusionary size standard that brazenly seeks to favor Nevada casinos. And under HR 2366, those who do not meet these standards would be ineligible to become an authorized Internet poker operator for at least two years, giving Nevada casinos an unfair monopoly.

Furthermore, we believe online poker is an appropriate place to begin when discussing online gaming legislation, which brings me to our fourth issue. This is the ideal game with which to enter government-sanctioned operations. Poker is a well-defined game in terms of operation, regulation and popularity. Other forms of games are less defined and including them in any online gaming legislation will undoubtedly spawn a host of legal challenges and regulatory hurdles that would delay the launch of online poker and the revenues it would generate. By only legislating on this single game-type, we are ensuring that operators can quickly launch their online poker sites and begin generating economic activity, jobs and government revenue.
This brings me to our fifth issue and the topic of this hearing: regulation. Any legislation authorizing online gaming should not compromise existing state-Tribal compacts that generate millions in state and local revenues. Additionally, the question arises as to who would serve as regulators? HR 2366 seeks to award regulatory oversight and authority for online poker with the Commerce Department, which is both concerning and confusing. When IGRA was approved in 1988, it established the primary federal regulatory authority for Indian gaming as the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) within the Department of the Interior. The experts at NIGC and Interior have had the primary responsibility for regulating tribal gaming for more than two decades with a proven track record of capable and professional oversight of tribal gaming.

As National Indian Gaming Association Chairman Ernie Stevens Jr. has testified, the 184 members of NIGA unanimously approved a set of principles in October 2010 that any online gaming legislation must satisfy to receive Indian Country’s support. Designed to preserve the sovereign rights of tribes, those principles include:

- Indian tribes are sovereign governments with a right to operate, regulate, tax, and license Internet gaming, and those rights must not be subordinated to any nonfederal authority;
- Internet gaming authorized by Indian tribes must be available to customers in any locale where Internet gaming is not criminally prohibited;
- Consistent with long held federal law and policy, tribal revenues must not be subject to tax;
- Existing tribal government rights under tribal-state compacts and IGRA must be respected;
- The legislation must not open up the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) for amendments.

Some have questioned the NIGA principles, particularly the long held federal law and policy that tribal revenues must not be subject to tax. But they are not acknowledging how tribes have provided billions in state and federal revenues, from payroll taxes to Tribal-State compacts through which tribes have provided billions in state revenues.
The discussion of Internet poker is not new to me. I have been an outspoken advocate for Internet poker for several years. But despite being on the forefront of this issue, I am distressed to report that I have not been contacted by any of the federal bill authors seeking my comment.

For that matter, the authors of the seven federal proposals over the past 18 months have not adequately communicated or dialogued with Indian Country in any meaningful manner during the drafting of the aforementioned federal legislation. Nevertheless, tribes have taken steps to be heard on the issue.

To date, there hasn’t been a federal legislative proposal that meets NIGA’s principles or that protects the rights of Indian Country. Indian Country should not be left out of the discussion. We should have a voice at the table just as so many others have.

Tribes that want to participate in online gaming markets must have the ability to do so – equitably and fairly in an open and competitive market.
Mrs. BONO MACK. With that, I am happy to thank my colleagues for their participation today. I thank the panel very much for your help in shedding light on what is clearly a very complicated issue. I look forward to our work together if this moves forward.

As we conclude our hearing today and prepare to depart to the four corners of our great Nation to celebrate Thanksgiving, please permit me to say what a blessing and an honor it has been to work with all of you this year on so many issues which are so important to so many people. Travel safely and I hope everyone enjoys our unique American holiday.

I remind members that they have 10 business days to submit questions for the record, and I ask the witnesses to please respond promptly to any questions you might receive. And with that, the meeting is now adjourned. Thank you.

[Whereupon, at 11:09 a.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
January 5, 2012

The Honorable Edolphus Towns
Member
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade
2125 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515-6115

Dear Representative Towns:

Please find attached answers to the questions posed which relate to the lottery industry and revenues. I certainly appreciate your courtesy during this hearing. If I can be of further assistance, please do not hesitate to contact me.

Warm regards,

Charles R. McIntyre
Executive Director
The Honorable Edolphus Towns  
Member  
Subcommittee on Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade

1. Since the advent of illegal online poker, have lotteries seen a loss of revenue?

The advent of illegal poker is a hard date to pinpoint, but they have certainly become more prevalent starting in or around 2000. Since that time, we have seen a dramatic increase in the number of websites offering these services, and an exponential revenue amount estimated to be wagered through the sites.

Similarly, it is hard to state that lottery revenues are a constant, for two significant reasons: 1) new lotteries have come to be since 2000, creating entirely new player-bases and retail outlets (Tennessee, North Carolina, Arkansas); and 2) many of the lotteries have introduced entirely new games or products to increase revenues. For example, New York introduced Video Lottery terminals at a number of facilities throughout the state during that time, and has seen a significant increase in revenues.

To make an accurate comparison of revenues we can use my home state, New Hampshire, which has not made any substantive changes to its gambling profile since prior to 2000, and is considered a mature lottery. Our net revenues peaked during FY2006 and have been in steady decline ever since. In FY 2006 the NH lottery transferred approximately eighty million dollars for education; in FY 2011, our profit had dropped to a little over sixty-two million. Certainly, not all the decline is attributable to internet poker, but during the time when internet poker revenues were surging, the NH Lottery revenues were declining in corresponding fashion.

2. Was there any increase in lottery sales following the recent shutdown of several online poker sites?

During the first quarter of FY 2012, of forty-three reporting lotteries, thirty-five were positive in year over year gross revenue growth, four were flat and four were negative. Of the thirty-five that showed positive growth, nineteen were by 5% or greater (including New Hampshire).

Through the years, when either the state or federal government has taken a stance against unregulated, illegal gambling lottery proceeds have typically risen. As both a state prosecutor handling illegal gambling cases, and as a lottery executive in both Massachusetts and New Hampshire, I have witnessed this firsthand. While the correlation has not been carefully documented, there is ample evidence to suggest that where authorities moved to eliminate illegal gambling, lottery revenues have generally risen.
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Adolescents are considered by the National Council on Problem Gambling to be at a higher risk of a gambling disorder. More than two-thirds of states restrict in-person casino gambling to those age 21 and older or completely ban it. All others limit such activity to those 18 and older.

But young men and teenage boys are nonetheless managing to gamble through the Internet. An October 2010 study by the Annenberg Adolescent Communication Institute found that 16% of young men age 18 to 22 (or roughly 1.7 million individuals) had used an Internet gambling site in the previous month. This was almost a fourfold increase from the same survey’s findings in 2008. The 2010 study also found that 6.2% of boys age 14 to 17 (or roughly 530,000 individuals) had used an Internet gambling site in the previous month.

I understand that Annenberg’s findings represent a “snapshot” of Internet gambling prevalence and that its survey occurred at a time prior to the April 15, 2011, seizure by the U.S. Department of Justice of the three largest poker websites operating in the United States. Nevertheless, it concerns me greatly that this and other recent studies suggest that online gambling by high school- and college-age youth has become more prevalent in recent years.

Please discuss the differences in maintaining age controls in brick-and-mortar casinos and in the Internet environment.

Age restrictions apply to virtually all forms of legalized gambling although such restrictions vary by type of gambling as well as by jurisdiction. The chief rationale for age restrictions has been that children and adolescents are more likely to become problem gamblers if they begin gambling at a young age.

The key difference in maintaining age controls in the online environment compared with brick-and-mortar casinos is the absence of the ability to verify an individual’s age through visual cues and body language. The ability to effectively prevent underage gambling has evolved over time within specific sectors of the gambling industry. For example, early studies of adolescents in states where casino gambling was legalized found that significant numbers of underage youth were able to participate in this highly age-restricted form of gambling. A survey of high school students carried out in the wake of the introduction of casino gambling in Atlantic City found that 64% of the respondents had gambled at the casinos (Arcuri, Lester, & Smith, 1985). In contrast, a more recent survey of adolescents aged 13 to 18 in Nevada, the most mature gambling market in North America, found that only 1% of the respondents had gambled at a casino in the past year (Volberg, 2002). In a similar vein, a study of adolescents in Oregon found that underage participation in lottery games declined from 39% in 1998 to 8% in 2007—a change at least partly due to efforts by the State of Oregon to educate youth, their parents and their teachers about the risks of adolescent gambling (Volberg, Hedberg, & Moore, 2008).

Ten years ago, the Federal Trade Commission (2002) issued a consumer alert about children and online gambling. The FTC noted the ease with which underage individuals can access online gambling sites using credit or debit cards. The FTC found that nearly all gambling sites had inadequate or hard-to-find warnings about underage gambling prohibitions and few sites had any effective mechanisms to block minors from entering. The FTC also called attention to the numerous advertisements for gambling sites that appeared on popular non-gambling and game-playing sites.

Much has been made of a 2004 British study, where a 16-year-old girl attempted to access 37 gambling websites using her debit card, lying about her age but being otherwise truthful. Only seven sites (19%) prevented her from registering (Smeaton, Poole, Chevis, & Carr, 2004). A more
recent study completed in 2009, after Britain began regulating online gambling, showed quite different results. A "mystery shopping" exercise intended to test the effectiveness of barriers to underage gambling found that 51% of the 37 online operators licensed by the UK Gambling Commission and representing 95% of all active customer accounts had measures in place to prevent underage players from gambling and from withdrawing any winnings if they were able to gamble (Gambling Commission, 2009).

In a report commissioned by FairPlay USA, Sparrow (2009) notes that a set of regulatory methods and technologies already exist to prevent underage access to online gambling sites. He points to a number of technologies routinely used in other industries, including a variety of data-matching techniques, electronic or other submission of documentary evidence of age, and the possible application of biometric identification systems. The strongest form of age control would require positive matching of a player at the time of registration against existing databases of known adults as well as identity-verification prior to initiating any session of play. Site operators could also be required to provide child-protective software to parents to help prevent minors from accessing gambling sites. Alternatively, a separate governmental or nonprofit entity could provide such software. Given the existence of such measures, Sparrow concludes that online gambling can effectively exclude minors by combining cutting-edge technology with a strong regulatory regime.

b. I understand that your research team found in Oregon that even when adolescents do not gamble with real money online, many still play the free version of popular online gambling games. What is known about the effects of "free play" and the practices of site operators that offer it? Are there any recent developments regarding "free play" that concern you?

Playing on Internet gambling sites without money is indeed common, particularly among boys and young men. In the survey that I and colleagues carried out among adolescents aged 12 to 17 in Oregon, playing gambling-type games on the Internet for free was the most popular gambling activity (Volberg et al., 2008). One-third of these adolescents (32%) had played free gambling games on the Internet at some time with 18% having done so in the past year. Boys were significantly more likely than girls to have gambled for free on the Internet (24% vs. 13%). Less than 1% of the respondents in the survey had gambled on the Internet for money. Similarly, in a survey of Canadian youth, Derevensky (2009) found that 49% of the underage respondents had gambled on the Internet without money in the past 12 months (including 34% of the respondents classified as non-gamblers) but that only 8% had gambled on the Internet with money.

Very little is known about the effects of "free play" on underage persons. However, researchers have noted the importance of preventing underage gamblers from playing for free on online websites due to their presumed vulnerability to the development of gambling-related problems (Valentine, 2008; Wiebe & Falkowski-Ham, 2003). Other researchers have identified a tendency among college age gamblers to make bigger and riskier bets in online games compared with offline games, particularly in the presence of other players (Cole, Barrett, & Griffiths, 2011). This is a particular concern in relation to underage youth, many of whom gamble primarily for social reasons rather than strictly for monetary gain.

There is some evidence that Internet gambling operators offer different odds and payout ratios during "free play" and "demo" sessions compared to when gamblers are playing for money. In 2004, a listserv called GamblingIssuesInternational (whose members are primarily health professionals and researchers) complained to MGA Entertainment about a slot machine application that the company's Japanese licensee had placed prominently on the Bratz Dolls website. The
listserv members pointed out that the slot machine application invariably returned a large win within five spins (early large wins are a known contributor to later gambling problems) and allowed players to “stop” the reels, thereby contributing to an illusion of control, another known contributor to problem gambling (Don, 2004). Sévigny and colleagues (2005) identified significant differences in payouts on Internet slot machines in “demo” and “for money” modalities. While companies argue that demo sessions are an opportunity for players to practice their skills before playing for money, 39% of the 117 Internet slot machine sites examined in this study provided a payout over 100% after 100 trials in their “demo” games and half of these sites maintained the inflated payout rate over an additional 400 trials. None of the websites provided payout rates over 100% in sessions where real money was gambled.

There are recent developments in relation to “free play” that are a concern. For example, many Internet gambling sites incorporate popular videogame technologies that appeal particularly to youth (Derevensky, 2009). An even greater concern relates to non-monetary gambling games, including poker, that are now offered on social media sites such as Facebook regardless of members’ age. While these “virtual” games are currently only offered for points that cannot be exchanged for cash, there are indications that Apple, Facebook and Google are interested in eventually offering the games for real money (Domjen, 2012; Gladdis, 2011; Winkler, 2012a, 2012b).

King and colleagues (2010) identify several reasons for concern about the convergence of gambling and digital media. They suggest that new gambling technologies make gambling more accessible and attractive to young people, promote factually incorrect information about the games, provide an easy escape from real world problems such as depression and social isolation, and create a gambling environment that facilitates peer pressures to gamble.

c. Please briefly address whether you believe there is a role government authorities can play to ensure children and teens have a full understanding of gambling, including its risks.

Beyond the regulatory question of how to effectively prevent children and teens from accessing legal but age-restricted forms of gambling, I do believe there is a role that government authorities can play to ensure children and teens have a full understanding of gambling, including its risks.

Given the strong evidence that gambling and other risky behaviors (e.g., tobacco, alcohol and drug use, poor school performance, truancy) are “fellow travelers” among adolescents (Jacobs, 2000; Romer, 2003), education and health departments at the state and federal level should be strongly encouraged to include materials on gambling in youth addiction prevention and education programs as well as in broader information and awareness campaigns for risky behaviors.

Another concern relates to advertisements for gambling which often target audiences along age, gender and ethnic lines and use persuasive techniques to promote the view that gambling is solely an entertainment experience. Given the likely ongoing convergence of gambling and digital media, there is a need for effective restrictions on online gambling advertisements directed towards young people (McMullan & Miller, 2008).

Finally, efforts are needed to increase recognition of youth gambling and its associated risks among parents, teachers, counselors and others working with youth. Work is needed to increase understanding of associations between youth gambling and other risk behaviors. Parents who gamble need to be educated about the increased risk of gambling problems for their children. Once youth are gambling, peer influences should be addressed in school-based curricula. Strategies are needed that combine programs across family, school and community, include a range of activities.
(e.g., information, improving skills, offering alternative activities, providing problem identification and referral), are adaptable over time as conditions change and are rigorously evaluated to identify the most effective approaches (Volberg, 2009a).

2. The self-exclusion list is the most widely adopted protection mechanism for problem gamblers. If individuals have a gambling problem and choose to enroll in a program that bars them from entering any casino in a given state, then gambling operators and regulators owe it to these individuals to provide a system that works. Such a system should encompass as many establishments as possible, ensure the confidentiality of individuals on the list, and function reliably to help problem gamblers avoid “slips.” The same ought to be the case for individuals who wish to exclude themselves from online gambling establishments, if they are legalized here in the United States.

However, you indicated at the Subcommittee’s hearing that the self-exclusion list is not the only mechanism available—or even the minimum necessary—for effective player protection. You testified: “Beyond requiring licensees to establish self-exclusion programs, I believe some additional minimum requirements are needed. These include a requirement for players to set limits with regard to time and money, a 24-hour cooling-off period before changes to limits can be made, monthly financial statements, and self-assessment tests.”

a. Can you please more fully discuss these requirements and why you believe each is important to helping individuals limit their gambling?

While self-exclusion has been widely adopted as a consumer protection mechanism, surprisingly little research that has been done to evaluate the effectiveness of such programs or identify what works best (Volberg, 2009c). The most thorough study, carried out by the Responsible Gambling Council of Ontario (2008), found that the self-exclusion process is increasingly viewed as a means to provide assistance to individuals rather than as a punitive measure, that compulsory lifetime bans are giving way to bans of varying length, and that better links are developing between gambling venues and specialist treatment programs to improve the likelihood that gamblers who so desire will be able to access the help they need. The Council noted, however, that there was considerable room for improvement in self-exclusion programs worldwide. There is a need to promote these programs more aggressively; there is also a need for much better regulatory oversight of these programs and for better coordination between operators within jurisdictions.

Given the lack of research on exclusion programs, it should be no surprise that there is, as yet, little empirical evidence for the additional measures that I recommended in my testimony. I based my support for measures such as limit setting, cooling-off periods, monthly financial statements and self-assessment tests on a theoretical understanding of how gambling problems develop and on the limited research that is beginning to emerge about the effectiveness of some of these measures.

The most comprehensive review of pre-commitment strategies—as these measures are termed internationally—was carried out recently by the Australian Productivity Commission (2010; see Chapter 10). The Productivity Commission noted that the ability for players to make choices and place limits on their gambling involvement prior to actually gambling is important because these activities are intentionally designed to overwhelm individual decisions about when, how long and how much to gamble. Players may experience faulty cognitions, find it hard to stop playing, fail to appreciate the risks associated with these activities, have their judgment impaired by alcohol, or suffer from emotional or mental health problems. All of these factors serve as obstacles to
genuinely informed choice and reduce the capacity for self-control (Dickerson, Haw, & Shepherd, 2003).

b. What have you observed as governments or other gambling authorities have begun to implement these requirements?

Serious efforts at consumer protection first emerged in relation to slot machines and have evolved furthest in Australia and Canada where slot machines are widespread and often located in previously non-gambling establishments. Consumer protection measures around slot machines include employee problem gambling awareness training as well as automated interventions with “high frequency” gamblers. Other consumer protection measures relate to modifying slot machines parameters (e.g., game speed, number of near misses, number of play lines, removal of bill acceptors, limits on bet size and maximum wins, mandatory cash-outs, etc.), setting loss limits, restricting access to cash and credit, and restricting advertising and promotional activities (Williams, West, & Simpson, 2008). Several researchers have pointed out that monitoring of player behavior is increasingly popular with Internet gambling operators targeting heavy spending players and have called for the use of behavioral analysis to identify players who are likely to be eligible for protective and helpful interventions (Dragicevic, Tsogas, & Kudic, 2011; Griffiths, 2008; Peller, LaPlante, & Shaffer, 2008).

Implementation of consumer protection measures in the Internet gambling environment began in the Nordic countries and has spread to other jurisdictions internationally. When Loto-Quebec introduced online gambling in 2010, players were limited to losses of under $10,000 per week and required to set weekly spending limits with a seven-day cooling off period set before limits could be increased. A government-appointed committee is monitoring the venture and will report its findings in 2013 (Moore, 2010). When the New Zealand Lottery introduced online access to games, players were required to set spending limits under $300 per week before they could access an online account. If players reach their spending limit over four consecutive months, they are contacted by the Lottery to inquire whether they wish to reduce their spending limits (New Zealand Lotteries, 2009).

The most promising and well-developed online gambling player protection package is Playscan (www.playscan.com), a corporate social responsibility product developed by an independent subsidiary of Svenska Spel, the Swedish state-owned gambling operator. Playscan offers players a range of tools, including personalized budgets, self-diagnostic tests of gambling habits, and self-exclusion options. A recent survey of Svenska Spel players found that 26% had used Playscan with over half of these users setting spending limits, 40% taking the self-diagnostic test and 17% using the self-exclusion feature (Griffiths, Wood, & Parke, 2009). Playscan is presently available to gamblers on the Swedish, French and Finnish government gambling operators’ websites with plans for further expansion in Europe and Asia.

At a recent workshop that I attended in Stockholm, several Swedish colleagues presented the results of a study of Playscan’s self-diagnostic test with more than 20,000 players from seven Nordic gambling companies. The test provides individualized feedback to players about how their gambling compares to other players and to their own history of play and appears to be an effective early warning tool providing feedback and support tailored to individuals’ own gambling and risk behaviors (Munck, Jonsson, & Nilsson, 2011). Another recent intriguing study analyzed chatroom correspondence with customer service employees of three European online gambling operators and found indicators in these exchanges that predicting subsequent self-exclusion (Haefeli, Lischer, &
Schwarz, 2011). This study is a further indication of the importance of early detection as a building block for the effective prevention of gambling-related problems among Internet gamblers.

Internationally, we are seeing the emergence of a range of third-party certification efforts in support of consumer protection. Organizations such as eCOGRA (e-Commerce and Online Gaming Regulation and Assurance), the World Lottery Association and G4 (Global Gambling Guidance Group) have all developed accreditation programs to assure minimum standards in corporate social responsibility and player protection. While not all the members of these groups have sought accreditation, the existence of these programs points to growing acceptance of the importance of consumer protection in the gaming industry (Volberg, 2011).

What we do know about consumer protection measures in general is that not many people will use these tools unless their use becomes normative, that there is reasonable evidence that players will use these tools if they are made available, that higher-risk users find these tools most useful, that if players want to circumvent these systems, they probably will and that system design plays a critical role in the effectiveness of these systems (Hare, 2010).

While much more development and research work is needed, the fact that Internet gambling is conducted in a networked, data-intensive environment offers opportunities for regulatory oversight and consumer protection that are impossible in the brick-and-mortar environment. Since every detail of every gambling transaction can be recorded and potentially analyzed in the Internet gambling environment, players exhibiting behaviors indicative of problematic gambling can be flagged and their betting habits further analyzed (Sinclair & Volberg, 2000). As I noted in my written testimony, requirements for players to set limits with regard to time and money, monthly financial statements and self-assessment tests are all measures supported strongly by Internet gamblers surveyed worldwide (Parke, Rigbye, Parke, & Williams, 2007). While stronger empirical support is needed for many of these measures, I concur with Sparrow (2009) who notes that, in a well-regulated online environment, gamblers should have opportunities and technologies easily available to help reduce and prevent problematic gambling behaviors.

c. At the hearing, you suggested that it would be best if player protection programs were “operated by a third-party independent organization.” Please explain why you believe this.

I noted in my testimony that one important advantage to establishing a single, separate agency to operate player protection programs would be to allow players who wished to set limits on their time or money or to self-exclude to visit a single site where these services could be implemented across the full range of gambling sites at one time. This has been a challenge for many of the self-exclusion programs operated by brick-and-mortar gaming operators.

Another important reason for operating player protection programs through a third-party independent organization is that both gambling operators and governments are constrained by the profit motive in their willingness and ability to prevent problem gambling. Governments, in particular, face conflicting incentives in relation to gambling legalization and the extent to which best practices will be adopted can be influenced by pressures from politicians, senior officials, industry lobby groups and other advocates. Having an independent agency or organization operate player protection programs would ensure that these efforts are not, and are not perceived to be, affected by the need to generate revenues.

A third reason to have player protection programs operated by an independent organization is that this approach is more likely to result in the fielding of measures that are independently evaluated,
publicly accountable and transparent to consumers, operators and other interested parties. In its most recent report, the Australian Productivity Commission identified independence as an important "best practice" in the regulation of all forms of legal, commercial gambling (Productivity Commission, 2010; see Chapter 17).

3. At the hearing, you contended that funding in the United States for prevention, treatment, and research on problem gambling is currently inadequate. You testified that "[s]tate funding for problem gambling services per capita is approximately one-twentieth the level it is in countries such as Australia and Canada."

What steps do you believe Congress should take to address this current funding shortfall, and what do you believe Congress should do to ensure the long-term budgetary health of such programs if this body considers a bill legalizing online gambling?

In the most recent national survey of publicly funded problem gambling services, the average adult per-capita allocation for the 37 states with such funding was 34 cents with approximately half of those funds (17 cents) directed toward treatment services (Marotta, Moore, & Christensen, 2011). Within the United States, it is helpful to compare this level of spending with national spending on substance abuse treatment. In 2005, the most recent year available, spending on substance abuse treatment was $22 billion which equates to in $102 in adult per-capita spending (Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, 2010; U.S. Census Bureau, 2005).

Internationally, some countries spend far greater amounts on publicly funded problem gambling services. In my testimony, I was comparing per-capita funding for problem gambling services in the U.S. in 2004 with per-capita funding for these services in several other countries, including Canada, Australia, New Zealand and South Africa (Volberg, 2009b). Since 2004, spending on problem gambling services in Canada has grown from $44 million (USD) to $80 million (USD) (Canadian Partnership for Responsible Gambling, 2011) while the new government in the Australian state of Victoria has pledged to spend $11 million (USD) annually over the next five years on problem gambling services, up from $10 million (USD) in 2004 (Victorian Liberal Nationals Coalition, 2010). While spending on problem gambling services in the United States has risen since 2004, from approximately $25 million to $58 million, this increase in funding is primarily due to the growing number of states that have legalized casino gambling and are now providing publicly funded problem gambling services (Marotta et al., 2011).

Regarding immediate steps that Congress could take to address this funding shortfall, I believe that an important first step would be to establish clear responsibility for overseeing problem gambling services within a single federal agency along with a mandate to coordinate efforts with other federal agencies, including the Departments of Education, Health and Justice. Leadership at the federal level might influence states to do a better job appropriating funds for problem gambling services from the revenue streams that many receive from legalized gambling. Furthermore, such leadership could result in the identification of best practices in problem gambling prevention, treatment and research and prompt states to adopt such practices.

The experiences of rapid liberalization of lotteries in the 1970s and of casinos in the 1990s in the United States provides salutary lessons about the willingness of state governments to provide help for vulnerable populations, including young people and problem gamblers. In general, funding for services for problem gamblers has become available only when a new form of gambling is legalized. Furthermore, such funding tends to be highly vulnerable to changes in government and in economic...
circumstances, as recent decisions by several states to reduce or eliminate existing funding for problem gambling services demonstrate (Berzon, 2011).

To ensure the long-term budgetary health of such programs, language is needed within any bill legalizing online gambling in the United States to assure that a reasonable level of funding for problem gambling services is made available and preserved over time and to also assure that research will be undertaken to keep the federal government informed about new developments and emerging best practices in preventing and treating problem gambling.
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